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Foreword

From 16 January through 28 Febnrary 1991, the United States and
its allies conducted one of the most operationally successful wars in
history, a conflict In which air operations played a preeminent role.
The Gulf War Air Power Survey was commissioned on 22 August 1991
to review all aspects of air warfare In the Persian Gulf for use by the
United States Air Force, but It was not to confine Itself to discussion of
that institution. The Survey has produced reports on planning, the
conduct of operations, the effects of the air campaign, command and
control, logistics, air base support, space, weapons and tactics, as well
as a chronology and a compendium of statistics on the war. It has
prepared as well a summary report and some shorter papers and as-
sembled an archive composed of paper, microfilm, and electronic re-
cords, all of which have been deposited at the Air Force Historical
Research Agency at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, The Survey
was Just that, an attempt to provide a comprehensive and documented
account of the war. It is not a definitive history: that will await the
passage of time and the opening of sources (Iraqi records, for example)
that were not available to Survey researchers. Nor Is it a summary of
lessons learned: other organizations, Including many within the Air
Force have already done that. Rather, the Survey provides an analytical
and evidentlary point of departure for future studies of the air campaign.
It concentrates on an analysis of the operational level of war in the belief
that this level of warfare is at once one of the most difficult to character-
ize and one of the most important to understand.

The Survey was directed by Dr. Eliot Cohen of Johns Hopkins
University's School of Advanced International Studies and was staffed by
a mixture of civilian andJ military analysts, including retired officers from
the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps. It was divided into task forces,
most of which were run by civilians working temporarily for the Air
Force. The work produced by the Survey was examined by a distin-
gulshed review committee, that Included scholars, retired general officeri
from the Air Force, Navy, and Army, as well as former and current
senior government officials, Throughout, the Survey strived to conduct
Its research in a spirit of impartiality and scholarly rigor. Its members
had as their standard the observation of Mr. Franklin D'Olier, chairman
of the United States Strategic Bombing Survey during and after the
second World War: "We wanted to burn into everybody's souls that fact
that the survey's responsibility . . . was to ascertain facts and to seek
truth, eliminating completely any preconceived theories or dogmas."
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The Survey attempted to create a body of data common to all of the
reports. Because one group of researchers compiled this core material
while other task forces were researching and drafting other, more nar-
rowly focused studies, it is possible that discrepancies exist among the
reports with regard to points of detail. More Importantly, authors were
given discretion, within the bounds of evidence and plausibility, to inter-
pret events as they saw them. In some cases, task forces came to differ-
ing conclusions about particular aspects of this war. Such divergences
of view were expected and even desired: the Survey was intended to
serve as a point of departure for those who read its reports, and not their
analytical terminus.

In the classified version, this volume consists of two reports:
Weapons, Tactics, and Training, which focuses on Coalition as well as
Iraqi air forces and Iraqi surface-based air defenses in the Gulf War, and
Space Operations, which examines the use of space systems, mobilization
of equipment for space operations, and the role of commercial space
systems within a military context. However, because the Space report
contains such an excessive amount of classified detail that tho balance
would be Incomprehensible, the report Is not published in the unclassified
volume.
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Introduction

This report brings together analyses of three crucial determinants of
an armed force's overall capability:

0 weapons-the tools used by the soldier, sailor, and airman,
* tactics-the ways in which the tools are used to produce desiredeffects and,
* training-the way in which the individual soldier, sailor, and

airman acquires the skills required to combine weapons and
tactics into the operational art of warfare.

The report focuses on the impact of these three elements on the applica-
tion of air power projected by the U.S. and Coalition forces in the Gulf
War. The infbrmation and conclusions presented provide background
essential to a more complete understanding of the facts, principles, and
precepts developed and discussed in other volumes of this study.

The research to support this report was drawn from several sources.
First and foremost, the extensive operational and technical expertise of
the principal authors and contributors served as a reservoir of knowledge
and background. Their primary search for information focused on
intelligence estimates, unit reports, flight data bases, and earlier studies
pertinent to the task. Additionally, the authors interviewed Gulf War
participants from the United States and Coalition countrieti and obtained
volumes of supporting documents and Information now resting within the
OWAPS archive. Because of time constraints and the ambitious scope of
the task, some Issues and topics within this report are either addressed
only at the surface or not addressed at all. These Issues are usually
Identified as areas for future study.

To frame ensuing discussions and to establish a basis for comparison,
the report begins with an overview of weapons, tactics, and training
within the Iraqi armed forces. Quantitative indices and past performance
indicated that Iraq possessed a formidable military organization-a battle-
hardened force that could test the capabilities of any military power
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thrown against it. Chapter one looks beyond numbers and Iraqi propa-
ganda to examine the full range of Iraq's weapon systems and its tactics
for employing them. The chapter continues by describing Iraqi tactics
and performance during the Iran-Iraq war and concludes with a discus-
sion of Iraqi actions and responses to Coalition air power during the Gulf
War.

Chapter two begins an in-depth look at U.S. and Coalition aircraft
and weapons used during the Gulf War. To aid the analysis, the
weapons and aircraft are grouped by mission: air-to-ground, electronic
warfare and reconnaissance, and air-to-air. This study of equipment and
systems yields an understanding of the decided advantage that the
Coalition forces possessed by virtue of their technological superiority.

Chapters three and four are a comprehensive examination of the
tactics employed by U.S, and to a lesser extent Coalition air forces.
Chapter three begins by discussing the fundamental aerial employment
tactics used in the war, with U.S. Air Force tactics as the central focus.
The chapter then addresses the capabilities required to accomplish repre-
sentative Gulf War missions ranging from ordnance delivery to air-to-air
engagements to electronic warfare. To illustrate these capabilities, a
typical mission and assoclated planning considerations and special re-
quirements are analyzed in detail. Next, the focus shifts to the tactics
employed to achieve specific objectives. First is a study of the way in
which Coalition aircraft attacked the core of Iraqi power. The study
discusses the opening attacks designed to not only achieve air superiority
but to strike directly at Iraq's strategic core, paralyzing the national
leadeiship and neutralizing its major offensive threats. This discussion
is followed by a look at Coalition air operations designed to gain and
maintain air superiority by neutralizing the Iraqi air defense network and
eliminating the Iraqi air force as a factor in the war, The chapter con-
cludes by examining the tactics used by Coalition air forces to attack
Iraqi ground and naval forces, with particular emphasis on close air
support/battlefield air Interdiction missions.

While chapter three examines the tactics that contributed to the Coal I-
tion viOtory, chapter four highlights special systems, tactics, and Issues
that made the Gulf War different from previous conflicts, Stealth and
low-observable technology, which played a key role in the outcome of
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Desert Storm, is the initial topic of discussion. Three systems used in
the Gulf War-the F-I17 stealth fighter, the Tomahawk Land Attack
Missile, and the Conventional Air-Launched Cruise Missile-are discussed
In detail. The next section assesses the relative merits of mass bombing
versus those of precision-guided munitions. The capability to conduct a
twenty-four hour air war is addressed next, This analysis reveals both
improved capabilities and remaining significant limitations. The next
section of the chapter details efforts used to neutralize the threat of Iraqi
Scud missiles and describes the campaign against Scuds, from the early
effort to destroy fixed-launch sites and storage facilities to later attempts
to search out and destroy mobile Scud launchers. Chapter four
concludes by examining special operations, air refueling, tactical decep-
tion, and psychological operations from the airpower perspective.

The weapons of Desert Storm and the tactics for using them were
only part of the story. This war, like all of its predecessors, was fought
by people. For people to succeed In war, they must be well trained in
the tactics, techniques, and procedures required to use the tools of their
trade effectively. Chapter five examines training, the means through
which U.S. and, to a lesser extent, Coalition airmen learned their craft
and maintained their proficiency. The chapter addresses three essential
questions: Did the U.S. and Coalition air forces fight the way they had
been trained? Were some kinds of training more useful than others?
Were combat skills continually honed in preparing for the war, or did
they deteriorate during the five months of Desert Shield? The chapter
begins with a look at the pre-August 1990 training of combat ready
forces before deployment to Southwest Asia, It then addresses the
training accomplished during the next five months during Desert Shield.
The analysis takes into account the conflicting demands of training and
combat readiness. It concludes by discussing the training initiatives
advanced and implemented during Desert Storm to modify procedures as
the war unfolded. Appendices provide further information on aerial
definitions, psyops leaflets, and 1,asic flight training by the Services;
recurring exercises designed to maintain combat readiness; and particular
training problems experienced by aircrews from B-52 units, Special
Operations Forces, and the Navy and Marine Corps.

The authors of this report attempted to provide an understandable
frame of reference for analyzing the air campaign in the Gulf War, The

xv



enormity of this task was complicated by the highly technical devel-
opments of recent decades that produced exceptionally capable weapons
and systems, which, in many cases, were being employed in combat for
the first time. These seemingly revolutionary technical advancements
produced the best equipped, most highly trained air power forces In the
history of the United States and perhaps the world. It is hoped that the
ensuing pages will impart to the reader a basic understanding of the
weapons, tactics, and training responsible for the airpower successes in
Desert Storm,
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Iraqi Weapons, Thctcs, And framing

Overall Defense Capabilities

In the summer of 1990, the Iraqi armed forces looked very impressive
on paper. Iraq had over a million men in its regular army, fourth largest
in the world. It had a substantial inventory of reliable, technologically
sophisticated, relatively modem instruments of war. Its Army had over
5,000 tanks, 8,000 other armored vehicles, and 3,300 artillery pieces. It
had a multilayered air defense system and an air force with over 700
tactical aircraft, including some of the latest Soviet designs such as the
MIG-29 Fulcrum and SU-25 Frogfoot. Iraq had used chemical weapons
in the Iran-Iraq War and against the Kurds, and was believed to be devel-
oping nuclear weapons and the long-range missiles to deliver them,

If the Iraqis performed up to the standards of their equipment, they
had the potential to give any opponent a tough fight. However, the
impressive numbers and capabilities disguised serious deficiencies. 1he
highly centralized command and control system needed to support the
political structure also acted to stifle the initiative of lower ranking per-
sonnel. The few pieces of new equipment overshadowed the fact that
most of the rest were old and technologically inferior to the best Western
systems. The large number of personnel under arms hid the fact that
most were poorly trained conscripts.

This chapter discusses Iraqi weapons systems and tactics. It is meant
to support the discussion of Coalition tactics and weapon systems that
follows. The chapter then describes and analyzes the Iraqi air command
and control structure, including equipment. Ground-based systems such
as surface-to-air (SAM) missiles and antiaircraft artillery will be discussed
first, followed by a discussion of aircraft and related systems. lb provide
some feel for Iraqi ideas on tactical employment, the chapter discusses
Iraqi performance in the Iran-lraq War. It concludes with a look at Iraqi



tactics and behavior in response to the onslaught of the Coalition air
assault.

Military and Air Defense Command and Control

Two key factors drove the organization of the Iraqi armed forces.
First, It had to be centralized. As with everything else in the Iraqi Gov.
eminent., supreme military authority rested solely in the hands of Saddam
Hussein. Though he had no military experience, he assumed the rank of
Marshal and wore military uniforms to underscore the fact that he was the
Commander-in-Chief. To reinforce his control of the military, Saddam
installed relatives and kinsmen in key positions and established a parallel
reporting system through Ba'ath party officers in the military units,'
Survival of the regime was the first priority of the government and the
armed forces. Iraqi's relations with Its Middle Eastern neighbors was the
second factor having an impact on its military equipment and tactics.
The Israeli attack on the Osirak nuclear reactor in 1981 caused Iraq to
disperse and harden its weapons research facilities and concern itself with
attacks from the west. Similarly, the performance of its forces in the
eight-year war with Iran had precipitated major developments in its air
defense and air forces in an attempt to address that threat from the east.
In effect, Iraq faced a "two front" threat.

At the time of the Gulf War, the highly centralized military command
and control systems all led to Saddam Hussein. In order for these sys-
tems to operate properly, Saddam needed to receive an immense amount
of accurate information. Among the systems that provided this informa-
tion was a mainframe computer installed in the Iraqi Ministry of Defense
computer center. Information ran up to the Presidential Palace and
General Headquarters and down to the brigade level and improved Iraq's
ability to plan large scale operations.? The Iraqis purchased the system

tSamir al-Khalfl, Republic of Fear, Pantheon Books, 1989, p 26. For a list of

Saddam Hussein's associates in the government and military of Iraq see also Appendices
I and 2 of lutoat &Vpimw by Simon Henderson, Mercury House, 1991.

l(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi rhrat to U.S. Forces, Navy SPEAR, NIC 2w0s-OI-o90, 10 Dec
1990, p 1-5. This document was the source of much of the material in this section, it
was, in fact, compiled from a variety of sources, Including CIA, UIA, Defnse Attaches,
and Army, Navy, and Air Force weapons research facilities. It was a primary source of
information about Iraq before the Gulf War.
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to correct deficiencies noted during the Iran-Iraq war and the Iraqi intelli-
gence system was a vital element.

Iraq's air defense system was formidable. It was optimized against two
threat axes, east against Iran, and west against Israel.? Since the country's
material assets were so widely dispersed, no attempt was made to defend
them all; instead, defense of the capital was considerred foremost.'

The Iraqi Army and the Iraqi Air and Air Defense Forces (IAADF)
shared responsibility for air defense. The Iraqi Army was rosponsible for
tactical air defense of the ground force headquarters, maneuver units, and
logistics facilities. The IAADF was in charge of strategic air defense,
which included control of Iraqi airspace, defense of key areas, protection
of important installations and most important of all, protection of Bagh-
dad.' IAALF organizational structure is shown below (Figure 1). Army
air defense w*s organized as shown in Figure 2.

The highly centralized air defense structure relied on extensive,
redundant connectivity. The Iraqi Air Defense Forces (IADF) headquarters
was at Rasheed Air Base, near Baghdad. The IADF'u Air Defense Opera-
tions Center assigned air defense priorities, but did not directly control
operations within the air defense sectors. Each air defense sector had a
sector operations center (Soc), which controlled and was responsible for
all air defense within its area. Each SoC was supported by several
intercept operations centers (iocs). Each ioc was in turn fed by a net-
work of visual and radar reporting posts. In theory, the socs made all
combat engagement decisions for their respective sectors, while the

3(Ns/N• WN) Navy SPEAR Office briefing to OWAPS. 15 May 1992.
4(S/NF/WN/NC) "Iraq a a Military ArIversary (CfNF)," Ccntral Intelligence Agency,

SNIE 2.5-90, Oct 1990.
3(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3.7.
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respective ioc controlled the use of SAM$ or interceptors to carry out the
engagement. This structure is depi'ted in Figure 3.

Utilizing Soviet doctrine, the air defense system was designed around
KARI,' a computerized Command and Control (C2) system purchased
from the French. KARI was the spine and nervous system of the Iraqi air
defense system. When functioning as advertised, KARI combined the
disparate elements of the air defense system-including early warning
radars, ground controlled intercept radars, interceptor fighters, surf ace-to-
air missiles, and anti-aircraft artillery-into a cohesive system responsive
to centralized direction. The technical and tactical capabilities of its
individual system components made this system a potentially serious
threat to Coalition airpower.

Initial contracts for KAR! were initiated in 1974 and the system became
operational in 1987. The primary strength of the system was its sophisticated
and redundant connectivity. The system was centered in Baghdad and
covered all of Iraq. It was extended into Kuwait after the invasion?

KAR! was to provide rapid communications for air battle; diagnosis
and management. To ensure the survivability of KARl, the Iraqis installed
multiple hardened communications links. From the Soviets and from
their own experience in the Iran-Iraq War, the Iraqis had learned the
tactical vulnerability of radio transmissions. To . ffset the vulnerability
of radio transmissions, the Iraqis connected the nodes of the system with
a network of buried fiber optic cables. For redundancy, each element of
KARl was uiso linked by microwave communications.'0

[DELETED]

uhe acronym comes from Iraq spelled backwards in French.

9(S/NF/WN/NC) raqil Threm To U.S. Forces. p 3-1. Also see (S1NF) Iraq Ground
and Air Force Doctrine, Tactics, and Oi, erations (CUNF), Defense Intelligence Agency DDB.
2dOO.612J.20, Feb 1990, p 115.

'°(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraii Threat To U.S. Forces, pp 3-15, 3-17.
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Figure 3I ~ Iraqi Air Defense Command and Control Chart"1

FIGURE DELETED

t11S/NP/WN/NC) Ibid, p 3.16.
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[DELETED]12

[DELETED]' 3

[DELETED]14 [DELETED]IS

(DELETED]'$ [DELETED]."

Battle management was done at the socs. These nodes had engage-
ment authority and held sufficient information to enable the controllers
to understand the overall air situation within their sectors. The socs were
the critical element of the integrated battle management system.'" [DE-
LETED]. The Soc personnel determined the best systems to engage the
targets, even the type of intercept or the number of missiles to be fired
at the intruder. [DELETED] Once decisions were made, they were
immediately passed to the affected loc. for ground-controlled intercept
by manned aircraft, missile or gun engagement."

Each ioc developed the air situation for its area, using input from as
many as six radar reporting posts along with voice or data reports from
observation and command posts. [DELETED]'

Information, the life blood of the loci, came to them from their radar
reporting posts (RP). [DELETED] Skilled radar operators, crucial to the
operation of the RPs, had to view tracks and select likely targets.2'

"2(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid. p 3.17.

"I3(S/NP/WN/NQC) Ibid. p 3.19.
14(S/NpAVN/NC) Ibid. p 3-20.

15(S/NF/WN) SPEAR Brlofinn.
"16(S/N) Iraqi Grownd and Air Forw Doct#*w, Tactics, and Operatioz (CiNF), p 115.

"7 (S/NF/WN/NC) lIqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3-20.

"(s/N&P) Ilmqi Grud and Air Forces Doctrin, Tactics, and Operations C/NP), p I S.

"1(S/NF/WN/NC) Irta Threat to U.1 Forces, p 3-20.

O(SNFP/WN/NC) Ibid. p 3.22.

"21(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid, pp 3-22, 3.24.
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Another older method of tracking aircraft was also an important part
of the KARl system. Observation posts (OPs) provided aural and, presum-
ably, visual tracking to the KARl system, filling in voids in radar cover-
age.n (DELETED]2 3

Although the IOc sub-system was efficient within its design limita-
tions, it was vulnerable to saturation. [DELETED]' [DELETED]

In summation, while the KARl system was designed to be operated by
personnel with roughly the western equivalent of a sixth grade education,
training for operators at the lower levels was still crucial. The level and
extent of Initial and follow-on training programs for operators was un-
known.2  Also unknown was how much effort the Iraqis invested in live
ground controlled intercept (ael) training. [DELETED] Like other
aspects of the Iraqi defense forces the KARl system looked much better
on paper than in combat.

SAM and AAA Systems

KARl was probably the most advanced aspect of the Iraqi air defense
system. It was able to integrate the wide variety of air defense weapons
Iraq had obtained from numerous sources around the world. The variety
of sources was a weakness In the system. Table I lists the Surface-to-Air
Missile (SAM) Order of Battle for Iraq In December 1990. While the num-
ber of launchers (see Table 1) was large, it was not sufficient to protect
all of Iraq. As a result, Iraq effectively established a point defense sys-
tem. Figure 4 illustrates SAM and radar coverage. Priority was given to
the areas critical to the survival of the regime. Figure 5 shows the de-
ployment of SAM systems around Baghdad, the seat of Saddam's power,
and the site of the most critical military installations.

These SAM. were assigned to the Iraqi Air and Air Defense Force
(IAADF) and were grouped into battalions and regiments to defend priority

"22(&• IM q Ground and Air Foer. Docidne, Tactics, and Operations (CiWF), p I 15.

"23(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, pp 3.24 and 3.38, 39.

24(S/NF/WN) =DR Fltzerald, SPEAR Brliefln, and (SINF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to
U.S. Fores,, p 3-20.

2 5(SNF/WN/NC) Iraqi Thrial to U.S. Forces, p 3-25.
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Table 1
SAM Order of Battle For IraqM

Ty"pe Origin Bntteries [DELETED]
SA-2 Soviet
SA-3 Soviet
SA-6 Soviet
$A-B SovietSA-9 Soviet [DELETED] [DELETED]

SA-13 Soviet
SA-14" Soviet
Rolad French

120

areas. A senior air defense officer was charged with coordinating defense
of the area. [DELETED].n

A problem with the Iraqi SAM systems was the mix of older and
newer equipment. In some cses, the more modem SA-6 system had to
be withdrawn from the frontline army units it was designed to protect, to
replace or supplement aging SA-2 or SA-3 missile systems. Table 1 also
reveals that most of the Iraqi SAM systems were of Soviet origin. This
meant that the tactical employment, firing doctrine, and crew training
were heavily influenced by Soviet doctrine. Large numbers of antiaircmft
artillery (AAA) weapons supported the surface-to-air missile systems in
certain areas.

[DELETED]

26(S/NF/WN/NC) ibid. p U-I; awAps StMI:tical COmlmndiun, Table 3, "Iraqi Order
of Battle", Page 19.

27(SIN) SA-14s, shoulder.fired, infraed homing missiles, and mobile Roland

systems were not orgPnized Into batteries. They were normally employed individually or
in teams.

28(S1NF/WN/NC) Ibid, p 3.7-1.
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Figure 4
Radar-Guided SAM and EW Radar Coverage2"
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Iraqi SAM Systems
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The SA-2 and SA-3 systems formed the backbone of the Iraqi air
defense system. These older systems were usually supplemented by an
SA-6 battery.' The SA.2, while updated somewhat, was originally
designed to go against the B-52 and presented few problems to modem,

29(SINF) Briefing Slide, CENTAF presNntation to CWAPI Team, Shaw APB, 9 MaI
1992. U.S. CAP and AWACI positions have been removed.

°(SoNF) Inai Grownd and Air Forces Doch•,an, Tactics, and Opeuionas (cjNP). p I IS.
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fast moving, maneuverable fighter aircraft. It had a range of twenty
seven nautical miles and was designed for high-altitude targets.32 The
SA-3, developed shortly after the SA-2, had a rangrt of fourteen miles and
wet designed to defeat low- to medium-altitude aircraft."3

(DELETED]" [DELETED]"

[DELETEBD]" (DELETED]37

S£-6 Ga d

The SA-6 was developed in the 1960s to protect maneuvering ground
units, Originally employed by the Iraqis in that capacity, it was with-
drawn from frontline units during the Iran-Iraq War to protect key strate-
gic sites, The SA-6 had a range of thirteen miles and was designed to be
used mainly against very-low- to medium-altitude threats." After the
Iran-Iraq War; many of the SA-6 batteries were returned to their ground
units, particularly the Republican Guards.

During Desert Shield, SA-6s were again placed at fixed sites defend-
ing airfields, key logistics centers, and command and control positions.
[DELETED]?' SA-6 systems were also concentrated around Baghdad and
the H3 areas. [DELETED]V'

3
2(S/NF) Mulid.Conmand Manual (Mcm) 3.1, Vol II, "Threat Reference Guide and

Couner Tactics," U.8. Air Force, 1991, pp 5-2 to 5.10. Henceforth referred to as MCm
3.1. Vol II. According to this manual, the maximum range Is based on a target at 500
knots.

"33(S/NF) Ibid, pp 5.9 to 5-14.
34(S/NF) Ibid. p 3-14.
"3s(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, pp 3.72, 3-73.

"31(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid, p 3-72.
37((S/NI/WN/NC) UWAP•I Statitical Compendium, Table 217, "Desert Storm Coali.

tion Aircraft Attrition."
N(•WN) mAcm j.i, Vol II, pp 5.26 to 5-37.
"39(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3-73.

4°(S/NF/WN/NC) GWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 204, "Desert Storm Coall.
tdon Aircraft Attrition."
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SA.5 Gecko

The SA-8 was another tactical SAM designed to protect maneuver
units. However, most SA-8s had been incorporated into the joint defense
of strategically important areas, as had the SA-6s. The SA-8 had a
maximum range of six nautical miles. [DELETED)"'

Roland

The French Roland was another short-range missile designed to
protect tactical ground units. It had a range of approximately three and
one half miles.'2 Approximately thirteen Roland I (clear weather) sys-
terns and one hundred Roland II (all weather) systems had been sold to
Iraq. By the beginning of tho Gulf War, it appeared that most Roland.
had been incorporated into the strategic air defense system protecting
high-value targets."

(DELETED11" [DELETED]," [DELETED];"4 [DELETED).

£4.9 Guskbu/SA.13 Gopher

As Desert Storm approached, the only mounted systems organic to
Army Air Defense unite apparently were the SA-9 and SAl 3m. These
short-range systems used infrared seekers and could be foiled by flare
countermeasures. However, fired against an unaware target, they could be
quite effective. The SA-9 and SA-13l; were usually used in conjunction
with the highly capable ZSU-23/4 AAA weapon system with its Gun Dish
radar. T'he ZSU-23/4 was generally considered the most lcthal threat to
low-flying aircraft. (DELETED].'7

"4(S/NP) mcm 3m, Vol It, PP 5-33 to 5-37.
"42(S/N) Ibid, pp 5-134 to 5-137.

"(StNPiWNtNC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3-75.
44(S/NP/WN/NC) ibid.
45(5/NP/WN/NC) UIWAPI Statlistcal Compendlwn, Table 204, "Dosea Storm Coall-

dion Aircraft Attrition,"
"(S) Robert P. Doff, Desert Storm Air War (Motor Book Intl: Osceola, NY, 199 1),

p 48. (DELETED].
47 (S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Force.e, pp 3-80,.3-81.
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Man Portabl Air Defens sAMs (Man PADS)

The Iraqis had SA-14s and over 3,000 SA-7s. Both were small,
shoulder-fired, heat-seekinS missiles used for close-in defense. The SA-7
(Grail) was believed to be a copy of the U.S. Redeyo Infrared surface-to-
air missile. The SA-7 had a range of about two-and-one-half nautical
miles and had to be fired at the heat created by an aircraft's exhaust,.
The SA-14 had a range of about three nautical miles and had an
improved all-aspect seeker. SA-7s and SA-14s were distributed
throughout the Iraqi Army and Air Defense Forces. Overall, infrared
surface-to-air missiles were credited with downing or damaging several
Coalition aircraft.4'

Hawk

I? Iraqi forces captured a number of U.S,-made Hawk SAM batteries
from the Kuwaitis. Hawk was a highly capable missile with excellent
low-altitude and SCM capabilities. Since the Iraqis proved unable to
operate the Hawk, it was not a factor in Desert Storm, although there was
initial concern that it might be used."

Ant rcft Antileury (A"A)

Numerically, the most important element of the Iraqi Air Defense
system was the antiaircraft. artillery. Table 2 is a list of the number and
country of origin of the various AAA weapons. These 7,500 or more AAA
weapons proved to be the most effective Iraqi antiaircraft systems in both
the Iran-Iraq War and in Desert Storm. As with other Iraqi air defense
weapon systems, AAA was deployed to protect the most important strate-
gic locations. AA systems used with co-located SAM systems presented
a formidable threat to Coalition aircraft. Some post-war evaluations of
Iraqi tactics indicated that the purpose of SAM, was not to destroy attack.
ing aircraft as much as to force Coalition aircraft to maneuver into the
AAA envelope.

"48(S/NF) UCM j.i, Vol II, pp 5-79 to 5-80.
"49(S/NF/WN/NC) OWAP8, Staitlical Compendium, Table 204, "Desert Storm Couli-

dion Aircraft Attrition."
50(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraq Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3.76. Also wee (S/NP) UMC 3.Y, Vol

II, pp 5.106 to 5.111.
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Table 2
AntlAircraft Artillery"

Nommnature Country of Origin A/O I FED 91
Self-Propeled

57mm, ZSU.57-2 USSR
30mam. M05/59, M53170 Czechoslovakia (DELETED]
23mm, ZSU.23/4 USSR

(Subtotal)

Towed
130mm, KS-30 USSR
100mm, KS-19 USSR
85mm, KS-12/12A/ 8 USSR
57mm, Type 99 China
57mm, S.60 USSR
40mm, Bofors L.70 Switzerland [DELETED]
37mm, Type 55 China
37mm, M1939 USSR
33mm, Oerlikon Switzerland
23mm, ZU-23/2 USSR
20mm, M55 Singlo Yugoslavia
14.5mm, ZPU.4 USSR
14.5mm, MR-4 Romania
14.5mm, Type 56 China
14.5mm, ZPU-2 USSRIBulgaria

(Subtotal) 7600
Total Air Defenhe

Most Iraqi AAA fell into two categories: (1) the ZSU-23/2, 23mm
cannon systems, and 14.5mm heavy machine guns firing contact-fuzed or
kinetic energy rounds; and (2) larger guns firing rounds with time-
delay fuzes. Guns in the first category had high rates of fire, and rela-
tively short effective ranges, and had to achieve a direct hit to inflict
damage. As a general rule, they were used for barrage fire. Guns In the
second category fired longer range exploding shells at a slower rate of
fire. The primary damage mechanism was the collision of the fragments
from the exploding shells with the aircraft. These larger weapons were
used mainly in aimed and sector fire. The ZSU-23/4 falls into a separate

31(S/NP/WN/NC) Iraqi ThrMae To U.S, Forces, p V-I: OWAPS Stutislical

Compnndiw, Table 3, "Iraqi Order of Battle" p 18,



category. A self-propelled, four-barrelled system with an integral Gun
Dish fire control radar, it was capable of delivering a high volume of
accurate fire against individual high-speed targuts.52

As with surface-to-air missiles, most of the A.,A systems were older
but were still potentially dangerous. While relatively unsophisticated,
many of the AAA weapons posed a significant threat by virtue of the
numbers in which they were employed. AAA batteries were frequently
located on specially constructed ten-to-thirteen-foot berms for better
coverage of low-flying aircraft. Many were located on the roofs of
buildings in cities, notably Baghdad and Kuwait City. AAA batteries in
important areas like Baghdad were connected with simple command and
control systems to receive barrage and cease fire orders. They could also
receive Information about impending attacks from early warning radars.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of infrared SAM and AAA guns in Iraq.
The numbers tell the story. Even considering the age of the systems, AAA

remalne•i a threat to Coalition aircraft flying below 15,000 feet. It was
implicated in the loss of several aircraft during the Gulf War and was
second only to infrared surface-to-air missiles in suspected downings.

The Iraqi Air Force

Another key element of the Iraqi air defense structure was the Iraqi
Air Force, which had two primary missions. First, to defend Iraq against
hostile attack, it provided interceptors to the air defense system. Second,
it performed this strategic role of conducting offensive air operations.
The Iraqi Air Force was an elite force, with the best personnel available
and some first-rate equipment, but it had problems reaching its potential.
Table 3 list3 aircraft in the Iraqi Air Force.

The over 700 plus combat aircraft do not present an accurate measure of
Iraqi capability vis-a-vis their Coalition counterparts. *able 4 roughly corn-
pares Iraqi airraft with their approximate Coalition equivalents.

"sR'ile ZS'J.23/4 was first used in numbers In the 1973 Arab-tiraeli War and pioved

highly effective against iow-flying jets.
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Table 3
Combat Aircraft"

31~har.Intaeepor.(DELETED)
MIGo29 Fulcrum
MIG-25 Foxbst
MICJ.21F.7 Phbed [DELETED]

MIG-17•F.6 PFreco/Fan_ _

Subtotal

Ground Attad
SU.25 Frgifoot
Mirep F-lB
SU-24 Fencer [DELETED]
MIO-23 Flogger
SU-7/20/22 Fitter

Subtotal
Total Tactical Combat 728

As with other branches of the Iraqi armed forces, the Air Force
consisted of a small number of relatively new aircraft and a larger quanti-
ty of older, loss capable systems. Of the interceptors, only the MIG-29
Fulcrum was fourth generation, roughly the technological equivalent of
the U.S. P-15. The MIG-25 was third generation and approximately
equivalent to the U.S. F-4. Of the ground-attack aircraft, the Su-25
Frogfoot was fourth generation; however, the most highly regarded air-
craft was the French Mirage F-I, a third-generation aircraft introduced in
the 1970s. The status of the Mirage was due less to the aircraft itself and
more to the quality of the training and the employment doctrine that
accompanied it.

Table 5 lists Iraqi fighter interceptor aircraft according to their
night/all weather capabilities.

Less than half (thirty-nine percent) of the Iraqi air defense intercep-
tors were night, all-weather capable. This percentage includes the

"54(S/NF/WN/NC) OWAPS Statliical Compendim, Table 3. "Iraqi Air Order of

Battle." Information reflecting numbers as of Jan 1991.
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Table 4
Aircraft Modernization"

Ceoflti IDnLrUMD or Latest Modal Iraq IDELU

F.-iS Mid to MiO-29/Futlrum
P-16 Late 1980 SU.2.VFrogfoot
P-14 SU-22/Fitter HIJ/K
P-40 SU-24/Fencer
P-13C
P-II17

F/A-18
A-6B
Tornado F3 [DELETED]
Tornado ORI

F-il IF ON80 MICt3/Plogger FIR
Mdrue -Olo MlC-23/Mogper 0
A-10 MtG-25/Foxbat B
N 'a .PI! MI0-23/;toger E

SU.20/Fltter C/D/P
Mirage F-IE

Jaguar 1970 MIO-21/P-7/Flshbed

1960 SU.7ifitter A
MIG- 17/Fresco

"5 Michul J. H. Taylor. Jame' W,•1 Combat Aircraft (JANE'S Information Group.

Coulsdo:s: Surrey, UK), 1988. This book describes the latest modiflcatiom, on which
the ordering of this table Is based. The priorities on this graph were determined by either
the aircraft's Initiel operational capability (!Oc) or .he latest update to in weapons system.
The numbers came from the OWAPS Stulawical Coetpendiwu. Order of Battle Tables, for
the U.S. Coalition and Iraqi aircraft, and from various other sources for some Colition
tircraft. The Information reflects numbers ua c. I Jan 1991.
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Table 5
Iraqi Fihter AIrcraft By Capability"

Ni-bt/AU-Wada Capa"e Day/V Only Capiable
Aircraft VD3LSMII Aircrft IDELEMED

MIC-29 Fulcrum MIO.21 Fluhbed
Mirgo P-IR MIO-23 Flogger
MIO.23 Flaner 0 [DELETED] [DELETED]
MIO-25 Foxbat

Note: The number of Flogm listed above differs from that in TAble 3 bemcuse the
lraqls flew their Flogger FAI variant u an attack aircraft instead of In a fight-
*rAntoroeptor role.

Mirage F-IEý aircraft, which normally served in an attack role but could
have been highly capable in the Interceptor role. The Iraqi all-weather
fighter force was not impressive In terms of its size or hardware capabilities,
particularly when compared to the over 800 all-weather Coalition fighters.

At the beginning of the Gulf War, the structure and capabilities of the
Iraqi Air Force were very much a product of their experiences in the Iran-
Iraq War. During that conflict, they had recognized their deficiencies and
had attempted to rectify them by purchasing new systems. When they
attempted to destroy the Iranian Air Force on the ground at the start of
the War, the Iraqi Air Force found that the Iranians had positioned most
of their airciaft in hardened shelters.57 One result. of this experience was
that Iraq Instituted a massive air base construction and modernization
program involving twenty-four primary operating bases and thirty
dispersal fields. These new bases Included nearly six-hundred hardened
aircraft shelters built to defend against a crippling first strike. The Iraqis
obtained enough state-of-the-art shciters to protect virtually their entire
tactical air force.5'

-M(S/NFAVN/NC) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 3, "Iraqi Air Order of
Battle."

"57Ephndm Kish, "nho In.lraq War: A Military Analysis," I1SS Adelphi Papers,

Spring 1987, p 37.

"(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Force, p 349.
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In addition to the hardened aircraft shelters, Iraqi airfields themselves
were constructed to present a major challenge to any attacking force.
Multiple runways and taxiways stressed for takeoffs and landings meant
that disabling an airfield would require more than a few runway cuts. In
addition, the Irqis Invested heavily in rapid runway repair equipment,
acquiring the latest technologies in Sraders and quick drying cement. At
the time of the invasion of Kuwait, the Iraqis had a total of 96 airfields, 65
of which were permanently surfaced. Of the total, over half had a longest
runway of over 2,440 meters, and seven had longest runways of over 3,659
meters. Figure 7 shows the location of the major Iraqi air bases and de-
ployment/dispersal fields as of December 1991.

Iraqi air defense wu anchored by approximately 300 mostly
Soviet-built interceptors, with some French and Chinese aircraft among
the inventory. Although Interceptors were stationed throughout the
country, the majority were in hardened shelters at airfields in central and
western Iraq to facilitate the protection of Baghdad.'

The best aircraft in the inventory was the MIG-29 Fulcrum; it was the
only Iraqi fighter with a look-down, shoot-down radar. [DELETED) An
all-weather fighter, the Fulcrum first entered service with Soviet forces
in 1984. (DELETED). This highly capable aircraft was significantly
limited by its small Internal fuel load [DELETED]. Able to reach a
speed of Mach 2.35 and an altitude of 60,000 feet, the aircraft was
potentially capable of taking on Coalition fighters one-on-one. Aircraft
strengths included its turn rate, acceleration; rate of climb; all-aspect,
look-down, shoot-down radar; antlair ordnance, and its electronic
counter-countermeasures (sCCM) capability.

39(8/NP/WN/NC) Ibid. pp 3-53 - 3.59.
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Figure 7
rbbeAir Debmnse Fighter Bases and

Probable Deployment Fields is of December 19910

FIGURE DELETED

[DELETED].61

60(S/NFWN/NC) Mbid, p 3.50

SI(SNFN) mCM 3.1, Vol It, p 6&IB.
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The MIG-25 Foxbat was a third-generation Soviet aircraft capable of
speeds up to Mach 2.5 and able to carry four air-to-air missiles. It
became operational in 1966. Designed to Intercept high-flying bombers,
the MIG-25 had little capability against 13w flyers. The MIO--19 Fresco
and MIG-21 Fishbed were both dav, .iear-weather.only fighters. They
were operational in Vietnam twenty years ago. The P-6 and F-7 were
Chinese-built versions of the MIO V) and MIG-21 with Western avion-
lIog. Their main contribution to aw aerial engagement would have been
to add mass to the Iraqi side. It appears they were planned to be used for
point defense of strategic sites.

The quality of the pilots assigned to the Fulcrum and other air defense
fighters were considered second rate, even by Iraqi standards, since the best
Iraqi pilots were assigned to the Mirage P. Ia. ([DHLEMT ].6

Of course, training in a Soviet air-to-air aircraft was much different
than training in its Western counterpart. Aircraft such as the F/A-18 or
F-15 are optimized for independent pilot decision making. Soviet air-to-
air fighter aircraft, on the other hand, were virtually inoperable without
the Integrated Air Defense System (lADS) supporting them. AVhile the
Soviet system enabled the weapons to work, and work well under opti-
mum conditions, it also fundamentally shaped and ultimately limited their
capabilities in combat. A full-blown Soviet-style system relied on ground
control for Identifying enemy aircraft, vectoring of friendly aircraft, and
placing friendly aircraft in position to complete the intercept. In the
Soviet system, triggering the weapon was the pilot's most important role.
Soviet aircraft themselves were not designed for pilot visibility, long
range, loiter, or independent detection, identification, and tracking of
enemy aircraft. These were not required or desirable characteristics under
the tightly centralized Soviet system. All of these deficiencies were
present in the Iraqi air defense and air force structures.

Since ground attack was considered the most important mission of the
Iraqi Air Force, they purchased the French-built (Dassault Aviation)
Mirage F-I and considered it to be their most effective aircraft. Although
having somewhat limited capabilities, the Mirage F-I was an all-weather
alrcraet that could perform the interceptor or ground attack role. Standard

62FPrk Chadwick, '"Culf War Pact Book," 1992, p 49.

63(S/NF/WNINC) Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forcer, p 3-63
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armament included two 30-mm DEPA 553 cannon with 135 rounds per
gun. The maximum practical external combat load was 8,188 pounds
mounted on various external racks. Possible weapons loads Included
Maimr Super 530 air-to-air missiles, Armat antiradar ground-.attack
missiles, the AM 39 Exocet antiship missile, 500-pound bombs, or
Thomson-Brandt rockets. The Iraqi versions were capable of carrying
lint-guided weapons such as the AS.30L missile and Matra 400-kilogram
guided bomb. Maximum speed of the Mirage was 'Mach 2.2, and its
service celling was 65,600 feet, Combat radius was 265 statute miles
with maximum internal fuel, a high-low-high mission profile, and four-
loen 500-pound bombs. Carrying just one Exocet missile, the aircraft
could strike at a radius at 435 miles without refueling. In addition, the
Iraqi Air Force could configure some of Its Mirage P-Is to accomplish
buddy refueling."

[DELETED3.w (DELETED]A1 [DELETED).

With the P-1. the Iraqis appeared to have acquired more than just an
aircraft; they were also exposed to the Western attitude towards offensive
air power. While the P-1 was not among the most modem aircraft, only
the ltest Iraqi pilots were selected to fly It. (DELETED].' 7

[DELETED. [DLETED]."

As the Gulf War approached, the status of Iraq's Air Force was very
much like that of the rest of the Iraqi defense structure. The large
number of aircraft and some of the pilot training showed potential for a
formidable force. However, full potential was not realized because of old
equipment, overall inadequate training, and unrealiNtic exercises. Once
the Coalition assembled its force, Iraq was simply not In the same league.

"James AH shes World's Aircraft, pp 68.69.
"(SINP/WN/NC) Irqi Threa to U.S. Forces, p 2-7.

"T (S/NF) ucla w. Val!1. p 6&88.
67 (SflNP1WN/NC) Iraqi Threa to U.S Forces, p 3-63.
"M(S/NF/WN) sPEAR Brieflns.
"N(S/NPIWN/NC) Iraqi Threut to U.S Forces, p 3-64.
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An understanding of the Iraqi attitude towards tactics and the
employment of its air force and air defense systems can be gaired by
examining Iraqi behavior against a more equal opponent, Iran in the Iran-
Iraq War. This is the subject of the next section.

Iraqi Tactics

A study of Iraqi behavior in the Iran-Iraq War of 1980-1988 can
foster a better understanding of the tactical employment of the equipment
discussed in the previous sections. Two overall lesions become apparent
from ouch a study. First, the Iraqis did poorly early in that conflict,
learned from their mistakes, and as a result, improved their tactics.
Second, even the improved tactics employed against the Iranians were not
good preparation for war with the Coalition.

While the Iran.Iraq War could hardly be termed an absolute success,
at its close Iraqi forces, particularly the air forces, had demonstrated
greatly improved operational and tactical competence. The Iraqi order of
battle had increased significantly, and maintenance and ancillary services
had improved. The Iraqi Air Force could often maintain a rate of 150
sorties per day, and, during the final stages of the war, were known to
have averaged as many as 240 sorties per day.70 Iraq had also moved
away from systems purchased from the Soviet Union to those purchased
from various Western suppliers.

It must be understood that even with Improved equipment and tactics,
the Iraqi Air Force and air defense network had an entirely different
orientation than Western forces. For the raqi Air Force, deterrence, not
offensive combat, was the purpose of existence. During the Iran-Iraq War,
a primaly function of the air forces of both countries was to prevent strate-
gic attacks. This was accomplished not through defensive capabilities, but
rather by deterrence-by their ability to threaten similar or greater destruction
on the enemy.7' An air force built to be a deterrent force behaves quite
differently than one organized and trained for offensive air superiority.

'F0Hphralm Kuh, p 39,
"71Mu4 Ronald B. Beraquist, TV Role qf Air Power in the Iran.Iraq War, (Maxwell

An, AL: Air University Press, 1988), p 46.
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The first requirement of a deterrent force is existence; a deterrent air
force must remain a force in being. The Iraqis did this by hardening
airfields, sheltering alrcraft, building a robust air defense based on means
other than offensive counter air, and In the extreme, seeking a safe haven
for aircraft In times of threat. The Iraqi Air Force placed a constant
command emphuis on preserving aircraft, regardless of the cost to effec-
tiveness. During the Imn-Iraq War, commanders were punished for
losing aircrmt regardless of the tactical success of the mission."

The air-to-air battles in the Iran-Itaq War were described by one
observer, who said, "In practice, the two Air Forces proved to be equally
Incompetent."13 Both sides seemed to overestimate the capability of their
adversary and had an exaggerated fear of radar-guided missiles, Iraqi
pilots generally avoided air-to-air engagements. Any engagements that
did occur were noteworthy for their lack of aggressive maneuvering. The
Iraqis would normally conduct high-speed, maximum range, air-to-air
missile launches, then break off and return to their airfieles.7'

Iraq had conducted the initial attacks of the Iran-Iraq War and, for a
short period, retained the offensive. But, after gaining what appeared to
We Saddam Hussein's initial goals, Iraq went on the defensive and
attempted to negotiate for its war aims. Iran responded with its own
series of offensives against Iraqi positions.78

In an attempt to convince Iran to negotiate, Iraq Initiated a strategic
bombing campaign against Iranian population centers and economic
targets with an emphasis on Iran's oil exporting capability. However, to
minimize aircnIt losses, the Iraqis used mostly high-altitude attacks.
WhlN this was in keeping with their survival doctrine, it resulted In
reduced effectiveness. Occasionally, the Iraqis demonstrated some inno-
vation. [DELBTED].' [DELETED].

72Anthony H. Cordieman and Abraham R. Wagner, The Leaaons' ri Modem War,
Volum I!" T77 Inw.-raq War (Boulder, CO: Wemtview Pre., 1990), p 495.

"SBphralm Karah, p 37.

"74(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi TAreas to U.S. Forcea, p 3.63.
7315phralm Karsh. p 37,

"7 Cordesmsji and Wagner, p 209.
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During the early phases of the war, the Iraqis never mastered
combined arms techniques. In conducting battlefield support, they gener-
ally used available air power in small packages without coordination with
other attacks. Similarly, they established free-fire zones for surface-to-air
missiles and anti.aircraft artillery over important strategic zones such as
Baghdad because of the difficulty they had coordinating interceptor
aircraft and Iround-based air defense systems4. rDELETED],"

In July 1986, a conference was held and the Iraqi leadership decided
to build forces that could seize the initiative. The group chose to expand
the Republican Guards, escalat the strategic war against Iranian oil
exports, use more poison gu, and prepare military forces capable of
attacking."' Key to these changes were efforts to improve Iraq's air force.
Aircraft inventories were upgraded with the acquisition of better
airframes, avionics, and armaments, Fifteen new air bases with aircraft
shelters and support equipment were built. Reconnaissance capabilities
were upgraded. Modem Soviet aircraft, such as the SU-22, SU-25,
MIG-25R and MIO-29, were obtained.

Apparently spurred on by the French-trained Mirage pilots, tactical
changes accompanied the upgrading of equipment, On bombing missions
the Iraqis started to use low-altitude attacks, Precision-guided munitions
such as laser-sulded bombs were used with increased accuracy,
[DELETED].

[DELETED]

"(S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Threol to U.S. Foces, p 3.52,
7$Cordagman and Waener, pp 259-260,
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Figure 8
14 May 1988 Larak Iland Strike7'

FIGURE DELETED

[DELETED].'c

[DELETED]."

7'(SNP/WNNC) Mbid, p D-2.,
°(S/NF/WN/NC) Irq TAreat to U.S. Forces, p D. IL

"I(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid. p 3.64,
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A weapon that did not involve tactics was considered instrumental in
ending the war. This was the Scud missile, used during the so-called
"War of the Cities." There were actually two distinct periods; the first
"War of the Cities," which Involved only aircraft, ended in June 1985.
The second "War of the Cities" began in February 1988, once again
started by Iraq. On 27 February, after an initial exchange, Iraq used a
new weapon, the modified Scud-B called Al-Husayn. The new weapon's
salient feature was its ability to reach Tehran; the range had been
increased to 370 miles.8 The second War of the Cities continued until
20 April 1988. By the end, Iraq had fired perhaps 200 AI-Husayns,
causing as many as 2,000 civilian casualties." Most importantly, for the
first time Scuds had a measurable political effect on the conduct of a war.

Overall, the air portion of the Iran-Iraq War was less intense, by an
order of magnitude in mass, tempo, and tactics, than previous air combat
in the Middle East. The Iraqi air defense system was a particular
disappointment." Despite a large inventory of radars, interceptors, sur-
face-to-air missiles, and antiaircraft artillery, the Iraqis displayed little
ability to coordinate these air defense elements into a coherent system,
Even though faced with a large amount of Iraqi air defense equipment,
the Iranians penetrated the system virtually at will throughout the war,
The Iranians normally used the low-level techniques learned from their
one-time American mentors. Iranian air attacks were more severely
constrained by logistic difficulties and other Internal problems than by the
effectiveness of the Iraqi air defense network."9

USeth Cams and Joseph S. Bermudas, Jr., "Iraq's AI-Husayn Missile Program,"
Jane'., Soviet Intelllgence Reviw, May 1990, p 204,

"3Dilip Him, The Longest War: The In-.Iraq Mlitfary Con•lics, (New York:
Routledle, 1991), p 200.

"4Cordesman and Wagner, p 457.
°MThe Iranians had removed many or their best pilots roam their air force because

they had been trained in the Unites States. Alo, parts for their U.S. equipment were hard
to obtain.
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Air-to-air engagements were virtually nonexistent; neither side had
anytt-ing to gain by risking precious aircraft to deflect an insignificant
individual attack. In addition, the Iraqi Air Force appeared to be
underutilized. It claimed to have flown a total of about 400,000 sorties
during the eight year war. While surge sortie generation rate sometimes
reached one sortie per day, the wartime average equalled only about one
sortie per aircraft every three days.

The tactics employed by the Iraqi Air Defense and Air Force during
the Iran-Iraq War failed to prepare them for war with the Coalition
forces. While Iraq dominated the skies for most of the Iran-Iraq War
and demonstrated a decided improvement after their reforms of 1986, it
never develop,.,] a coherent strategy for employing Its air forces or the
ability to bring the entire force up to the standards displayed by the
French-trained Mirage pilots. If anything, the Iran-Iraq War may have
taught the Iraqis the wrong lesson, convincing them that they had capabil-
ities they did not in fact possess.

Desert Storm

The strategy and tactics developed for the Iran-lraq War did not
prepare Iraq for war with the Coalition. The fury of the Coalition attack
destroyed not only structures and equipment but also Iraqi assumptions
about air power. Stealth aircraft and cruise missiles penetrated Baghdad's
defenses virtually unscathed. Precision-guided munitions struck targets
with standards of accuracy not previously experienced by the Iraqis. The
Coalition's untested pilots were victorious over the presumably battle-
hardened Iraqi Air Force. As Coalition air attacks continued, Saddam
Hussein's stated hope for a short air war followed by an early entry into
the real war on the ground faded. Iraqi tactics against the Coalition air
campaign fell into three areas. First were efforts to counter Coalition air
by modifying tactics, equipment use, and operational procedures. Second
were efforts to protect high-value forces and material; and third were
efforts to move the battle into the public relations arena in hopes of
fracturing the Coalition or causing it to modify its plan.
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Countering Air Power

The Coalition's efforts to blind the Iraqi air defense network were
very effective. However, the !Nqis developed workarounds, utilized
undamaged equipment and nodes, and maintained some air defense
capability. [DELETEDJ. As discussed earlier, the KARl system had a
capability to expand the responsibilities of variouc nodes. Iraqi tehni-
cians appeared to have been able to develop local networks using this
expansion capability. They tied the various networks together by string-
ins combat phone lines and wire between the statlo.s,u

ID#LTE '7

Other inputs w this backup system were from ground observers. It
appears that they had both phone lines and a simple data reporting system
at each site. The lnform-iation system used by observers was very rudi-
mentary. Basic:ally, the observer/operator passed only the information
they were capable of sending with no special training. As a Coalition air
raid proceeded inbound, other systems were used to gain additional
information. Radars associated with the Roland or SA-8 would be
brought online for short fifteen-second bunts. The intention was appar-
ently to use the radars as height-flnders, to determine the Altitude of
inbound aircraft. Antiaircraft artillery sites used this information to set
the fuzes on their ammunition."

Enough information seems to have been pined through these means
to permit the Iraqis to shoot missile systems at Coalition aircraft with
little or no illumination by target-tracking radars. [DELETED]." There
is also a possibility that Iraq used optical trackers for some of these
firing.: [DELETED].

'6(S/NF/WN) SPEAR Briefing.
87(S/NlF/WN) Ibid.
"(S/NF/WN) Ibid

"89(3/NF/WN) Ibid.
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4,

A weakness in the Iraqi air defense system was the apparent lack of
coordination between AAA sites. The Iraqis appeared usiable to organize
several sites into aimed or barrage fire. While firing was rndom and
indiscriminate, there were still enough AAA sites in the Baghdad area to$ make even this random fire dangerous.

"The Iraqis used other techniques to gain tracking informatiott. At
night, battlefield illumination flares were used to light up an area. With
this artificial light, attaking aircraft could be trcked either visually or
with optical trackers. [DELETED],"

After the war began, the Iraqis used decoys and simulations to deceive
and foil Coalition attacks. [DMLETEDI." [DELErED]." [DELETRPD]

Another weapon system the Iraqis protected by deception was the
Scud and its variants. One method they used was to park the missile
system under a highway viaduct. T'hey could pull the missile out, launch
it, and then return the transporter.erector-lauicher (TrL) to the safety of
the viaduct in less than five minutes-loss tiime than Coalition aireraft
needed to target the position.' 3

The Iraqis seemed to believe that U.S. intelligence collection was
almost perfect. [DELETED]." [DELETED]."5 [DELETED]."

The Iraqis used several techniques in an effort to preserve assets from
destruction. After the Iraqis realized that their sector operation centers
were not as impregnable as t0iought, they removed the equipment from

"(S/NF/WN) Ibid.
"1Mohammed Hoikal, Illsions of uTriwmph, (Harper Collins: London, 1991). p 303,

9(S/•1N) MSG 312200Z Dec 90, AFSAC Dut ,1, Iraq Air Force Issues- Desert Shield.
03(S/NFIWN) SNNAR Briefing.

"(S/RBL UK) 'The Gulf War: An Iraq( Ceneaui Perspective," Joint Debriefing
Center MFR, 11 MAr 1991, OWAPS Files. CHST 32.2, pp S. 6.

93(S/NF/WN) SPEAR Briefing.
4(S/RBL UK) "The Gulf War: An Iraqi Clene,%! Perspective," p 3.
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the centers to areas thought to be safe from targeting. In some cases,
ammunition and weapons stocks were moved from known storage areas
to holes dup. in the middle of empty fields for burial or covering with
new. In the Kuwait Theater of Operations, tuaks wore dispersed, but as

the air strikes continued, more and more Iraqi tankp were camouflaged,
buried with sandbags, or covered with camouflage nets."

Whit? the overall performance of the Iraqi Air Force in air-to-air
combot was abysmol, certain procedures were noteworthy. Aircrews
seemed very conscious of electronic warfare, and particularly, of commu-
nications security. (DELE'TED]."

Although Iraqi pilots sometimes started encounters with decent setups,
the consistent and overiding tactical pattern evident in debriefs of kills
by U.S. F-IS pilots indicates a startling lack of situational awareness by
their Iraqi adversaries. In general, the Iraqi pilots shot down did not react
to radar lock-ons by Coalitionfilghters. They attempted very little maneu-
vering, either offensive or defenrive, between the time when the air
Intercept radar locked on to them and the time when they were hit by air-
to-air missiles (or, in two cases, before running into the ground)."

.There is little evidence that the Iraqis believed they could go head to
head with the Coalition air forcec, either tactically or operationally. As
in the Iran-Iraq War, their over-arching goal appeared to be the survival
of their more modem advanced aircraft. EDELETED].'® Initially, air-
craft were ordered stowed in hardened aircraft shelters when not actually
flying. However, the shelter-busting campaign quickly infllcted unaccept-
able loss rates. The Iraqis then used two alternatives to preserve the
aircraft. They moved aircraft away from airfields, in some cases parking
them in seemingly unsuspected places such as alongside roads, in gullies

"(SNPF/WN) SPEAR Brlefing.
(S/NF/WN) Ibid.

" tS) "33rd Ww Air-to.Air Ingagementa Through 21 Feb 1991."

'I°°elkal, p 304.
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covered with camouflage nets, and in known safe areas such as residential
neighborhoods. [DELETED]."0 ' During the Iran-Iraq War, the Iraqis had
flown their most valuable aircraft to northern Iraq beyond the reach of
Iranian air strikei Coalition operations from Turkey in this war denied
them that option. Plying valuable aircraft to another country had to then
be considered. Iraq decided to take the chance and fly aircraft that could
avoid the Coalition fighters to Iran. [DELETED].'1

Having learned their political value during the rn-Iraq War, the
Iraqis employed Scud missiles from the very onset of hostilities. Since
the missiles were not capable of destroying high-value targets, they were
instead used to attack Coalition cohesion and national will. The most
obvious Iraqi effort, and probably Iraq's greatest hope, was firing missiles
at Israel in hopes of drawing an Israeli reaction. If the Iraqis could
portray the war u an Arab-Israel conflict, it wu thought that countries
not directly threatened by the war such as Egypt or Syria might leave the
Coalition. There were reports that a group of Egyptian and Syrian sol-
diets in Saudi Arabia cheered when thoy heard that Iraq had launched its
first Scuds against Israel.'" lb address the Scud problem, the United
States replied with adroit diplomacy and a heavy application of force.
They concentrated military force to find the Scuds on the firing end and
to destroy them with Fatriot Missiles on the receiving end. Israel was
persuaded not to retaliate, and Coalition cuhesion was maintained. Presi-
dent Mubarak of Egypt went so far rs to publicly declare that it was the
inherent right of every nation to defend itself.'"

101(S/NF/WN) SPEAR BrieflnS.
t'He~kaW, p 304.
"t41bld, p !3,

r°'bld, p 307.
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In an apparent attempt to attack a Navy ship and produce a large
number of casualties, the Iraqi Air Force launched two Mirage aircraft
armed with Exocet missiles towards the Persian Gulf. In this case, the
brqis wore not successful. With six sections of combat air patrol aircraft
in the area to choose from, two Saudi F-I5's were vectored for the attack.
One Saudi F-15 aircraft downed both Mirages.

In another attempt to attack a Navy ship, Iraq fired two Silkworm
missiles at the Us$ Waconsin. One missile fell into the water, and the
other was downed by a missile from HMS Oloucester, the Wisconsin's
British escort.

The potential threa posed by the Iraqi Air Force never went away.
Throughout the war, there remained a concern that the Iraqis could launch
a large-scale air raid at a major U.S. facility. Since they did not sacrifice
their air force in this manner, some contend they husbanded these assets
to retain a strategic capability for after the war.10'

This chapter presented a cursory overview of Iraqi weapons, training,
and tactics. In the beginning, it stated that Iraq could have been a formi-
dable opponent. Closer examination, however, revealed significant defi-
ciencies in organization, training, and tactics, which rendered the Iraqi
force vulnerable. Specifically, defense of Iraqi airspace heavily depended
on the survival and smooth functioning of the KARl system. When Coali-
tion air attacks removed this central pillar, the tactical competence of
Iraqi aircrews, gunners, and commanders could not overcome the defi-
ciency. In simple terms, the Iraqi Integrated air defense system crumbled.

Developed in a large part to face the Israelis after the Osirak raid of
1980, and honed against the Iranians in the Eight Year War, Iraqi air
power was no match for the Coalition force arrayed against it. The
question that remains is whether the Iraqis realized such a large disparity
existed, and if they did, what other course of action could they have
followed? The probable conclusion Is that they were simply over-
whelmed before they came to realize the disparity fully. Regardless of
the disparity, the remnants of the Iraqi air defense posed a threat to
Coalition air power to the bitter end.

105(8) CIA Brldf to aWAVO. Aug 1992,
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Aircraft and Weupons

The overwhelming tactical dominance demonstrated by Coalition air
forces in the Gulf War can be attributed in large part to superior equipment.
Stealth strike plauorms, hasr-.ided bombs, advanced sensors, and
"electronic countermeasuree represent but a few areas in which the Coalition
enjoyed overwhelming advantages over Iraqi forces, This chapter describes
Coalition equipment, particularly aircraft and weapons, and highlights their
employment in the Gulf War. Por convenience, aircraft and weapons are
grouped according to mission: air-to-ground, electronic warfare and recon-
naissance, air-to-air, and special *craft. Trnsport and refueling aircraft are
described in the Logistica Report. Aircraft that performed in more than one
area will be addressed under their primary mission, The chapter concludes
with a selective discussion of systems available but not used In the Gulf
War. (See also Appendix A, Definition of Aerial Missions.)

Air-to-Ground Aircraft Systems

Ab.-To.Ground Alrcvqat

F.117 Stealth Fighter: the first operational strike%platform (aircraft) designed from the outset to depend
on low observability for penetrating enemy defenses.
It was designed to passively defeat radar detection as
it penetrates dense threat environments and delivers
precision munitions from medium altitude at night.
Target identification and designation Is accomplished

by means of forward-looking infrared (FLIR) and downward-looking
infrared (DLIR) systems integrated with a laser designator. This single.
seat aircraft, with its primary offensive load of two 2,000-pound GBU-27
laser-guided bombs, proved to be an exceptionally accurate bombing
platform in Operation Desert Storm. Its unrefueled radius of action with
a full offensive ordnance load was approximately 550 nautical miles. The
P -117 achieved initial operational capability In OMtober 1983, The last
of 59 F-17s were delivered in July 1990.
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Forty-two F- 1 7. flow 1,299 combat sorties in Desert Storm.' They
scored 1,664 direct hit. with laser~guided bombs (Loss) without suffering
battle damage.2 T7hroughout Desert Storm, the P-.117 was the weapon
system of choice for attacks on hard targets in high-threat areas,
pepricailaely the heavily defended Baghdad area.' In the early morning
hours of 17 January 1991, F-I 17. Initiated attacks on Iraqi leadership,
command and control installations, and strategic air defense targets,
notaibly air defense sector operations centers (30Cm). During Desert
Storm, F- 117s recorded 1,788 strikes covering virtually all 12 target
categories in the Automated Intelligence Installation File (Alp), and partic-
ipate in the following types of missions'

a Sunmasin ofEnem Air Defense. In addition to attacking Iraqi
socs, Interceptor operation centers (i0cm), and the Air Defense
Operations Center (ADOC), F- 1 7. bombed SAM site to clear a
path for B-52 strikes on the 'IkJi industrial complax. They also
struck SAM sites Interfering with F- 15 and Scud combat air patrol
(CAP) missions In eastern and western Iraq.'

* Night attacks against high-value targets, The F- 117 flew 1,112
strikes against key leadership, communications, and strategic air
defense assets; and nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare star-
age and production flacillties, The F-I 17 also flew 219 strikes
against hardened aircraft shelters and 120 strikes against bridges.7

'The 37th TWw, hued at Tonopah Teat Range Air Field, Nevada, was the only unit
to operate the P.1 117. Pirst used operationally during Operation Just Cause, the P. 117
had only recently emerged from the "black" world when Iraq invaded Kuweit.

2(U) GWAPS Stauitticea Compendium, Table 94, V-fl 117: USAF Sorties by Mission
Type"; and (S/NF/WN/NC) OWAPI F-I 17 Mlaaiors Database.

"MTe P.1 17's bombing accuracy minimized the risk of collateral damage In densely
populate areas an Important consideration,

4(U) GWAPS Statistical CoMpndIWm, Table 177, "Strikes by AIP Categories."
5(S#NF/WNINC) OWAPS F-I 17 Missions Database: One hundrod and twelve strikes

were flown against Strategic Air Defense ($AD) tarilets and forty-nine strikes against
Surface..to..Air (SAM) tailet.

8(U) awAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 185, "Strikes by Master Target List
Categories."

W() Ibid.
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* Scudhuj'. F- I17s flew approximately 168 strikes against Scud-
associated targets, notably storage and maintenance facilities, produc-
don facilities, rocket motor and rocket fuel test and production
'facilities, and suspected Scud hide-sie in western Iraq,'

0 Sunoort of around forces. F-117s flew approximately 300 sorties
to support ground forces in the Kuwait theater of operations
(KTO), attacking Republican Guard headquarters and command
posts, eommunications sites, logistics targets, supply chokepoints,
and bridles.' On D.i.30, F-1 17s dropped 32 OBU-27 2,000-
pound bombs on the Iraqi fire trench network facing the I st
Marine Division in preparation for Marine broaching

*. operations.10

Becmase of the difficulty of flying formation at night without lights, all
P-117 attacks were flown by single aircraft. During air refueling, P-117s
flew two-ship formations, used alr-to-air Thuan and aircraft lights to join
with the tanker, and reverted to single-ship profiles after refueling. The
size and hardness of many P.117 targets mreant that more than one aircraft
was required to achieve the desired effect, When this was the case,
mission planners would plan for simultaneous bomb impacts from as many
as sint different aircraft, with each alrcrcft flying a separate run-in heading
and altitude. P-I17 attacks were delivered from medium altitudes.

The F- 117 can cay the full range of air-to-ground weaponry, but used
the following ordnance combinations In Desert Storm: two 2,000-pound
OBU-27s, two 2,000-pound OBU-10s, or any combination of the two."

'(SINF/WN/NC) Ibid.

'(S/NF/WN/NC) Analysis of OWAPS F- 117 Missions Database for ordnance delivered
between 28,300 to 320 north latitude ind 465 to 48.300 east longitude.

'*(SINP/WN/NC) OWAN P-1 17 Missions Datubabe.
"(8) uscE•rAP Combat Plans Hg.ndvuu, "F. 117 Standard Conventional Loads

(sCLa)," p 7.2.
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V.111 Aardvark: a twin-engine, tactical aircraft
with a crew or two-a pilot and a weapons system
operator (wso). Designed for long range, heavy
payloads, and low-ftltitude penetration in all weather
conditions using inertial navigation and terrain-
following radar, the F-i 1115 capable of radar bombing
from all altitudes.

Two versions of the P.111 were used in the Gulf War: the F-IllS
with analog avionics and the F-I lIP with digital avionics The F-Il IF
has improved turbot. engines and was equipped with the Pave Thok
infrared target acquisition and laser designation pod; the pod permitted
precision attacks with laser-guided bombs (Lois) from all altitudes, day
or night. The F-I I IF ii also equipped to deliver the infrared (IR) and
electrooptical OBU-15, a glide bomb controlled by the wso by a datalink
hook-up between the delivery aircraft and the weapon.' '� Range and
logistic consIderations dictated smaller than maximum bomb loads in
Desert Storm." (DELETED].' 5

The F-Ill first flew on 20 December 1964 and achieved Initial
operational capability (joc) In 1968. A total of 461 F-ills were built
between 1967 and 1976; of these, approximately 32S were in service in
1991. Salient F-I II contributions to Desert Storm included the following:

* All-weather niuht attacks anainat noint and area tareets to support
the strategic bombing campaign. P-Ills flew 912 strikes against
targets such as airfields, aircraft, and support facilities; hardened
niraraft shelters; command, control, communications and Intelli-
gence facilities; bunkers; nuclear, biological, and chemical war-

12(5) The �-i liP wu the only aircraft used In Desert Storm that could deliver the
OBU.l5. The OBU.lS came In twa versions, electro-optlcal rordayliBht use and Infrared
tot night (DHLWruDJ.

13Deaaut Score, July 1991, p 37.
'4As eaplalned above, heavier bomb loads cut into ran�n and fuel margins.

[DBLBT9DI.
l5(�) IJSCVTAP Corn bai Plum Rundo�:, 'P.111 Standard Conventional Loads

(sCL)," p 10.1.
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fare facilities; bridges; and air defense asset.." Many of these
missions were conducted in adverse weather conditions; sortie
lengths averaged 3 hours or more. Tha Pave Tack PLIR System

* proved particularly effective In night attacks with LOBs.

*Suipport of around forces, Ithe F- I I IF was used for battlefield
preparation In the KTo; Its significant antlarmor missions were
known as "Itank-plInking." It flew 1,804 antiarnor strikes using
predominantly 500-pound laser-guided OBU- 12s.."

Scu hunt.inga P1 iF.II flew sixty-nine strikes to support anti-
Scud operations, dropping laser-guided bombs on road culverts
and CBU-89 Gator mines around road culverts suspected of being
Scud hide-sites."

The F- Ill force committed to Desert Storm flew over 2,881 sorties
F ~without loss and struck 3,225 targets."1 F-1illF. were responsible for

forty-six ercent of the LaB precision strikes In the strategic air
campaign. The1i relatively long range of the F-I 11 was it significant
source of tactical flexibility In the air campaign: Taif-based F-Il iFs
could be used In the KTO without air refueling and could attack targets in
northiern Iraq without exposing the tankers to Iraqi defenses. Incirlk-
based F-Il ID. added flexibility by attacking targets In northern Iraq,
thereby releasing other aircraft to concentrate on targets from Ba~hdad
south to the KTo. On the last day of the war, two FP-IlII Fs released
4,700-pound hard-taurget-ponotratIng, laser-guided GBU-28s againat the

"P6.11R no~flw 757 and P.11 l3a flew 155 strikes, (U) OWAPS StasissiCal
Compendium, Table 177, "Strikes by AIF CategorIes."

17(9/NF1WN/NC) Ibid.
4(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid.

"'e64 P.1 I IsF band at Tait Air Base, Saudis Arabia, flew 2,423 sorties striking
2,802 targets, sand the 26 P.1 I 113s, bWed at Incirlik Air Base. Turkey, (pant of Bucom-
supported Operation Proven Foroo) flew 458 sorties strikiing 423 targets. (U) OWAPI
Statistical Coonpendiw,, Tables 92 and 93, P.1 I lEWPI lIPI: USAF Sorties by Mission
Type," and Table 177, "Strikes by AIF CtegHorie"

20(U) GWAPI Sta~riaucal Compendium. Table 183, "Procision-Guided Munition (PIM)
Strikes by AlP Categories,"
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North Taji command bunker with apparent success."' F-1IlFs also
destroyed the oil pumping manifold off the Kuwaiti coast with electro-
optically guided GRU-15 standoff bombs.2 Iraqi forces were using the
manifold to pump oil Into the Persian Gulf. During Desert Storm, the
P-1Ill mission-capable rate rose eight percent above peacetime levels to
eight-five percent,2"

F-Ills flew two-aircraft formations as the basic fighting element,
combined with other elements to form flights of four aircraft. Attack
formations (packages) against point and area, targets varied In size up t'
thirty-two aircrsift, and many missions ware flown without suppression of
enemy air defense (BRAD) assets for protection, 2' The aircraft used low.
altitude tactics for the first three days of Desert Storm and releasod
mostly precision-guided munitions against airfield complexos. After
trmnsltioning to medium-altitude tactics, the alirraft flew in large packag-
eii, used multiple attack headings, and employed altitude and time differ-
ences to avoid midair collision.; attack times were compressed to fifteen
minutes or less.231 2

Tank-plinking missions were flown at medium altitude. They were
each armed with four CIBU-12s. Tanks, hotter than the surrounding
terrain immediately after sunset, were found by using the IR Pave Tack
pod. [DELETED1."7 [DELETED1." [DEL~ETED],

T`he P-lllF carried 2 AIM-9s plus one of the following munition
loads during Operation Desert Storm: eight to twelve 500-pound
MK-82., two to four 2,00-pound MK-84u, two to four 500-pound

21A doscriptinn or the aBU-28 deep penetriation bomb Is discussod under the
"Special Purpose On~fe-o-Kind Muniitions" section Ini this report.

22 D01. Conduct qf the Persian Gaff War. Annex T', April 1991, p T-70.
23 Dte,.n $core, p 37.
24 (S/NPIWN/NC) Tactical Analysis Bulleilii, Volume 91 .",Jul 1991, pp 7-2 an7-9.
25 (S/NFWN/NC) Ibid.

2eAttacklfl aircraft deconflicted In the target ism (iLe,, avoided midair collisions and
weapons effects of other aircraft In tho attack group) by maintaining sufficient Iatciral or
vertical distances from other attacking aircraft or flying at set time Intervals.

27 (S/NFI IC) Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Vo! 91.2, p 7-l1.
U(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid,
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GBU-12s, two to four 2,000-pound GBU-Os, two to four 2,000-pound
OBU-24s, one 4,700 lb G•U-28, eight CBU-87s, eight CBU-89 Gators;
eight to twelve CBU-52s, eight to twelve CBU-58/71s; eight to twelve

SMK-& I Rockeyus; or one to two 2,000-pound GBU-I Sx.2'

F-1SE Strike Eagle: a two-seat, high-
performance, supersonic, all-weather, dual-role,
air-to-air and air-to-surface fighter developed from
the F-15C air-superiority fighter. Its air-to-air
weapons are radar-guided missiles, Infrared-hom-
Ing missiles, and a 20-mm gun. In the air-to-
surface role, the aircraft carries Low-Altitude

Navigation and Targeting Infrared (system) for Night (LANTIRN) pods
along with guided and unguided air-to-ground munitions. [DELETED].?
During Desert Storm, the F-15E was used for the following missions:

, All-weather nisht attacks against point and aractarnets to support
the strategic bombing campaign. F-153s flew 595 strikes against
targets such as airfields, NBC storage facilities, bridges, communi-
cations facilities, and ammunition storage areas. 3'

0 ScudHunt. F-ISEa flew 391 anti-Scud sorties.' The aircraft
worked with the Airborne Warning and Contiol System (AWACS),
used FLIR to find suspected Scuds and launchers in the weqtem
Scud boxeA (see "The Scud Hunt" section in Chapter 4 of this
report), and 'aunched primarily LOBs against Scud targets.

Support of around forces. F-15Es flew 949 strikes and primarily
delivered OBU-12 LaBs during "tank-plinking" operations against
armored vehicles In the KTO.33

"3 (S) UscEfYAF Comba Pkas Hcndout, "F-Ill Standard Conventional Loads
(aCl)," p 10-1.

"3 (S) UsCEwVAp Combat Pmans Handout, "F-1 5I Standard Conventional Loads
(sCI)," p 9-6.

31M Owt.Ps Sexistkal Compendium, Table 177, "Strikes by AIF Categories."
32(U} Mb.a.

"Mu) Ibid.
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The two F-15E squadrons that flew in Desert Shield and Desert Storm
had attained operational readhiess only shortly before deployment. LANTIRN
operational test arid evaluation was not completed and was continued in
theater. Tsting of the targeting pods, which were shipped after
deployment, was also completed in theater. The targeting pods proved
valuable fo' designating targets for LoBs, locating targets, and providing
real-time bomb damage assessment. The Desert Storm Strike Eagle force
consisted of forty-eight F-15s based at AI-Kha'j, Saudi Arabia.

F-I5E& flew 2,172 sorties, striking 2,124 targets in Iraq and Kuwait
as part of the air assaults of Operation Desert Storm.' Average sortie
length was 3.27 hours. The two squadrons flew 40-60 sorties a night
with a mission-capable rate of 85.9 percent. The aircraft proved reliable
and flexible enough to carry out precision attacks, maritime surveillance,
and close air support. In one case, an F-15E shot down an Iraqi
helicopter with a OBU-10 laser-guided bomb. Low-level attacks were
initially flown at approximately 540 knots (Mach 0.85), but later attacks
were delivered from medium altitude. Two F-15E aircraft were lost
during combat."

Salient F-1 5E tactical issues include the following: Initially, aircraft
used time Intervals to deconflict in the target area and flew "pop-up"
maneuvers against targets such as the H-2 Airfield In Iraq. The first night
low-altitude ingress and air-interdiction missions had been practiced exten-
sively before Desert Shield. For these missions, terrain-following radar
(Tim) was set at an altitude of 200 feet. Aircrews flew with the navigation
mode selected so that their radar altimeter would display current altitude.
These procedures allowed the aircrews to fly manually at 500 to 1,000 feet
above the ground but prepared for 200-foot operation if necessary.'
Transitioning to medium altitude ptrscnted a problem in determining
accurate weapon biases for unguided ordnance. F-15Es had only six

34(U) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Tables 97, "F-ISE: USAF Sorties by Mission
Type," and 177. "Strikes by AIF Categories."

3 5D#ErEt S•core, p 45.

6(U) TFR was tieo intn the avionics and flight control system and flew the aircraft
at a preset altitude (sC') when placed in an auto mode. When aircraft flew below this
preset altitude, a fly.up occurred until acknowledged by the pilot. By setting a scP at an
altitude below what was manually flown, aircrewc gave themselves this fly-up protection,
if needed. (S/NF/WNINC) Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, p 3-3.
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operational laser targeting pods and used buddy lase tactics on many
medium-altitude missions. F-15E aircrews also used their synthetic aper-
tare radar to identify targets." Once the target was identified on radar, the
Wso would transition to the FUR to find, track, lase the intended target, and
record bomb damage assessment (BDA). The F-I SE carried 500 rounds of
20-mm ammunition and four AIM-9g plus one of the following optional
munitions loads during Demrt Storm: six to twelve MK-82s, four MK-84s,
eight OBU-12s, four GBU-10s, six CBU-87s, six CBU-89 Gators, six to
twelve CBU-52s, six to twelve CBU-S8171s, or six MK-20 Rockeyes."

F.-16 Fighting Falcon: a multirole, single.
seat fighter. Highly maneuverable, the F-16 has
both air-to-air and air-to-surface capability.
[DELETED].' Newer models of the F-16 are
equipped with LANTIRN and Global Positioning
System (OPS) equipment. The first P-16 flight

wu in early 1974 and Initial operational capability occurred in 1979.
Over 3,000 had been ordered or produced at the time of Desert Storm,
and the F-16 had been widely exported.

F-16s flow mostly daytime and some night missions against all types
of targets. The following lists some of these missions:

D yLUisual attacks against noint and aea tarstets to support the
strategic bombing campaign. F-16s flow 2,912 sorties hitting
targets such as NBC storage facilities, bridges, ammunition storage
areas, communications facilities, surface-to-air sites, oil refineries,
Republican Guard headquarters buildings, and airfield facilities.'
Vi3ual deliveries were the preferred mode of operation with
nonprecision munitions from medium altitude.

31[DELBTED].

"I(S) cuErTAP Conmba Plans Handout, "P.13S1 Standard Conventional Loads
(SCi.)," p 9-1.

39(S) USCEN•AF Combat Plans Handout, "1.16 Standard conventional Load (SCLu),"
p3-I.

"°(U) sWAPS Statistical Compendiu, Table 177, "Strikes by AlP Categories."
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S hur • . P-16s flew 421 strikes to support the Scud hunt
in the eastern Scud kill boxes.4' OPS/LANTIRN-equipped aircraft
carrying cluster munitions were the optimum configuration for
anti-Scud operations.

"• SAui f roudforcu. Armed with ACM,6 Mavericks and non-
pmelcsion munitions, fL6s flew 8,258 strikes aganst round forces.'2

"* KUils Scut, F-16s also flew daylight armed reconnaissance
strikes in kill boxes and coordinated air strikes.4 3 Killer Scouts,
as they were called, provided targot type and location updates as
well u threat status and position information on friendly aircraft.
The intent was to locate and identify ausigned targets within an
area of operations and coordinates incoming attacks against the
targets before they could change position.

Since more F-16s (248) were deployed to Operation Desert Storm
than any other U.S. fighter aircraft, they flew the most sorties." Most of
the F-16s were day-only attack aircraft, except for two squadrons
equipped with LANTIRN navigatlonal pods for flying night attack sorties.
Also, 12 of the F-16s based in Turkey fired the high-speed antiradiation
missile (HARM).

During Desert Storm, the F-16A/Cs flew 13,087 sorties, striking
11,698 targets in Iraq and Kuwait." .4 Their principal weapons were
nonprecision bombs and AGM.65 Maverick missiles. The average time
for each sortie was 3.24 hours,4" and mislion-capable rates were high at

4'1(U) ibid.
42(U) Ibid.
43For command and control of ulrcru'l attacking ground targets, CENTAF had divided

the Kuwait theater into 30- by 30.nauticai mile zones, or "kill boxes."

"Thoere were 212 F.16s in the CaNTCOM AOR and 36 at Inclrlik AB, Turkey, u part
of the Proven Force.

41(U) OWAPS SoistLical COmpendlum, Tables 98, "P. 16: USAF and Bahrain Sorties
by Mission Type," and 177, "Strikes by AlP Catgoriesl."

"`(U) Bahraln also flew 166 P-16 OCA/DCA sorties during Desert Storm. oWAPS
Statistical Compendwun, Table 98, "P.16: USAF and Bahrain ,vrtlos by Miss'on Type."

4 7Dwret Score, p 48.
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88.8 percent. Eight P-16s were lost during the 7-week war; 3 in combat
and 5 in noncombat accidents."

Salient F-16 tactical Issues include the following: Duking the air

campaign, P-164 used a two-aircraft formation as the basic, fighting
element. This element tomblned with other elements to form Rlights of
four aircraft. The flights of'tour then Joined other flights, and on one
occasion, fifty-six F-I 6s were used, -in, s ingle strike package. In the
early stages of the campaign, large -packages were routine, but as air
supremacy was gained and targeting priorities changed. F. 16& flew small-
or squadron-size (twenty-four aircraft) ptckages with better resulte. Air
Force Reserve, Air National Guard, and Regular Air Force crews flew the
P416. In Doewnr Storm.

F-16s had an Internal 20-mm M61 Vulcan cannon. Some Air
National Guard F-l6As had30-rmm, 4-barre Gatling cannons. P.16. also
had six wing pylons for external stores and two tip rails for air-to-air
missiles. (DELETED] ,5 The P.16 carried two AIM-9s and 500 rounds
of 20-mm armor-piercing Incendiary high explosives ammunition plus one
of the following munitions loads during Operation Desert Storm: four to
six MK-82s, two MK-84s, four CBU-52/S8/7 s, four CBU-87s, four
CBU-89 Qatar., or two to four AOM-65 Maverick."'

"(UOWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 207, "Desert Storm Coalition Aircraft
Attrition,"

"~On 19 January, 56 P.16. atticked thu Baghidad Nuwlear Research Center in the
largest single raid of the war. Conduct of the Persian Ou~f War, p T-65.

"~Desert Score, p 48.
5(S) uscIATA Combat Plans Handout, 'IF- 16 Standard Conventional Loads WWIa)"

p 81
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B-52 Stratotortresu: (nicknamed "BUFF" for Big,
Ugly, Flying Fellow) a long-range, heavy bomber
capable of flying at high subsonic speeds at altitudes
up to 50.000 feet. The B-52 fint flew on 15 April
1952 and attained initial operational capability in June
1955. Seven hundred and forty-four aircraft were
pruduced through October 1962, Numerous modifica-
tions had been made to the B-52, including the new

Offensive Avionics Systems and Improvements In electronic countermea-
sures. In all, 41 B-520s were modified with improved conventional
capabilities. The aircraft carries a full range of conventional munitions
internally and externally along with conventional air-launched cruise
missiles (CALCMS) for standoff operations.

As the air campaign evolved, the B-52 force grew to 68 B-520s,
which flew out of Barksdale In Louisiana, Wurtamith in Michigan, Saudi
Arabia, Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, RAP Fairford in Great Britain,
and Moron do Ia Frontera in southern Spain." In all, B-52s flew 1,741
sorties for 15,269 combat hours during Operation Desert Storm.' B-52s
dropped ordnance on both strategic and tactical targets and were
important for psychological operations. The following are representative
examples of B-52 missions in Desert Storm:

Seven B-52s from Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, carried CALCMs and
launched before H-Hour. Aircraft carrying out these round-trip
sorties flew a total distance of over 14,000 miles and remained
aloft for over 35 hours-completing the longest combat missions
in history and the first combat employment of CALCM. In the
early hours of Desert Storm, the B-52s launched 35 CALCMs
programmed to attack 8 targets, including military com-
munications sites and power generation/transmission facilities.

S2264 B-520 mnd B-52H aircraft were refitted with the digital, solid.state Oflensive

Avionics System (oAs) from 1980 to 1986. Desert Scar, p 54.

"53Sorties flown from Wurtamith APB, MI.

*(U) GWAPS $Statilcal Compendium, Table 108, "S-52: USAF Sorties by Mission
Type." Also, (S) Maj John Masotl, Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm Bomber
Story, Hq SACIDOX, 18 SOp 91, p 50.
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Night low-level operations against strategic targets continued
through the third day of Operation Desert Storm. After striking
the Uwayjah petroleum refineries during the air campaign's third
night, a B-520 apparently was hit by a missile or antiaircraft
artillery, but the aircraft returned safely to Its base." After the
third night, all B-52 missions were conducted at high altitude.

B-52s flew ninety-nine offensive counterair strikes against
airfields, aircraft on the ground, and airfield.supporting infrastruc-
ture, using general-purpose bombs and cluster bomb units."
Thirteen B-52. launched in the opening attack, using mixed loads
of weapons (UK-1000s, CBU-58s, and CBU-89s).37 One B-52
sustained minor damage when it was hit leaving the target area,
but there were no casualties.

B-52s flew 303 strikes against strategic targets (industrial
facilities, command, control, and communications (CV) facilities,
nuclear/chemical/biological facilities, and short-range ballistic
missiles); Interdiction targets Including fixed installations such as
petroleum, oil and lubricant storage facilities, and railroads."
Most raids were conducted at high altitude with weapons em-
ployed using radar deliveries.

B-52s, using a variety of general-purpose bombs and cluster
munitions, flew 1,175 strikes against Republican Guard, armor, and
mechanized and infantry units In the KTo."0 The B-52's large bomb
load and area coverage rendered it most effective in this role.

B-52s generally flew in threes and were most useful for attacking
area targets. Its outstanding characteristic was its ability to fly large
bomb loads great distances without refueling, freeing tankers for other
missions. B-52& were not sent Into the highest threat areas and were
always used In conjunction with Wild Weasels and/or CAP aircraft in

"11(S) Masotti, p 30.
m(U) OWAPs Suisticai CoWmnmwn, Table 177, "Strikes by AlP Categorles."

"37(S) Masoul, pp 29, 30.

"5(U) MWAPS Seadl:cal Compendium, Table 177, "Strikes by AlP Categorles."

"s(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid.
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areas where a significant threat remained. Despite the B-52's advanced
age, few of its missions had to be aborted; and its overall mission-capable
rate averaged 86.2 percent.' The B-52 flew 1,741 sorties without a
combat losa.

As in Vietnam, the effect of B-52s on Iraqi material and morale was
debated in the absence of definitive evidence, Although B-52s only com-
prised 3 percent of the total combat aircraft, they dropped 72,000 bombs
weighing a total of 27,000 tons, which amounted to approxinmtely 30
percent of all U.S. tonnage dropped, -Because of a lack of precision
capability, bombing was directed at area targets such as chemical storage
sites, factories, and supply depots in northern Iraq. Raids agrnst the Re.
publican Guards began on Day I and continued throughout the campaign.
The B-52 can carry approximately 70,000 pounds of ordnance internally and
externally. Defensive armament included 4 50-caliber machine guns, chaff,
and flares [D.LETBD."

A-10 Thunderbolt 11 (Wartholl): the first
Air Force aircraft specifically designed for close
air support (CAS) of ground forces. Designed
around the OAU-8 Sun, it is intended for use
against tanks and other armored vehicles.6 The
A-10 has excellent maneuverability and better
survivability in its CAs role than previous aircraft.
Its weapons delivery system includes a heads-up

display, a Pave Penny laser tracking pod, and the GAU-8/A Avenger 30-
mm seven-barrel Gatling-type cannon. The gun fires Inert-depleted-
uranium armor-piercing projectiles capable of penetrating medium and
heavy tanks. It can also fire high-explosive ammunition, which is ex-
tremely effective against trucks and other soft targets. The GAU-8/A has
a cyclic rate of fire of 3,900 rounds per minute.

60(S/NF/WN/RD) listory gqf the Strauteic Air Command, Volume I, I Jan.31 Doc
90, p 497.

61Conduct qf the Persian Gu(f War, p T-27.
"s(S) USCApN'AF Combat Plan Handout, "B-52 Standard Conventional Loads (scLU),

p 12.-1.

"MThe World War lI-era Soviet 11.2 Sturmovlk Sround-attack aircraft and the more
recent SU-25 Frogtoot were designed for a similar mission.
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The A-10 first flow on 10 May 1972 and achieved initial operational
capability in 1977. Seven hundred and seven production and six
preproduction aircraft were delivered before production ceased in 1984.
(DELMTBD)."

Both regular Air Force and Air National Guard units operated A-10s
in Doumt Storm. A total of 132 A-lOs and 12 OA-IOs deployed to Saudi
Arabia during Operation Desert Shield. All A-10s were bused at King
Fahd International Airport and used King Kahild Military City (KKMC) as
a forward operating location. In addition to its traditional CAs mission,
the A-10 was used for the following missions in Desert Storm:

* A-10s flow 175 strikes during an offensive countemir (OCA) effort

focused primarily on destrying electronic warfare and ground
coantl intercept site during dt first few days of the air campalign

* A-10s flow forty-nine strikes during missions to suppress enemy
air defenses; sometimes they were teamed with F-40s to attack
fixed SA-2/3/6 sites."

• A-10s flew 3,367 day and night strikes against Iraqi artillery and
armor units." The weapons of choice were AOM-65 Mavericks
and Its Internal 30-mm cannon,

• A-los flew 135 strikes on Scud CAP and anti-Scud armed
reconnaissance missions."

* Aircraft designated for CAS and search and rescue (SAR) missions
were continuously on alert from the beginning of the war. In one
case, A-10s escorted a Special Operations Forces (sop) combat

"(3) uSC•JT',A Combat PMan Handout, "A- 10 Standard Conventional Loads (ScLa),
pp 11-1, 11-2.

O(U) 3WAPI Statistical Compendlium, Table 177, "Strikes by AlP Categories."

""M(U) Ibid.

"(U) Ibid.
"•(U) Ibid.
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search and rescue helicopter to retrieve a downed F-14 pilot and
destroyed an Iraqi radio Intercept truck searching for thc pilot."

CA-lOm flew 656 missions as dedicated forward air control (FAC)
usets providing airborne control of CAS aircraft."

The A-10 wu used primarily u a day CAs/attack aircraft; It could
carry a large weapons load and loiter for long periods In the target area.
Its relatively long loiter time made the A-10 useful for "look and see"
types of missions such as Scud hunting. But, Its slower speed and long
loiter time over the battlefield also made It susceptible to enemy ire. In
fact, fifty-one aircraft were damaged during missions In Desert Storm; of
these, fourteen apparently were damaged In combat." Ten of the fourteen
A-10s damaged were returned to action within a day, and all but one flew
again during the war. Nevertheless, six aircraft were combat lost (four
A-10s and two OA-10s).

One of the six A-10 squadrons deployed to the AOR operated
exclusively at night using the Infrared video of the AOM-65D Maverick
missile as a "poor man's FLR". The Maverick's Infrared seeker became
a serch tool for targets not only for the missile but for other weapons.
A.10s fired 4,801 Maverick missiles,72 which was more than 90 percent
of the Mavericks fired by Air Force aircraft. The 30-mm cannon also
proved effective against a variety of targets, Including two helicopters
shot down over Kuwait. A-10s were also used extensively early in the
war for taking out the border early-warning radars to deny as much
Information as possible to the Iraqis. If the Iraqi army had ever moved
south, the A-10, along with the AV-8 and F/A-18, was considered the
primary weapon system for stopping that advance. When preparation for
the ground war began, most A-10 sorties were directed against Iraqi
armored and unarmored vehicles. In all, A-10s flew 8,084 sorties, strik-

"UConduct of Ike Perslan Gu(f War, p T- 10.

"70(U) OWAPS StatiLstcal CompendIUm, Table 129, 40A. 10: uSMP Sorties by Mission
Type."

"7(U) aWAPs Staslatical Compndimwn, Table 207, "Desert Storm Coalition Aircraft
Attrition."

7UConducu of 1he Peor.,ja rulf War, p T. 11.
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ins 6,834 targets; 1,041 sorties were idontil•ed as CAs missions.7s The
aircrah averaged 2.37 hours per flight•4 and had a mlssion-capable rate
of 87,7 percunt.

SSalient A-IO tactieal issues Include the following: Tactical am -
! ploymont tended to be two rather than four aircmh. Two-ship formations
•'• insresmd at altitudes between 15,000 and 20,000 feet in line.abreast,
; wedge, or trail fore, ion. Some almr• reloued their ordnance first toi allow for 8mUer maneuverability and to regain energy, and then used

• their gun Njalnst tardets, threats permitting, Almost all two-ship forms-
Stion tactics flew one flight member to maintain a high, cover position
Swhile the other re leu ed ord nan ce; then the aircraft re versed rolee .•s

I.! The Iraqi Ju'my provided a tremendous target array Pilots acquired

•' uu'seu uJily, but target ldantifl©ation-dls•riminating 8 tank or self-
! propelled artillery piece from e track-proved e constant challenge. When
• engaging an armored or mechanized position, some flights made medium.

Saltitude gun and/or re connaissance passes, dropping From I•,000 feet to
S5,000-8,000 feet to attempt to distinguish re verted trucks from re vetted

armor, Photos, when provided, helped the pilot identi• the position of'
his intended target. Some pilots used binooulnrs to assist in target
identification; others remarked that the magnification was too little or that
the plane vibrated excessively. The A-10 pilot almost always visually
acquired the desired priority target and used either a precision munition
or area weapon to destroy it.•e

In addition to its GAU-8/A's 1,170 rounds of' 30-ram high-explosive
or aJrmor-pter•mg ammunition, the A-10 could use 11 external points for
carrying most conventional munitions."

73(U) OWAM Statl•tical Coml•ndlum, Table 85, "A-10: USAF Sorties hi MiiJlon

Type," and Table 177, '*Stdkul by AIF Categories,"
"Dejen Score, p 20.

•s(S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical Analysis B•ll#tln, Yol 91-2. p 6-8,

?6($/NF/WN/NC) I•,M, p 6-9.

•7(S) u$¢•n'AF Combat Phma H•doul, "A. 10 Standard conventional Loads (s(:l.m),"
:)p lJ.I, 11.2,
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AC.13OA/H Spectre. Discussed later in a section entitled, "Special
Aircraft."

A-6E Intruder: u carrier- and land-based, long-
fertnge, subsonic attack aircraft capable of accurate
weapon delivery during day, night, and all-weather
conditions. First flown in 1963, the A.6 achieved
initial operational capability in 1965, All A-6 aircraft
used by the Navy and Marine Corps in the Gulf War
were A-65a with an improved radar and digital avion.

los, Additionally, all aircraft were equipped with a Target Recognition
and Acquisition Multisensor (TRAM) System, which gave the aircraft a
PUR sensor, a combination lmr designator/range finder, and a laser
designation receiver. Two Navy A-6 squadrons were also equipped with
the Systems Weapons Improvement Program (SwIp) upgrade, which in
addition to bringing all, avionics to state-of-the-art, allowed the aircraft to
fire HARM, Standoff Land-Attack Missile (SLAM), and Maverick missiles.

A-6s flow 5,619 sorties striking 2,617 targets in Operation Desert
Storm.7 Their missions included:

All-weather and night attacks using radar and FUR deliveries
against point and area targets to support the strategic bombing
campaign. A.6'a flew 156 strikes and hit targets such u ammu-
nition sterage, oil terminals, C3 facilities, and power plants."'

A-6a flew 221 strikeL on suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD)
missions against Secs and airfields." The swIP Squadron fired
HARM missiles to suppress enemy radars and also launched
tactical air-launched decoys (TALDs) to further confuse Iraqi
defensive measures.

"7i(U) OWAPI Statistical Compondiw, Tables 83, "A.6: UON and UsMC sorties by

Mission Type," snd 177, "Strikes by AlP Citetorigs."
79(U) OWAPS Statistical Coontendihor, Table 177, "Strikes by AlP CategorHOu."

'0(U) Ibid.
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0 Support of Ground Forces. The A-6 flew 1,610 strikes against
targets such as bridges, ammo storage areas, railroad yards, and
armor,"I

* Directed by both the Joint Force Air Component Commander
(J1ACC) and the And-Surface Unit Warfaa'e Commander (ASuwc)
of the Naval Battle force, the A-6 flew 183 strikes against naval
and coastal defense targets such as port facilities, individual ships
and boats, and Silkworm shore-bued untiship missile sites."'
These missions often involved a weapons load of a 1,000-pound
MK-83 laser-guided bomb and two Rockeyes,

0 SWIP A-61 launched the first combat deliveries of the SLAM, and
seven SLAM. were fired during the Gulf War.

Before the war, A-6 crows normally trained for low-level (below
1,000 feet) penetration and attack. After initial low-level strikes encoun-
tered Intense antiaircraft defenses, most A-6s attacked from above 10,000
feet and used either a level or a shallow dive delivery. Initial target
acquisition was accomplished with the radar with a handoff to the FLIR.
About one-third of the strike missions were radar deliveries when weath-
er, smoke, or haze precluded PLIR acquisition of the target.

The A-6 carried a wide range of weapon loads in Desert Storm,
including the following; eight to twelve MK-82s, eight to twelve MK-20
Rockeye (APAMs), six MK-83's, two to four GBU-0Os, two GBU-16s, or
two to four MK-84s."

F/A-ISA/C Hornet: a single-seat, twin-
a(engine, hIgh-performance, multimisslon tactical
aircraft operated by the U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps. Its first flight was in 1978 and Initial
operational capability was achieved in 1983. By
Desert Storm, some 900 F/A-18s had been delyv-
ered to U.S. and inteniational customers,

"5(U) Ibid.
"82(U) Ibid.
""Conduct f the Peraa Gulf War, p T-6,
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During the Initial hours of Desert Storm, 89 Navy and 72 Marine
Corps F/A-18s conducted both defense suppression and strike missions
against Iraqi targets." The Navy Homets flew 4,449 sorties and the Ma-
rine Corps' F/A-18s flew 4,936 sorties resulting in a reported combined
total of 4,551 strikes against targets during Operation Desert Storm."
[DELBT].a."

Twenty-six Canadian CF- 18S were deployed from Lahr in Germany
to the Persian Gulf. The CF-18S conducted their first offensive mission,
an antirdar sweep of hostile airspace ahead of U.S, attack aircraft, on 24
January 1991." A majority of their 961 sorties were DCA missions, and
they also struck targets during the 100-hour ground war."

The Hornet performed air-to-air and air-to-surface missions. In Its
air-to-air role, the F/A-18 projected tactical air over land and sea and
complemented fleet air defense, Ito primary attack missions were inter.
diction, CAS, defense suppression, and attacks against land and seaborne
targets. The following F/A-18 missions were flown in Desert Storm:

* Hornets flew 157 strikes during SHAO missions," Normal
mission load consisted of two AIM-9s, two AIM-7s, 20-mm
cannon, and two AGM-88 HARMs.

F/A-18s flew 217 strikes oii airfields during OCA missions,'
Typical loads for these missions were two AIM-9s, one AIM.7,
20-mm cannon, and either five MK-83s or two MK.84s, along
with a FUIR pod. Typical target attacks were made from a 30-

"M'hn Navy Hornets flew from ru-riers in the PIrnlan Gulf and Red Sea, and the
Mane Hornets were bad at Shaikh Its in Bhrain,

U3(U) SWAPS Statiiticai Compendlum, Tables 89, 'IF/A-18: UNN and USMC Sorties
by Mission Type," and 177, "Strikes by AIP CitegorleL,"

"NRol Saudi Air Force Sysman, Analysi, "The Gulf War, A History and Summury
of Events," p 179,

1
7Deaert Score, p 33,

"(U) OWAPS Statiilical Compendium, Table 88, 'CF.18: Canada Sorties by Mission
Type."

s(U) OWAPs $Satisical Compendlim, Table 177, "Strikes by All Categories,"
"0(U) Ibid.
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degree or greater dive angle beginning ar an altitude of 30,000 to
35,000 feet, with release between 20,000 and 10,000 feet and
airspeed around 480 to 540 knots.'

Pi8.l duo flew 2,129 defensive counterair (DCA) escort sorties.:-
The F/A-I 8's typical load for these minions comprised two AIM-
9. one AIM-7, a 20-mm cannon, and, occasionally, a HARM.

The FIA-18 Hornet dropped more than 17,500 tons of ordnfrace
against a variety of targets. Its multimission capability was demonstrated
.in 17 January when a flight of four F/A-I s encountered two Iraqi
MIG-21s about 35 miles from the'r target. T!e F/A-18s acquired, identi-
fied, and destroyed the two MIos, then shifted to an air-to-ground role and
dropped their MK-84s. This was the only such incident in the Gulf War.
During Desert Storm, 3 Marine F/A-I8s were damaged by surface-to-air
missiles and I by antiaircraft artillery; all returned to base and flew again
within 36 hours. One Navy F/A-18 was lost in combat."

The P/A-18 carried ordnance on nine external stations including two
wingtip stations for AIM-9 Sidewinders; two outboard wing stations for
an assortment of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons, including AIM-7s,
AIM-9s, AGM-84 Harpoons, AGM-88 HARMs, and AGM-65 Mavericks;
two Inboard wing stations for external fuel tanks or air-to-ground weap-
ons; two nacelle fuselage stations for either AIM-7s, a Laser Detector
Tracker Strike Camera, a targeting FUR, or a navigation FLR; and a
center station for a fuel tank or air-to-ground weapons. Air-to-ground
weaponry included laser-guided GBU-10/12s, MK-80 series general-
purpose bombs, cluster bombs, and a M61 20-mm six-barrel gun with
540 rounds of ammunition."

t onJuct ef Otw Persk, GC4 War, p T.78.

"Twh U.S. Navy flow 1.436 mnd Canada 693 defrtsive counterair sorties.
(U) owA,'s Skkdaol. Componidm, Tabks 88. WF-18. Canada Seriis by MWsjim
7*," mud 89. "F/A-18: USN and VUC Soims by Miaie Type."

O'Conadu qf tw Persian G•f Wer, p T-78.
"lbid.
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AV-8B Harrier: a Marine Corps short-$ f takeoff and vertical-landing attack aircraft. Its
attack avionics system uses a nose-muunted angle-
rawe bo•.bing set, which has a TV/laser target
seaker and tracker, but can not self-designate for
laser-guided munitions. Eighty-six AV-8Bs were
deployed to support Operation Desert Storm.'

They operated from an expeditionary airfield (King Abdul Aziz AB),
from ships (LHA-l, uss Tarawa and LHA-4, uss Nassau), and from a
forward-area rearming and refueling point at Tanajib.

As the Marine Corps' principal light attack aircraft, Harriers flew
3.359 sorties, striking 2,585 targets during Operation Desert Storni."
They flew 2,421 strikes against Iraq's Ground Order of Battle and at-
tacked targets such as artillery, tanks, armored vehicles, ammunition
storage bunkers, convoys, logistic sites, troop locations, and airfieldsO'
AV-SBs expended 7,175 MK-20 Rockeyes, 288 MK-83s, 4,167 MK-82s,
and 83,373 rounds of 25-mm machine-gun ammunition."

During the first two phases of the air war, AV-8Bs generally flew
medium-altitude profiles between 10,000 to 20,000 feet. They would
occasionally drop to a lower altitude to locate and engage targets at less
than 8,000 feet. During the battlefield preparation and ground war phas-
es, AV-SBs flew at lower altitudes to ensure target acquisition and
invrease weapons effectiveness and accuracy. At these lower altitudes,
five AV-8Bs were lost to enemy action.

A-7 Corsair: a U.S. Navy, single-engine,
single-seat, carrier-based strike airctaft. The A-7
first flew in 1965 and its initial operational capa-
biiity was achieved in 1966. When Iraq invaded
Kuwait. the A-7 was being withdrawn from ser-
vice- the John F Kennedy (CV 67) was the only

NQlCkK Brief to Scma . APP-Alt 160?-/JQ/l9.

"(U) OwAni S&•ubau Componiam, Tables 56, 6AV-8: UsMc Sorties by Mission
Type:' and 177, "Strikes by AlP CQl4odN."

'(U) OWAPS Slaujlka C/q~om/wndiui. Table 177. "Strikes by AlP Categories."

"0Condut qf the Pesiam Gulf War. p T-22.
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carrier still flying A-7s. During Desert Storm, the Kennedy's 24 A-7s
staged attacks from the Red Sea and also guided the first operational
AGM-84E SLAMs into Iraqi missile storage facilities. A total of 737 A-7
sorties were flown in Desert Storm."

Armament consisted of a M61 Oatling.type cannon with 500 rounds
(1,000 rounds maximum) and up to 15,000 pounds of external stores.
These stores included MK-80 series bombs, laser-guided bombs, AGM-65
Maverick missiles, AOM-45 Shrike ard AGM-88 HARM antiradar
missiles, and cluster bombs.

Forward Air Control AibvraJf

OV.1O Bronco: an armed, light observation
4• and reconnaissance aircraft with FLIR and laser

desl3nation capability. The Marine Corps de-
ployed 20 of these aircraft to Southwest Asia.
While praised by the Marine Division command-
ers, some delays associated with deploying the
OV-10 to Southwest Asia occurred since it could

not refuel in flight or be transported by strategic airlift."e Co-located
with the AV-8Bs at King Abdul Aziz Naval Base, the OV-10s flew 482
sorties, of which 411 were logged as CAS missions.'0 '

Salient points included a relatively long loiter time at low airspeeds.
which allowed OV-10s to fly aerial reconnaissance, airborne forward air
control and tactical air control, armed reconnaissance, helicopter escort,
and comrqand and control missions. The aircraft also used their FLIR
sensors to provide laser designation, night observation, and
reconnaissance.

"(U) oWAPS SNiSaWl Cof.mrdian, Table 84, "A-7: uSm Sorties by Mission
Type."

I00HQMC Brier to sEcm, APP-A/l 160.7/JQ/91.
1°1(U) SwAis $iisaic Comenpdium, Table 130, *VV- 10: UsMC Sorties by

Mission Type."
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F/A-18D Hornet: a Marine, two-seat, all-
Sweather, day/night attack aircraft. Its mission was

to attack and destroy surface targets; conduct
multisensor Imagery reconnaissance; provide sup-
porting arms coordination, including air, naval
gunfire and artillery; and to intercept and engage
enemy aircraft.

The Marines deployed twelve F/A-IBD aircraft to Southwest Asia.
The aircraft were used in tactical-air-coordinator and airborne-forward-air-
control roles. They flew into target areas ahead of Coalition attacks to
locate and Identify high-value targets during tactical air missions. F/A-
18s provided almost twenty-four-hour battlefield coverage for CAS
missions.

The F/A-18D flew 557 sorties with a mission-capable rate of 85.9
percent in Operation Desert Storm. No F/A-I SDs were lost to enemy fire,
and only two sustained battle damage. Armament capability was the same
as for F/A-18AKC aircraft, and during Desert Storm, F/A-18Ds expended
2,325 rockets and 27,000 rounds of 20-mm cannon ammunition."

HelUcopters

AH,64A Apache: the U.S. Army's principal
Sattack helicopter. It was designed for antiarmor
operations and for operations under field
conditions in daytime, nighttime, and adverse

weather. The Apache's primary armament is the Hellfire modular missile
system, a laser-homing-guided, antiarmor weapon. It can designate
targets itself or receive designations from remote sources. Hydra 70,
2.75-inch folding fin aerial rockets are carried in addition to, or instead
of, Hellfires. A chin-turret-mounted 30-mm cannon is controlled by a
sight in the pilot's helmet. The Apache is also equipped with electronic
systems such as night vision sensors, infrared and radar jamming systems,
and global positioning system equipment.

1°2Conduct qf Ohe Persian Onif War, p T-8 1.
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AH-I Cobra: an attack helicopter designed' Y for close-in fire support and antitank missions.
Th Initial version, the AH-IO, had a 1966 initial
operational capability. The Army and Marine

Corps deployed with 224 Cobras to Southwest Asia.'1 The Marine Corps
V Cobras flew 1,273 sorties and accumulated 3,014 hours, providing close-

in fire support. helicopter escort, and antiarmor and armed reconnaissance
missions.'10 The Army conducted daylight armed reconnaissance
operations and security patrols with tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire
guided (Tow) missiles, 2.75 inch rockets, and 20-mm guns.

Coalklonu Ahrvft

Tornado:'= a two-seat all-weather bomber( developed by the United Kingdom (UK), Ger-
many, and Italy and also purchased by Saudi
Arabia. Its initial operational capability was in
1982, and seventy-four ground attack versions
served in the Gulf War."' The United Kingdom
also flew Tomados modified for reconnaissance
missions.

The Tornado flew a variety of missions during the war, including the
following:

The Tornado initially used its JP233 runway denial weapon,
which was designed for low-level attacks on airfields in Europe.
With JP233, Tbrnados flew level deliveries at extremely low
altitudes and attacked runways and aircraft parking areas. Fifty-
three sorties were flown in the first four days, expending 106

i I°bid, p T-13. The Army deployed with 145 and the Marine Corps with 79.
104HQMC Brief to SiCDSP, APP- II 160-?IJQ/9 I.

'fl`Iis ground snack version had dilTerent designations according to country. The
UK version win called ORI, the Saudi version iDu, and the Itallmns simply called it
Tornado.

"106(3) This total included the UK, Italy, and Saudi AmblL (S) Dewri SNOM,

USCIrTAFI•ASF Combat PIu. Handout, Jon 1991, pp 17.4, 17.5.
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JP233s.' 0 Reduced enemy airfield activity negated the need to
continue delivering JP233 from low-level, and the United King-
dom Tornados switched to medium-altitude tactics to fly above
the antiaircraft artillery threat. During this timeframe, United
Kingdom Tornados continued to target airfields using UK 1000-
pound bombs to cut runways.

With the arrival of Buccaneer aircraft equipped with the Pave
Spike laser designating pod on day 17 of Desert Storm, Trbmados
dropped later-guided bombs that were buddy-lased by Bucca-
neers. Tornados flew 488 strikes against targets such as bridges,
hardened aircraft shelters, and other elements of air base infra-
structure.108 The arrival of two thermal imaging and laser desig-
nating pods in the last ten days of the air war allowed the Toma-
do to designate targets for its own laser-guided bombs.

* The Tornados also carried air-launched antiradiation rdissiles
(ALARMs) On SHAD missions; they fired 113 ALARMs during the war.'0'

The United Kingdom Tornado ground attack force flew 2,535 sorties
In Desert Storm, mostly In interdiction roles." 0 Its main weapons were
JP233 and UK-IOO0s. The Tornado carried two JP233s, four to eight
unguided UK 1,000-pound bombs, or two to three UK 1,000-pound
bombs configured as laser-guided bombs. United Kingdom Tornados
dropped 106 JP233s and 3,631 unguided bombs along with 1,079 laser-
guided versions of the UK's 1,000-pound bomb."' In addition, RAP
Reconnaissance Tornados flew 140 sorties.

107(S) Operational Research Branch Headquarters RAF Strike Command, "Analysis

or Attack and Reconnaissance Operations During Operation Oranby," 26 July 91, p 8.

"I(U),GWAPS S$ailsaical Complendium, Table 183, "Precision-Guided Munitions
(PaM) Strikes by AlP Categories."

10 0(S) Operational Research Branch Headquarters RAP Strike Command, p 8.

10 °(U) OwAPS Stalissicul Compendium, Tables 104, 106, and 107, "Saudi Arabia.
ltay and UK Sorties by Mission Type."

III(S) Operational Research Branch Headquarters Strike Command, pp 7.8.
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Buccaneer: a dual-engined bomber originally
built for the Royal Navy in the late 1950s, but
transferred to the Royal Air Force with the
retirement of that Navy's last conventional carrier.
Updated In the 1980s with a new avionics suite,
the aircraft carries a daytime-only Pave Spike luer
designating pod. When the Tornados transitioned

to medium-altitude, 12 Buccaneers were brought to the theater to laser-
designate laser-guided bombs on day 17. The Buccaneers flew 226
sorties in Desert Storm, mostly as buddy laser designators without weap-
ons."' After the arival of the Tornado's thermal imaging and laser
designating (TIALD) pod, they flew sixteen missions and designated their
own weapons.

S-Jaguar: an aircraft jointly developed by France
and the United Kingdom in the late 1960s as a tactical
support aircraft. In all, 12 United Kingdom and 24

French Jaguars flew 1,145 sorties striking targets in
Kuwait and ships In the Persian Gulf. Those sorties
Included 26 reconnaissance missions.")

United Kingdom Jaguars expended 741 UK-1000 bombs, 387 CBU-87
cluster bombs, 608 rockets, and 8 BL-755 cluster bombs during the war.s"4

Mirage Fl: an all-weather intercepter with
Initial operational capability in 1973. It is also
capable of visual attack missions and has an unre-
fueled radius of action of 230 nautical miles. One
variant, the F-ICR, was developed for a reconnais-
sance role. The Coalition Mirage FPs did not fly in

the first week of Desert Storm to avoid confusion with Iraq's Fl s and the
risk of being shot down by friendly aircraft."' The Kuwait and Qatari air
forces flew 170 ground attack missions, while the French flew 44 recon-

"112(U) owAPs Statisical Compendiwn, Table 81, "Total Sorties by U.S. Ser-
vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."

"113(U) OWAPS Statistic-it Comptndium, Table 101, "Jaguar: UK and France Sorties
by Mission Type."

114(S) Operational Research Branch Headquarters RAP Strike Command, pp 10-1I.

"sRoyal Saudi Air Force Systems Analysis, pp 193, 194.
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naissance missions."" 7hU P15 flow only daytime %orties because they

lacked night capability.

Aisr.to.'Ground Weapons

A large selection of Lir-o-ground weapons were available to
Coalition forces during the Gulf War. This section begins with a brief
discussion of the basic charateristics of air-to-ground munitions and then
describes the weapons used.

Bonsk aud MlarU.,

A bomb Is an explosive filler enclosed In a casing. Bombs are
generally classified according to the ratio of explosive material to total
weight. The principal classes are general-purpose (OP). fragmentation,
and penetration bombs. Approximately 50-percent of the OP bomb's
weight is explosive material."'7 These bombs usually weigh between 500
and 2,000 pounds and produce a combination of blast and fragmentation
effects."'1 The most common OP bombs are the MK-80 series weapons.
Only ten to twenty percent of a fra~gmentation bomb's weight is explosive
material;"'1 the remainder include specially scored cases that break Into
predictably sized pieces. The fragments, which travel at high velocities,
ame the primary cause of damage. Cluster munitions are primarily frag-
mentation weapons. Penetration bombs have betwoen twenty-five and
thirty percent explosive filler."U The casings are designed to penetrate
hardened targets such as bunkers before the explosives detonate."''

"MOWAPS Statistical COMpOndium, Tables 90, "P.-1: Kuwait and Qatar Sorties
by Misaion Type," and 91, "F-ICR: Frnc.e Sorties by Misaion Typo,"

t17Fulgh Manual, TO. J-IM.34, Alrerew Weapons Deiv~ery' Manual, (Non-nuclea),
1 Feb 86, p 1.4.

1 IIP~e approximately onh-half-inch-thick cusing remotes a fragmentation effect at the
moment of detonation, and the 50-percent explosive filler causes considerable damage
from blast effect,

"'Flight manwal, 7ro. -mm.34, p 1-4.

'30Ibid.
12 tPeoneuston was achieved by either kinetic energy of the entire projectile (BLU-

109) or the effects of a shaped-charge (AGM-650).
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Free-fall bombs have three sections. The bomb body is the casing
containing the explosive material. The fuze section can be located in the
nose and/or the rear of the bomb and determines the timing of the
explosion. The tail section, or fins, determineb how the bomb flies
through the air, Desired weapons effects are achieved by selecting a
particular combination of bomb body, fuzing, and tail section.

Bomb Ceoflturuuio

Bomb bodies vary in size, weight, and thickness of cuing. OP
bombs have a thinner case and more explosive filler than penetrating
bombs, whereas cluster bombs generally come in dispensers that open to
release bomblets at predetermined altitudes. The bomb body casing
(except for cluster munitions) houses the explosive filler. Upon detona-
tion, the high-explosive filler creates an explosive train to achieve the
desired weapons effect; detonation is triggered by fuzing.

A fhu initiates bomb detonation at a predetermined time and under
the desired circumstances. Fuzes are located in the nose or tail of the
munition, or both. They are armed by one, or a combination, of the
following methods:

* The arming vane, a small propeller, Is rotated by airflow after
weapon release. A specified number of rotations arms the fuse.

. The arming pin Is ejected or withdrawn by a spring action releas-
ing the arming mec:hanism and allowing the fuze to arm.

* The inertlafuze Is armed by abrupt changes in the velocity of the
bomb caused by the deployment of fins or ballutes.

* The electric fuze is armed by a time-delay circuit powered by a
thermal battery activated by extraction of the arming lanyard
upon bomb release.' 2

'i 2FuIAI Manual T.O. I.IM.34, p 2.4.
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PMU-113 Proximity Puss Uoing Attached to a MK42 Bomb.

Different effects are obtained by mating different bombs to different
fuzes. A fuze functions in one of the following ways. An impact fuze
is designed to function on or after impact. Detonation upon impact is
selected for targets such u supply dumpR when the main destructive
energy desired is blast. For a building, a delayed detonation might be
selected so the bomb can penetrate several floors before exploding. A
proximity fuze contains a miniature doppler radar set that senses height
above the ground. When the explosion occurs above the ground, most
of the destructive effect is caused by tho bomb casing fragments. Prox.
imity-fuzed bombs are used against targets such as troops in trenches,
radars, trucks, and other vehicles. In a timed fuze, the delay is normally
initiated at bomb release rather than on impact. The timing element is a
mechanical or electrical device. A hydrostatic fuze is employed in depth
bombs uwed for underwater demolition work. The MK.36/40 Destructor
is a special fuze with a sensor that can be mated to a bomb. It senses the
presence of metallic objects such as trucks or ships, making it, in effect,
a mine. These weapons can be used against either land or water targets.
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In Southwest Asia, the MK-36 (500-pound) detonators were used to
mine the waters in the vicinity of Umn Qasr naval facility.

SThe conical fin was the tall section type most often installed on GP
bombs dropped In Southwest Asia. The conical fin assembly helped
stabilise the bomb In flight, allowing the bomb to exhibit the best effects
of low drag and stabilization after release. A conical fin mated with a
OP bomb results in a low-drag general-purpose bomb. Two types of
high-dra retarders were used In Desert Storm, The first was the air-
inflatable retarder tail assembly containing a ballute (combination balloon
and parachute) device that deployed shortly after bomb release. There
were two types of ballutes, the BSU-49 mated to a 500-pound MK-82
bomb, and the BSU-50 mated to a 2,000-pound MK-84 bomb. The
second type of retarding fin was the Snakeye, which had four metal vanes
that opened into the windstream to slow the bomb after release. Snakeye
fins were used by Navy aircraft to deliver mines into the waters around
Iraqi naval bases. These high-drag retarder tail assemblies were used to
slow the bomb quickly after a high-speed, low-level release, thereby
reducing the chance of an aircraft being damaged by its own bomb
fragments.

GeNere1-Prpose Bombs

General-purpose bombs were the type of ordnance most frequently
employed In the Gulf War. According to Iraqi prisoners of war,
formations of B-52s dropping general-purpose bombs were one of the
most feared aircraft-weapon combinations of the war.1 3 OP bombs
served as the basic building blocks for many of the other munitions used
during the Gulf War. OP bombs dropped during the Gulf War were as
follows:

123(S/RBL UK) "The Oulf War: An Iraqi Ounerui's Perapective," Memorandum for
Record - Joint Debrieflni Centtr, I1 Mar 1991, p 7.
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Bomb 7htuI weight Weight of * Dropped'"M

(lb Clii., Explosives (lbs)"M

MK-82 So0 192 77,653
MK-83 1,000 416 1g,018
MK.314 2,000 945 12,1119

M117 750 386 43,435

MK40( Seoda: developed in the 1950s in responbo to the need for
bombs producing less aerodynamic drag. MK-80 series bombs are cylin-
drical in shape and are equipped with conical fins or retaarder for external
high-speed carriage. They are fitted for both nose and tail fuzes to ensure
reliability and produce effects of blast, cratering, or fragmentation. The
MK.80 series of bombs were dropped from Ilterafly every fixed-wing

U.S. Marines aissemble tall section to MIK-2 Bombs.

"2'Fl1ighanMwoL T.O. I. IM.34. pp 1. 13, 1.14, and 1-2 1.

'25Weapons, utilization figures throughout this section riomn (U) OWAPS StalkiilCat
Commpnd~ium, Table 191. "Desert ShieldIStornt: Total USAP, UUN, and Usmc Weapons
Cost and Utilization (PTY 9019$)," unless otherwise speclflually noted.
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aircraft that supported the ground offensive. The bombs were used against
a wide variety of targets, including artillery, trucks, bunkers, Scuds, sur-
face-to-air missile site, antiaircraft artillery sites, early warning radars, and
supply points. All MK-80 series bombs are simi~w in construction.

MK.82: a free-fall, nonguided OP 500-pound bomb. The bomb is
usually equipped with the mechanical M904 (now) and M905 (tall) fuzes
or the radar-proximity PMU-113 air-burst fuze, The MK-82, along with
the M117, were the primary weapons used by B-52sa. Air Force F.16s
and Marine Corps FIA-18is and AV-8Bs also dropped MK-82s.

MK43: a fbe-fall, nonguided OP 1,000-pound bomb. The bomb can
be fitted either with mechanial nose and tall fuzes or with a proximity fume.
During Desert Storm, this bomb was dropped mainly by Marine aircraft
conducting closa air supportibattlefield air interdiction (cAS/nAI) missions.

IMK-84: a free-fall, nonguided OP 2,000-pound bomb. Normal fuzes
are the mechanical M904 (nose) and the M905 (tall). Most of the over
12,000 MK-84s expended during Desert Storm were dropped by Air
Force F-I SEs, F-I6s and F-11IFs; less than 1,000 of the total were
dropped by Marine Corps tactical aircraft,

M117: a free-fall, unguided, OP 750-pound bomb. Its usual fuzes
are the mechanical M904 (nose) and M905 (tail), or the mechanical
FMU-54 (tail). The B-52s dropped virtually all of the M 117 bombs.

BLU-109/B (1-2000): an Improved 2,000-pound-class bomb designed
as a penetrator without a forward fuze well. Its configuration is relatively
slim, and its skin is much harder than that of the standard MK-84 bomb.
The skin is a single-piece, forged warhead casing of one-iiich, high-grade
steel. The BLU-109/B was always mated with a laser guidance kit to
form a laser-guided bomb in Desert Storm. Its usual tail fuze is a
mechanical-electrical FMU-143. The 1,925-pound bomb has a 550-pound
tritonal high-explosive blast warhead.' 2

IAIbid, p 1.20.
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Cluster Bombs

Cluster bombs, like GP bombs, can feature mix and match com-
ponents (submunitions, fuzes, sto.) to produce the desired effect.

CBUL42/88/71: The CBU-52, .58 and -71 all use SUU-30
dispensers, a metal cylinder divided longitudinally. One-half contains a
strong back section that provides for forced ejection and sway-bracing.
The two halves lock together. Four cut aluminum fins are attached at a
90-degree angle to the aft end of the dispenser and am canted
1.25 degrees to Impart spin-stabilized flight. When released from the
aircraft, the arming wire/lanyard initiates the fuze arming and delay cycle.
At fuse function, the fuse booster Ignites and unlocks the forward end of
the dispenser. Ram air action on the dispenser forces the two halves
apart, instantaneously dispensing the payload and allowing the bomblets
to spin-arm and self-dispense. A total of 17,831 were expended during
the Gulf War,

CBU-.2: loaded with 220 antimaterial, antipersonnel bombletsn21

The CBU-52 weighs 785 pounds and can be used with a varleiy of
proximity fuzes or the mechanical MK-339 timed fuze, The submunition
is a 3,5-inch spherical bomblet weighing 2,7 pounds with a 0.65.pound
high-explooive warhead.'"

CBU.$8: loaded with 650 bomblets.12' These bomblets contain 5-
gram titanium pellets, making them incendiary and useful against
flammable targets.

CBU.71: loaded with 650 bomblets.'° It has two separate kill
mechanisms, one fragmentation, the other incendiary. Both Incorporate a
time delay fuze, which detonates at random times after impact.

CBU.72: the 550-pound cluster bomb contains three submunitions
known as fuel/air explosive (FAS). The submunitions weigh approximately

1271bid, p 1.75.
12albidp 1.82.

"tglbid, p 1.75.

"72bid.
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100 pounds and contain 75 pounds of ethylene oxide with air-burst fuzing
set for 30 feet."' An aerosol cloud approximately 60 feet in diameter and
8 feet thick Is created and later ignited. The main destructive force of
PAB was very high overprehsure, useful against soft targets. The Marine
Corps dropped all 254 CBU-72s, primarily from A-6Es, against mine
fields and personnel in trenches. Some secondary explosions were noted
when it was used as a mine clearer; however, FAB was primarily useful
as a psychological weapon." 2

CBU.78 Gatos: a tn-Service weapon featuring anti-vehicle and
antipersonnel land mines used adjacent to enemy forces to disrupt or deny
use of selected areas. The 500-pound CBU-78 contains 45 antitank and 15
antipersonnel mines. These mines can be detonated by target sensors (mag-
netic field for antitank and trip line for antipersonnel) or by a disturbance-
antldistwrbance device. They also have a backup self-destruct time set before
aircraft launch. The Navy and the Marine Corps dropped 209 CBU-78s.133

CBU47 Combined Effects Munition (CEMt): a SUU-65 tactical
munitions dispenser (TMD) with an optional FZU-39 proximity sensor and
202 bomblets.1' The bomblet case is made of scored steel designed to
break into approximately 300 preformed 30-grain fragments for defeating
light armor and personnel.'" The U.S. Air Force dropped 10,035
CBU-87s."'

CBU-89 Gator Mine: a SUU-64 tactical munitions dispenser with 72
antitank mines, 22 antipersonnel mines, and an optional FZU-39 proximity
sensor."' Mine arming begins when the dispenser opens. Mine detonation

131(S) IDA Document 1080, Desert Storm: Fixed Wing mAyLCs Operwiors and
Lessons Leaamed, Jan 1992, p A-5.

132HQMC Brief to SECDEF, USMC Aircraft and Munitions: Performance in Desert
Storm, updated 9 Oct 91,

"13'(U) OWAPS Satastical Compendium, Tables 189 and 190, "Desert Shield/Storm:
USN, and USMC Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 91$)."

34nFlght Manual, TO. I.IM.34, p 1-85.

"'Ibid, p 1.86.
1 (U) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 188, "Desert Shield/Storm: USAF

Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90$)."

"'Flight Manua, TO. I-IM.34. p 1-86.1.
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is initiated by target detection, mine disturbance, low battery voltage, and
a self-destruct time-out. The antitank mine is a magnetic sensing subinuni-
tion effective against tanks and armored vehicles. The antipersonnel mine
has a fragmenting ease warhead triggered by trip wires. The U.S. Air
Force employed 1,105 CBU-PI during the Gulf War.1m

MK.20 Rockeye: a free-fall, unguided cluster weapon designed to
kill tanks and armored vehicles. The system consists of a clamshell
dispenser, a mechanical MK-339 timed fuze, and 247 dual-purpose ar-
mor-piercing shaped-charge bomblets.11 The bomblet weighs 1.32
pounds and has a 0.4-pound shaped-charge warhead of high explosives,
which produces up to 250,000 psi at the point of impact, allowing pene-
tration of approximately 7.5 inches of armor.1'4 Rockeye Is most effi-
ciently used against area targets requiring penetration to kill. Marines
used the weapon extensively, dropping 15,828 of the 27,987 total Rock-
eyes against armor, artillery, and antipersonnel targets. The remainder
were dropped by Air Force (5,345) and Navy (6,814) aircraft."'4

CBU.s9 APAM: an antipersonnel, antimaterial weapon developed in the
1970s as a successor to Rockeye. It uses the same Rockeye dispenser,
but has 717 smaller BLU.77 bomblets fitted into the case. In addition to
its armor-piercing effect, it also has antipersonnel fragmentation and
incendiary features. One hundred and eight-six were delivered during the
war.

Laser-Guied Bombs

With the assistance of build-up guidance kits, general GP bombs are
turned into laser-guided bombs (LABs). The kits cosisist of a computer-
control group (cco), guidance canards attached to the front of the warhead
to provide steering commands, and a wing assemvbly attached to the aft end
to provide lift. LaBs are maneuverable, free-fall weapons requiring no
electronic interconnect to the aircraft. They have an Internal semiactive

138(U) CWAPS Stauistical Compendium, Table 188, "Desert Shield/Storm: USAF

Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90$)."

'3 Flight Manual, TO. I.IM.34, p 1-88.

"4 1bid, p 1.90.
141(U) OWAPS Smailatical Compendiun, Tables 188, 189, 190, and 191 "Desert

Shield/Storm: USAF, USN, USMC, and Total Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 9MY91$)."
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guidance system that detects laser energy and guides the weapon to a target
illuminated by an external laser source. The designator can be located in
the delivery aircraft, another aircraft, or a ground source.

All LOD weapons have a CCO, a warhead (bomb body with fuze), and

an airfoil group. The computer section transmits directional command
signals to the appropriate pair(s) of canards. The guidance canards are
attached to each quadrant of the control unit to change the flightpath of
the weapon. The canard deflections are always full scale (referred to as
"bang, bang" guidance).' 4

The 100 flightpath is divided into three phases: ballistic, transition,
and terminal guidance. During the ballistic phase, the weapon continues
on the unguided trajectory established by the flightpath of the delivery
aircraft at the moment of release. In the ballistic phase, the delivery
attitude takes on additional importance, since maneuverability of the LOB
Is related to the weapon velocity during terminal guidance. Therefore,
airspeed lost during the ballistic phase equates to a proportional loss of
maneuverability. The transition phase begins-at acquisition. During the
transition phase, the weapon attempts to align Its velocity vector with the
line.of-sight vector to the target. During terminal guidance, the LOB
attempts to keep its velocity vector aligned with the instantaneous line-of-
sight. At the Instant alignment occurs, the reflected laser ernergy centers
on the detector and commands the canards to a trail position, which
causes the weapon to fly ballistically with gravity biasing towards the
target.

GBU-10: an MK-84 2,000-pound bomb with an added laser
guidance package."M The OBU-101 mates a BLU-109B weapon with a
Paveway II laser guidance kit. This improved 2,000-pound bomb is used
against targets requiring deeper penetration. In Operation Desert Storm,
GBU-10/101s were used extensively by F-15Es and F-I I IFs mainly
against bridges, Scuds, CVI (command, control, communications,
intelligence) nodes, and bunkers. Of the 2,637 expended,'" over one-

'4 Ffight MwuWl TO.. I.)M-34, p 1.29.
'4 Ibid, p 1.25.
"'(U) OWAPS Staistical Compsndium, Table 191, "Desert Shlield/Desert Storm:

Total USAF, USN, and USMC Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90/915)."
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third were dropped by F-IlI Fs, and the rest by F-1 17s, F-15Es, and Navy
and Marine Corps aircraft.

GBU.12: a MK-82 500-pound bomb with an added laser guidance
package. The GBU- 12 was dropped by F-III Fs, F-.I •Es, and A-6s,
mostly against fixed armor. It was the F-Ill F tank-busting weapon of
choice. Of the 4,493 GBU-12s employed,' 4" over half were dropped by
the F-IIIF.

There are two generations of OBU-10/12 LOBS: Paveway I with
fixed wings and Paveway II with folding wings. Paveway II models have
the following improvements: detector optics and housing made of injec-
tion-molded plastic to reduce weight and cost; increased detector sensitiv-
ity; reduced thermal battery delay after release; Increased maximum
canard deflection; laser coding; folding wings for carriage, and increased
detector field of view. (Paveway 1's instantaneous field of view is thirty
percent greater than that of the Paveway I's field of view).`'

GBU.16: a MK-83 1,000-pound bomb modified with a common
Paveway II laser guidance kit. Virtually all 219 GBU-16s were dropped
by Navy A-6Es, which had the cdpability to lase the target themselves
(self-designation).147

GBU-24: either a MK-84 or BLU-109 bomb modified with a Pave-
way III low-level laser-guided bomb kit to add the proportional guidance
in place of the bang-bang type used in the Paveway II. Performance
envelopes for all modes of delivery are improved because the larger
wings of the OBU-24 Increases maneuverability. Paveway III also has
increased seeker sensitivity and a larger field of regard. All of the 1,181
GBU-24s were released by F-I II Fs. I"

GBU-27: a BLU-109 bomb with a low-level laser-guidance kit. It
has a modified GBU-24 seeker head and a smaller GBU-10 tail assembly

"145(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid.
146Flight Manual, TO. I.IM.34, p 1-27.

(U) OWAPS Staistical Compendium, Table 191. "Desert Shield/Desert Storm:
Total USAF, USN, and USMC Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90913)."

141O(U) WAPS Statistical Comprndiun, Table 188. "Dosen Shiold/Storm: USAF

Weapons Cost and Utilization (PY 90$)."
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necessary for internal carriage. All 739 GBU-27s expended were dropped
by F-1 l17s.14

Crud, Mk#MUe

BGM-109 Tomahawk: a cruise missile carried by surface ships and
submarines. It has a range of approximately 700 nautical miles, a weight
of 3,200 pounds, an attached solid-propellant booster, an air-breathing

mIOM-1 09 Tomahawk
land-attack miaslile
(TLAN) takes to the air
after being launched
from the battleship
U.S. Wisconsln.

turbofan engine, and a guidance system that navigates by comparing
stored digital ground images with actual ground points along its flight
path. The solid-propellant rocket booster propels the missile until the
small turbofan engine takes over f'or the cruise portion of the flight.
Initial guidance is provided by a terrain-contour-matching system. The
system compares a stored map reference with the actual terruin to deter-
mine the missile's position and then inputs course corrections. Final
guidance is accomplished by digitized scene matching area correlation
(DSMAC). This system compares views of the ground below the missile
with digitized pictures in memory and directs appropriate course correc-
tions. Tomahawk is highly survivable because of its smull radar cross-
section and its ability to fly at extremely low altitudes, making radar
detection difficult. Infrared detection is also difficult because of the low

"149(U) Ibid.
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level of heat emitted from its turbofan engine. Two types of Tomahawks
were used in Desert Storm: the C model, which has a unitary 1,000-
pound high-explosive blast and fragmentation warhead, and the D model,
which has a cluster warhead containing 166 bomblets for attacking multi-
ple targetsa.s The Navy fired 298 Tomahawks during Desert Storm."'

Conventional Air'.Launched Cruise Missile (CALCM): a conven-
tional derivative of the air-launched cruise missile (originally designed to
carry a nuclear warhead), which was developed to give the B-52 standoff
capability. The small, winged CALCM Is powered by a turbofan Jet engine
and has a conventional warhead [DELETED].'5 2 [DELETED]. It flies
to targets using an Inertial navigation system aided by a Global
Positioning System (ups) receiver, and Is programmed to fly at constant
pressure altitude or constant AOL.

In the early stages of Desert Storm, seven B-52s flew round robin
missions from Barksdale AFB In Louisiana, to the area of responsibility
(AOR). These missions were time phased into the Strategic Air Campaign
and lasted more than 35 hours. Two launch areas were established in
northwest Saudi Arabia beyond the range of Iraq's early warning and
ground control intercept radars. From these areas, the B-52s fired 35
CALCMs.'

5 3

Airc4ft Ak-to.Ground Msiles

AGM.62B Walleye: a guided bomb for daytime, clear-weather use
only. Walleye is used against large targets. It is an electra-optical
(2,000-pound class) weapon that uses proportional navigation to glide to
the target. A two-way radio frequency datalink allows the pilot (in the
release aircraft or another aircraft) to control the weapon by use of a
small joystick. Wider fins can be attached to increase range for greater

'"Stanley W. Kandebo, "U.S. Fires Over twenty-five percent of its Conventional
Land Attack Tomahawks in First Week of War," Aviation Week and Space Technology,
28 Jin 91, p 29.

15o(U) GWArI Statiatical Compendium, Table 189, "Desert ShieldiStorm: USN
Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 915)."

152(S) MaJ Kams, "Background Paper on Conventional ALCM in Desert Storm," Hq

SACJDOOQ, 1' Feb 92, p 1.
133 (S) Ibid. p 2.
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standoff distance. The weapon has a 2,015-pound warhead with a linear-
ly shaped charge."s Only 133 Walleyes were expended in Desert Storm,
virtually all of them by the U.S. Navy."5

AGM-65 Maverick (USAF): a 500-pound, rocket-propelled air-to-
ground missile. Various modes of guidance can be used in the Maverick
series. The Air Force has procured four models: the electro-optical
AOM-65 models A and B and the infrared AGM-65 models D and G.
The AGM-65A/B/D models have a 125-pound, shaped-charge warhead
for use against armored vehicles, bunkers, boats, radar vans, and small
hard targets."6 The AGM-650 uses a larger kinetic-energy penetrator
and a 300-pound blast and fragmentation warhead. The AOM-650 is
effective against unusually shaped targets such as hangars, bridges, and
ships and against small point targets such as tanks and bunkers. An
additional force correlate mode allows this missile to strike a specific
aimpoint that differs from the centroid of the target. (For example, a
specific aimpoint would be a certain building in an industrial complex).
A dual field of viaw capability was added to the infrared versions to
provide wide fields of view for target acquisition and narrow fields of
view for improved target identification and increased launch range. The
infrared seeker expanded the missile launch environment to include night
and degraded visual conditions. Targets must be acquired by all
Maverick missiles before launch. All missiles are guided autonomously,
providing a launch and leave capability. Infrared missiles can also be
slaved to on-board aircraft sensors. Up to three AGM-65A/B/Ds are
carried on LAU-88 launchers, whereas only one AGM-650 can be carried
on a single-rail LAU-117 launcher. A total of 5,255 AGM-65 B/D/G
Mavericks were fired in Desert Storm; of those, the A-1 Js fired over
4,000.111 Mavericks were the primary "tank-plinking" we..pons used by
aircraft without a self-designation precision-guided munitions capability.

AGM-65E Maverick: a semiactive, laser-guided, solid-rocket-
propelled air-to-ground standoff weapon. This missile is similar to the

1t41990 Weapons File, MSDoXN, p 5-A-2.
"5(U) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Tables 189 and 190, "Desert Shield/Stonn:

USN and UsMC Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 91$)."
I'FligAo Manual, T.o. I. IM.34, p 1-46.

' 37(SINF/W NINC) Tactical Analy sis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, Jul 91, p 6-19.
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Mavericks described above but has a heavy warhead and laser seeker. It
is a day and night weapon primarily for close air support and homes on
reflected laser energy. The AGM-65E is a modified AGM-65D, with a
300-pound penetrating blast and fragmentation warhead and a cockpit-
selectable fuze. Only 36 "E" model Mavericks were used in Desert
Storm, all by the Marine Corps.'-

AGM.S4E SLAM (Standoff Land-Attack Misuile): a multimission
Harpoon derivative designed for strikes against ships in harbors and high-
value fixed targets. The weapon combines the airframe, turbojet power-
plant, and warhead of the Harpoon missile with the imaging infrared
terminal guidance unit of the AOM-65D Maverick missile, the datalink
capability of the AGM-62 Walleye glide bomb, and a CPS receiver. After
launch, midcoume guidance is aided by cps. Seeker video is transmitted
to the system operator, who recognizes, acquires, and selects the specific
aimpoint on the target. The blast and fragmentation penetrating warhead
has either a proximity or an impact-delay fuze and contains 488 pounds
of high explosives.'" The Navy dropped all 7 of the AGM-84Es
expended during Desert Storm.1°

AGM.123A Skipper: a day and night, medium-range, standoff glide
weapon that is directed to the target by reflected laser energy. Th7
AOM-123A was built around an AOM-45 Shrike solid-propellant rocket
motor, a Paveway II seeker and airfoil group, and a MK-83 bomb body.
The rocket motor doubles the range of current Paveway II series muni-
tions. The Navy and the Marine Corps used a total of twelve during
Desert Storm."'1

Helicopter Air-to-Ground Mftsrle,

BGM-71 TOW ('fube-Launched, Optlcally.Tracked, Wire-Guided):
an antitank guided weapon. In 1974, the DOD directed the Marine Corps to

13'(u) oWAPS Statitical Compendium, Table 190, "Desert Shield/Storm: USMC
Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 91$)."

"159Christopher Gant. World Epacyciopedia of Modem Air Weapons, 1988, p 287.

'6°(U) CWAPS Statistical Compendiun, Table 189, "Desert Shield/Stonn: USN
Weapons Coat and Utilization (FY 91$)."

"'1(U) 0WAPs Satistical Compendium, Tables 189 and 190, "Desert ShieldStorm:
UsN and UsMc Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 91$)."
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procure Tows for helicopters. The shaped-charge warhead, used for armor
penetration, contains 10 pounds of high explosives. Marine Corps' Cobras
and Army helicopters operating from Navy ships fired 293 BOM-71 TOWs
during Desert Storm; this figure does not include Marine Corps ground-
Wianched TOW. or TOWs expended from U.S. Army stores."2

AGM-114 Hellfire (Hellborne-Launched Fire and Forget): an
antiarmor, air-to-surface weapon. The Hellfire's semiactive seeker re.
celves and homes in on reflected coded laser energy Illuminated by a
laser designator remote from the missile. Hellfire is not limited to direct
line-of-sight attack, allowing launch without seeker lock-on, and thereby
reducing exposure time and increasing survivability of the launch plat-
form. The shaped-charge warhead contained 20 pounds of high explo-
slves.163 U.S. Army aircraft fired all but 189 of the over 3,000 Hellfires
expended during combat."M Hellfire was the Army's biggest killer of
armored vehicles during Desert Storm.

Rockels and Guns

Guns and unguided fin-stabilized rockets were used extensively for
a wide variety of missions. They were primarily employed by Air Force
and Marine Corps CAS aircraft and Army and Marine Corps helicopters
during Desert Storm.

Rockets: a variety of rockets were used to both mark and destroy
targets. Virtually all of the approximately 3,000 2.75-inch rockets
expended by the Air Force were fired by OA-10 aircraft to mark targets.
The Marine F/A-18D forward air controllers (Fast FACs) used 2.75-inch
white phosphorous rockets to mark targets. In addition, Marine AH-l
Cobras expended almost 4,000 rockets: over half to mark targets and the
remainder against vehicles and personnel.'"

te2(U) Ibid.

"5Clant, p 249.
164(U) OWAPS Statistcal Compendium, Tables 189 and 190, "Desert Shield/Storm:

USN and USMc Weapons Cost and Utilization (PY 91$)." U.S. Army Aviation Center,
Coordination Drefl, Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm After Action Report,
22 Nov 91.

"IOHQMC Brief to sBCDEH, APP.A/l 160-7liQ/91.
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Guns: used to mark and destroy a variety of targets, including
armored vehicles and trucks. The biggest gun user was the Air Force
A-10 aircraft. Its GAU-8 Avenger, a 30-mm 7-barrel, Gatling-type
cannon, featured selectable rates of fire of 2,100 or 4,200 rounds per
minute and a magazine holding 1,350 rounds. At a slant range of 4,000
feet, the GAU-8/A round has 14 times the kinetic energy of a 20-mm
projectile fired from a M61 Vulcan cannon.'" A-10s fired almost a
million rounds of ammunition against all types of targets, especially
armor and trucks; OA-10s fired an additional 16,000 plus rounds of 30-
mm high explosive incendiary rounds to mark targets."'

AC-130 aircraft used their two 20-mm, single 40-mm, and single 105-
mm guns to attack a variety of targets in and around the KTO. Marine
AV-8 Harriers also used guns to conduct strafing missions and to hit
enemy positions at the Battle of KhatJi. AH-l Cobras were equipped
with a 20-mm gun, and the AH-64 Apaches were equipped with a 30-mm
gun. Armed helicopters used guns as close-in fire-support weapons.

Coalition Munitions (United Kingdom)

JP233: a heavy-weight airfield attack and area-denial submunition
dispenser with 30 concrete-penetrating and 215 area-denial bomblets.'"
The concrete-penetrating bomblets are parachute-retarded and fall to the
ground in a nearly vertical trajectory. A contact fuze detonates on impact
to open a hole through which a second charge is fired to penetrate and
detonate, thus creating a large crater. The area-denial minelets are fitted
with disturbance fuzes and variable self-destruct fuzes to slow enemy repair
teams. bornados used 106 JP233s for runway denial.'"

BL.755: a medium.weight cluster bomb with 147 antitank frmg-
mentation bomblets.1" The dispenser is armed when released and opens
after a preselected time delay. The ejected bomblets, which detonate on
impact, have shaped-charge warheads able to penetrate at least 9.84

'MGant, p 44.

167(S) IDADocument 1080, p 27.
1610ant, p I 15.

IW(S) Operational Resenrch Branch Headquarters Strike Command, p 8.

17C~ant. p I II.
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inches of armor; they also scatter a cloud of at least 2,000 lethal frag-
Monts.'7' The submunitions are retarded to increase their angle of attack
at impact and thus their armor penetrating capability. Jaguar aircraft used
8 BL-755s in strikes against Iraqi ground targets."'

UK-.000: a 1,000-pound bomb that can be carried by the 3-52,
7bmado, Buccaneer, or Jaguar aircraft. It is configured as either a free-
fall weapon or u a laser-guided bomb. There were 4,372 UK-lO0s
delivered in the free-fall mode and 1,079 as LOBs. 173

CRV-7: a weapon consisting of a pod containing 19 rockets. The
rockets have a very flat trelectory and were designed to be used against
naval targets. Carried only by the Jaguar, 32 CRV-7s (608 rockets) were
used in the war, primarily against surface targets of the Iraqi Navy.'74

Special Putpose On.-of.a.Kind Munitions

GBU.15: an unpowered, standoff electro-optically or Infrared-guided
glide bomb. The OBU-15 provides the capability for accurate (automatic
or manual) guided delivery of a MK-84 bomb at increased ranges. The
weapon is built from modular elements consisting of various
interchangeable guidance, fuzing, and control systems designed to meet
specific mission requirements. The OBU-15's effective standoff range is
greater than that of laser-guided munitions, since the OBU-15 does not
need to have acquired the target before it is released, The weapon is
remotely controlled by a datalink system, and the weapon systems opera-
tor locates the target area and the specific aimpoint by observing the
video transmitted from the weapon. The weapon's midcourse flight path
can be adjusted either automatically or manually. Weapon video is either
electro-optical (TV camera) or infrared, and generated in the nose of the
weapon. During Desert Storm, all 71 OBU-15 modular glide bombs used

"'I1lbid, p 114,
172 () Operational Research Branch Headquarters Strike Command, p II.

173(8) MId, pp 10, 12. See also (S/NF/WNIRD) History of the StrategIc Ai-
Command, p 251.

"174(S) Operational Research Branch Headquarters Strike Command, p II.
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were dropped from F-I l IF aircraft."'7 Most notably, GBU-15s were the
munitions used for destroying the oil manifolds on the storage tanks to
stop oil from spilling into the Gulf. 7̀

BLU42: a 15,000-pound aP bomb originally designed to clear
helicopter landing zones in Vietnam. The warhead contains 12,600 pounds
of GSX slu'ry and is detonated just above ground level by a 38-inch fuze
extender. The weapon produces an overpressure of 1,000 pounds per square
inch.'" Eleven BLU-82s were dropped during Desert Storm, all from
Special Operations C-130s. The initial drops were intended to test the
ability of the bomb to clear mines; no reliable bomb damage assessment
exist on mine-clearing effectiveness. Later, bombs were dropped as much
for their psychological effect as for their destructive power.

GBU.28: a special weapon developed for penetrating hardened Iraqi
command centers located deep underground. The bombs are modified
Army artillery tubes, weigh 4,637 pounds, and contain 630 pounds of
high explosives. They are fitted with GBU-27 LOB kits, 14.5 inches In
diameter and almost 19 feet long.'7' Only two of these weapons were
dropped In Desert Storm, both by F-IlI1Fs. One weapon hit its precise
aimpoint, and the onboard aircraft video recorder displayed an outpouring
of smoke from an entrance way approximately 6 seconds after impact.

MK-77: a napalm canister munition. The Marine Corps dropped all
of the approximately 500 MK-77s used In the Gulf War."' They were
delivered primarily by the AV-8 Harriers from relatively low altitudes.
MK-77s were used to ignite the Iraqis oil-filled fire trenches, which were
part of barriers constructed In southern Kuwait.

"17'(U) oWAIPS Salbfica Compendium, Table 188, "Desert Snield/Storm: USAF

Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90$)."

171(S) IDA Document 1080, p 55.
1 0"ant, p 138
"CGBU-25/B HTPM Description Briefling Slide, 57 FWWtDT PRO-ll .
179"HQMC. ASL-30, Point Paper, Desert Shield/Storm Expenditures, 16 Jul 92.
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Air-To-Ground Issues

cfkcal BRonubbg Aiwa.acy Issuea

AlthouSh laser-guided munitions constituted only 6.7 percent of
bombs dropped from tactical aircraft during Desert Storm,"0 accurate
bombing played a pivotal role in the exercise of air power by Coalition
and paicularly U.S. air forces. The relatively low percentage of preci-
sion-gulded bombs reflects in part the fact that many of the unguided
bombs were dropped from "smart" platforms (e.g., aircraft) that were, at
least in principle, capable of achieving near precision-guided munitions
accuracy with "dumb" bombs. Both capabilities reflect important advanc-
es in both platform and munitions technology, which began in earnest in
the final stages of the Vietnmun War. While those technological advances
yielded unprecedented tactical capabilities, they also brought tactical and
technical problems with them. The tactical capabilities are addressed
elsewhere in this report. Here, we are concerned primarily with the
factors that limited tactically obtainable accuracy.

One such factor stems from the fact that technological complexity has
limited interchangeability. Although most aircraft can release virtually
all munitions, only certain aircraft can both release and provide terminal
guidance. Almost all aircraft participating in the Gulf War could drop
LOBs, but only F-117s, F-IIIFs. A-6s, and a small number of F-15Es
could laser-designate their own targets. In addition, some munitions were
developed for particular aircraft. For example, only the F-I I IF was
equipped with the radio frequency datalink needed to control the GBU-
15, a standoff electro-optical or infrared-guided 2,000-pound bomb; and
only a limited number of B-52s could carry CALCMs along with the
rocket-propelled Have Nap. These limitations tied certain aircraft to
specific roles, which made planning 24-hour operations difficult.

'W(S) A total of 219,498 bombs were dropped by USAF. USN. and USMC aircraft, of
which 9,494 were laser-guided, counting the AGM-123 Skipper, AGM-62 Walleye, and
AOM-64 SLAM us guided bombs ruher than missiles. The 6.7 percent fligure is obtained
by excluding the 77.299 bombs dropped by B-52s. Numbers derv!ed from (U) OWAPS
SaisrtkcoJ Capadium, Table 191, "Desert ShieldStorm: Total USAP, USN and USmC
Weapo.s Cost and Utilization (FY 91/91S)," and (S) Muotti, p 53.
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Smart Pla~formDumb Bomb Vice Dumb Pla(fornmSmart Bomb

The appearance of digital electronic navigation, weapons guidance
systenis, and sensors afforded two basic options for improving bombing
accuracy. One option was to make the weapon itself "smart," that is,
capable of accurately guiding itself (autonomous) or of accepting
precision guidance from the aircraft. The second option was to make the
aircraft "smart." In the second case, an aircraft system must be able to
identify a three-dimensional point in space from which a ballistic "dumb"
bomb will fall accurately upon the Intended target. For either option,
bombing parameters and tactics were largely determined by the ability of
the enemy to deny access to the critical point above the earth from which
a weapon, dumb or smart, might be released to destroy the target.

Medium. and high-altitude bombing with unguided munitions posed
problems, even with digital "smart platforms." First, the visual bombing
pipper was 2 milliradians wide. At a slant range of 20,000 feet, typical
for high-angle dive deliveries, the pipper blanked out an area on the
ground 40 feet across, often hiding the target. To the resulting errors
must be added bomb dispersion errors. For example, the MK-84 OP
weapon dispersion was 5-6 milliradians.1'1 The result of both of these
kinds of errors was a worst-case 160-foot miss distance, even if the pilot
did everything right and the system worked perfectly. Furthermore,
aircraft systems played a key role in weapon delivery accuracy. For
example, if the aircraft system altitude had a 200-foot error, the bomb
could have hit 120 feet from the intended target, under the same circum-
stances as described above. Using "smart platforms" to deliver "dumb"
bombs against point targets smaller than the circular error probable
(caP)"2 may well require redundant targeting."' Only weapons (e.g.,
cluster bomb units) with footprints larger than the CEP, could expect to
hit such point targets in one shot, and their explosive effect may not be

"'Capt John Fyfe, "Medium Altitude Ingress and Attack Considerations," Fws
Student Paper. 1- 16 Class 91 DIP. 15 Aug 199i1 p 11.

112CEP is defined as the radius of the smallest circle that will Include the Impact

points of half of the bombs dropped against a given target. Note ahat CEP is a meaure
of precision, not accuracy, since the target is not necessariy the .enter of the circle.

13 Muldple missiom would have to be seat to achieve the destruction required.

increasing risk, rmourcm use, and chances of collateral damage. The Joint Munitions
Employment Manual lays out mission planning redundancy requirements.
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sufficient or of proper type to achieve the necessary functional destruction
required for tactical effectiveness.

During Desert Storm, the effects of these basic sources of Inaccuracy
were magnified by preconflict training. 'Generally speaking, training was
focused on at NATO Central Region conflict and emphasized low-altitude

tactics. In addition, weapons systems, aircraft, and munitions had been
designed to complement this thinking. By contrast, the tactical realities
of Iraqi defenses in Desert Storm required Coalition aircraft to drop a
wide variety of "dumb" bombs from medium and high altitudes. The
Gulf War thus was a useful test case for highlighting the differences
between low- and medium-altitude bombing accuracy and demonstrated
a need for a more accurate way to deliver unguided ordnance from
medium altitude.

Against point targets, laser-guided bombs offered distinct advantages
over "dumb" bombs. The most obvious was that the guided bombs could
correct for ballistic and release errors In flight. Explosive loads could
also be more accurately tailored for the target, since the planner could
uasume most bombs would strike In the place and manner expected.
Unlike "dumb" bombs, LOBo released from medium to high altitude were
highly accurate. But as with pippers, forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
sensors had design limitations. [DELETED].'" [DELETED]. Weapon
dispersions were overcome through laser guidance on reflected energy all
the way to impact, which resulted in better accuracies against point
targets. Risk, resulting from the aircraft's need to remain in the target
area to provide terminal guidance after weapon release, was balanced by
the likelihood that the target could be destroyed with a single strike. In
addition, aircraft dropping Paveway Ill LOB, reduced this risk further by
being able to stand off further from the target while effecting release.

Desert Storm reconfirmed that LOBs possessed a near single-bomb
target-destruction capability, an unprecedented if not revolutionary devel-
opment in aerial warfare. The magnitude of effort to destroy individual
targets in previous wars illustrates the point. Were they so targeted
during WW 11, it would have taken 150 B-17 sorties dropping over
9,000 bombs to hit a particular building. Twenty-five years later, in

' 4[DELETED].
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1967-68, 177 F-105 sorties and 380 tons of bombs were required to
destroy the Douner bridge in Hanoi.

Mh Gulf War As A i*ve-Fir. OT&E'g

The LANTIRN targeting pods procured for the F-15E, were still
undergoing Oar& when the Gulf War began. These targeting pods gave
the F-1S5 night, all weather weapons delivery capability, plus self-desig-
nation for LOBs. Moreover, when Desert Shield began, the F-I5E was not
yet certified to deliver the full range of air-to-ground ordnance. LANTIRN
was used operationally on F-lSEs in Desert Storm with notable success.
Undertaking the OT&E process under live-fire conditions signifi-cantly
accelerated the bureaucratic process and produced results that called for
further study.

A'alUabOitj, Ex&tWnS Plans, And Standoff Risk

The characteristics of the munitions available for Desert Storm were
driven largely by Cold War plans emphasizing threat avoidance. The
confluence of threat, weather, terrain, and existing technologies drove
operational planners to procure weapons and aircraft delvery platforms
designed for low-altitude deliveries. Another response was to move away
from direct overflight of targets with conventional bombs and move
towards standoff weapons for increased survivability. Unfortunately,
these standoff weapons were more expensive and were relatively few in
number,

The most readily available munitions, general-purpose (GP) bombs,
were good low-altitude weapons, but miss distances increased when the
weapons were released from higher altitudes. Even though these weapons
could be dropped from high altitude, albeit with decreased accuracy, some
munitions were designed for only low-altitude delivery. The British
JP233 runway cratering area-denial munition was a prime example.

MK-20 Rockeye, an armor-penetrating munition, was another
example of an excellent low-altitude weapon that was less effective when

"sro some extent, all war in the post.1ndusmrial Revolution era have been used for
OT'rh (Operational Test and Evaluation) purpoes. The clasic example was the Spanish
Civil War of 1936-39.
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released from high altitude. Rockeye was fitted only with a timed delay
fue., which had to be preset on the ground. Conditions had to be perfect
for the munition to detonate at the appropriate point in space. If release
parameters and winds were not true, the ground-set timed fuze had little
chance of achieving the desired results. The probability that a Rockeye
clamshell dispenser would open at the appropriate altitude, on the basis
of a preselected time, was not high. Dispensers opening at other than
planned altitudes greatly affected bomblet density and' decreased the
probability of a kill.'"

The desire to avoid exposing attack aircraft in heavily defended areas
changed tactics for existing munitions and drove the desire for standoff
weapons. Early versions of LOBs, notably Paveway I and U, increased
accuracy, but did not offer any significant standoff benefit. The desire
for greater standoff distances led to the development of munitions such
as the AGM-65 Maverick missile, a launch-and-leave system designed for
use against armor. This same desire sparked improvements to existing
weapons. Laser-guided GBU-24s (that is, 2,000-pound Paveway III
bombs) were developed with larger fins and proportional, rather than
"bang-bang"'i' guidance, to extend their range. The Navy doubled
Paveway II ranges by attaching a rocket motor to an existing MK-83
body, creating the AGM-123A Skipper. All of these latter weapons were
used to reduce risk associated with attacking targets in high-threat areas.

The improved weapons, however, were expensive. In addition, rela-
tively few aircraft could employ them. Cost limited the numbers pro-
cured and the assets available for training. While the high cost of these

"O'his problem was the father of the proximity fuze. Artillery and antiaircraft shells
relyinll on timing to ensure detonation at precise altitudes were distinguished mostly by
their Ineffectiveness. For example, range, wind, traJectory, Coriolos effect, pressure
altitude, and a multiple of other factors, including operator skill, determined success. The
designers of proximity fuses eliminated this guesswork and operator-induced errors by
putting a tiny radar set in the shell or bomb. The operator need choose only the optimum
altitude above the target for maximum blast effect, set the fuze accordingly, and reduce
the variables to the aximuth/range problem, Higher than desired dud rates with Rockeye
were reported by A-1O and F-16 pilots during Desert Storm. (S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical
AnalysLi Bulhetin, Vol 91-2. pp 4.14, 6-5.

'"Proportional guidance moved the aerodynamic control surfaces no more or less
than required to achieve the desired change In direction. The more primitive "bang-banil"
guidance briefly moved opposite control surfaces to their limit of travel for each required
change.
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weapons wa. offset by the benefits associated with risk avoidance and the
probability of a first shot kill, the fact that many of them could be used
only with certain platforms limited their utility.

Ha.Tar-t-tPeiWeointng Free-Fall Muni•Iona (1.2000)

Lucrative targets such as C2 bunkers and aircraft shelters were usually
protected by some form of hardening that had to be penetrated to cause
physical destruction. The requirement for a munition capable of
penetrating such targets led to the development of the BLU-1 09 (1-2000)
penetrating 2,000-pound bomb. The BLU-109 was built with a heavy

forged steel case designed to reduce break-up and to achieve penetration
through kinetic energy. Its greater penetrating ability offered increased
flexibility against a wider variety of targets. An even greater degree of
flexibility was achieved by mating laser-guided bomb (LOB) kits to
BLU-109 bomb bodies. Paveway II (GBU-10) and Paveway III (GBU.
24 A/B and OBU-27) effectively complemented the BLU-109.
(DELETED].1"

(DELETED),

ElectronlclReconnabsance Systems

Electronic warfare as displayed In the Gulf War was the product of
decades of development and exploitation of the electromagnetic spectrum.
This effort yielded dramatic results in three often-conflicting areas: the
destruction of enemy radars; the disruption, through jamming, of enemy
radar and communications; and surveillance and collection of electronic
information. The effectiveness of the systems involved in these
dimensions of warfare can best be gauged by the results of the air
campaign. The degree to which the Coalition air forces achieved air
supremacy reflects to a large extent the victories and advantages the
Coalition forces had over Iraq in electronic warfare.

The elements of the synergistic electronic warfare effort can be
simplistically grouped as (1) shooters-those systems that released weap-
ons to destroy the enemy's electronic systems, (2) jammers-those that,

1"(S) OWAPS Microfilm Reel #2396, Frame #1030, Memorandum for TAC/DRA,

"Dense Penetrating Weapon," 28 Jan 91.
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through electronic pulse and frequency interference, disrupted or neutral-
Ized the enemy's electronic capabilities, and (3) collectors-those systems
that exploited information about the enemy that could be obtained
through electronic means. Theme elements of warfare cause very little
damage to an enemy's infrastructure or hardware by themselves, but were
incalculable force multipliers that increased the survivability of U.S.
aircraft and rendered enemy forces more vulnerable to attack.

7b amplify this concept, the following text presents a scenario
involving the electronic warfare support generated and utilized during a
hypothetical but typical F-Ill mission against an Iraqi bunker. The tar-
get was selected on the basis of an analysis of Intelligence, establishing
that an Iraqi bunker was operational and actively engaged in command
and control of Iraqi forces. Iraqi air defense systems posing a threat to
the attack force am identified, Suppression of these threatening systems
would have been achieved through escort or standoff jamming. 1-40
Wild Weasels provided a still greater degree of survivability by firing
high-speed antiradiation missiles (HARMs) to destroy any ground air
defense radars attempting to detect the incoming P-1Ill flight. EC-1 30H
Compass Call aircraft would stand by to neutralize Iraqi fighters by
jamming their controller communications. Should Iraqi fighters approach
the F-I I Is, E-3A AwAcs surveillance aircraft would control the intercept
of the hostile aircraft by U.S. fighters. With the attack mission
completed, bomb damage assessment could be obtained either
instantaneously through onboard aircraft video recorders or by 1J-4C
photo reconnaissance aircraft. Hence, this relatively small F- 111 flight
on a single mission revolved around the entire spectrum of electronic
warfare-the collection of intelligence, the offensive jamming of enemy
radars and communication frequencies, and finally the lethal destruction
of air defense radars that posed a threat to the mission. Each system
operated independently but linked through the integrated effort of the air
campaign.
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Electronic/Reconnaissance Aircraft

Sh/tm

F4G Wild Weasel: an aircraft equipped to
4( destroy, neutralize, or degrade enemy radar-d

Irected surface-to-air threats, The P.40 Wild
Weasel aircraft was specially modified to carry the
AN/APR-47 Radar Attack and Warning System,
which detects, Identifies, and locates pulsed and
continuous wave radar emitters, Although the
F-40 could carry virtually every type of air-to-air

and air-to-surface munition, the preferred SEAD ordnance in the Gulf War
was the AOM-88 (HARM),

The U.S. Air Force committed 61 P-40s to support Operation Desert
Storm. Most aircraft operated from Bahrain, and 12 P-40s deployed to
Incirlik, Turkey.'" The P-40s flew 2,683 sorties,t'0 and were used to
conduct autonomous operations, direct support, and area SEAD missions.
During autonomous operations, F-4s attacked targets in a particular
geographic area to reduce the enemy air defense threat or roll back the
air defenses for upcoming Coalition air operations. During direct support
missions, F-40s Joined aircraft flying attack missions and suppressed
enemy air defenses that could pose a threat to the attacking aircraft. On
area suppression missions, F-40O were not tied to a particular attack
force, but provided suppression of enemy defense support for numerous
strikes against various targets. The majority of F-40 missions were in
the direct-support role, and all F-4G missions during Desert Storm re-
quired In-flight refueling.

The F-40 was the weapon system of choice when it came to destroy-
ing Iraqi SAM sites."' Early in the war, the Weasels and jammers flew
with specific attack packages to ensure maximum survivability. Jammers
and BQM-74 drones complemented the Weasels by forcing the Iraqi radar

9"Conducti oO ut Persii Gulf War, p T-49,

I°(U) OWAPI Sorldtical Compendium, Table 81, "'Total Sorties by U.S. Ser-
vice/Allied Country by Aimraft Type."

INS) USCENTAF Electronic Combat (BC) In Desert Shield and Desert Storm After
Action Report, Oct 91, p 5.4.
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operators to stay on the air longer, and therefore make the HARM more
effective. As the war progressed and the perceived threat lessened, the
Weasel and jammer packages were split to cover more packages and to
provide a longer on-station time for Wild Weasels and more electronic
warfare coverage.'U

The Weasel was also the weapon of choice to provide Wethal SEAD
escort for high-value assets. The Weasel was valued for its ability to
launch HARMs against mobile and/or specific targets. Weasels were in
limited supply (as were all electronic wau'are assets), so a concerted effort
was made to maximize their use by piggybacking as many attack packag-
es as possible Into a given area at a specific time, [DELETED]." 3 Latter
in the war, Weasels were sent into larger areas to cover attack packages
in the KTO. Weasels would roam In the allotted airspace as "Weasel Po-
lice," and establish a nearly continuous presence so that all aircraft head-
Ing into the KTO did so under an electronic warfare umbrella.

"Tlmely and accurate enemy electronic order-of-battle information was,
in part, unavailable, Conversely, an overabundance of inaccurate infor.
mation was available. However, the perceived threat of destruction
reduced Iraqi propensity to operate their equipment. Indeed, the potential
threat of physical destruction by antiradiation missiles in general (laun-
ched from any platform: F.40, EA-6, A-6, F/A-18, and F-16) perhaps
was the biggest single winning factor in the Si3AD campaign, as evidenced
by the dramatic decrease in emissions after Day I of Operation Desert
Storm.

EA-6.B Prowler: a four-seat carrier- or land-
based aircraft incorporating comprehensive
electronic countermeasures (BCM) equipment to jam
enemy radars and communications. It is a modified
Intruder with an additional AN/ALQ-99 Tactical
Jamming System. Information on specific enemy
emitters likely to be encountered is fed into the

ALQ-99 system by the Tactical EA-6B Mission Planning System before

"9TWlhe standard Wasel confIgurauion used In Desert Storm ror IonS station times
WU two HARMS and three fuel "aks.

U"(S) UC.UNTAP EC Alter-Actlon Report, p ,.4.
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launch.'" It is equipped to deny the enemy the use of the electromag-
netic spectrum. This electronic countermeasure support contributed
substantially to Coalition effectiveness by denying early warning and
tracking data to enemy integrated air defense system (lADS) operators and
by disrupting the firing solutions of enemy antiaircraft weapons. EA-6B
support was considered essential for every Navy and Marine strike. The
aircraft also supported Coalition strikes involving aircraft of all types.

During Desert Storm, 15 Navy EA-6Bs operated from aircraft carriers
In the Red Sea, and 12 from carriers In the Persian Gulf, while the Ma-
rines had 12 EA-6Bs at Shaikh Isa, Bahrain. On the first day of Desert
Storm, Navy EA-6Bs used jammer pods and HARMs to support attacks on
airfields In western Iraq while Marine EA-6Bs jammed Iraqi electronic
warfare/ground controlled intercept (EW/OCl) radars to screen Coalition
inflight refueling operations along with supporting a large F/A-18 strike
on Tallil airfield. Throughout Desert Storm, EA-6B systems jammed
Iraqi radar systems, and the perceived threat of destruction from EA-6B
HARMs forced Iraqi radars off the air or into highly Ineffective operating
modes. EA-6Bs flew 1,630 combat sorties with no combat losses."'
They successfully provided electronic countermeasures jamming and
launched over 150 HARMs in support of Coalition forces.'"

Jamu~ne

EF-I11A Raven: an aircraft equipped to( provide electronic countermeasures support for
tactical air forces. The Raven can detect, sort, and
identify different enemy radars observing an attack
force and make them ineffective, thereby prevent-
ing interception of the attack force by hostile air
defenses. The forty-two EF-IIl As are modified

F-IllAs, These modifications provide antennas for high-powered jam-
ming transmitters and a processor to detect hostile radar emissions. The

194[DBLHTBD]

19 (U)aOWAPS Saliticul Compendium, Table BI, "Total Sorties by U.S. Sar-

vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
1N(g) Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol

III, pp 3-53 - 3.59.
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II

primary electronic countermeasures unit is the AN/ALQ-99E jamming
subsystem, which scns across frequency bands under computer or manu.
&a control. When threats are identified, appropriate countermeasures are
initiated, either automatically by computer or with the electronic warfare
offloer's assistance.

The HBP-Il provided jamming support to Desert Storm tactical forces
in three ways. In its standoff jammer role, the aircraft orbitcd outside
enemy territory, From there, safely out of range of enemy ground.baued
weapons, EF-I I I jamming systems screened the routes of friendly attack
aircraft. In its penetration role, the HF- I I flew along with the attack
force through critical phases of the mission, providing countermeasures
as required to protect friendly aircraft from surveillance and acquisition
radars. The close-in Jamming role called for the EF-I II to neutralize
enemy battlefield acquisition radan while the attack force delivered its
weapons on enemy targets.'"

HF-I 1lls from the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron were based in
Saudi Arabia as part of Operation Desert Shield, On 17 January 1991,
HF-Ills and EA-6Bs played an Important role In the initial attacks
against Iraqi targets, effectively jamming Iraq's air defense system.'"
EF-II s used their terrain.following ability to fly low enough to elude
Iraqi defenses. In fact, the first day of Desert Storm saw some Iraqi
interceptors launching to search for two Ravens supporting a F-I 5• attack
mission. AwACS called bandits airborne, MIO-29s heading towards their
area, and Mirage F-Is in the area. A single F-I, picked up visually, was
locked-on to the trailing EF-11l. This EF-I I I countered by slicing down
to the earth while expending chaff and flares. The F-I followed, fired a
missile to no avail, and then flew into the ground.'"

197U3AV HI.1 I IA Fact Sheet.
"['(DBLTED]. Sourvo: (S) Air Force Electronic Warfare Cunter (AFEWc)

Operation Desert Stom Electronic Combot (EC) Fjictivenes Analysis, Jan 1992, p 10-
14.

""John M. Deur, "Wall of Hasles, Aerial Engalements and Victories In Operation
Deser Storm," p 10.
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The 24 EF-IIIs flow a total of 1,105 combat sortis in Desert Storm
with no combat losses and only one noncombat loss during the conflict.'
The overall results of the Raven's performance indicate that it was very
effective in neutralizing Iraq's electronic warfare system. Coupled with
the total electronic warfare capability brought to bear by the Coalition
forces, the BP-I Il was a major contributor to the low allied aircraft loss
rate and the general breakdown of Iraq's Integrated Air Defense System,
An analysis by the Air Force Electronic Warfare Center concluded that
when EF-IllAs were supporting Coalition aircraft, Iraqi abilities to
detect, track, and pass target Information were seriously impaired and In
some cases completely denied."'

EC-130H Compass Call: a specially modified
version of the C-130 Hercules. It is used to deny
the enemy the capability to execute his battlefield
strategy. Modifications to the aircraft Include an
electronic countermeasures system, air refueling
capability, and assoclated navigation and support
systems. These modifications give the aircraft an
electronic warfare capability thot is used to confuse

and disrupt the enemy's command and control communications and thus
reduce his ability to wage warfare. The system operates in either an
automatic response or manual mode. The aircraft's crew Includes up to
thirteen people; four are responsible for aircraft flight and navigation and
nine operate the electronic warfare mission equipment. Aided by an
automated system, the nine operators analyze the signal environment and
ensure that the equipment is operating properly against designated
targets.'m

Compass Call aircraft flew 450 sorties in Desert Storm.101 It provided
24-hour surveillance of Iraqi command, control, and communications for
44 consecutive days. Compass Call was also effective In disrupting voice
systems. But because of the scarcity of air-to-air engagements during the

Z°(U)OWAPS Statuiicai Compendium, Table St, 'TotWi Sorties by U.S.
ServivJAllied Country by Aircraft Type,"

201(A) AFEWC Operation Desert Storm EC Effectivirness Analysis, pp 10.1 - 10-15.
202UsAP EC- I 30H Compass Call Fact Sheot.
203(U) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 81, 'Total Sorties by U.S. Ser.

vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
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war and Iraqi adherence to emissions control, Compass Call capabilities
were frequently underutilized. Nonetheless, postmission reporting during
the war indicated that when present, Compass Call effectively jammed-
tactical air, antiaircraft artillery, surface-to-air missiles, battlefield, and
communications.'

Cotectoer

E.3 Sentry AWACS: a modified Boeing 707( commercial airframe with a rotating radar dome.
Its radar system permits surveillance from the
Earth's surface up Into the stratosphere, over land
or water. The radar has a range of more than 200
miles for detecting low-flying targets iind even
farther for detecting aerospace vehicles flying at
medium to high altitudes. It can look down to

detect, identify, and track enemX and friendly low-flying aircraft by
eliminating ground clutter returns that confused other radar systems.
Console operators perform surveillance, identification, weapons control,
battle management, and communications functions. The radar and com-
puter systems on the E-3 Sentry gather and present broad and detailed
battlefield information. Data are collected as events occur and include
position and tracking Information on enemy aircraft and ships, along with
location and status of friendly aircraft, naval vessels, and ground troops.
In its tactical role, the E-3 provides information needed for interdiction,
reconnaissance, airlift, and close air support for friendly ground forces.
As an air defense system, the E-3 detects, identifies, and tracks airborne
enemy forces.1w

Five E-3s initially were deployed to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, arriving
on 8 August. An E-3 orbit was established the next day about 110 to 125
miles from the Kuwaiti and Iraqi borders. During Operation Desert
Shield, the number of E-3s gradually increased In Riyadh until I I were
available by 16 January. On 15 January, three E-3s deployed to Incirlik

204(8) AFIWC Operation Desert Storm EC 6ffedivenus AnalysLi, pp 9-26, 9-27.
209 USAP W-3A Fact Sheet.
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in Turkey to begin operations in Southeast Turkey, about 120 miles from
the Iraqi border.'

At the start of Operation Desert Storm, four U.S. E-3s were airborne
over Saudi Arabia (three forward, one to the rear) and oine U.S. E-3 was
over southeast Turkey. In addition, a Saudi E-3 was airborne in southern
Saudi Arabia and was used primarily for communications relay. The
rearmost U.S. E-3 in Saudi Arabia was primarily used to manage air
refueling operations. This configuration of airborne 5-3s was maintained
twenty-four hours a day throughout most of Operation Desert Storm.
B-3s, at times, overflew Iraq to provide additional radar coverage against
deep target areas. Combat air patrols by F-15Cs were established near
E-3 orbits for protection.

During Desert Storm, AWACS flow 682 sorties•' and supported all
daily air-tasking-order activity, Including pre- and poststrike air refueling.
They controlled an average of 2,240 sorties a day and a total of more
than 90,000 sorties during the war.2" The AWACS detected enemy air-
craft, controlled friendly fighters, and provided a long-range air picture
to theater commanders and other command forces. Throughout Opera-
tions Desert Shield and Desert Storm, AWACS provided this primary air
picture to the appropriate theater command and control centers through
voice and electronic datalink hook-ups. The E-3 also operated in con-
junction with Marine Corps, Navy, Army, Air Force, and Saudi Arabian
units to provide an air picture that spanned from the Persian Gulf to the
Red Sea and provided real-time information to most Coalition command
centers. This complete theater air picture was passed thirough a data-
sharing network with the RC-135 Rivet Joint, Airborne Battle Command
and Control Center, Tactical Air Control Center, and Navy E-2s.

*G0NATO-owned 5-3s were used in the Mediterranean to monitor the flow of aircraft
towards Southwest Ails and for maritime Interception surveillance. They also flew over
Turkish territory to maintain Turkish sovereignty.

"°The U.S. -..3s flew 379 and Saudi B.3s 303 sorties, respectively. (U) UWAPS
Sw ktkW Coowndium, Table 51, "Total Sorties by U.S. Service/Allied Country by
Aircaft Type."

2CoWuct of .h/ Perian Gulf War. p T-42.
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E-2C Hawkeye: an all-weather, carrier-based air-
borne early warning and command and control Navy
aircraft with a crew of five. Its missions Include surface
surveillance coordination, strike and interceptor control,
search and rescue guidance, and communications relay.
Normally, four or five E-2Cs are onboard a carrier, and
at least one B-2C stays brbome to provide airborne
early warning, command and control, and

communications relay functions for a carrier task force,20

During Operation Desert Storm, 29 E-2C aircraft were in theater. Of
the 1,192 sorties scheduled, 1,183 flown were flown for a total of 4,790
flight hours. The E-2C coordinated communications shifts, provided
situational awareness to Coalition aircraft, and supplied backup radar
coverage and control for flights in hostile territory. Integration of E-2C
and AWACS radar pictures provided superior situational awareness to both
platforms, but the lack of an over-the-horizon communications suite was
a distinct disadvantage. Also, the lack of in-flight refueling capability
limited the E-2C's range and endurance.210

TR.1/U.2R: a high-altitude tactical
reconnaissance aircraft equipped with a variety of
sensors to provide continuous day or night, all-
weather, standoff surveillance of a battle area in
direct support of U.S. and allied ground and air
forces. Both aircraft are single-engine jets with a
speed of 430 miles per hour and a range of over

3,000 miles. The four TR-Is and five U-2s used in Desert Storm flew
238 reconnaissance sorties from extremely high altitudes, capitalizing on
the aircraft's ceiling of over 70,000 feet.21'

"'Ibid, pp T-36 - T-43.
2'o/bid.

111U-2a new 149 and TR-ls 89 sorties, respectively. (U)OWAPS SialiStical
Coe•wndium. Table Il, "rotai Sorties by U.S. Service/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
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S RC-13SV/W Rivet joint: [DELETED].
Throughout Desert Shield and Desert Storm, Rivet
Joint crows collected valuable information about
enemy forces [DELETED]. [EED].112

RF4C Phantom II: a muldisensor aircraft*• capable of all-weather day and night reconnaissance
in a high. or low-threat environment. RF-4C com-
bat missions can be flown at altitudes ranging from
100 feet to 45,000 feet and at speeds exceeding 600
miles per hour. RF-4Cs use optical, infrared, and
tactical electronic reconnaissance systems to accom-

plish their missions. Optical cameras are used generally for daytime,
low-altitude photography but also produce high-quality imagery at higher
altitudes. These cameras generate forward-looking and side-looking
oblique photography, vertical and mapping photography, and horizon-to-
horizon panoramic photography. In addition, the RF-4C has special long-
range optical photographic systems with focal lengths from 36 to 66

inches, which provide detailed prinm from extended standoff ranges. The
infrared sensor locates targets under cover or at night by detecting heat
sources and heat differentials and Is especially suited for night reconnais-
sance tasks in high-threat areas. The result is a continuous map of the area
beneath the flight path of the aircraft. The tactical electronic reconnais-
sance system records on tape the identity and location of electionic emit-
tens. This system had datalink equipment, which gives it the capability to
provide near real-time information to ground sites.2" 3

RF-4Cs deployed to Saudi Arabia during Desert Shield and collected
intelligence on Iraqi positions near the Saudi Arabian-Iraqi border before
Desert Storm. During Desert Storm, 18 RF-4s flew 822 sorties conducting
bomb damage assessment flights;2 '` and no RF-4s were lost in combat. Air

212(S) AFEWC Operation Desert Storm EC Iffectiveness Analysis, pp 3-10, 3.11.
213USAF RF-4C Pot Sheet.
214(U) OWAPS StatisticoJ Compendium, Table 81, "'otai Sorties by U.S. Ser-

vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
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and ground commanders were frustrated at times by the delay between
imaging and delivery for interpretation.

E-8 JSTARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack
Radar System): a joint Army-USAF development
program designed to provide near.real-time, wide.
area surveillance and deep targeting capability to
ground and air commanders for indications and
warning, situation development, and target develop-
ment. The two developmental aircraft, C-135 de-
rivatives, possess an airborne radar, a self-protec-

tion suite, and air-to-ground communications modules. They provide
information on both moving and fixed targets?" JSTARS was able to detect,
locate, and track high-value targets such as convoys, river crossing sites,
logistics sites, assembly areas, and retreat routes. It flew forty-two sorties,
and its performance revalidated the need for a system to locate and track
moving ground targets across a wide area and to relay this information to
ground and air commanders quickly.

S-3B Viking: a carrier-based, fixed-wing,
Smultimission aircraft designed to provide the carrier

battle force with quick-reaction antisubmarine warfare,
antisurface warfare, surveillance, and attack capability.
The S-3 design meets the need for an aircraft that can
(1) cruise at patrol speeds for long periods of time,
(2) carry a comprehensive set of sensors and weapons,

(3) takeoff and land on a carrier deck, and (4) occupy as little deck and
hangar space as possible. The Viking can also carry a D-704 refueling
package that allows it to act as an air refueling tanker.2"'

Forty-three S-3 aircraft were in theater and operated from five aircraft
carriers. They flew 1,674 sorties on a variety of missions in support of
Operation Desert Storm."'7 S-3s participeted in armed scout missions in the
Red Sea and Persian Gulf and augmented armed surface reconnaissance
aircraft assigned to strike missions. Viking aircraft also provided in-flight

2t5Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, pp T-84 - T-87.
2161hbd. pp T.109 - T.112.
27(U) OWAPS Statlstical Compendim, Table 81, "Total Sorties by U.S. Ser-

vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Typ","
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refueling to Combat Air Patrol aircraft in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf
along with returning strike aircraft. In addition, they established communi-
cation connectivity for strike aircraft going to targets in western and central
Inaq and the KDo. They provided command and control backup when E-2C
aircraft were unavailable and flow SHAD missions in the KTO during the
early days of the war.P'

Elctronlc/Reconnaluance Weapons

In addition to the previously mentioned aircraft working in the elec-
tronic warfam arena, the Coalition used drones to simulate aircraft and
perform tactical deception. In turn, this deception caused early activation
of Iraqi radars, which were then targeted by electronic warfare "shooters."
This action describes the drones used during Operation Desert Storm and
the antiradiation missiles used by electronic warfare "shooters" to destroy
Iraqi surface-to-air-missile radar sites.

DIMOMS

Drones are produced in the forms of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAvs)
and remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs). Their missions am to decoy radars,
conduct reconnaissance, and designate targets. Radar decoys provide
tactical deception, reconnalssunce drones supply battlefield photography,
and targeting drones illuminate targets for sen-launched attacks by various
weapon systems. Drones provide an inexpentive and valuable capability
in terms of reduced losses of aircraft and aircrews and relative acquisition
costs. At low risk and cost, these unmanned aircraft effectively prepare the
battlefield for air strikes.

BQM-74: a drone used to decoy radars during
the strategic air campaign, create confusion, and
false targets. The BQM-74 drone flie4 a program-
med mission profile or can be flown manually. Its
radar cross section is adjustable to simulate many
different types uf aircraft, and the drone can be

given a new mission profile in 7 to 10 days.2 ' BQM-74s cost $230,000
in FY 91 dollars and can be launched from the ground or aircraft. They

218COfIdui of the Peraim Gu(f War, pp T. 109 - T. 112.
2 19xoorr, Point Paper on DQM.74 C~ipabilitles and Availability, 29 Aug 90,
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have a nominal 1-hour flight endurance at subsonic speeds ranging from
300 to 550 knots and altitudes of 500 to 40,000 feet with a maximum
range of 450 nautical miles.' These unmanned aerial vehicles were used
for tactical deception and to degrade the ability of Iraqi sw/oci i•ats and
surface-to-air miulles to acquire incoming Coalition aircraft.

(DELETEDr].1 [DELETED]. On the first night of Desert Storm,
drones were launched from just south of the Iraqi border towards Baghdad
to deceive enemy air defenses and to enhance P-40 Wild Weasel
tarepting.~ As planned, Iraqi air defense nets, gun and missile batteries,
and radars were activated to deal with the perceived threat. This Iraqi
reaction served to identify numerous targets for the Weasel HARM
shooters. HARM success rates were very high, and no allied aircraft were
lost to Iraqi surface-to-air missile shots during these drone missions.'
"(DELETED].:

TALD: a tactical air-launched decoy (TALD).
The Navy and the Marine Corps launched
numerous TALDs during Desert Storm.
(DELETED].23' [DELETED]. The TALD vehicle
adds to enemy confusion by flying different
mission profiles involving variations in speed,

range, and altitude. 'TALD is compatible with most Navy aircraft.
[DELETED].22

Drones are also used in a reconnaissance role. The reconnaissance
versions have a daylight TV camera with a zoom lens in the nose of the
drone. Video is transmitted via datalink, with a video cassette recorder
with inflight replay capability for back-up. These reconnaissance drones
are parachute recoverable and can potentially be used for panoramic
photography and real-time infrared coverage. During Desert Storm, the

230(S) Briefins Slides on Drone Support for CBNTroM, p 7.
221XO0l1, Point Paper on BQM-74, 29 Aug 90.
212(S) Brieflins Slides on Drone Support for CENTCOM, p 5.
213Ibid,
2 4 (S) Ibid.

223(3) System Descriptlon and Misslun Summary, OWAPS Files Document 43.020.

2'*(S) Ibid.
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Navy launched these drones to perform naval gunfire direction and
gather real-time battle damage assessment information from behind enemy
lines without risking the lives of airborne or ground-based forward spot-
tersý. In an unusual incident during the ground war, a group of Iraqi
soldiers tried to surrender to a drone, 2 '

Drones proved to be Inexpensive but effective devices during Desert
Storm. They drew premature activity from enemy radars, which then
became targets for advance aircraft (shooters) before the main attacking
force arrived. This tactic helped to open a corridor that allowed penetrating
bombers to funnel through and attack targets. Also, reconnaissance drones
provided the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps with real-time battlefield
information without risking lives. The next section describes antiradiation
missiles used to destroy Iraqi radars by Coalition aircraft..

Anti.Radhaten MiksU

During the Gulf War, U.S. forces employed two antiradlation
missiles-the AGM-45 Shrike and the AGM-88 HARM. These air-to-
ground missiles were designed to detect and destroy surface radars.

AGM.45 (Shrike) Mbisle: a completely passive missile that usesradiation emitted by a target radar for detection, homing, and detonation.

Shrike was designed to detect and destroy enemy radar emitters, and was
first used in 1965. Its 149-pound warhead is specifically designed to
physically impair the operation of the radar antenna. Fragmentation is the
primary kill mechanism.2 Due to range and employment limitations,
only seventy-eight Shrikes were employed during Desert Storm; over half
by the Air Force and the remainder by the Navy and Marine Corps.`

WT(S) The Un ed States Navy in Deert Shield/Storm, Department of the Navy,
15 May 91, p 48.

•2 auif War Experience Sparks Review of RPV Priorities," Aviation Week and Space
Technology, April 22, 1991, p 86.

m(S/NF) Alrcrew Weapons Delivery Manual (non.nuclear) Supplement, TO. I.IM.
J4.1, 17 Apr 87, pp 1.87 - 1-91.

"1The USAP fired 53, USN 18, and USMC 7, respectively. (U) OWAPS Staistical
Compendlwn, Tables 188, 189, and 190, "Desert Shield/Storm: USAF, USN and USMC
Weapons Cost and Utilization (PY 90/915)."
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[DELETED].23

AGM-88 (HARM): a High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM)

designed to detect, guide to, and destroy radar emitters operating through-
out a wide range of frequency bands. [DELETED].$

(DELETED].2 s U.S. aircraft fired 1,961 HARMs in Operation Desert

Storm. 2

[DELETED],

DELETED].4"

Alarm: a short-range British antiradlatlon missile. It uses a
microprocessor-.bued, software-controlled broadband, microwave passive
seeker to guide the missile toward enemy radar emissions. Power is
supplied by a single two-staged solid-fuel rocket motor. Flight control
is through aft cruciform moveable fins actuated electrically. The seeker
can be programmed before and during flight with appropriate target radar
characteristics and threat priorities. The seeker switches on shortly after
release and homes directly on to the highest priority target. Should
Alarm fall to lock on a target because of transmission shut-down, it
climbs to an altitude of 40,000 feet and deploys a parachute upon rocket
motor burnout. The missile can hang on its parachute for several minutes
awaiting a hostile radar transmission, then dive in on the radar after
discarding the parachute. It has a high-explosive warhead with a Thorn.
Emi fuze. British Tornados fired 113 Alarms during Operation Desert
Storm.,*

"1(S/NF) Flight Mnwua suppiement, 7.0 I.IM.34.l, p 1.87.
"'(SNp) Ibid, p 1-94.
233(SINI) Ibid, p 1-97.

"24nGde USAF fired 1,067; the USN 661; and the USMC 233, (U) aWAPS SltallidCal

Compendi•am, Tables 188, 189, and 190, "*Desert Shield/Storm: USAF, USN, and USMC
Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 90 915)."

"3 (S/NP) Flight Manual Supplemeno, T.O. I. IM.34. 1, pp 1-94, 1-97.

"26(S) Operationul Research Branch Headquarters Strike Command, p 8.
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Air-to-Air Weapon Systems

The Air Force F-15C and Navy F-14 aircraft were the primary air
superiority fighters used in Desert Storm, although other Coalition aircraft
achieved air-to-air kills. In all, Coalition fighters killed thirty-seven Iraqi
aircraft without suffering an aerial combat loss; the F-15C was credited
with eighty-seven percent of the total' kills.

F-1SC Eagle: a single-seat, all-weather,
extremely maneuverable fighter deuigned to gain
and maintain air superiority In aerial combat. It
has electronic systems and weaponry to detect,
acquire, track, and attack enemy aircraft while
operating in friendly or enemy-controlled airspace.
The F-15%' main advantage is its versatile

multimode, pulse-Doppler radar system. The system can track high-
flying as well as low-fiying targets without being confused by ground
clutter-a true look-down shoot-down capability. The Eagle first flew on
27 July 1972 and its initial operational capability occurred In 1975.
Before the Gulf War began, over 1,100 had been delivered to U.S. Air
Force squadrons, and more than 280 additional aircraft had been delivered
to or ordered by Israel, Japan and Saudi Arabia.

Two squadrons, consisting of 24 F-I SCs from the 1st Tactical Fighter
Wins (Langley APB, Virginia), were among the first U.S.-based aircraft
to deploy to Saudi Arabia on 7 August. A total of 125 F-i 5Cs eventually
deployed to Southwest Asia. This force represented about 28 percent of
the toial Air Force inventory.2" The U.S. P-15Cs flew 5,667 offensive
and defensive counterair missions during Operation Desert Storm, and the
72 Royal Saudi Air Force F-15s flew 2,080.231 Sortie lengths ranged
between 4.0 and 9.0 hours, as opposed to the shorter durations flown
during training exercises.

As the Air Force's primary air superiority fighter, the F-15C was
responsible for manning the high-value airborne asr.,•t (HVAA) combat air
patrols (CAPS) over the mainland and generally for keeping the overland

2" Conduct of tAh Perslan Ou(f War, p T-57.
238(U) GWAPE Stastical Compendium, Tablo 96, "P.1 C: USAP and Saudi Arabia

Sorties by Mission Type."
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area free of Iraqi aircrnft. The Eagles were used extensively for sweep
and escort missions early in the war when it was assumed the Iraqi Air
Force would contest Coalition air strikes. When the Iraqi Air Force
declined the fight, the Eagle was used mostly to protect against a "last
gasp" attack against the HVAA aircraft. CAPs were also set up over Iraq
to try and intercept Iraqi aircraft fleeing to Iran.

FP-1 5Cs successfully accomplished these missions by flying two- and
fow-ship formations. Formations Included trail, offset trail, and line
abreat for xweep and force-protection missions. CAPs throughout Iraq
were supported by AWACS as F-15Cs sorted and identified targets ending
in pursuit to get within missile parameters for valid shots.
[DEFI1TD].2  In all, U.S. F-l5Cs shot down thirty-one Iraqi aircraft;
twenty-three kills were with AIM-7s, and eight kills were with AIM-9s. 24
F-lSCs did not use their guns for air-to-air kills, but one did accomplish
a first by shooting an IL-76 Candid with its gun while the Candid
remained on the ground.24'

A wide variety of armament could be carried on external weapon

stations. The number varied depending on whether the aircraft was fitted
with a conformal fuel tank. During Desert Storm, F-15Cs carried an
internal M-61AI 20-mm cannon, four AIM-9L.M Sidewinders, and four
AIM-7 Sparrow missiles.

F-14 Tomcat: a two-seat, twin-engine fighter
with variable-geometry wings. The Tomcat, the U.S.
Navy's standard carrier-based fighter, Is large, fast,
heavy and designed around its long-rang. AIM-54
Phoenix air-to-air missile and its pulse-Doppler,
multimode radar. F-14s also fly with a Tactical Air
Reconnaissance Pod System (TARPS) that incorporates
optical and infrared cameras allowing the aircraft to

perform a photo reconnaissance role without degrading Its performance
in other roles. The first flight was on 21 December 1970, and Initial

239(S) us,,, Air-to-Air Kill Matrix, Hq TACIOT (A-Team), 13 Nov 91.

'(S) oWAPS Pile CHaT 1.6, U.S. Air Force Air-to-Air Missile Results, Quick Look,
UIAFTAWC.

241(S) Desert Stonm Air-to-Air Enla#,menns, 3 Mar 92, "Air-to.Air Analysis in
Desert Storm," p 32.
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operational capability occurred in 1973. During Desert Storm, the F-14
was still in production, and the U.S. Navy had 699 in service.

F-14s were deployed aboard five of the six carriers in theater and
operated from the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. They flew flihter
sweep, CAP, escort, and fleet defense missions during Desert Storm.
Operations were conducted day and night, at all altitudes, depending on
the threat and speciflc mission objectives. On the opening night of the
war, P-14s joined with F-15s to perform a fighter sweep of Iraq, where
the Phoenix missile could be employed at its maximum range. Barrier
CAP missions also were flown to protect Coalition naval forces and Gulf
Cooperation Council coastlines throughout the war. Later In the conflict,
F-14a were used to establish and maintain CAPs to intercept Iraqi aircraft
attempting to flee to Iran. The additional capability of the TARPS system
provided daytime imagery for battle damage assessment, prestrike
planning, maritime interception operations, and detection of Scud missile
launch site locations.

During Operation Desert Storm, 109 F-14s flew 4,005 sorties.242 One
P-14 was lost, only 6 intercepts were flown, and P-14s shot down I Iraqi
helicopter.'

Armament Included an internal 20-mm Vulcan Gatling-type Sun with
675 rounds of ammunition, Phoenix, AIM-7, and AIM-9 air-to-air
missiles. Up to 8 missiles could be carried on the Tomcat in various
combinations: 6 AIM-54 Phoenix and 2 AIM-9s; 6 AIM-7s and 2 AIM-
9.; 2 Phoenix and 3 AIM-7s and 2 AIM-9s; or 4 Phoenix and 2 AIM-7s
and 2 AIM-9u.

2'42The majority of missions were as follows: 2,802 DCA, 607 .CA, and 290

reconnaissance. (U) OWAPS Statistical Compendium, Table 95, 'F. 14: USN Sorties by
Minion Type."

"3Caoduct an the Persian Gulf War, pp T-54 and T-55.
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Tornado F3/ADV: a long-range interceptor
with infrared AIM-9, Skyflash radar missiles, and
an internal 27-mm gun. (DELETED].20

'• [DELETED].us

Mirage 2000: an air-superiority fighter and
Interceptor with Initial operational capability in
1984. The French deployed twelve Mirage 2000s,
which flow mainly air defense CAPe along the
Saudi border. They were armed with IR Magic
and radar-guided Matra missiles,

Air-to-Air Weapons

This section begins with a general description of missile types,
followed by types of guidance, and ends with aerial missiles used in
Desert Storm.

Misaik Tyes

A missile can be either guided or unguided. Unguided missiles
follow the natural laws of motion to establish a ballistic trajectory.
Guided missiles can either home to the target or follow a nonhoming
course. Nonhoming guided missiles are either inertially guided or
preprogrammed. Homing missiles can be active, seiniactive, or passive.
An active missile carries the radiation source on board the missile.
Radiation from the missile is emitted, strikes the target, and is reflected
back to the missile. The missile then self-guides on this reflected

"2"Royal Saudi Air Force Systems Analysis, pp 159, 160.
243(V)OWAPS Statistical Compdndiuwj, Table 81, "'Total Sorties by U.S.

Service/Ailied Counuy by Aircraft Type."
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radiation. A passive missile uses radiation originated by the target or by
some source not a pan of the overall weapon system. Typically, this
radiation is ia the infrared (IR) region (Sidewinder) or the visible region
(1O Maverick), but can also occur in the microwave region (Shrike). A
semlactive missile has a combination of active and passive characteristics.
A source (launch aircraft) of radiation Is part of the system but is not
carried in the missile. The source radiates energy to the target, and the
target reflects the energy back to the missile. The missile senses the
reflected radiation and homes on It.'

Types Of GudMee

Guidance Is the means by which a missile steers to a target. For
ballistic missiles, the guidance occurs before launch in the form of pre-
launch attempts to reduce aiming errors. For guided missiles, the guid-
ance occurs after launch. By guiding after launch, the effect of prelaunch
aiming errors are minimized. Post launch guidance can be done In the
following ways:

Lead Pursuit: the launch aircraft directs its velocity vector at an
angle from the target so that missiles or projectiles launched from any
point on the course impact on the target If within the range of the
weapon.

Deviated Pursuit: the missile tracks the target and produces
guidance commands to establish a fixed lead angle. When the fixed
lead angle is zero, deviated pursuit becomes pure pursuit. No Desert
Storm-vintage missile was designed to fly deviated pursuit.

Pure Collision: a straight-line course flown by a launch aircraft
or weapon such that it collides with the target.

Lead Collision: a straight-line course flown by a launch aircraft
such that It achieves a single given firing position. The time of flight
of the weapon is a constant.

141pluh, Manual TO. I-1..-34, p 4-2.1.
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Command Guidance: the launch aircraft tracks the target with
one. radar and tracks the missile with a second radar. A computer on
the launch aircraft determines If the missile Is on the proper trajectory
to Intercept the target. If It is not, steering commands are generated
by the computer and transmitted to the missile.

Beam Rider: the launch aircraft tracks the target with a V-shaped
beam. The missile files at the bottom of the V. If the missile moves
out of the bottom of the V, sensing circuits in the missile cause the
missile to return to the correct position. As long as the launch air-
craft continues to track the target, and the missile continues to ride
the radar beam, the missile will intercept the target.

Proportional Navigation: a course flown such that the lead angle
is changed at a rate proportional to the angular rate of the line of
sight to the target.?"

"'4 I1bid, pp 4.2.1 • 4.5.
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Air-to-Air Missiles

Figure 9
AIM-7M
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AIM-7 Sparrow MNull: a supersonic, air-to-air radar-guided mis-
sile designed for ejection launch, The missile can intercept and destroy
targets in adverse weather conditions and does not require visual target
acquisition. F-ISCs, F-15Es, F-16s, and F-40s can all carry and fire
AIM-7M missiles. The AIM-7 is a serniactive homing missile62 that
guides on either continuous wave or pulse Doppler. The AIM-7M homes
on energy radiated by the launching aircraft and reflected by the target
(Figure 10). Therefore, the target has to be illuminated through-out the
missile's time of flight.

The AIM-7M Sparrow represents a quantum leap In capability over
older AIM-7s. It has a blast fragmentation warhead, and its solid-propellant

341A semlactive homing mlissle had a combination of active and passive characteris-
tisc. The source of radiation wn part of the system but was not carried In the missile.
The source (usually at the launch point) radiated energy to the target, which reflected the
energy back to the missile, The missile sensed the reflected radltion and homed on it.
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Figure 10
Semi-active Homing
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rocket motor provides boost-sustained thrust.U9 The mjor improvement
is its new digital data processor, which provides the following:
(1) programmability to meet future threats, (2) simultaneous track of two
target? within the antenna beamwidth, (3) prediction of line of sight rates
to make target fades less severe on missile guidance, (4) tracking and
avoiding of main beam clutter, (5) improved performance against ad-
vanced BCM, (6) improved fuze arming sequence, (7) improved low-
altitude performance, and (8) an active fuze.'

[DELETED]:
25 '

2 "•he three basic air-to-asi missile motor types were all-boost, all-sustain, and boost-

sustain. Too all-boost motor typically made the missile accelerate rapidly, causing a high
peak velocity. The short time of flight (TOP) for a givcp range caused high miszile dreg
and high aerodynamic heating, This motor type was adcquate for rear hemisphere, tail
chase encounters. The all-sustain motor produced slow missiu acceleration, resulting in
less aerodynamic drag and longer fligSt time, for a given range. Because the motor
burned for a long period of time, the motor could be used to overcome gravity in a look-
up engagement and provided sufficient velocity for maneuvering Vt high altitude. This
type of motor was suitable for head-on engagements to high altitude. The boost-sustain
motor represented an attempt to combine the best features of the all-boost and the ail-
sustain motors. The boost-sustain motor was designed so that the sustain phase of
propulsion mantalned the velocity achieved at the end of boost.

"rFnih Manual T.O. I.IM-34, p 4-12.
2M ($) GWAPS File CHST 8-6, pp 4, 1.
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lbt AIM.7M Auempts 67
7bta AIM-7M Kills 23

The AIM-7M provided hook-down/shoot-down capability in Desert
Storm, with most of the successful launches hitting targets at low altitude.
[DELETED]. Beyond visual range (BVR) was authorized in the majority of
the engagements, and no frtwicide problems were encountered.1W

FIgue 11
AIM-7M Employment

FIGURE DELETED

252[DFLETMD).

2 W4P(S) owA File CHST 8.6, p 10.
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AIM.9 Sidewinder Missile: a supersonic air-tco-air passive-homing
heat-seeking riissile. P-iSCs, '-15Es, F-16s, and F.40s can all carry and
fire AIM-9M missiles. The AIM-9 uses passive homing; that Is, it guides
on infrared radiation generated by a target. Because no guidance Is
required from the launching aircraft, the pilot can take evasive action
immediately after the missile is launched. Unlike the semlactive radur
AIM-7, the Sidewinder is a "fire and forget" missile. It does, however,
require visual target acquisition. The AIM.9 seeker converts infrared
(heat) energy emitted by the target into electrical signals used to guide the
missile. The infrared detector Is cooled to improve its sensitivity to
infrared energy. The guidance and control unit incorporates Inputs from
gyroscopic hensors, allowing the missile to "lead" the target and fly what
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is termed a proportional navigation course.'" Fragmentation is the prima-
ry kill mechanism for all AIM-9 missiles.

Deat Storm AIM-9 variants used active optical target detectors to
command detonation. TMe fuze functioned on either a direct hit or prox-
imity miss. All variants of the AIM-9 used all-boost, solid-propellant rocket
motors. The AIM-9M had a more sensitive Infrared detector than did older
models and an all-aspect capability; that is, it could sense a target's infrared
energy from frontal or lateral quadrants and successfully home.

Total AIM-9M Attempts I I
Total AIM-gM Kills 6
(DBLETEBD).

35•
5 Proportional navigation was a course flown in such a way that the lead angle

"changed at a rate proportional to the angular rote of the line or might to the target, This
eWtended effective range, since a pure tall chase or pursuit curve trajectory consumed
more time and energy.

256(S) OWAPS File CHST 8-6, p 13.

2"|DELWTED].
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Figure 13
AIM-120A
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AIM-120A Advanced Medium Range Airsto-Air Misdle
(AMRAAM): a new-generation radar-homing air-to-air missile with a blast
fragmentation warhead. It has an all-weather, beyond-visual-range capa-
bility and serves as a follow-on to the AIM-7 Sparrow missile series.
The AIM.120A missile is faster, smaller, and lighter than its predecessors
and has Improved capabilities against low-altitude targets. It incorporates
active radar homing in conjunction with an inertial reference unit. This
unit and its microcomputer system make the missile less dependent on the
fire control system than were previous radar missiles, enabling the pilot
to aim and fire several missiles simultaneously at multiple targets. Like
the infrared AIM-9, the AIM-120A is a "fire and forget" missile; the pilot
can fire and then perform evasive maneuvers while the missiles guide
themselves to targets.

[DELETED]:25

23 (S) XOO'rT, Paper on AMRAAM/P-15 Problems In Desert Storm. 26 Feb 91, p 1.
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[DELETED).

AIM-4 PhoenDx: the U.S. Navy's long-range fleet air defense

missileCDELBTED].1"

[DELETED].m (DELETED]."6 No AIM-54s were used in Desert
Storm.

Special Aircraft

AC.130A/H Spectre Gunship: a modified C-130
i• aircraft that first saw action during the final stages of

i the Southeast Asia conflict.26  The aircraft's primary
missions are close air support, air Interdiction, and
armed reconnaissance. Other missions include
perimeter, and point defense, escort, airdrop- and
extraction-zone support, forward air control, limited

command and control, and combat search and rescue.

During Desert Storm, AC-130s flew 104 sorties2 3 comprising close
air support, special operations support, and on-call air interdiction

missions. While supporting the Coalition forces, one AC-130H was shot
down by an infrared surface-to-air missile during the battle of Khafji.

AC-130H armament included two 20-mm Vulcan Catling Guns with
6,000 rounds capacity and a rate of fire of 2,500 round per minute, a

2"DeD.De Score, p 393.

20Oant, p 219.
"'1Desr Score, p 393.
2'1ese heavily armed aircraft had side-firing weapons Integrated with sophisticated

sesnors, navigation, and fire control systems to provide surgical firepower or area sature.
tdon during extended loiter tima, at night, and In adverse weather. Its sensor suite consist-
ed of a low-light-level television sensor and an infrared sensor, Radar and electronic
sensors also gave the gunship a method of identifying friendly ground forces and of
dnlivering ordnance during adverse weather conditions. Navigational devices Included an
Inertial navigation system (INs) and global positioning system (ups),

63(U) OWAPS Statistical Cosnpndhun, Table 81, "Total Sorties by U.S. Ser-
vice/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
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40-mm Bofors cannon with 276 rounds capacity and a rate of fire of 100
rounds per minute, and a 105-mm Howitzer with 101 rounds capacity and
a rate of fire 3 to 5 rounds per minute.

MC-1309 Combat Talon: a C-130E Hercules
, • modified for special operations. It Is equipped with

Uqs aerial refueling equipment, terrain- following radar, an
inertial navigation system, a high-speed aerial delivery
system, and the surface-to-air Fulton recovery system.
During Desert Storm, the aircraft was used primarily
for infiltration missions and to resupply special

operations units on the ground. The special navigation and aerial delivery
systems were used to locate small drop zones and deliver people and
equipment. The aircraft also was able to penetrate hostile airspace at low
altitude, and the crews were specially trained in night and adverse
weather operations.

The MC-130B first entered the Air Force inventory in 1966.
Fourteen of these special aircraft were assigned to the Air Force Special
Operations Command. Four MC-130 Combat Talons from the 8th
Special Operations Squadron participated in Desert Storm and flew
eighty-four sorties.'" They conducted psychological operations by flying
multiple leaflet-drop missions. In addition, MC-130s dropped eleven
BLU-82/B OP bombs.

SHC.130 Hercules: an extended-range, search
and recovery version of the C-130 transport
aircraft. Modifications to the HC-130 include
updated engines and search and rescue equipment
for the recovery of aircrews. The HC-130 also
has advanced direction-finding equipment and an
air-to-air recovery system. The four HC- 1 30P/N

aircraft flew 107 refueling and support missions for special operations
helicopters in Desert Storm.2 "

"('iu) Ibid.
2•5'he air refueling system consisted of air refuelingl pods on each wins. Each pod

housed an air refueling hoe, low speed drogue, and Its associated mechanical and
hydraulic system. It wus used to refuel MH/HH.53, MH-60, and other helicopters.
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Helicopters

M[H-S3J Pave Low III: a redesigned 1950s helicopter with
upgraded avionics and sensors. Dtuingnc for the Marine Corps as a
heavy-lift logistic support heiicr~pter, the Sikorsky H-53 (fore-runner to
Pave Low III) wus procured In Ilimted numbers by the Air Force starting
in 1967, and extensively mo~bieod for use as a lo'ng-range combat
reucusalrcraft." 7the H-53j Y. at a progressively modified to MH-53J Pave
Low III standards with the addition of FUR, high-resolution terrain-
avoidance radar, improved avionics, and cockpit symbology. By the eve
of Desert Shield, all Air Force H-53s had been modified to Pave Low III
standards, were equipped with flare and chaff dispensers, cp's for precise
navigation, and 50-caliber machine guns.

In Desert Storm, the MH-53J proved capable of penetrating deep Into
Irai airspace. The Pave Low's FUR and terrain-following radar permitted
sae flight at extremely low altitudes at night. acps permitted precise
navigation. Poor visibility and lack of visual cues rendered attempts to fly
and navigate with only night vision goggles (N~as) dangerous except under
optimum condtidonsO5 Of Coalition helicopters, only the Mli-53J was able
to operate consistently on dark, moonless nights. The 13 Pave Lows flew
282 sortiesm and participated in combat search and rescu'e operations,
infiltration, exfiltraton, and other Important missions Into threat areas. The
MH-53 aircraft opened the war by guiding Apache AH-64s to their targets.

2"Mhe H-53 had Its origins In the Sikorsky HR2S, a reciprocating-enlilne Marine
Carps heavy-lift helicopter designed to a 1951 requirement, which entered service In
1956. The Initial Marine Corps version, the CH.53A, which first flew in 1964, inherited
many of the basic technologies from the HR2S-. specifically, the dynamic rotor head
components and extuvded titanium rotor blade spar#. Th1a Air Force combat rescue
version, the HH.533/C, entered service in late 1967. Earl H. Tilford, Jr., Search and
Rescew In Southeast Asia (Om11ce of Air Force History; Washington, D. C., 1980), p 70.

267 Ut Cal Comner, the MH-53J1 Squadron Commander, expressed the problem
succinctly: "As far ase flying operations went, we found ... that we had a real problem
with visibility. The wind blew the sand around all day In about fifteen to twenty knots
of wind. It was very light sand and would remain suspended In the air, At night, if' there
wtei no moon, the suspended sand created a hane that reduced visibility to one mile land
often loes. The terrain was so uniform of surface that it was hard to discern any
feastures." Under these conditions, Comer considered NVU. "almost useless." Corner,
Hiutory, p 8.

26()OWAPS Statstiadl Can, pendiumn, Table 81, '~Total Sorties by U.S.
Service/Allied Country by Aircraft Type."
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In addition, the MH-53J was used for the first successful combat recovery
of a downed pilot in Desert Storm.

MH.60G Pave Hawk: a modified UH-60A
- Blackhawk used for night operations and combat

Ssearch and rescue. The Pave Hawk hu several
upecial-mission, night, all-weather upgrades. The

upgrades include an additional 117-gallon internal fuel tank, in-flight
refueling capability, a doppler/Inertial navigation system, electronic map
display, Pave Low III FUR, satellite communications, and a 60-pound
capacity external rescue hoist that anchors a "fast-rope" repelling system.
It is armed with a 12.7-mm machine Sun.

The Pave Hawk entered operational use In September of 1987. In
Desert Storm, 8 MH-60s flew 284 sorties, 2 ' primarily for combat search
and rescue and for transporting reconnaissance teams into Kuwait and
Iraq.

Aircraft and Weapon Systems Not Employed

B.1B Lancer

SThe B-IB Lancer is a long-range bomber
originally designed for the nuclear strategic role.
Lancer joined the Strategic Air Command alert
force on 1 October 1987. At the time of Desert
Storm, its conventional capability had not been
fully developed.

The B-lB role in Desert Shield and Desert Storm was primarily to
assume the nuclear alert commitments of B-52 squadrons deployed in the
war. SAC chose this role for the B-IB because of its munitions
incompatibilities, crew training focus, relationship to arms control treaties,
and limitations on its electronic warfare equipment. The significant
resources available to the Coalition meant that this non-use was never a
critical factor.

20(u) Ibid.
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During Desert Storm, the only conventional munition the B-IB was
certified to carry was the 500-pound MK-82 air inflatable retard bomb.
A tota of 84 bombs could be carried by each aircraft. Although the B-
ID could carry a large number of weapons, Its accuracy, especially when
combined with medium- or high-altitude deliveries and the long (1,700-
foot) narrow shape of its weapon impacts over the ground, limited its
usefulness against point and area tausets.2" A more desirable pattern was
produced by a cell of B-52 aircraft, which could lay a dense pattern of
cluster bombs within a rectangle of considerable size.

The B-lBs' extensive and unique preloading requirement com.
pounded the difficulty of using this aircraft. It needed a large facility for
bomb-rack buildup. Since the facility was not mobile, flying misilons
directly from the CONUS would have taken less time than loading the
B-I's bomb racks at a forward location.' 7' [DELETED].'"
[DELETED].'"

A possible B-IB role, launching conventionally armed cruise missiles,
did not emerge because START guidelines and national policy dictated that
the B-lB would not be loaded with operational air-launched cruise
missiles until the cruise-misslle-modifled B-52s were retired, 4

Another reason for its nonparticipation was that an insufficient
number of B-IB crews were trained to accomplish conventional bombing
missions, Focus on the strategic nuclear role of the bomber meant that
little or no emphasis had been placed on developing crew capability to
bomb accurately with conýentional ordnance.

In addition to weapon, fuze, and training problems, the B-lB was
ECM deftiCent, In its war time configuration, the B-lB was less capable
of evading enemy threats than the B-52. A protracted problem remained
in the aCM portion of the AN/ALQ-161 defensive avionics system

27°(S) Bob Byuwskl, Point Paper on B.1B Conventional Oemrations Capability,
3 Aug 90.

271 () Ibid.

272(S/NI/WN/RD) RHitory of the Stetuseg' Air Command, p 292.
171[DBLUTMD).

"274(S/INP/WN/RD) Hi:tory of IMW StrmoSnic Air Command, p 63.
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designed to detect, identify, and jam enemy radars. A flawed receiver
design, detected during flight testing, prevented the system from meeting
SAC's Ecm requirements for the 1990s.27"

Other B.IB problems existed at the time of Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. Installation of a fire protection and fuel Isolation modiflea-tion
had not been completed.2" Yet to be Installed was a stability
enhancement function to augment the aimraft's stall inhibitor system and
expand its flight envelope at low altitude while carrying more weight.2"
B-IBs also had chronic engine problems. Approximately a year before
the start of Desert Storm, B-lB flight missions had been cancelled
because of persistent engine problems.27' These dilemmas, along with
CINCIAC's decision to place the bombers on Singlo Integrated Operations
Plan alert, put a stop to plans for deploying B-I Bs to Southwest Asia.

The B.IB Iong-range strategic bomber was not completely ready to
perform as a conventional bomber in a tactical role in Desert Storm. Its
problems were too great to overcome before the outbreak of hostilities.
Further modifications of the B-I B were required before it could have an
effective role in conventional operations.

Have N(*

The AOM-142 Have Nap is a highly effective, precision-guided
rocket-propelled air-launched missile," This 3,000-pound missile has a
750-pound blast fragmentation warhead."' [DELBTED].11 Rafael
Industries, In Haifa, Israel, designed and built the Have Nap weapon
system.

27 (S/NP/WN/RD) Ibid, p 64.
"•6AClOwM8m Poian Paper on tt P..18 Overivlni Faring Modflcation, II Jun 91.
277 4C,4OMM5 Polnf Paper on the 8.18 Stall Inhibitor System 2IWtabilify

iSnhaocement Pwct:ion, 12 Apt 90.
276(i/NPiWN/RD) History of the Strategic Air Conmand, p 314.

'7(S) MaJi kams, "Bullet Background PUper on ACM.142 (Have Nap)," Hq
5AcIDooQ, II Feb 92.

1w101M Weapons File, p -.A.-10.

ai(a) MaJ Karna, "Bullet Backoround Paper on AGM.142 (Have Nap)."
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Have Nap, although a very capable weapon system, was not used
during Desert Storm. It is fair to speculate that it was not used because
of the policy implications of launching an Israeli-made weapon against
an Arab country. Though not used during the Gulf War, Have Nap's
capabllitles and characteristics are worth mentioning,

(DELETiBD2 [DELETED],25

Representative targets for Have Nap Include power plant
transformers, generators, and cooling towers; POL refinery cracking/
distillation towers; radar or communication site control vans/buildings;
and research and development facilities..2 4 Upgrades to the Have Nap
weapon system, still ongoing after Desert Storm, Included an Imaging
infrared seeker and an 1-00 penetrating warhead.

212(s) Ibid.

"'23(3) Ibid.

2"(S) Ibid.
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(Above) AIM-71 S1parrow Missile. (Below) AIM4IL Sidewinder

Missiles a superbonic air-to-uir passive-homing hest-seeklng missile.
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Coalition Tactics - Fundamentals

Aerial Employment Tactics

As noted in Chapter 1, Coalition air forces enjoyed a decided advan-
tage in the quality of aircraft and weapons they brought to the Gulf War.
The outcome in combat, however, was determined by more than the
relative. capabilities of the equipment of the opposing sides; how that
equipment was employed ultimately determined the victor. This section
eddresses the basic tactics employed by Coalition air forces during Desert
Storm. The discussion begins with the point of contact with the enemy
and works backward, addressing factors required for successful mission
accomplishment. The first topic is ordnance delivery, including target
Rcquisition. Supporting air-to-air missions and electronic warfare consid-
erntions, are the second and third topics, followed by en route navigation
and defensive formations. Next, all of the general planning consider-
ations for any mission are addressed, followed by the special trquire-
ments for large-scale, multimission strikes. The section concludes by
addressing the conduct of an actual mission.

Placing Bombs on Target

Many tactical considerations influenced the delivery options selected
by Operation Desert Storm aircrews. Enemy defenses, type of target,
available ordnance and other factors drove delivery profiles. Basic deliv-
ery maneuvers were level, dive, and loft. Level and dive deliveries are
flhown at both low- and medium-altitudes, whereas loft deliveries are
gen.arally considered only low-altitude maneuvers.' Each basic delivery
method incorporates options tailored to mission effectiveness. Level

'Since aircraft tmnbitioned ealy on from low to medium altitude, loft deliveries
were used sparingly for only the first few days of Desert Storm and hinceforth will not
be covered extetiiveiy in this sectlio.
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attacks can be flown using radar, visual. or infrared (IR) sensors; dive attacks
can be flown using visual or IR sensors; and loft attacks can ba' flown using
radar or IR sensors. These next sections describe how aircrews in Desert
Storm found and delivered bombs on targets. They first address visually
acquiring targets through dive deliveries, then discuss acquiring targets
thrmou, onboard radar or IR senson during level deliveries, and finish by
examining fth unprecedented capability of firing a laser beam at a target to
deliver preclslon-laae'.guided bombs (WAMs).

Msual attacks are normaly conducted by using dive deliveries. During
vlaunW deliveries, the pilot has to physically see the tatret and successfully
manwiver the aircraft to position the pipper In the M04. -up display (HUD),
or op"clsillht, on the target at release (wee Figure 14).

Figure 14
Pilot's HUD With CCIP Aimpoint
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As seen from the above figure, the pipper -s over the target. The pilot
also has displays of dive angle, airspeed and altitude, along with addi-
tional information to cross reference during the attack.

The varldus factors involved In placing unguided bombs on targets
using visual dive deliveries aue shown In Pigure 15.

Filure 1I
Dive Delivery Factors

Dive Delivery
Unguided Munitinn

•. •,MOnAFT DI•oVE ANGLE
, • .. • " .RELEASlE POINT

GRAVITY v ER L

SEPARATION
(HEIGHT)

TARGET

With visual deliveries, the pilot basically has two means available to
release bombs; a syatem delivery utilizing Continuously Computed Impact
Point (CaP) or similar system, and a manual release. Ccm deliveries use
aircraft system inputs of velocitlei, dive angle, heading, winds, altitude,
and weapons information to position the drift-stabilized aiming pipper on
the 1:UD. In this delivery, the aircraft is maneuvered In three dimcnsiona
so that the pilot can view the target through the HUD, stabilize the aircraft
and release thi bomb at the correct point in space for weapons ballistics
and wind conditions. The aircraft computers uontinually update the
pipper and indicate where the bombs will impact on the ground if
released at a particular moment. When the pilot Is ready and the pipper
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is over the target, he pushes the "pickle" button to release the bombs.
Manual deliveries require the pilot to insert a milliradian pipper setting
(i.e., angular reference setting) into the bombsight for the appropriate
release conditions and weapons load. then fly the aircraft to arrive at the
point "A" (Figure 15) at the proper dive angle, altitude, and airspeed.
Since manual deliveries require the pilot to deal simultaneously with
many variables to hit the target, they are normally considered backup
options.

In Desert Storm, most visual attacks were accomplished using high-
angle dive deliveries. This was done to aid target acquisition, increase
impact angles, and give pilots usable pipper settings.2  Of primary
importance were dive angle, airspeed, and altitude. Constant forward
pressure on the control stick was neceuary to maintain a steep dive
angle, and airspeed Increased and altittde decreased at phenomenal rates.
As stated above, pilots had to crosscheck all this information while
maneuvering the aircraft to position the pipper on the target while main-
taining predetermined release conditions necessary to put bombs on
target. Although this sounds easy, it was not. Flying paiameters are up
to the Individual skill of the pilot. Pilots try to be wings level in approxi.
mately 10 flight at release so that the weapon comes off a stabilized
platform. Any added 0 forces negatively blis the weapon In the direc-
tion of force. For example, releasing a weapon with the aircraft in a left
bank will cause the weapon to land short and left of the aimpoint. Other
factors affect visual releases: enemy threats disturbing pilot
concentration; pilot's attention focusing on the pipper rather than on
flying the aircraft In relation to the target; acquiring the target late, so that
aiming corrections can not be accomplished; system attitude errors
causing bombs to hit long or short of targets; or the target size when
masked by the two-milliradlan pipperA

21lying laser dive anglles, dependinS on weapons, could cause tho pippor to be
depressed beyond the limits or the HUD, Every HUD or optical sight has limitations on
how far down the pipper can be depresed berore remaining at the bottom or the sight.
This Is a mechanical limitation that throws off the pilot's tracking capability And puts time
In the siglht. Due to this fact, visual level releases were not flown Int Desert Stoam
because the resultant depression angles wont beyond the capability of all aircraft optical
systems,

3Por a nmor In.depth analysis on pipper size at altitude versus ground covurage, see
the subsection titled "Smart Platform/Ddmb Bomb Vice Dumb Platform/Smant Bomb,"

under the "Air-to-Ground Issues" section In Chapter 2 of this report.
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Radar DrUperlur

Ordnance could also be delivered by using onboard ground-map-
ping. radars for target acquisition. By using these radars, F-Il Is,
P-I 51s, B-52s, A-6s, and to a ltsser extent P-16s and F/A-I 6s, provid.
ed the Coalition forces with an all-weather, day and night attack capa-
bility. Aircrews could attack by using the radar to acquire the target
or by using suitable offset aimpointo when targets did not generate
sufficient reflected energy (i.e., no-show targets). Radar deliveries
were usually accomplished using level releases.

Figures 16, 17, and 1 are three photos of a radar scope presen.
tation that demonstrate a technique used to deliver ordnance on targets.
Figure 16Is a longer range, wide field-of-view display showing ptomi.
nent geographic features surrounding a radar return from an urban
center. This return could be used to update the aircraft position on
route to the target area. Initially, the cursors, the white lines crossing
in the middle of the screen, were positioned by the aircraft inertial
navigation system. The weapons system operator (WSO) or bombardier
(B/N) thin moved the cursers to the precise predetermined point on the
presentation to update his true position.

Figure 17 shows the next step. The scope presentation was
downranged4 and expanded around the cursor Intersection to display a
smaller area with finer details. In this figure, the urban returns sepa-
rate into individual buildings. Once again, the aircraft position was
updated by moving the cursers to a known point.

4"Downrmng." mens to decrease the ranse of the radir.
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Figure 16
Wide Fleld-of.VMew Radar Picture

Figure 18 shows a final "bombing" scope presentation. Here the
cursors were moved for final aiming on the target, and gain and antenna
tilt were adjusted to make the target return as distinct as possible.' The
adjustment corrected as much as possible for discrepancies caused by the
physical features of the radar beam. Using radar to Identify the target
location, the Inertial system's computers then provided steering to the
proper position In the sky to deliver the ordnance on the target.

SOuin was @djusted to provide belter resolution and tilt wus moved up or down to
produce a complete presentation of returns; this conc'entration of radar energy on the
target provided a more accurate bombing "picture,"
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Figure 17
Moving Radar Crowhaldr to Update Steering

Figure 18
Bombing

Scope
Presentation
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Level-flight radar deliveries could be conducted from any altitude.
The factors involved in a level radar delivery are portrayed in Figure 19.
The weapons computer considered the effects of the aircraft's altitude and
speed, the ballistic fall of the particular bomb due to gravity, and winds
present,

Figure 19
Level Radar Delivery

Level Delivery
Gravity Bomb*

180API

WN / PULL
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While radar deliveries from the altitudes used In Desert Storm were not
u precise as luer-gulded bombs, the effects were further enhanced by
using strings of bombs or cluster weapons.

INuwed and Laoer DefIltvea

The third kind of onboard delivery system used in Desert Storm was
IR imagery. Infrared system acquisition was normally done In conjunc-
tion with laser self-designation, and since IR systems allowed more
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precise crosshair placement, aircrews sometimes used them with unguided
bombs. Note that laser designation had two functions: to designate the
desired point of impact for an 1.s and to provide more accurate range
data for unguided, free-fall munitions. This capability permitted both day
and night operations along with a limited adverse-weather capability.

The main physlol limitation of IR systems was target acquisition
field-of-view (POv). Looking for a target with an infrared sensor was
sometimes described u looking through a soda straw. Without accurate
target coordinates and updated systems, finding targets with an IR system
was difficult. At medium altitode, the FOV was wider than at lower
altitudes, which helped target acquisition. Figure 20 depicts the two PCvs
available in the F-I1IF Pave Tick IR system at various altitudes. Nar.
row POV reflectso a 33. by 44-milliradian display whereas wide POV
reflects a 132. by 176-mllliradian display.' The target in view is a foot-
ball field. At 500 feet, wide poy covers only an area of about 25 sqtiare
yards. Ground coverage increases at 10,000 feet, with narrow PaV cover.
ing a little more than a football field In size, and wide Pov covering
approximately five football fields. This increasing ground coverage at
higher altitudes was relatively marginal when an aircraft was searching
for small targets without precise coordinates and accurate systems. The
best way to find precise aimpointa required photos or accurate sketches
of the target area. The next section discusses the combining of IR sen.
sors and laser designation to deliver LOs$.

Loier.Gulded Bomb DeUveris

During Desert Storm, Infrared sensors were most often used in
conjunction with laser designators to deliver laser-guided bombs.7 Two
methods were used: self-designation and "buddy" designation. Self.
designation will be discussed first. The placement of the croashairs of the
infrared system depended on other systems: the radar in most aircraft,

6F.-IIF Opemrlton Manualfor Pave rack, Ford Aerospace, Feb 8l, p 3.9.
7F- I Ii, F-I 17, A-6s and a handful of F-I AS had glfr-desiination capability In

Desert Storm.
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FIgure 20
Comparative FIMR Field of View'
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4

and the inertial navigation system in the P-117. Maximizing the
accuracy of these systems was essential before searching by means of IR
displays. The P-117's accurate navigation system normally placed the IR
croashairs within the Pov of a target. This allowed the pilot, after
sufficient tano study, to find the target without using other onboard
systems, In other aircdt, the wSo or B/N updated the inertial system by
accurately plaing his radar crosshairs on the target or an assoclated
aimpoint with good quality coordinates. Then he would transition to his
IR display and march for the talret. After the tiues wu acquired, the
alrorew tracked and fired a continuous beam of laser light at the
appropriate dme.10 Light from the laser was reflected off t.. target and
received by the laser-gulded bomb's special seeker, which was tuned to
the frequency of the laser beam. It was critical that the bomb be released
into the am (or cos) of energy reflected from the target. Once the
seeker sequired the reflected laser light, it maneuvered Rr;•lr control
surisac' to guide the bomb to the target. Figure 21 shows how laser-
guided bombs were delivered.

Aircraft without this laser cap4bility could be paired with laser-capa.
ble aircraft to double the number of precision weapons available on a
given mission. In thes "buddy" operations, one aircraft or other source
(e.g., hmndhold laser designator) direoted the loser energy at the target
while a separate aircraft delivered the weapon. Again, it was critical that
the delivery aircraft release the weapon so it could see the reflected laser
energy and guide into the target. The "buddy" operations were most
often used by the United Kingdomt the British Tbrnado aircraft dropped
1,000-pound LOBs and the Buccaneer supplied lasing for guidance. Also,
Saudi F-5s phired with laser-capable Tomado aircraft, and the U.S. Ma-
rine and Navy aircraft fired laser-guided Mavericks and AGM-123 Skip-
per missiles that received terminal laser guidance from other sources.
Additionally, buddy lasing was always available as a backup option for

* two or more lser-capable aircraft when one developed maintenance
problems. Figure 22 depicts the various modes of buddy deliveries,

MThis dons not mama that rdar ws ncessary to find targets by moans of IR
scopes. However, the dar•s much wider yv hMlps the wso or SIN find the genead
torget area before going to the narrow PoV's associated with IR receivers

tl.aoser light Is very coherent, which mmas that It doe# not dinorie au would light
from am ordinary fluhlight. it is also one very procio color (i.o., frmqv-en.y)
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Figure 21

Laser-Gulded Bomb Release
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After the transition to nledium-aititude operations In Desert Storm,
airorews flew mostly high-angle dive and level-Rlight deliveiles. The
following sections summarize the inherent advantages and di~savantages
associated with these deliveries.

As stated earlier, airroews began medium-altitude dive deliv~eries by
proceeding to at predetermined distance from the target and making either
a tactical turn to place the target 30 to 45 dogrees off the nose or the
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Figure 22
Buddy Bombing
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the aircraft or flying directly to a planned roll-in point. Then the pilot
accomplished a push-over to the desired dive angle predete,'nined for
release. Most of the day visual deliveries flown in Desert Storm were of
this nature. As with any visual delivery, the biggest limitation was target
acquisition. The pilot had to see the target to release his ordnance effec-
tively. Another limitation was the propensity for system altitude errors
associated with a computer release at medium altitude. Thee limitations
resulted In less than stellar results against small point targets when air-
crews released "dumb" bombs during dive deliveries. Accuracy Just was
not there, and the small sticks of bombs dropped by fighters were not
enough to cause permanent damnage. On the other hand, precision-guided
munitions released during dive deliveries were very accurate. But during
Desert Storm, precision-capable aircraft usually flew at night and used the
more reliable level deliveries. The following lists advantages and disad-
vantages associated with dive deliveries.
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Advantages ar Medium Altitude:

"• Aircrews in Desert Storm did not have to worry about safe es-
cape and/or fragmentation deconfliction among aircraft.

"* Aircraft faced a reduced threat from small arms fire, most AAA,
and IR missiles,

* Impact angles were very high, since pilots released weapons In
dives ranging anywhere between 30 to 60 degrees.

Diaadvcantages at Medium Altitude:

, The attacker was in the heart of the surface-to-air missile (SAM),
air interceptor, and radar AAA environment.

* Accuracy was not good against point targets, since aircraft sys-
tems and weapons were optimized for low-altitude releases.

* Clear weather was required from the roll-in point to the target.

* The HUD pipper was not precise at medium altitude and could
complotely cover small targets when release occurred above
15,000 feet."

Medium-altitude level attacks flown in Desert Storm were mostly
radar and laser-guided deliveries. Radar deliveries were best used against
large area targets to offset associated inaccuracies iniherent with "dumb"
bombs released from long slant ranges. Precision-guided munitions
changed this targeting process by giving aircrews an accurate capability
against point targets. The following were advantages and disadvantages
associated with level attacks.

't For aome aircraft, the center of the HUD pipper wo a 2.mlliicudlan dot. At 15,000
feet, this plpper covered an area 30 feet on the grmund, which could be larger than some
artillery pircus.
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Advantage at Medium Altitude:

Th aircraft were outside AAA real-time zones.

• Standoff weapon range was greater than at low altitude.

Navigation and target acquisition were easier because of less
'terrain obscuration and wider field-of-view coverage.

* PonetratinS munitions were much more effect.ve, with greater

impact angles and faster impact velocities.

Disadvantages at Medium Altitude:

'actical surprise was lost due to detection by early warning and
ground control intercept (oci) radars, and the aircraft were more
vulnerable to some enemy defenses, notably surface-to-aut mis-
siles.

* Accuracy was reduced for all weapons except precision-guided
munitions.

* Weather obscuration became more pronounced and took away
precision-guided munition and visual attack capabilities, leaving
only radar deliveries, which were far less accurate.

Aerial Missions (Air-to-Air)

The most basic air-to-air mission is defensive counter air. Fighters
In Desert Shield and Desert Storm flew three primary air-to-air missions.
The first was the sweep, which established air superiority over a
designated area tor a limited time by seeking out and destroying enemy
aircriat in the air. Tje most noteworthy use of this tactic in Desert Storm
was the mission into Iraqi airspace by F-15Cs and F-14s, which followed
the initial F-117 strikes in the Baghdad area during the opening minutes
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of the air campaign."2 Sweep con be conducted autonomously by usingonboardI fire-control and identification systcm3. But in an all-aspect
threat environment, maximum effectiveness wAs achieved by using allf avoilable resources to Increase capablit11ies beyond visual range and to
heighten overall battle situation awareness. T'hoea resources included c~ci
and &.WACS, T7U second method was combat air patrol (CAP). Two types
of CAPS ware used during Desert Storm, point and screen or barrier CAP.
A point CAP #rmtcted high-value assets much as airfields, command,
control, and c'whmunication (Cs) facilities. storagetfailitlos, and lines of
communkoatlons. A barrier CAP prevented the enemy frow ruaching an
asset and was established at some forward point between the enemy and
that asst. For exampla, barrier CAPS protected AwACS, Compass Call,
and other vulnerable air masts, or established a screen well forward of
airfl.Iodt or fiindly troop concentrations. The third method was escort,
which was normally used In a force protectioii role tied to large attck
packages. Escort could be amploywd In close proximity when fighters
were dtie to a particular package or asset, or In a detached mode when
escort fighters were flying close t.o the assets being protected."

When. a fighter was vectored by AWACS to intercept an inbound
enemy aircraft, it first searched on its air-to-air radar. When It acquired
the aircraft, It had to confirm that the aircraft was, In fact, Iraqi. The
confirmations were made to prevent inadvertent attacks on friendly
aircraft, which wore much more numerous in the skies over Iraq. After
confirming the target as hostile, the aircrew developed a fire-control
solution for whatever missile was appropriate. Radar-guided Sparrow
missiles were usually used for longer range or BVR shots, while the heat-
seeking Sidewinder was used for targets at closer ranges."1

12 (S) Kai~ser Attack PWa, "First 24 Hours with Changes 1. 2, and 3." 16 Jan 1991.
See Chapter 3 section titled "Attacking T7he Iraqi Air Defense and Air Force." As the F-
I SC commenced their sweep, the rest o! the flr3t wave of F- 117 attacks hit targets In the
Baghdad ares, F-IM~ attacked ihxod Scud installations In no~rthwestern Iraq, and TLAMs
hit targets In Baghdad. n'e F-ISEs egregsed and the other friendly forces ahead of the
gweep were either stealthy or unmanned, giving tte sweeping F-5sa a clear fieid of frae.

13 (S/NF/WN/hJC) ucm 3.1, Volume 1 * "General Planning and Employment
Considerations," 4 Jul 1989, pp 2-3, 2.4.

"14Fo a more detailed analysis of Gie missiles used In Desert Storm see the "Air-to-
Air Weapons"' section In Chapter 2 of this report.
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Threat From the Ground

In the threat area, ,irefws Bhad to be concerned about enemy
defensive systems u well u delivering their ordnance. Prior training and
tactical thought had concentrated on low-level ingress and attack to
minimize the SAM threat. By the third day of Desert Storm, however, the
SAM threa Was effectively suppressed and the Iraqi air-to-air threat was
minind.. This left antiaircraft artillery as the primary threat. As a
consequence, Coalition aitrraft normally operated above 10,000 feet for
the balance of the war. The ensuing discussion addresses the tactics used
to deal with and suppress the IrN4 electronic threat-primarily the SAM
threat-in this tactical environment.

Tactical aircraft flying into target areas had radar warning receivers
k to help identify threats. These receivers displayed, on small scopes, the

types and relative positions of enemy threat radars. Most aircraft also
had self-protection radar jamming capubility. When a SAM threat ap-
peared on the radar warning scope, the aircrews would evaluate the threat
and take appropriate evasive maneuvers. Radar warning receivers provid-
ed aircrews with two kinds of warnings: the first indicated that the
aircraft was being observed or tracked; the second indicated that a missile
had been launched.

When a valid launch indication was present, aircrews maneuvered,
dropped bundles of chaff, and tried to acquire the incoming missile
visually. [DELETED]" [DELETED].16

"tgDBLEM'D]

" M(S) CM 3.1, Volume VI, 'Tactical Employment • F-I I 1," 14 Feb 91, p 3-18.
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Figure 23

FIGURE PXLETED
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[DELETED].

Figure 24

FIGURE DELETED

1'7(S) Ibid, p 3.23,
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[DELETED].

(EDELETED)."

Iraqi Ant-Aircraft Artillery (AAA) was relatively easy to defeat from
the modlugn-atlitudn at which most Coalition aircraft flew, When
airrews observed uirbursts or tracers in front of a formation, they simply
maneuvered to avoid the area. When aircrews observed aimed AAA fiM
or suspected its presence, they jinked away from the site [DELETED]:"0

[DELETED]

"i(S) Ibid, pp 3-24. 3-25,

19(S) Ibid, p 3-25.
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Fisure 25

FIGURE DELETED

[DELETED]. The key to defeating aimed AAA was to not fly the aircraft
in a predictable fashion. Conversely, jinking was not effective against
barrage fire. The best tactic against barrage fire was to penetrate and
egress as rapidly as possible.
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Navigation

Accurate navigation was a crucial planning consideration, since the
success of an attack hinged on precise navigation and timing. Dead
reckoning, supplemented by positioning determined by onboard systems,
was the primary means of navigation. Pilots using dead reckoning start
from a positively identified point and flow preplanned headings, flight
times, and distances, correcting for winds. The most basic and important
concept behind dead reckoning was maintaining general situational
awareness of time and space; knowing the location of the aircraft, the
target, and the recovery base.

The most important segment of the route was from the Initial point
(IP) to the target; threats were usually greatest, and navigation and timing
most crucial. Just u target vulnerability was a prime consideration in
determining a final attack axis, the choice of IP was of equal importance.
(DELETED]. Navigational routing also considered safe-passage corridors
and procedures, the location of friendly troops, and munition restrictions.
(DELETED]. Planning for IR missions was even more extensive, For
night missions using IR systems, each navigation tumpoint had to be
analyzed for IR significance under predicted weather and absolute humid-
ity conditions. (DELETED). The flight leader was responsible for
navigation, but all flight members had to familiarize themselves with the
entire route In order to anticipate turns better, execute tactics better, and
provide better mutual support for the formation.

Formations

Flying combat missions with formations of aircraft was based on team-
work. The basic combat unit employed by tactical fighters was a two-ship
element. The wingman's main duty was to fly formation on his leader and
to support him. A four-ship flight consisted of two mutually supporting
elements. Formations were one of the planning factors airerews could
control. The enemy controlled defenses awd target vulnerability. Nature
was responsible for terrain and meteorology, and higher headquarters estab-
lished rules of engagement, special instructions, force requirements, and
munitions, Flight leaders controlled not only the formation but also release
parameters and (to some degree) the navigational problem. The formation
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selected by the flight leader ideally capitalized on weaknesses in enemy
defenses and took advantage of weather and terrain. The purpose of any
tmccal formation was to provide an offensive capability while maintaining
securty against enemy defenses. Formations were designed to enter and
depat the target and engagement areas in a fighting posture and survive.
The typical baei formations flown by fighter aircrews were as follows:

Fliune 26
iUne Abrast

600-0000 Fr

Line abreast provided the best lookout and mutual cross coverage for
two aircraft. The selected spread distance had to be close enough for
mutual support. If the formation was too close, maneuvering became more
difficult and a large blind spot existed at the six o'clock position. Converse-
ly, when the spread distance was too great, air threats could sneak In unde-
tected. Generally, 6,000 to 9,000 feet separation provided the best tradeoff
between maintaining mutual support and difficulties in maintaining for-
mation.
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Trail formations were normally uied at night and in bad weather.
Both aircraft took off as a flight, but were basically on their own after
flight split-up. Rejoins could occur at a predetermined rendezvous point
at any time during the flight.

Figure 27

Trail

8-10 NM

Wedge

Wedge was a highly maneuverable, two-ship formation. In wedge.
the wingman positioned himself in a 45- to 70.degree maneuvering cone
3,000 to 9,000 feet aft of the leader. This formation was used anytime
the requirement for hard maneuvering overrode the requirement for
mutual support.
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3000- 9M0 FT APART

Figpre 29' Wedge

p ~~'45

70

Offensive potentk! was at time, sacrificed for defensive posture as
flight members reiled upon each other for security and mutual support.
Also, in structuring the formstion, the flhght leader traded off defensive
requirements against offensive potential. For example, aircraft size,
visibility, clouds, or terrain affected separation distances and altitude
stacking; AWACS support could allow the formation to be less defensive,
and onboard self-protection weapons (AIM-9, AIM-'7, and gun) could
permit wider lateral separation. Medium-altitude formations were essen-
tially the name as for low-altitude formations. However, the following
Items applied specifically to medium-altitude operations.

* Visibility was better at medium altitude, and this allowed In-
creused lateral separation. Increasing spread distances gave better
cross coverage, especially of the dangerous six o'clock ama.

* Whenever possible, tactical formations were ideally separated
vertically by 4,000 feet or greater, This afforded better three-
dimensional lookout and made acquisition more difficult for
enemy systems. If the sun was a factor, the aircraft closest to the
sun stacked low, making visual lookout easier for the wingman
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and posingjreater difficulties for an enemy aircraft attacking out
of the sun.'

At medium-altitude, aircraft worn vulnerable in all three dimen-
slons. Attack from the same altitude was least likely, and con-
stant ©ohecking above and below was critical. Navigation was
easier and gound clearance was not a factor, so airorews could
devote morn time to providing mutual support, Diligent visual
sarch a a means of avoiding surprise attacks and maintaining
situational awareness was vitally important.

The flight leader wellhed coordination with other forces and wing-
man experience before determining which formation to use. Formations
could also chanp during the mission, depending on conditions. Having
the basic plan well briefed and firmly in mind helped avoid confusion.
ThWe was particularly true when large force packages were involved.

Under certain conditions, large fo: *e packages could best take edvan-
tae of threat weaknesses by concentrating firepower and by using dedi-
COd electronic combat (BC) assets. A large tbrce employment package,
typical of Desert Storm, consisted of up to ninety aircraft, preceded by a
dedicated suppression of enemy air defense (SBAD) package of Wild Wea.
els and EF-I I IA aircraft. The tactic was to exploit the principles of mass

and economy of force." Larle packages suppressed and overwhelmed de.
fenses while providing greater destructive energy on targets. Coordination
of BC assets In support of a limited number of large forces was easier than
employing limited EC assets in itipport of numerous smaller attack
pokages. Large force packages also needed dedicated CAP for protection
from enemy fihters. Finally, large force employment packages demanded
a great deal of coordination, and the tme and effort required for
coordination Increased dramatically with the size of the package.

10TACAI i-i. Volume VI, "Pighter Fundamentals - P. I I'L I Aug 1990, p 3.42.
"31(INP•/WN/NC) MCM 3.4, Vol I, pp 1-1, 1-2. The principles or muss and econo-

my of force gulde commanders In tailoring fomes to achieve objectivea, Tactical resourc.
es must be sufflclently mossed to ahieve the objective rather than dispersed unneceuad-
ly, Conversely, a small fame uasigned a supporting objective can contribute dispropor.
tionsaely to a large combat effort or tie up large enemy rorces in support of the main
objective. The main objective is the paramount consideration in prioritizing for mess and
economy of force.
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Air Crew Planning

Planning a tactical mission was a complex process that had to consid-
er multiple factors to ensure success. When organizing a tactical plan, a
Right leader considered the enemy's total complement of threats and
balanced his aircraft and crewmember capabilities with desired weapons
effects. Sometimes this balance was not perfect, but the naln goal was
to maximize accuracy and survivability. Hauling iron bombs for long
sortie durations, only to miss the desired objective of total target destruc-
tion, was a definition of combat futility. There was no single, best so'u-
tion to any tactical situation, and pilots developing plans for a given
situation approached the problem from differing perspectives. The most
important concepts in developing a tactical plan were building in unpre-
dictability and denying the enemy any intelligence u to where, when, or
how the attacikers would appear,

Airorews considered thirteen tactical factors in planning combat
missions:"

(1) Air Targeting Order (ArO) Mission Objectives
(2) Enemy Defenses
(3) Terrain
(4) Weather and Meteorological Factors
(5) Target Ipe/Vulnerability
(6) Rules of Engagement (ROE)/Special Instructions (SPINS)
(7) Force Requirements
(8) Navigation
(9) Formations
10) Munitions

(11) Release Parameters
(12) Fuel Considerations
(13) Command and Control,

While each factor may appear to be discrete, all interrelated to various
degrees. Depending on the mission, some were more significant than
others. The following are generic mission planning considerations related
to each of the thirteen factors listed above.

u(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid, pp 5-1, 5-32,
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The Air Taakinag Order (ATO) was a message ordering the mission,
listing targets and aircraft, and sometimes recommending weapon loads.
Once aircrews received the Am., the tactical planning piocess began. In
the following sample, the actual ATO message is in bold type with the
explanation below.

SAMPLE AT,02

TASKUNIT/46T1'W// [DELETED)
Tubnk Ow 48 Tedeal Pigher Wins

MSNDAT// [DELETED)
Mission &aW/

TOTLOCI/ [DELETED]

RZBIUI/ 'LDELETED]

AMPNIREMASK IDENTIFIER (S)t A W HI P
Rtemark A read Ims taker spins for air isfuuiin5 infunmatIon." Remnark W read "uwi west comm
plan." Remack H roed "ooordiwaie with mission numbers * 0401 A. 0403A, 0405A, W40A.
0441W (4P.40),0471X (23P.lliA), O.4iC (4P~i5Ci'." Remnark P readtha m~mlssion 0405A we
the peakase commender."

COMMENTSo H2 AFLDI/
The wape Is H2. en airfield In western Iraq.

Enemy defenses drove tactics and represented a key planning factor.
This was surely the case during Desert Storm where the enemy thrzat
dictated medium-altitude weapons delivery. There were three basic types
of threats: AAA, SAMS, and aircraft. Such had a variety of tracking
systems that used radar, infrared, optics, or a combination of the three.
Although diversified and capable of autonomous operation, the Iraqis had
the KARI system, which was designed to coordinate their defeni~es. The
threat posed by these systems was the reason why destroying Iraq's
integrated air defense system was an early priority of the Coalition air
campaign. Aviators sought to minimize exposure to high-priority threats,

23 (S) This sample ATO was taken from an actual ATO processed on 20 Jan 1991 ar
1555 Zulu mime. It can be found In section I B out of 94.
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be unpredictable, deal with threats through a see-and-avoid concept, and
use the best available resources to suppress enemy air defenses.
Minimizing exposure to known threats was done by flying around, over,
or under the known threat envelopes. Unpredictability was used to limit
the enemy's ability to anticipate tactics. Different penetration formations,
navigationl routes, attack axis, delivery parameters, and multiship tactics
were also used to create confusion. Finally, see-and-avoid procedures and
the u:..3 of radar warning receivers in combination with a "heads out of
the cockpit" navigation technique increased the chance of proper
recognition and response to enemy threats. Although radar warning
receivers aided in detecting and avoiding tlreats, visual detection was the
real basis of timely and effective reaction.

Terrain was a planning consideration that dominated low-altitude
tactics. In training before the Gulf War, aircrews usually planned to use
terrain features to counter enemy defenses and as navigational aids to and
from the target. However, in Desert Storm, the nature of the enemy
threat dictated that few low-altitude missions were flown.

Meteorology was a crucial factor often overlooked during mission
planning. During Desert Storm, target acquisition and navigation were
both adversely affected by poor weather. Aircrews planned for the worst
anticipated weather conditions and had backup options available when
real weather differed from forecasted weather. Some weather conditions
may not have hindered bombing, yet enhanced the enemy's defenses. For
example, flight under an overcast was more predictable, established a
known maximum altitude, and made visual acquisition easier. Weather
also played a significant role in missions involving use of infrared
sensing equipment.

[id]ETED.1u [DEL EDJ. (DELETED].

[DELETED).? [DELETEDJ.

24(C) Mission planains for an IR low-level niluinn added two hours of prepar~em
duainS the InrS phs - mid one idditioal hour for terminal Suidance wautCn.
(S/NF/WWNNC) MCM 3-., Vol 1, p 5-.19.

5(SINPPWJlNC) Ib•d, p 5.22.

":(SINFWN/INC) Ibid. p 5.32.
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When attacks were made against closely spaced targets, the wind's
velocity became a factor deteimining attack direction and in minimizing
effects of smoke and debris on follow-or. strikers. [DELETED]. The
tactical decision aid (TDA) (see Table 6) was a majcor advance for this
specialized aspect of mission planning.2' Specific route, tactics, and
target informtion were input into the TDA computer program, which
melded the data with the IR emissivity of the target against its back-
ground, Trained weather forecasters used this information to predict the
quality and characteristics of the target in the aircrew cockpit display.U
The IDA also predicted acquisition and lock-on ranges. Aircrews thus
knew how hard the target would be to find and when and In what direc-
tion to start looking.

Moat tarets were most vulnerable to attack from a particular direc-
tion, determined by the target's structural weakness, vital components,
gaps in enemy defenses, terrain, and weather. [DELETED]. Long,
narrow targets such as runways, bridges, and roads created special target-
ing problems. An attack along a major axis would miss if azimuth error
were off slightly, and attacking directly perpendicular with a string of
bombs could waste bombs because the space between falling bombs
might coincide with the target, even if the release was otherwise perfect
(see Figure 29)."

~TDA uses tarsUbackground contasit, atmospheric transmission, and sensor per.
formanc. computer models to provide this data for all IR und optical systems.

31(S/NF/WN/NC) MCM 3.1, Vol I. p 5-34.

"3StdIns of bombs are released after alrcews input footage or microseconds spacing
values into the irmrt's wespon delivery system. Theoretically, these values symmeti.
rally place delivered weapons on the ground with the center of the string over the
inunded aimpoaint.
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TDA Target Information Warksheet"

AU.PURMOIECHIIECUM PAQ4 OF PA@B

TDA TARGET INFORMATION WORKSHEET

TARGPIWAUPON MPO ATIO4NPCTACTICL 006D M W AID COMPUTAONS

ThefeIowlngnfehmametlenhpowdeby olesaltauws Pl eoleple.
liebeuldbep~i ,Ind.

Acquisiton 8~10oiewele:

Reid of View! Narrow WWIe

Least DA: Rassiver Range Designator Range CelseetediRange

Airvele Height IAOLL....... feet.
Target LatLeng
Timfe ever Target - suu
?ariotillevation-......,feetMIL

?oratget~eeription: le~g .7721
Tarigstleehuround: le~g. Snow, Imes. sand, aet.)

ogevatingoendiden OFF IUI EXERCISED1

P0 ..... Phone

Cel11makup Tkno

SuinAnglefRequired: Y18 NO

MiaseionDebriefftno -.......Plaeellidgifteem N~.J

"~(SINF/WN/NC) Ibid. p 5.35.
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Figure 29
Perpendicular Attack

h/

A Perfect Miss

Target vulnerabiliy was a major tactics determinant. The vulner-
ability of many targets wus detc:rrined empiricially from controlled tests
and entered into a Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual (JMfiM) equation
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to determine the number of sorties rmqtlred to inflict a specific level of
k damage on a target."' DELETED].' 2 [DELETED].

Rules of engagement (ROB) were derived from policy considerations
and tactical restrictions. (DELETED]. ROB were relayed to aircrows in
the form of special instructions (SPINS). SPINS were continuously updated
and briefed before all missions.

Force Requirements entailed not only parsimony, but prioritization,

judgment, and planning. Factors such as ingress altitude and routing,
timing, defense suppression, command and control, availability of elec-

tronic countermeuure assets, -and delivery tactics determined the best
attack plan and size of force. Composite attack forces derived synergy
from the unique capabilities of various aircraft types. [DELETED].
Therefore, in planning composite attacks, aircrews had to consider flexi-
bility, strength, and mutual support, The mission commander normally
did not have control over the composition of his forces, but had to be
aware of all contingency factors affecting his planning. Knowing what

Sasistance was available, when it could come, and where other operations
would occur spelled the difference between success and failure. Support-
ing factors included:"

0 Aerial refueling

31iMWm is a useful planning document, but It gives statistical averages and probabili-
tie, not guaranteed solutions. JmIm is basically what the "average" pilot delivering
"avereW' ordnance against represenitive targets may achieve. And, when applying
JMIM statistical data to a tactics problem, airurews must also consider other factors: the
status of aircraft systems, the level of aircrew proficiency, and the Intensity of enemy
defenses. For example, iMaM may dictate the use of four laser-guided OBU-24s against
an aircraft shelter. It does not look at the status of the F.1I l's Pave Tack system sched-
uled to fly this seile, nor does It know aircrew proficiency or tactical constraints related
to enemy defenses. nm•m Is based on past historical evidence and does not conform to
the complexities Involved with serial combat.

32(S(NF/WN/NC) MCM 3.1, Vol 1, p 5.37.

"3(S/NF/WN/INC) Ibid, pp 5.38, 5.39.
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0 Ecm-stendoff or escort

0 Counter air-CAP, screen, sweep or escort

•Defense suppmssion-r Wld Weasel or other attacks

.Radio relay-frequencies needed to accomplish the mission

SCombat rescue

Comand and control centers-ground, airborne battlefield corn-
mand and control center (ABCCC), or AWACS

. get intelligence-pre- and postattack bomb damage assessment.

In summary, mission commanders had to consider the roles of all sup-
porting aircraft. Coordination was often intense and lengthy, and swum
telephone and facsimile capability were Invaluable in this respect during
the Gulf war. Personal interaction was crucial, and having all the players
together at one location permitted the mission commander to talk directly
to other experts when formulating his gameplan. Full understanding Is
more likely with personal contact, supporting the teamwork requirement
during execution of the plan.

As discussed earlier, accurate navigation to the target was an impor-
tant part of mission planning. Most aircraft in Desert Storm had some
sort of onboard inertial navigation computer system, and a few had
Global Positioning System (oPs) capability. Selection of the proper route
was also important to avoid enemy defenses and provide for visual refer-
ence point backups.

Combat formations (which were also discussed earlier) varied as the
war progressed. In most cases throughout Desert Storm, elements joined
larger force packages to take advantage of threat weaknesses, concentrate
firepower, and use dedicated EC assets effectively. Operating with a
larger formation demanded a great deal of coordination. Large, highly
coordinated packages were most common during the first few days of the
war. Later, the relatively low Iraqi antlair threat reduced requirements for
close coordination between attackers, defensive fighters, and EC aircraft.
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The selection of munitions and fuzing were important mission plan-
ning factors. Although the ATm normally dictated munitions for a given
mission, the mission commander could request a change when more
effective ordnance was available. (DELHTED].Y [DELETED]. Pre-
mission planning had to balance all factors. After munitions selection,
aircrews had to determine release parameters.

Factors affecting releau parameters included target acquisition,
fuizing, separmon, and minimum exposure to hostile fire. Weapons could

be releaed in level, loft, or dive profiles. Level and dive deliveries
forced the aircraft to overfly the target, while loft deliveries offered
standoff capability. The flight leader's primary goal was to choose
release parameters and delivery modes that would best achieve desired
weapons effects on the target set. Assessing threats, targets, and survival
priorities helped form his choices. Backup plans were needed to account
for system failures or bad weather conditions.

Fuel was a basic mission planning consideration. Fuel requirements
affected aircraft range, loiter time, ingress and egrees speeds, enemy
defense engapement options, and recovery contingencies. Aircrews had
to plan for potential delays, threat reactions, and responses in case of
premature external fuel tank jettison or tanker nonavailability.

The command and control (C3) environment affected fighter tactics
in two ways. First, theater commanders dictated ROB and weapons em-
ployment, and their battle staffs exercised control over assigned forces.
The additional presence of Oci, AWACS, and ABCCC affected the real-time
control commanders retained over fighter forces. Second, the effective-

."Csnhg and release limits an round in each aircraft's operation manual. Cara
limits specify aircraft speed limitations for specific weapons loads, along with bank angles
and maneuverability restrictions. Release limits tell the sircrew how fast specific weapons
loads can be released, depending on delivery attitude.
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fess of C was crucial to carrying out a mission successfully. C' includes
radar monitoring, flight following, threat warning, tanker rendezvous,
intercept control, target assignment, radio relay, and navigation assistance.
'IThese traditional C' services had to be integrated Into tactical fighter
operations. Mission planners had to also consider the effects of commu-
nications Jamming, 3CM, and OCI attrition and have backup plansi ~available.a

None of the planning considerations discussed previously were rigid
rmquirements; however, they were guidelines that had to be considered in
combat mission planning. Tactics changed in response to new threats and
the need to accomplish the mission safely and effectively-as was evident
when the intense Iraqi AAA at lower altitudes dictated a move from low
to medium- and high-altitude tactics.

All crews had to consider these thirteen planning factors to properly
plan for a combat mission. Mission Commanders controlling the larger
attack packages had further considerations to develop, and these will be
covered next.

Large-Scale Mission Planning

Most missions in Desert Storm involved more than one type of
aircraft. For the large-scale missions, a designated mission commander
was placed in overall command of the entire strike package. To prepare
for the mission, he first reviewed the ATO, SPINS/ROB, and weather. In
addition, he received an intelligence update for the proposed route of
1i'ght. The mission commander extracted the mission Information from
the ATO. T'he SPINS/ROE were read to extract the following: general
information; electronic combat information; overall communication plan;
CAS coordination; command and control; air campaign instructions; air
refueling information; and airspace control order information. The

U(SIN/WNINC) MCM 3.1, Vol I, pp 546, 5-47.
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general weather briefing helped to determine routing and target area
tactics. Intelligence updates were used for route planning.

From this information, the mission commander developed a basic
routing plan. He then coordinated with other package members to utilize
their capabilities best. Since most were at other bases, much of this
information was passed on secure telephones. Often, for larger packages,
the mission commander delegated some tasks to subordinate aircraft
package leaders, who then developed their own routing and target attacks
on the basis of his general guidance. The mission commander was the
glue thAt held the plan together as he gathered information, set priorities,
and delegated tasks to other flight members. (DELETED]. The mission
commander then ensured that his total package would not cause conflicts
in space, time, or altitude, and that adequate force piotection was
provided. Deconfliction was probably the hardest factor to manage, since
airplanes took off from different bases, utilized different tanker tracks,
and flew separate routes to the same target.

"The safest way to lit a large target was to overwhelm the enemy
defense with massive attacks over a short period. In addition to reducing
exposure to enemy defenses, this action also maximized the accompany-
ing electronic combat aivcraft's ability to suppress these defenses and
reduced the strain on force-protection air-superiority fighters. As with all
concentrated attacks, the time of most vulnerability is at the merge
over the target.
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Figure 30
Gorilla Package

F-40

4.,4.
IP.111

Concentrated attacks ame like spokes
on a wheel with the center axle u
the target. All attacking aircraft fly

"4, • down the spokes and merge at the
center axle. Since the enemy threat
is more of a force around a target,

P.40 4 the possibility of aircraft collisionx
and loss of aircraft due to weapon
fragmentation over the target in-

4, "• creases dramatically with poor mis-
ion plannings. Air superiority

4 4- fighters either maintained assigned
CAP stations or flow escort missions
for force protection, although many

"4, 4, attackers carried air-to-air missiles.
P.11 Ordnance limited aircraft maneuver-

"4, 4, Ing and would normally be jetti-
soned when attacked by enemy
fighters sp that they could defen-

4 • 4 sively flee, or turn and engage of.
f lnsively.

"MWeapon framontatlon wu only a lictor during low-altituds deliveries.
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In addition to the above duties, the mission commander also had the
following responsibilities:

* Determining go/no-go mission-abort criteria by deciding which
equipment or support assets were essential to safe mission accom-
plishment. [DHLBTBD].

Selecting effective ingress and egress formations for the overall
package. For example, the mission commander could place the
"swing" fighters (fighters with an air-to-air as well as a bomb-
dropping capability) in front of the package or rely entirely on
air-superiority fighters for air defense, In planning the spacing
of formations, the commander must consider the special needs of
large formation attacks such as a "gorilla" package, and projected
threat rections. A gorilla package was one way to place ait large
number of aircraft over the target in a short period of time, and
a typical P- 111F gorilla package is depicted in Figure 30.
Planning time and effort increased dramatically with the size of
the package.

SPlanning tanker-fighter air-refUeling; the flow of fighters on and
off the tankers, and fuel amounts for the mission, The mission
commander aimed for efficient, rapid refueling to get the most
out of each sortie.

* Planning, Integration, and execution of coordinated tactics with
electronic combat assets.

a Ensuring that target area tactics safely inflict the desired results
and that targeting aircraft deconflict successfully.

* Contingencies affecting the overall force. Anticipating and
developing possible reactions to abnormal circumstances and
unforeseen developments.

The commander was ready to brief and fly the mission, only after he had
considered all of the above requirements.
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MIslon

During Desert Shie!d, Coalition forces conducted face-to-face
briefings on aircraft capabilities, timing requirements, tactics, and support
requirements. Thene briefings were vital to an understanding of how the
various units intended to operate in the Gulf arena. The information ex-
changes improved everyone's ability to integrate more effectively into the
large offensive packages that were common durin, Desert Storm and
helped to muliorate some planning problems, once the war began."

The following describes how an actual mission might have been
planned and flown, This mission was taken from the Master Attack Plan
and scheduled for 1745Z on 17 January 1991, the first day of the war.,'
"It consisted of twenty-two aircraft with the following assignments:

4 P-40s SlAD
2 BF-Ills SEAD
4 F-II Ps Al Fulelah Radio Relay Station
4 P-FIIPs (MaN CDR) Al Jarrah Airfield Facilities
4 OR-Is Al Jarrah Airfield Runways
4 P-15s Fighter Sweep

The fact that these twenty-two aircraft came from different airfields com-
plicated the already difficult task of mission planning and coordination.

The first step was the mission commander briefing.3' It began with
a marshalling plan to bring parked aircraft to the runway, Runway lineup
through aircraft rejoin after takeoff was then briefed. Next came the
preattack refueling sequence on the tanker followed by the routing and
formations to the target. Expected threat reactions were briefed along
with contingency plans. Electronic combat support aircraft flight tracks
were shown, and the role of the fighter sweep aircraft was discussed,
Then, target attack plans were briefed to ensure aircraft deconfliction.

"3(•NPFiWN/NC) Tactical Aiwlysi: Bullstin, Volume 91.2, Jul 1991, p 9-2.
"s(S) Moter Atsek Plan, "Firt 24 Hodrs," p IS.
3The reader can see the dimculty of organizihn, directing, and planning a mission

from remote locations via telephone, This was done frequently during Desot Storm, but
complhjnce and understanding was much better when a mass briefing was held at one
location. A poetmiulon mass debrief also allowed airurews to learn what worked or did
not, so that the usae mistakes would not be repeated,
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Postattack return routing was discussed along with poststrike refueling.
After the minion commander's briefing, flight leaders conducted individ..
ual briefs within their elements.

Th. flight leader brief detailed the specifics of the upcoming mission.
Routine procedures, such u taxiing, takeoff, and rejoin procedures were
briefed u "standard." The crux of the briefing focused on target
attacks. The flight leader addressed tactics, weapons, release parameters,
safe escape, timing, altitudes, deconfliction, weather, almpoints, threats,
and back-up deliveries. Formations selected for the mission were then
briefed u were flight reactions to known threats along the route and
go/no-go decisions. Secondary targets were briefed in case the target was
obscured by weather, These were targets of lesser priority than the
primary target, but still of sufficient importance to justify commitment of
the force. Most missions in Desert Storm were of long duration and
consumed large amounts of aircraft fuel, [DELETED]. Finally, the brief-
ing covered airspace control. When the flight leader briefings were com.
plete, the aircrews walked to their aircraft.

keooffi and R0fiwl1ne

Aircrews took off to rendezvous at the appropriate time with the
tanker supporting their mission. Refueling was particularly critical for the
P-40 Wild Weasels because of their high fuel consumption rates.

In, reaa

Once aircraft refueled, the attack package crossed into Iraqi airspace
and began flying their Ingress route to targets. Ingress routes were set up
to minimize the enemy threat and maximize the chances for a successful
attack. Timing along the route of flight was also critical, Aircrews had
to fly over the target at the same time the support aircraft were ready on
station. [DELETED]. The positioning of the support assets, while

•Standr" iem were written down and committed to memory by the aircrews.
Tim term "standard' cuts down on brleflng time, which gives kIrcrews more time to do
more Important thilns such as study their targets.
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flexible, was fairly consistent, especially in the early phases of Desert
Storm. [DELETED].4"

Timing through the target area was critical. Low-level attack,
jamming, and other tactics rehearsed during Desert Shield were used on
this mission because of the perceived threat. The tactics used by the
individual types of aircraft on this mission were typical of other Desert
Storm missions and were u follows:

P.1SCR
w The F-15C's coordinated with AWACs

s well a with the attack mission commander. If
Iraqi aircraft rose to meet the attack group, the F.
15s were vectored by AWACs to Intercept them, If
not, F-I5s remained in the target area as the attack

aircraft conducted their mission. Upon completion of the attack, the F-
15s followed the attack group out of the region, alert for any Iraqi reac-
tion. [DELETED].42

The F-40 Wild Weasels had already
studied the target area and identified the most
dangerous SAM sites. As the attack group ap-
proached their targets, the F-40s positioned them-
selves to launch HARM missiles, [DELETED].'5

EFalla

jmh Their orbits put BF.I I Is in a position
to Jam the enemy radars, which posed the highest
threat as determined by premission target area
study. [DELETED].

"41(S/NWAVWNC) Tactlcu Analyasi Dulkidn, Vol 91.2, p 4-23,

'2(LJNF/WNINC) IW, p 2-12.
"3(S/WNNNC) Ibi., p 9.4.
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F-lila

F-I I IFs were the primary attack air.
craft on this mission. 7b reduce their exposure to
enemy defense, they coordinated among them-
selves to ensure a minimum time rver target for
all aircraft. The aircrews attacked the target from

multiple headings, deconflicting by using time and altitude differences.
[DELETBD]. After the first three days, most attacks were flown at
medium altitude using level deliveries.'

OR-i
The Tomnado OR-I was the Royal Air

Force equivalent of the F-Il l. During the attacks
of the first four days of Desert Storm, they at-
tacked airfields, such as Al Jarrah, with JP233.
This airfield denial weapon cratered the runway

surface and scattered mines to hamper expeditious repair. Each aircraft
carried two weapons that required delivery from low altitude.4' Tbrnados
also made deliveries from medium altitudes on targets other than airfields
with 1,000-pound bombs.

Egress and Refueling

After the last attacker was off target, he transmitted a "clear" call;
support (SHAD BC) aircraft ceased suppressing the target and also retired
from the area. Egress to the poststrike refueling point was as important
as the ingress. Aircrews had also to be aware that the postflight drop in
adrenalin flow could cause an unjustifiable sense of complacency and
relaxation and possibly effect safe operations. The crews had to be alert
to the fact that the mission was not over until the aircraft returned to base
and the debrief was completed.

"(SINF/WN/NC) Ibid. p 7-9.
4UAfter the first few days of operations, the JP233 delivering aircraft were accompa-

nied by other OR-Is releasing 1,000-lb bombs and ALARM antiradiution missiles for air
defense suppression.
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Post-flight Debrief and RDA

The importance of a short, thorough debrief can not be overempha-
sized. It was vital that threat information, lessons learned, mid estimated
bomb damage assessment be passed to other aircrews and to the planners
in Riyadh as expeditiously as possible. Later in the war, the value of the
cockpit.recorded video tapes showing the bomb hits was realized and
integrated into the bomb damage assessment process.

This section covered the "generic" tactics and employment of the
aircraft In the Gulf War. The discussions considered factors that all
aircraft fighting in Desert Storm had to address. The following sections
will be more specific and will consider the employment of air power
against specific target categories.

Attacking The Core Of Iraqi Power

Two technological breakthroughs combined to make the application
of air power in Desert Storm much different than in previous wars. First,
stealth technology made direct attacks cn the most heavily defended
enemy ame possible without the need for supporting forces and before
traditional air superiority was attained. Secondly, precision-guided muni-
tions were capable of quickly destroying key targets, a task that required
many more sorties in previous conflicts. On the basis of these new
capabilities, a tactical plan was developed to attack a wide range of
targets in the first few hours. These attacks were designed not only to
achieve air superiority but also to strike at targets of Iraq's strategic core
of power, paralyzing the national leadership and neutralizing majoi offen-
sive threats such as nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) and Scud
missile capabilities. When this initial, overwhelming blow achieved its
objectives, follow-on attacks against the rest of tfie core targets could be
conducted in the face of a greatly reduced threat.

This section concentrates on the efforts employed to reduce the
targets of the strategic core. These target sets comprised the real basis
of Iraqi power and included Iraqi leadership, command, control and
communications (C3), electrical power sources, oil facilities, NBC capabili-
ties, Scuds, and bridges. The destruction of the target sets was a key
element of the goal of reducing the Iraqi military threat. The discussion
focuses on the tactics used in the first hours of the air war, examines the
close interaction between the efforts to gain air superiority and those
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directed against the strategic core, and concentrates on the synergistic
effects among the varous missions. Then, since so many targets of the
strategic core were contained In heavily protected buried structures, the
discussion addresses the tactics used in what was called "bunker busting,"
The discussion ends by describing special tactics and efforts employed
against each of the strategic core target sets.

The Fint Hours

Initial attacks on Iraq's strategic core were simultaneous air strikes
against elements of the entire target base; tl. • intention was to stun the
enemy's command structure and ultimately cause a theaterwide paralysis.
The most important objectives of the initial strikes were to establish air
superiority and to prevent the Iraqis from using chemical and biological
weapons. Each mission was designed to successively degrade Iraqi
capabilities, thus reducing both the offensive threat to Coalition opera-
tions and the air defense threat to follow-on missions.

The overall game plan called for the attack to bagin with surprise
attacks by P-117s,,F-1SEs, and cruise missiles, supported by electronic
warfare aircraft. The F-117s were to attack key nodes of the Iraqi air
defense system, while Tbmahawk Land-Attack Missiles (TLAMs) would
attack the electrical power grid to force Iraq's air defense system onto
backup power. Additionally, the forces would attack major elements of
the national command authority and communications networks to counter
a possible Iraqi attack on Israel. F-l:5Es were to attack the fixed Scud
sites in the west. These first attacks were to be followed by a wall of F-
14s and F-IS8 that would enter Iraq to shoot down any Iraqi fighters
launched in response to the initial attacks. As the Iraqis shifted to backup
electrical power and restored their air defense system, they next would be
overwhelmed with a massive attack on that system. This attack would
involve drones, jammers, and aircraft equipped with high-speed anti-
radiation missiles (HARMs). It was thought that the numbers involved in
this suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) attack would overload the
Iraq's air defense net. Closely following would be a second attack by
the P-ll7s. The Iraqis would thus experience periods of bombs from
apparently invisible aircraft exploding on targets, alternating with periods
of seeing waves of aircraft overhead (fighters and drones) that did not
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appear to drop bombs. All this would happen while their main national
command centers and communications nets were being attacked. The
strikes were coordinated to cause mass confusion and major disruption in
the Iraqi air defense system, This would allow other Coalition aircraft to
execute follow-on attacks with greater safety.*

Carefully executed deception operations had been conducted to sup-
port these initial attacks. During Desert Shield, the Coalition had con-
ditioned the Iraqis to a 'standard' air picture through a series of training
exercises. A conscioue effort had been made to accustom the Iraqi radar
operators and air defense personnel to seeing tankers, AWACS, Rivet Joint,
and combat air patrols flying In predictable patterns In the general vicini-
ty of the border.47 An "Early Warning (EW) line" had been developed
connecting points south of which Coalition aircraft flying at that altitude
would not be acquired by the Iraqi air defense system,

Desert Storm

On the night of 17 January, before the first attacks, the Iraqis saw the
'standard' air picture on their scopes, All aircraft involved in the initial
missions completed their marshalling and refueling south of the EW line.
The first group of aircraft to cross the line were the F.I 17s, which used
stealth characteristics to operate in Iraqi airspace without being detected.
The first major target an F- 117 struck was the intercept operations center
(Ioc) in southern Iraq at nine minutes before H-hour. The center, a
primary air defense node in central Iraq, was responsible for directing
enemy fighters in that region. It was attacked to ease the passage of the
F-I152/EF-Ill flight package soon to pass through that region, on their
way for attacks on western Scud sites around H-2 airfield. It was hoped
that the attack on the center would prevent information about further
incursions from being passed on to higher headquarters.

The second group of aircraft to penetrate Iraqi airspace was Task
Force Normandy, which combined the navigational ability of Air Force

'(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours," pp I-S, and (S) Briefing, C•R Donald
McSwaln, USN. BlDck Hole Air Campaign Graphics with Post War Annotations, Jan 199 1,
UWAPS Filet NA-302.

47Bdrefing, "Electronic Combat in Desert Shield/Desert Storm," Brig Gen Larry
Henry, CBNTAF/IEC. GWAPS Files.- NA-358. Also tntvw. Murray Willlarmon with Brig
Gen Henry, GwAPs, Aug 1992.
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MH-33s with the firepower of Army AH-64 Apaches. This attack de-
strayed two border EW sites twenty-one minutes before H-hour to give
the F-ISWRW-111 strike package heading for the Western Scud sites a
"hole" in the SW coverage. While the attack was successful, the EW
sites must have issued some warning because the antiaircraft artillery
batteries in Baghdad began firing immediately before H-Hour.

lb maximize the shock to the rest of Iraq's air defense system at H.
hour. other F-.117s attacked eight key air defense centers ranging from the
National Air Defense Headquarters in Baghdad to selected important loes.
Also, striking at core targets in an attempt to prevent a coordinated
national defense, they attacked the two main national military command
bunkers and the presidential grounds near Abu Ghumyb. In addition, the
main telephone exchange and other key communication nodes were
struck, These attacks were level, medium-altitude deliveries with infrared
acquisition and OBU-27 penetrating laser-guided bombs.

Shortly after the F- 117 strikes, fifty-two TLAMs struck their designated
targets. Approximately one-third were targeted against the electrical
power grid, since it was believed that the air defense system depended on
the national electrical grid for most of its power. Disabling it would
force the air defense system off line for a period." The remaining TLAMs
were targeted against core targets: Ba'ath Party Headquarters, the
Baghdad Presidential Palace, and the Taji surface-to-surface missile (ssM)
support facility." These attacks were designed to stimulate confusion in
the national decision-making structure and.to remove a portion of its
offensive capability.

Following Task Force Normandy's preparation, a strike package
consisting of 22 F-15 Es and 3 EF-111is struck Western Scud launch
areas in the vicinity of H-2 airfield. Supported by KC-135s, this strike
package formed south of the EW warning line, then headed north. After

468() Interviews with electrical engineers had given the planners a good knowledge
of specific. critical targets and possible Iraqi workarounds to keep the system going.
Interview, OWAPS Task Force VI personnel with Lt Col Dave Deptula confirmed that the
Black Hole's mejor Intention In striking the power plants wa to disable the air defense
system.

"0(S) Masler Atlack P/an, "First 24 Hours," p 2.
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final refueling the attack package penetrated Iraqi territory. The F-I 5Es
attacked fixed Scud sites with a combination of free-fall bombs and
cluster weapons., ohe .F- i I s provided jamming support for the F- 15Es
during the attack and then exited to provide jamming support for the F-
117s returning from the Baghdad area.

As the F-I17s and P-l5Es exited south, a fighter sweep of twenty-
four F-15Cs and P-14s crossed the border into Iraq to reach the areas
from which the Iraqis were expected to launch fighters in reaction to the
first Coalition attacks. While the Iraqi reaction was much less than
expected, these fighters did succeed in downing four enemy aircraft and
watching one other Iraqi aircraft shoot his wingman down before crashing
into the ground himself.

At H+40 minutes, the air campaign moved into Its next phase-attacks
by several massive SHAD packages aimed at the H-3, Kuwait, and
Baghdad areas. The attacks were timed to occur just as the Iraqis were
expected to bring their air defense nets back on line after shifting to
backup electrical power. As the Iraqis reactivated their radars, they were
expected to detect literally hundreds of contacts, which, it was hoped,
would overload the KARl system. The tactics for these attacks Involved
drones, Jamming aircraft, and Wild Weasel and other HARM-firing aircraft,
and ae discussed in detail in the section titled "Attacking The Iraqi
Integrated Air Defense System" in this chapter. At about the same time,
B-52s and Tbrnado OR-is attacked the Iraqi Air Force dispersal fields
utilizing low-level tactics. The Tornados dropped the JP233 munition
designed especially for runway denial; the munition required a low-level
delivery to be effective.

A third wave of F-I 17 attacks followed the SHAD strikes and attacks
on the airfields. This time, more of the targets were in the strategic
core-mostly leadership and communications related. By this time, also,
other nonstealthy packages had begun striking at Scud shelter, NBC
capabilities, and the communications network. Most of these attacks were
flown by combined packages of bombers and SEAD aircraft. In a sense,
the bombers acted as the 'stimulators' for the SHAD aircraft, the role
drones had performed in the earlier large-scale SHAD missions.

The interaction between the tactics chosen for successive strikes was
critical to the success of the first few hours of the air war. Aircraft
missions were usually conducted to enable the success or follow-on
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missions. Key also was the employment of overwhelming Coalition
assets against the whole range of targets, both strategic core and air
defense. While the Iraqi command and control structure may not have
been totally paralyzed, the tactics employed by the Coalition certainly
degraded the Iraqi defensive capabilities to a degree where they could not
defend themselves against the successively more aggressive Coalition
attacks.

Bunker Busting

A particular problem faced by the Coalition was the need to penetrate
the hardened bunkers protecting many of the strategic core targets.
Command and control centers, NBC weapons storage facilities, and
communications relay equipment were examples of the targets protected
in this manner.

The Coalition encountered four classes of bunkers during Desert
Storm. The first class was basement bunkers, usually located directly
beneath an existing building. The difficulty with these targets was that
weapons had to penetrate the buildings in addition to the underground
bunkers. The buildings themselves created "voids" above the bunkers,
negating the effects of most penetrating weapons by deflecting the weap-
ons, causing detonations before penetration, or attenuating the effects of
the blasts, The second class was the earth-covered bunker. These Iraqi
bunkers typically had approximately twenty feet of earth abow. reinforced
concrete,'0 The bunker walls were usually five to tc i feet of reinforced
concrete."' Some Iraqi bunkers were classified as superhardened (ie.,
nuclear resistant), These superhardened bunkers had sixteen feet of earth
covering 6.5 feet of reinforced concrete above a five-foot prefabricated
steel mat.s2 The third class was mountain bunkers. Mountain bunkers
were extended natural caves or tunnels located primarily in northern Iraq.
They were very difficult to locate, target, and destroy because of their
depth and camouflage. The fourth bunker class was revetted hardened

I°(S/NF) UWAPS File. AFiIN Briellng on THREAT (BUNKERS), CHST Folder 16.
31(SINF) Ibid,
s'(S/NF) Ibid.
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aircraft shelters, which will be discussed as a subset of air superiority
activity in the section titled "Defeating The Iraqi Air Force."

The primary tactics of penetrating hardened bunkers evolved around
the 1-2000 weapon, which was basically an improved 2,000-pound bomb.
It had a slimmer, harder cas than the standard MK-84 general-purpose
bomb and contained 550 pounds of tritonal high explosive in its blast
warhead, as opposed to 945 pounds in the MK-84.13 The case was a
single-pieoe forging of one-inch high-grade steel. The weapon usually
was mated with a laser-guided kit to form the GBU-101, OBU-24 A/B,
or GBU-27. It was delivered by F-117s and F-I I1Fs in Operation Desert
Storm.

Aircraft delivering, penetrating weapon strived to achieve angle and
impact velocity to rest It in the deepest penetration. [DELETED].
[DELETED]. Smaller impact angles decreased penetration capability.
Shallow impact angles also contributed to the phenomenon called J-
hooking. J-hooking results when a weapon's movement after impact was
more lateral than down, diminishing penetration (see Figure 32).

Table 754
GBU-24 A/B (F-111F)

Level Release

[DELETED]

GBU-27 (F-117)
Level Release Horizontal Target

[DELETED]

F-117s and P-I I Fs used 1-2000 laser-guided weapons against numer-
ous hardened bunkers throughout Desert Storm. F-I 17s dropped Individ-

'3T.O ..IM.34, Alrcrew Weapons Delivery Manual, 13 Peb 1986, pp 1.14, 1-20.

54"WAPS Microfilm, Reel #23996, Frame #1025 (C) and 1026 (S).
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ual weapons, whereas the F-I I I Fs dropped bombs in pairs and sometimes
released their full load of four weapons. Targets had to be selected and
planned by knowledgeable weapons officers, since It was Imperative that
aircrews received specific aimpoint guidance and coordinates along with
a convc weapon mix to successfully destroy targets." These 1-2000
weapons devastated most Iraqi hardened targets.

Figure 3 1-"
"1-2000 Perforatlon Limits (Thickness of Bunker Roof)

Earth Overburden, 3' Angle of Attack

FIGURE DELETED

Figure 32
"J" Hooking Effect

'okM

, oo of Bunkervl q

"(S/NiP/WN/NC) Tacfticl Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, p 5-8.
,S) oWAPS Micrnfllm, Reel #23996, Frame #1030, Memorandum ror TAC•/RA,

Dense PenetrutinS Weapon, 28 Jan 91.
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The Strategic Target Sets

Most of the targets in the strategic core target Pets were attacked by
using the tactics as discussed previously in this Chapter. Some targets
were more difficult to attack and required special tactics and weapon-
eering to destroy them. This section discusses some of the tactics devel.
oped for use against the more challenging target sets.

Leadership. The Leadership target set included targets associated
with the highest levels of the Iraqi government. Target sets included the
Baghdad and Abu Ghurayb presidential palaces, the Ba'ath Party Head-
quarters, and the North 'ihji command bunker. This target set was almost
exclusively the domain of the P-117, F-11lFs, and TLAM. F-117s and F-

SllFs conducted infrared sensor acquisition and laser guided bomb
delivery against these targets, using penetrating warheads against the
harder targets and GBU-lOs against the softer ones.

[DELETED].S7

Command, Control, and Communications. The C3 target set in-
cluded the Iraqi nationwide communications system's most important ele-
ments such as radio relay facilities and satellite ground stations,
[DELETED]. Penetrating weapons with delayed fuzing were employed
and successfully fractured the communications links.

NBC (Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical)

Nuclear. The Nuclear Research Facility at Al Tuwaitha was initially
the only target in the nuclear category. It presented a particular problem
because of its size. Covering more than a square mile, it contained
numerous buildings that were possible subtargets. The initial strike
against this target was a mass attack of F-16s delivering free fall
ordnance. Al Tuwaitha also became a target for F-l 7s and F-Il Fs
using precision-guided ordnance. [DELETED]. Since there was such a
large collection of point targets, planners checked off targets in the
complex as they were attacked.

c7(S) OWAPS Flies, CHP Folder #14, "Additional Leadership Tarigets," 31 Jan 91.
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[DELETED])." DELETED].69

Biological. Probably the most challenging targets faced by the
Coalition planners were the suspected biological storage sites. The Iraqis
had been suspected of pursuing a biological weapons program and had
amassed quantities of toxins in refrigerated bunkers. Initial considerations
of the danger of releasing these agents into the atmosphere while trying
to destroy them required conducting experiments on how best to attack
them. [DELETED]."m [DELETED],"

The method used in Desert Storm was a combination of timing of
attacks and choosing proper munitions. [DELETED],

Chemical. The Iraqi threat to use chemical weapons against the
Coalition or against Israel caused the Al Samarra Labs to be struck by
TLAMs on the first night. The attacks hit chemical production buildings;
however, the chemical materials were stored in S-shaped or cruciform
bunkers at several sites. The Iraqis also sought to confuse the issue by
constructing numerous dummy bunkers. After identification, subsequent
attacks on these bunkers were carried out with penetrating OBU-24/27
weapons.

Bridges. The initial bridge attacks were flown by "smart" aircraft
using "dumb" bombs. While these tactics achieved some success, the
results were judged insufficient and, as in Vietnam, laser-guided bombs
(LOBs) were employed. F-I 17s, F-111s, F-I5Es, and A-6s attacked and
cut designated bridges with LOBs. In addition to these attacks, river
reconnaissance missions were flown to patrol the waterways and ensure
that the crossings remained closed, These missions were flown by F-16s
during the day and F-IlFs at nighF, and were tasked to attack any
bridging and crossing activities such as pontoon-building or ferries,

O0(S) GWAPS Files, CiP Folder #14, "Emergency War Termination Plan," 29 Jan 91.

'"(S) Damage to Iraqi Nuclear Facilities, Hq Air Force Intelligence Agency,
25 Jan 91.

t°(S/NF) Intvw, Perry Jamison, Rich Davis, and Barry Barlow, Center for Air Force

History, with Lt Gen Charles A. Homer, 4 Mar 92, p 32, OWAPS NA-303.

e1(S) Intvw, Kurt Outhe, UWAPS, with Capt. John R. Clock, 2 July 92.
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Not all bombing problems could be solved with readily avaiable
weapons. Various methods to destroy deeply buried and hardened
facilities were proposed but were either not fully developed or not
shipped to theater before the war ended. For example, the OBU.1 1 was
a 3,000-pound laser-guided bomb from the Vietnam era; planners
remembered and attempted to ship It to the theater. The OBU-II
provided greater explosive blast than a 2,000-pound bomb, crealing more
deatruction over a greater range of targets. But, the war ended before the
weapon could be used.

(DELETED].

Unlike prior examples, the OBU-28 went from idea to operational use
before the war ended. This weapon was designed to meet the re.
quirement to penetrate very deep hard targets and is discussed extensively
In the Logistics Report. Two GBU-28s were used on the last day of the
war against the North TNji Weapons Manufacturing Facility No. 2.

The attacks on the strategic target sets during Desert Storm added a
new dimension to aerial warfare. Using new technologies and weapons,
the Coalition wai able to seize the initiative and define the battle beyond
any Iraqi hope of resistance. As the campaign unfolded, continued tacti-
cal innovations neutralized most of the difficult targets and contributed
significantly to the Coalition's success.
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Figure 33
Conventional Weapons Enhanced Penetration (CWEP)"Nail Driver"

FIGURE DELETED

Attacking The Iraqi Air Defense And Air Force

The highest priority of Coalition air operations was gaining and
maintaining air superiority by neutralizing the Iraqi Integrated Air
Defense System (lADS) and rendering the Iraqi air force ineffective. Iraqi
forces had to be neutralized before follow-on attacks could be conducted
with acceptable losses by nonstealthy aircraft.

This section discusses tactics associated with operations used to gain
and maintain air superiority. Central to the effort were denying Iraqi
commanders both the ability to understand what was happening and the
capability to command and control their forces. To accomplish these
goals, electronic combat missions would blind early warning sensors,
disrupt communications, deny ground controlled intercepts, and destroy
surfaced-based air defenses. Fighter sweep aircraft would engage the
Iraqi fighters in the air, destroying their airborne defense capability and
ensuring the success of Coalition fighter bombers. Fighter bombers
would deny the Iraqi air force the use of their runways and their ability
to retaliate and defend, ultimately forcing them into hardened shelters.
Finally, F-I I IFs and F-1 17s would destroy those impervious shelters, and
in the process, destroy the offensive capability of the Iraqi Air Force. As
the shelter busting campaign heightened, Iraqi aircraft attempted to flee
to Iran, and Coalition forces countered with combat air patrols over Iraq.

Attacking the Iraqi Integrated Air Defense System ([ADS)

Six elements of offensive strategy were used to negate the Iraqi lADS.
Electronic Surveillance aircraft such as the RC- 135 and EP-3 were used
during Desert Shield to determine the nature and extent of the enemy
threat. Tactical deception masked the intentions of Coalition forces
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during their buildup and training phases. The air campaign began with
tacks on Iraq! sector operations centers, early warning sites, and

command and control nodes using stealth and a variety of SEAD aircraft
&!on$ with decoys to provide a fase tactical air picture to $round radars.
Bombing atacks were coordinated with and complemented dedicated
SEAD mission assets. Later, attack packases were accompanied by dedi.
cared SaD aircamft-Wild Weasels, jammers, and HARM-carrying aircraft
-which responded to mobile and target area threats. In addition, the air
war in the KTO involved roving bands of dedicated sAM killers and care-
fully locatedjammers to destroy Iraqi SAM capabilities in the area. In this
way, air superiority over ground-based air defense was gained and main-
tained throughout the war.

R, econu ace and Survellance Measures

The air defense tireat faced by the Coalition was formidable, both
in density and sophistication. A combination of old and new weapons
coordinated by the computerized KARl control system presented a credible
threat to Coalition aircraft. The Coalition's task was to determine the
extent and nature of this threat. Aircraft such as RC-135s, TR-IIU-2s,
and P-3s, flew near the Iraqi-Saudi border, and gathered data.
[DELETEDJ]" Another phase of this collection effort involved obtaining
technical data from the French, who had developed and installed the KARl
system." These efforts enabled Coalition planners to assess the strengths
and vulnerabilities of the system more accurately.

Electronic intelligence (ELINT) systems maintained a constant
presence. [DELETED].' Collection aircraft developed an extensive
picture of the Iraqi lADS. Figure 35 depicts the command and control
structure of the Iraqi air defense system,

"64(S) Inlvw by Dr. Williamson Murray, oWAPS, with Brig Gen Larry Henry, the
CENTAF Electronic Combat coordinator, Aug 1992.

6s(S) Naval Operational intelligence Command SPEAR Group Briefing. OWAPS. 15

May 1992.

"1DBLrBDI
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Figure 34
L IEC Combat Preparations'1

inca 4 UNKYARD

Numerous EC Preparation Missions Throughout Desert Shisid
e Joint use of KC Assets
# Border Runs for Real Time ELINT Reooe
* Built Airorew, Confidenos / Timing / Calibrated Systems
9 Coordination with AWACS /RIVET JOINT ITACO

Tactical Deception

Careful review of Coalition operations during Desert Shield gives a
sense of the way in which the gradually increasing scale of operations
was orchestrated to desensitize the Iraqi defenders. Beginning in
September 1990, the tactical deception operation began. A consistent mix

67(S) From Briefing Slide "Electronic Combat in Desert Shield/Desert Stonm," by
Brix Gen LAMt Henry describing pro-war EC efforts.
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Flgun 35
Iraqi Air Defense Command and Control

FIGURE DELETED
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Figure 36
Iraqi SAM Coverage (16 Nov 90)
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of Coalition aircraft flew the same flight tracks on a regular basis. By
the night of 17 January, Iraqi radar operators, observing Coalition
activities, saw a similar pattern. AwAcs, Rivet Joint, Combat Air Patrols
(CAPS), high-value airborne Assets (HVAA), and tankers were all in their
familiar tracks, Most of the attack aircraft remained south out of the
range of Iraqi radars until it was time to go north and attack targets."

The initial attacks by P-1 17s and TLAM cruise missiles were aimed at
air defense operations centers and electrical power plants supporting the
air defense net. The intent was to force activation of emergency electrical

61Most Coalition aircraft penetrated Iraqi airspace at low altitude to avoid radar

detection.
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power, create confusion, and isolate commanders while emergency
power was being brought on line. Meanwhile, attacking aircraft would
proceed toward their targets. When the Iraqi air defense system resumed
operations, It would suddenly have to process hundreds of aircraft. This

3 would overload the air defense system.

Large Scale sa Srik~e

The prewar analysih of the Iraqi air defense structure was used to
develop the portion of the master attack plan designed to disable the
lADS. The first two days of the plan provided for twenty-five large-scale
SHAD attacks. The large SEAD aircraft package directed against the area
south and west of Baghdad at H-Hour plus forty minutes on the first
night of the war provides examples of the tactics used during these
efforti. The attack was a joint effort; Air Force aircraft attacked targets
south of Baghdad, and Navy aircraft from the Red Sea Battle Force
attacked targets in the vicinity of Al "faqaddum.

lThe hircraft planned for this mission were as follows:"0

12 F-40 SHAD Wild Weasel/HARM
3 EF-lI SEAD ECM
6 BQM-74 Drone Support
3 EA-6B SEAD HCM (Jammer)/HARM
3 F-1 4 Escort for BA-6B

10 F/A- 18 SEAD/HARM
8 A-7 SEAD/HARM
4 A-6 SEADfTALD

The plan was to approach the target area from numerous directions,
force a reaction, then destroy the radars. The Air Force and the Navy
used different tactics based on the types of equipment employed. The
mission was flown as pictured in Figure 37.

0 (S/NF/WN/NC) Iraqi Thrrat to U.S. Forces. Navy SPEAR, Naval Intelliience
Command, mc.zeewo.ois-9o, Dec 1990, p 3.20.

"Numbers of aircraft derived from both (S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours,"
p 4; and (S/NF/WN/NC) CNA Rpt, "Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Volume VIII:
CV/Space Fnd Electronic Warfare," Jun 1992, p 3-8.
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In the south, Air Force EF- 111 proceeded to their jamming
positions and established orbits. BQM-74 drones were launched to
stimulate the lADS." As Iraqi target acquisition radars activated, EF-1 Is
jammed, forcing the Iraqi radars to increase their vulnerability to HARM
missiles," Wild Weaelis, loaded with HARMS, approached the Iraqi
radars. Bach aircraft was tasked to destroy high-threat mobile SAMS

within their assigned ama of responsibility. (DELETED]." [DELETED].
SIxty HARMS were fired during the mission.74

In the west, BA-6Bs established orbits. A-6s launched tactical air
launch decoys (TALDs) to cause Individual SAM operators to react to the
air threat." EA-6Bs jammed, causing increased radar activity, and
daveloped a radar environment more conducive to HARMS launched by A.
7s and F/A-18s. [DELBTED]. [DELETED]. Navy aircraft fired fifty-
one HARMs on this strike,"

Bomb damage assessment could not be obtained on all radars, but
BuNT operators noted a significant reduction in electronic activity.'
Numerous SHAD missions of the type just described were conducted on
the first day of the war.," Although causal relationships cannot be
definitively established at this time, the Iraqi electronic defenses were

71(3) "Operation Desrt Storm Electronic Combat (EC) Effectiveness Analysis," Air

Force Electronic Warfare Center, Jan 1992, p 11.3.
72 [DBLBTED]

"7[DELETD]

"74(S) 52d Fighter Wing Desert Storm . A Success Story, Briefing slides 10 and 12
and p 2.

7$(S/NF/WN/NC) CNA Rpt, Vol ViII, p 3.9.
"v(S) Ibid, p Bl.

77(S) Ibid, p 3-9.

75(8) "'Operation Desert Storm Electronic Combat (EC) Bffectiveness Analysis,"

p 11-9.

79(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours."
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never fully reconstituted. While Individual air defense radars continued
to pose a localized threat, the SEAD missions fractured the backbone of
centralized control.

Atawk Alaist Air Defense Nodes-Command, Contro&
Commnaw aes Countermeasures (CICM)

The prin-ary objective of CICM Is to deny or degrade the ability of
hostile military commanders to command and control their forces
effectively." A large portion of the F- 117 missions on 17 January had
this objective. Twenty air defense nodes were targeted in the first two
waves of F-117s.

The air defense and communications nodes, in hardened bunkers,
presented challenges in weapons selection and delivery. As described
previously, Coalition forces encountered four classes of bunkers in Desert
Storm. The F-117 and F.Il IF delivered 1.2000 penetrating lmar-guided
bombs, which proved particularly effective against these bunkers.

Large-scale SBAD attacks and attacks on particular elements of Iraq's
air defense structure combined to eliminate their ability to operate In a
coordinated fashion. The remaining air defense challenge became the
individual SAM and AAA systems.

Diret and Am Suppot of/Attack Mkilon#

Individual SAM and AAA threatw were dealt with primarily by assign-
ing SBAD and BCM aircraft to attack groups. Jammers and HARMcapable
aircraft would support attack packages based on analysis of the expected
threats. Aircrews would communicate with mission commanders before

8O(S/NF) Tactical Air Forces Ouide for hitwgrated Electronic Combat, USAP Tactical

Air Warfas Center, Oct 1987, p 3-2.
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flight to establish tactics for each particular situation. The positioning of

jammers and HARM aircraft was critical to protect the flights.

[DELETEhD]."s

In the early phases of the war, both the EF- III and FJA-6B were
tasked primarily in the direct support role. The EF-llIs, provided target
area suppression while flying between the threat and the attack force.1
The RA-613s, in general, flew behind their strike groups.

Navy HARM aircraft flew to preplanned positions, salvoad their
missiles at known radar locations, and worked in unison with EA-6Bs to
ascertain the presence of active systems. The EA-6B, although used
primarily as a jammer, had the ability to fire a maximum of two HARMs.
NAVCBNT policy dictated that Navy attacks not proceed into Iraq or the
Kuwait Theater of Operations (KTO) without an accompanying EA-6B.'

"J(S/NP) uscErNr, Electronc Cmnbat In Desert Shield and Desert Storm After
Action Report, Oct 1991, p 1.2.

12(P/NF/WN/C) MCM 3.1, Vol 1, p 7.10.

"53CDR William J. Luti, U.S. Navy, "Battle or the Airwaves," U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings, Jan 1993, p 53.
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Figure.3
Jamming Tactics

FIGURE DELETED
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Dedated ECM Statlona-The "Weasel Police"

As the ground offensive approached, the SAM threat to attack aircraft in
the KTO, while greatly reduced, was still present in the form of mobile
SAM batteries, The make-up of Coalition attack missions had also changed
from sIp packages to flights of two or four aircraft. To provide SCM
protecdon for these flights, SHAD aircraft were assigned to orbit positions
surrounding the KO. These "Weasel Police" missions are depicted in
Figur 39.w

Overall, the Coalition campaign against the Iraqi air defense system
reduced the threat to Coalition aircraft,

The combination of JSBAD, packaging, and the aggressive destruction
campaign against critical CV nodes contributed greatly to the overall low
attrition rate and success of the offensive air •ampaignU

Defeating The Iraqi Air Force

As discussed in Chapter One, the Iraqi Air Force presented a potential
thret to Coalition forces. While the quality of its pilots could be
questioned, its potential could not be overlooked. Fighter sweeps, various
types of combat air patrols, and attacks on airfields and aircraft on the
ground were all used to defeat or neutralize this threat.

The FIg&ter Sweep

In a "fighter sweep," large numbers of fighter aircraft, operating
independently, proceed through an area with the intent of overpowering
any enemy fighter, encountered. The most prominent use of this tactic
occurred just after H-Hour on the first night of the war. Twelve elements
(twenty-four aircraft) of F-iMCm and F-14s were positioned to cover the
entire Iraqi border. Their goal was to engage any enemy aircraft launched
in reaction to the Initial attacks. Additionally, the intent was to intimidate
the Iraqis and cause them to think twice about engaging future

"54(S) 52d Fighter Wing, Desen Storm Brief, OWAPS Files, slides 15 left and 17 right.

"5(S/NF) USCNFAF Electronic Combat in Desert Shield and Desert Storm After
Action Report, p 5.2.
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Coalition missions. Five Iraqi aircraft were downed in this initial sweep,
all by F-15s.

Smaller sweeps flew throughout the initial phases of the war. On
these smaller missions, the F-15Cs preceded the attack aircraft. The
objective was to clear the target area before the attack aircraft arrived.
These sweep tactics were developed to counter an aggressive opponent.
But, as the war progressed, the Iraqis changed their tactics by engaging
outbound attackers from the rear. F-lSCs countered by remaining in the
target area long enough to protect Coalition attackers from Iraqi fighters.

STypical of them fighter sweeps were the operations of Citgo and
Penzoll Flights in the early morning hours of the 17th of January 1991.1
These two flights of four F-I SCs eawh embarked on an offensive counter-
air sweep" missions in support of numerous strike packages." The sweep
became an engagement when AWACS spotted "bandits""9 as the flights
were air-refueling. AWACS directed Penzoll Flight to leave the tanker and
respond to the bandits. Citgo Flight remained south of the Iraqi border to
minimize the chances of early-warning-radar detection. Meanwhile, the
F-15Es were approaching H2 and H3 airfields, and the SHAD aircraft were
already north of the border.

The Initial formation used by Penzoil Flight was tactical spread, and
the individual elements divided (see Figure 40). Navigation responsibil-
it.es fell to the element lead (number three aircraft), who also left his

"16(S) Thse serial combat missions were liberally extracted From "Desert Storm Air
to Air Engagements, 3 Mar 92, 33d Fighter Wing'Air to Air Engagements Donrt Storm,"
pp I-I,

'7Ofensive Counter Air (OCA) sweep aircraft seek out and destroy or neutralize
enemy air power in a designated area for a speciflc time period.

"(S) The overall air.to-air gameplan called for surprise attacks by F-I i7s, F-I5Es,
with support by EF-I l Is, The F-117 targets included higher headquarters communication
nodes, and the P-Il.51 were taked into the HVH3 area. The main attack package
followed behind with numerous strategic targets. It was projected that the Iraqis would
flush their aircraft from alert in response to the loss or communication links with Bagh.
dad, leaving the air superiority F-ISCs poised for attack.

"WBandits ame known enemy aircraft, The term originated from IAF World War 11
usage.
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formation lights or, for visual identification. All other flight members flew
with their lights off as the aircraft left the tanker northbound.

4FIgure 40

Tactical Spread

As Penzoil Flight neared Mudaysis airfield, three separate groups of
aircraft were "painted" on radar. AWACS labeled two of the groups as
friendlies, the last group was identified as bandits. Penzoil Flight was
continuing to monitor the groups when a pop-up group appeamd at two
o'clock and forty nautical miles. AWACS replied with a "bogey"" radio call.
The flight lead handed this contact off to the element lead and went back
to monitoring the initial bandit group ten to fifteen miles north of Mudaysis
(see Figum 41).

The bandits north of Mudaysis turned west to land while still thirty to
thirty-five miles away from Penzoil Flight. Meanwhile, the element lead
received a pop-up contact at thirty-five nautical miles." AWAs was unable
to determine hostile, friendly, or unknown status. In fact, due to prev-

"°A bogey is a mdarrlvsval contact with an aircraft whose Identity is unknown.

"[DELB'IM]
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Flgure41

Mudaysis Airfield Attack 44 4

IU

ious friendly tracks in the area, AWACS never declared the bandit hostile
before the shot. Penzoil's element lead continued northbound and locked
on to fte unknown aircraft at thirty nautical miles away. (DELETED."

One Penzoil Flight member called possible multiples in the group,
DELET ]. The element lead asked AWACS if any friendlies were at this

altitude and received a negative reply. At this time, the number four aircraft
turined to the west as the element lead determined the oncoming aircraft to
be a bandt. (ELETED]. The element lead fired a radar AIM-7M missile
towards the head-on bandit. The shot parameters were as follows:

"j[DBLBTBDI
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Flpre 42
MIG.29 Kill

Alt:
Speed: [DELETED]
Heading:
Aspect:" 3

Alt:
Speed: (DELETED]
Heading:

After firing his missile, the element lead executed a hard turn to the
east while number four continued his turn to the west northwest.

(DELETED] No visual launch was observed from the bandit, and the
element checked back towards the bandit to observe missile detonation on
a single aircraft. The element lead rejoined his flight to regain mutual
support, as the friendly train of F-15sE safely egressed their target below.

When Penzoil Flight departed the tanker early to commit on targets
near Mudaysis airfield, Citgo Flight trailed by about 60-65 miles. Citgo
Flight Initially followed at an altitude in the middle to upper 20MOWs.
Element lead was 20-25 nautical triles in trail offset to the west (see Figure
43). Citgo Flight viewed Penzoil's engagement as they flew north towards
Mudaysis.

93(S) Aspect ansle is the angle between the defender's longitudinal ais and the line
of sliht to the attacker. The angle is measured from the defender's 6 o'clock position,
and the attacker's heading is Irrelevant.
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P I.

As Citgo Flight approached to within 40 nautical miles from Mudaysis,
two groups of suspected enemy aircraft were spotted tracking the F-15Es
coming off target (see Figure 44)."

l;igure 43

Catgo Flight Sequence No. 1

(DELE D]."s Meanwhile, AWACS called bandits launching from
Mudaysis, twenty-five to thirty nautical miles off Citgo's nose." The F-
ISa were still forty to forty-five nautical miles away, proceeding
eastbound. The far northern group of bandits had turned back north, and
then west, away from the F-15Es, taking them out of this engagement (see
Figure 45).

I(S) The F-ISE& reported to have taken a single AIM.9M shot on a Fulcrum, but the

tone was bed and the missile did not guide.

"(DELETED)

O'It appeared that the Iraqis wear flushing their fighters off at 5-nm Intervals. The
runway lights were still on -L Citgo Flight flew through, even though Penzoll Flight had
already shot down a MIC-29.
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Figure 44
Cltgo Flight

Sequence No. 2

At this point, the Citgo leader locked on to a group 25 nautical miles
away from Mudaysix. TIls bandit group was in a left-hand climbing turn
out of 4,500 feet, vectoring In the direction of Citgo Flight. [DELETED].
[DELETE].
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FIgure 45
Citgo Filght Sequence No. 3

!ji

The flight leader shot a single radar-guided AIM-7M at the Iraqi aircraft
(see Figure 46).'7 The following launch parameters applied:

97(5) The F.I did not fly any offensive or defensive muneuvers. This reaction was

common for Iraqi aircraft during the rest of the Gulf War.
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Figure 46
Cltgo Flight Sequence No. 4

Alt:
Speed:Heading: [DELETED]

Aspect:

Alt:
Speed: [DELETED]
Heading:

As the missile impacted the target, Citgo Flight observed a Jarge
fireball followed by an even larger fireball as the F-I hit the ground. At
this time, Citgo 2 locked on to another bandit group taking off from
Mudaysis. The bandits flew to the west as Citgo 2 pursued in a tail
chase, Pursuit stopped u the bandits flew over the SAM ring around H2
and H3 airfields. AWACS confirmed them as bandits, but the SAM pres-
ence forced Citgo Flight to return to its preplanned combat air patrol
between Mudaysis and H2 airfield. No other engagements occurred
during this mission, and Citgo Flight egressed behind Penzoil Flight on
the way back to home station.

CobNs Air Paftol

Various types of combat air patrols were employed. Defensive patrol
stations were established along the northern border of Saudi Arabia to
protect the kingdom and the Coalition forces, as depicted in Figure 47.
[DELETED]. The Saudi F-15C that shot down two Mirage F-Is on 24
January was on such a mission. Combat air patrol stations were also
maintained over the northern Persian Gulf to protect Coalition ships and the
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Arab Gulf states. (DELETED]." Fighter protection was also provided to
attack missions, called escort or target combat air patrol. High-value air-borne aset combat air patrols or hiSh-value unit combat air patrols wers

launched to protect important aircraft that had limited or no means of self-

Figure 47
Desrt Storm CAP and AWACS Station

FIGURE DELETED

"(S) "°lurt Storm Reconstruction Report," Volume 1, Summary, Center for Naval
Analysa, cidM4eiu19, Doe 1991, pp 83, 84.

"(S) Maiter Attack Pain, "Pint 24 Hours " pp I, 4, 6. 10, and 14
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The Coalition conducted a campaign to destroy the Iraqi Air Force on
the ground and to neutralize its capability by attacking its airfields. During
the first three days of the air war, almost all airfields in Iraq were struck.
The primary targets were the runways, taxiways, ramp space, hangars, and
munitions areas.

The lmqls built airfields with multiple runways and stressed taxiways
capable of being used as runways. This situation posed significant tactical
problems (see TWlil Airfield, Iraq Photo). As long as one unbroken length
of 3,000 feet of concrete remained, the field was, at least in principle,
capable of supporting air operations. Shutting down an Iraqi airfield com-
pletely was clearly a daunting problem. Even if a runway was damaged, the
Iraqis had first-rate runway repair equipment.

The following strike package planned for a mission in the Tal7l area
Is typical of this type of mission.1)° All aircraft were Marine except for the
British OR-Is.

4 EA-6 SEAD/ECM
6 F/A- 18 SEAD/HARM
4 F/A-I 8 Fighter Sweep
I F/A- 18 SEAD/TALD

[DELETED] OR-I(UK) Thllil Airfield
4 F/A-18 Nasiriyah Power Plant
4 A-6 TaWlil Airfield Scud Shelter
2 F/A-18 Tallil Airfield Scud Shelter
4 A-6 Quma Airfield FAC Scud Shelter
2 F/A-18 Qurnu Airfield PAC Scud Shelter

All of the elements of a total strike package were present: the tactical air-
launched decoy to stimulate enemy radars, SRAD aircraft to jam radars and
fire HARM missiles, fighter sweep F/A-I 8s to engage enemy fighter aircraft,
and strike aircraft loaded with weapons to hit their particular targets.

tee(S) Ibid. p 7.
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The tactical core of this attack was the United Kingdom GR-1 Toma-
dos armed with JP233 munitions. [DELETED]."'

(Left) JP233 damage at laflhl
Airfield, Iraq.
(Right) Inicflates runway repair
work at TaIlIl Airfield.

After the firut few days of the war, IaqL aircraft rarely launched to
challenge Coalition attacks. When not flying, the Iraqis placed all aircraft in
shelter, to protect them from Coalition bombing. Them were three

"101(S) Debrief, British Ministry of Defence to oWAPa, May 1992.
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1'

types of aircraft bunkers. The Tlb-Vee, the most common bunker,
(DELETED].IW
The ¶fra oid lhetter [DELETED].0'

PHOTO DELETED

102181 AFIA/INKT, Paper on Bunker Descriptions, oWAPS Filec, CHST Folder 16.
03(8) Ibid.
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PHOTO DELETED

Trapezoid Shelters - Talll Airfield, Iraq. Top photo depicts trapezoid
shelter under construction. Bottom photo Indicates finished shelter.

PHOTO DELETED
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The third type of bunker was Yugoslavian. [DELETED]. The Iraqis placed
their highest priority aircraft In them.1°

These hardened shelters were distributed as indicated in Table 8.

Sheltered aircraft remained a potential threat. As a force in being,
p presumably being saved for the commencement of ground operations, these

aimraft still gave Iraq a capability to launch a massive offensive raid. So,
on the seventh day of Desert Storm, plans were developed to destroy the
hardened sheltemrs.1

These operations became known as "shelter busting," and were flown
mainly by F-llFs, F-117s and F-15Es. Locating the shelters on the air-
fields was relatively simple. The runways and taxiways acted as pointers
to the targets [DELETED]. Attacking a large army of shelters was a
complex process requiring a detailed plan. For a single target, the most
critical factor was the specific aimpoint or desired mean point of impact.
[DELETED]. The shelter effectively became a blast containment vessel,
enhancing the effects of explosion. The fuel in the target aircraft added to
the force of the blast. On occasion, 2,000-pound doors were blown off and
thrown 430 feet by the fbrce of these penetrating weapons.

104(S) AFIA/INKT Paper on Bunker Descriptions.
105(S) Briefing Slide, "Shelter Busting Forces: Iraqi Exodus to Iran," OWAPS Files,

CHP folder #14.
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PHOTO DELETED

Yugoslav Shelters, Shayke Mazher Airfield -Top photo depicts double-
bay drive through *halte* under construction. Bottom photo Indicates
single bay drive through shelter.

PHOTO DELETED
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Tahble 8
Iraqi Sheitpr Types by Airfiled"~

N.Md Ns=. Tib.Ve. 1npapmd Yuu

QAYARRAH X
KIRKUK x

tBALAD x

* AL TAQADDUM XX
SHAYKA MAZ1IAR x
UBAYDAH X

*TALLL x x
JAUBAH X

SAHIBAH X
H-2 x
H-.3 X X
AL ASAD X X

AL SAHRA x
SADDAM INT'L X
HABBANIYAH X
TALL AFAR X
T`UZ KHURMATU x
KUT AL HAYY x
QALAT SALIH X

AS SALMAN x
WADI AL KHIRR X

MUDAYSIS x
SAMARRA x

2,000-pound case hardened penetrating laser-guided bombs, were used
against all aircraft shelters. The 1-2000 was an improved 2,000-pound bomb

"16(S/NF) OWAPS Filft, CHP folder # 14.
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with a slimnicr harder case than the standard MK-84 general-purpose bomb.
The weapons were usually mated with a laser-guided kit to form the
OBU-1O, OBU-24 AIM, or OBU-27, and were dropped by F-.lI IN and F-
II 7s.'M

This hb'.Vae Shelter door wet blown over 430 fet from the shelter In the
background. To the left, not* the destroyed personnel bunkcer."

Combat Air Patrols East q1 Baghda

As the Coalition "bunker busting" campaign began to take effect, the
Iraqis moved some aircraft out of the shelters into open fields or pop-
ulated areas in an attempt to protect them. They also tried to preserve
their top-line fighters by flying them to Iran. The Coalition responded by
emabllshing combat air patrol stations Cindy. Elaine, and Wendy deep In
Iraq, effectively surrounding Baghdad with the objective of intercepting
the fleeing aircraft (refer to Figure 47 earlier). These operations included
tanker support flown over Iraqi territory. [DELETED].

107All i-2000s dropped in Desert Storm were laser-guided.
108OraI Interview and photograph provided by 0IA.
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During one such mission, Zerex Flight, an element of two F-I 5Cs,
shot down four Iraqi aircraft.100 Zerex Flight was flying barrier patrol
east of Baghdad when AWACS reported an Initial contact 60 nautical miles
northwest of Zeorx's position. Zerex Flight armed Its ordnance and loat-
ed the bandits at ten o'clock 60 nautical miles away. [DELETED]."t

• [DELETED]. The Zerex Flint leader turned his formation into the en-
gagement to cutoff the bandits, who were heading for the border. At 40
nautical miles, Zerex Flight picked up multiple contacts in close forma-
tion. The bandits turned 10-15 degrees to the left and headed eastbound
for the border. Zerex Flight turned further to the right to cutoff the

4 bandits, and at 35 nautical miles, radar painted multiple returns (see
Figure 48).

[DELETED].

[DELETED].

SThe flight lead picked up a visual tally on two MII-21s heading
oeutbound. At the same time, Zerex Four spotted two Frogfoot aircraft
further north, also heading eastbound, The bandits had apparently split
into two elements to escape the oncoming F-I 5Cs (see Figure 49). The
wingman fired an Infrared AIM-9M missile on the northernmost Frogfoot.
He then pulled 60 degrees to the right and fired another infrared AIM-9M
at the second Frogfoot, Both missiles tracked and destroyed their targets.
At the same time, the flight lead converted on both MIG-21s and fired
two AIM-9Ms, which destroyed both targets. No defensive reactions or
countermeasures were observed."' Zerex Flight exited the engagement
zone to the south.

The Coalition effort against the Iraqi Air Defense System and air
force was an unqualified success. The combination of weapons and deliv-
ery tactics, particularly laser-guided weapons and SEAD, allowed the

"1These urlal combat missions were liberally extracted from "Desert Storm Air to
Air Engagements, 3 Mar 1992, 53d Fighter Squadron Air to Air Engagements Desert
Storm," pp 12.17.

"I °[DELETED]

"t1tThe Ilrqls never reacted to missile smoke or attacks from behind their aircraft.
The only defense they exhibited was flying at very low altitude,
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Figure 48
Zerex Flight Sequence No. I

FIGURE DELETED

Figure 49
Zerex Flight Sequence No. 2

FIGURE DELETED
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Coalition to gain air superiority and eventually air supremacy. This
control of the air provided the basis for the successful efforts against
other tarpts, and can be seen as a major contributor to the Coalition
victory In Desert Storm,

Attacking The Iraqi Ground and Naval Forces

This section examines the tactics used by Coalition aircrews in at-
tacking Iraqi pound and naval forces, It places particular emphasis on
Close Air Support/Battlefield Air Interdiction (CAS/BAI) missions; that is,
missions flown at the request of the ground commander. Where possible
it discusses how tactics were adapted to particular situations and how and
why they may have differed from tactics practiced during prewar training.
The section pays special attention to the contributions of Air Force and
Marine Corps fixed-winged aircraft, describes Navy and allied aircraft
where appropriate, and Includes a section on Army and Marine Corps
attack helicopters,

To understand air support of ground operations, the reader must
understand the objectives of the ground offensive and the maneuvers
employed, Aviation had to be responsive to the priorities of the ground
commanders. It had to make a direct contribution to the overall ground
plan of attack (scheme of maneuver). Simply killing people and destroy-
ing things was not enough. The Army and Marine Corps ground forces
were .assigned strikingly different missions. The Army, supported by
British, French, and other Coalition forces, conducted a wide, sweeping,
high-speed, flanking maneuver. The Marines executed an extensive
counter-barrier operation against Iraqi fortifications. Interestingly, these
different missions produced similar priorities for air support. Both Army
and Marine Corps commanders were far more interested in Iraqi Indirect
fire systems-artillery, free rocket over ground (FROGS) systems, and
multiplolaunch rocket (MLRS) systems-than in direct fire systems such as
tanks and armor."'

Air missions in support of the ground forces began on the first day
of the war and continued until the cease fire. Early air support to the

t12During WAPS Interviews with both Gun Franks, USA, commander VII Corps, and
Giln Boomer, USMC, commander I Mia, thuy made It clear that they placed a higher
priority on Ireq artillery than on tanks.
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ground scheme of maneuver concentrated on isolating the battlefield by
cutting communications and disrupting or halting resupply. As the time
for the ground assault approached, priorities shifted to enemy forces
closer to the front.

Background

The Air Tuaking Or4er (ATo)" 3 was employed to control and
coordinate the flow of air missions. While the ATO process was neces-
sary to deconflict and coordinate aircraft during the strategic phase of the
campaign, ground commanders did not perceive the nTO process, with its
seventy-two-hour development time, as being responsive to their neods
during the battlefield preparation and ground assault phases of the war.""
To Increase the volume of air support available to the ground commander,
a "push flow" system was Implemented. A description of the system and
how it worked is presented later in this section.

The "push flow" system produced the desired number of CAS sorties,
but for a variety of reasons, Including the relative lack of enemy
resistance, little opportunity or need arose for classici,. troops-in-contact
CAS missions."' Other reasons Included the speed of the ground advance,
the extensive night operations, the poor weather, and the presence of
obscurants (notably, smoke from burning oil wells). All of these reasons
combined made distingulshing friendly from enemy forces difficult, and
had the important tactical consequence of rendering CAS missions more
dangerous to execute. In simple terms, the potential for casualties from
"friendly fire" was high.

It3Additlonal Information on the ATO process can be found In the Command and
Control Report,

114Numerous sources allude to the perceived difficulty the ATo process had in being
responsive to the tactical ground situation- for examples, see the interview with Lt en
Royal N. Moore, Jr. usMC, "Marine Air: There When Needed," Naval Insiouse Proceed.
buga, Nov. 1991, pp 63.64, and (S) Institute for Defense Analysis, "Desert Storm: Fixed
Wing BAiUCAI Operations and Lessons Lsarned," I11 Document D.1080, Alexandria, VA,
p 62.

"53s)C5 Pub I Definition: Air action against hostile targets In close proximity to
friendly forces and which require detailed Integration of each air mission with the fire and
movcment of those forces, In a "classic" case, CAS Is air used as a supporting arm
against targets that are directly effecting ground operations- CAB is support to "troops in
contact." Integratdon is normally through a specially trained Forward Air Controller (PAC).
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Often, CAS missions were defined as those conducted inside the fire
support coordination line (FSCL),"' while those beyond the PSCL were
considered air interdiction"' or battlefield air interdiction."'

Even a cursory look at the number of different criteria used to doc-
ument CAS missions during Desert Storm highlights the problem of
definitions. The Central Command Air Force commander called missions
Inside the fire support coordination line CAS missions and all others
outside the line, Al missions, which deleted RAI u a type of mission."'
The Center for Naval Analyses In its reconstruction of Marine air opera-
tions also used the PSCL as a rough divider between CAS and deep air
support missions,'" The Institute for Defense Analysis took the position

"1iCS Pub I Definition: A line established by the appropriate ground commander
to ensure coordination of fire that IA not under his control but may affect current tactical
operations. The fire support coordination line is used to coordinate fires of air, ground,
or sa weapon systems using any type of ammunition against surface tarsats, The fire
support coordination line should follow well defined terrain features. The establishment

L of the fire support coordination line must be coordinated with the appropriate tactical air
commander and other supporting elements. Supporting elements may attack targets
forward of the fire support coordination line without prior coordination with the ground
force commander, provided the attack will not produce adverse surface effects on, or to
the rear of, the line. Attacks against surface targets behind this line must be coordinated
with the appropriate ground force commander.

"711CS Pub I Definition: Air operations conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay
the enemy's nillitary potential before It can be brought to bear effectively against friendly
forces, at iucl distance from friendly forces that detailed integration of each air mission
with the fire and movement of friendly forces Is not required.

II8HQ AAPCH Manual 80-3, "Conventional Offensive Operations Planing Guide,"
Definition: Air action against hostile surface targesl that are In a position to directly affect
friendly forces and which require joint planning and coordination. While BAI missions
require coordination In joint planning, they may not require continuous coordination
during the execution stage, And TAC/TRADOC Pamphlet, "General Operating Procedures
for Joint Attack of the Second Bchelon (J.sAx)" Definition: Air Interdiction (Al) attacks
against land force targets that have a near-term effect an the operations or scheme of
maneuver of friendly forces, but are not in close proximity to friendly forces, are referred
to as Battlefield Air Interdiction (MnA, The primary difference between BAI and the
remainder of the air interdiction effort Is the near-term effect and Influence produced
against the enemy in support of the land component commander's scheme of maneuver,

119(S) "Concept of Operations for Command and Control of TACAIR in Support of

Land Forces," CENTAF/DO, 22 Feb 1991.

12(S) Center for Naval Analyses, "Marine Corps Desert Storm Reconstruction
Report Vol IV: Third Marine Alrcrafl Wing Operations," Alexandria, VA, p 67.
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that a tactical air strike in the KTO under forward air controller (PAC)
control was CAS, while one not under FAC control was BAL. 2' Arguments
over definition were not simply a sterile exercise in terminology. Deft-
nitions were important to the commanders involved because they deter-
mined who set the priorities for aviation, who picked the targets, which
weapon systems were employed, and which tactics were therefore used.

Smao Of ft

Althoulh the battle of KhaaJI absorbed only a small portion of
Coalition air assets, it provided the fist real challenge to the responsive-
ensl of the CASBAl capabilities. The battle was important not because of
the size of the force or the actual battle, but because of what it told
Coalition forces about the Iraqis. On the evening of 29 January 1991,
Iraqi forces crossed the border in three places: Ram Al KhaQi, Wdrah,
and Umm Hujul (Observation Post-4). Coalition forces, particularly
Saudi ground forces in conjunction with the 3d Marine Air Wing and the
Joint Force Air Component Command, successfully repelled the attacks,
A wide variety of aviation assets were used at the battle of Khaki,
unmanned aerial vehicles and the Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar
system to provide near real-time target information, a wide variety of
platforms for signals Intelligence, and AC-130 Spectre Gunships, AH-I
Cobras, A-10s, AV.8Bs, P/A-18s, B-52s, and F-16s for Interdiction, CAS,
and close-in fire-support missions,' 22

At the request of the Marine Commander, Lieutenant General
Boomer, and with the approval of Lieutenant General Homer, CUNTAP,
a B-52 strike and two tactical air packages were diverted from Republican
Guard targets to southern Kuwait where Iraqi armor was moving to
reinforce the initial Iraqi penetration. The tactics employed, while not
standard, rusulted in a successful attack on approximately one-hundred
Iraqi armored vehicles. As described in a field report, the effect of the
B-52 strike was "like turning on a light in a cockroach Infested
apartment." The B-52 strike sent the vehicles scurrying for survival only
to find that their movement was awaited by tactical air, eager to "squish

"'21(3) IDA Documse D.1080, p 16.

123(S) MARCENT BItReps, 29 Jan • 2 Fab 1991.
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them like bugs,"'23 For additional information about the battle of Khali,
see the Operations and .ffc:a report.

The purpose of the Coalition ground offensive was to cut lines of
communications, destroy Republican Guard forces, and liberate Kuwait,14
Preparations for the ground offensive moved into the final phase on 22
Febtuary, two days before G-Day, as Coalition forces moved into attack
positions and the already silnificant air support belog devoted to
battlefield preparation moved into high gear. Table 9 shows the number
of CASwAI and direct support missions flown by Air Force and Marine
Corps aircraft from 22 February to the cease fire, Figures do not include
all Coalition missions flown on these days, i.e., CAP, Scud hunting, etc.
After one-hundred hours of ground war, Iraq capitulated at 0800 on 28

L February 1991.

':

123(3) UsCINcCeNT, Sltrep, 012115Z Pub 91 and TACC notes, dated 30-31 Jon 91,

1900-2100 hours, by TS8t Hosturmmn.

'24usCINCCENT OPLAN, Desert Storm, dated 16 Doc 90.
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I

Table 911
Close Air Supportllnterdiction Sorties by Day

Air Fores Aircraft .22 23 24 25 26 27 28

OA,10 21 20 22 22 19 21 4

A-10 175 208 216 212 220 207 , 6
P.-13 32 51 60 '56 80 56 4
P-16A/C 305 310 275 312 342 274 8

P.111P 71 62 69 64 59 55

B.52 51 43 47 47 37 29
1'- Hl : |ti| Ii-

Marine Corps Aircraft 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

A6.B 32 35 38 35 26 2 1
OV.10 16 211 23 24 24 9 1

RA.6B 16 16 16 16 15 5 2

AV-6B 136 211 174 152 186 63 0

PIA-11 192 204 17 13, 166 102 4

Thc&al Afroefl (TACAIR)Ia

Since most CAS/BAI missions wore flown by Air Force and
Marine Corps TACAIR, this discussion will begin with those aircraft. The

12 Sortei data extracted from the (S/NF/WN/NC) (QWAP8 Composite Sorties Data
Sase, Sortie numbers, while generally close, do not always airee with those gonerated
for other studios, Variations In numbers appear to result from the use of different source
documents and the application of different definitions to CANiBAI/AI, The numbers, while
open to possible debate, are relevant because they reflect order or masnitude efforts
devoted to particular missions, OV.10 sorties were listed aN C0 and A.6B sortiles were
listed a BW,

""Except where specifically attributed to another source, the basic information in
this section, paricnularly the data on Air Force and Marine Corps aircraft, was extracted
liberally from (8) IDA Docwnent D.-080 and (SINP/WN/NC) Tactical Analyasi Bulletin,Vol 912.Z
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effective suppression of the Iraqi radar-guided SAM threat made
antlairc'aft artillery (AAA) and infrared SAMW the primary threats. As
a result, operations at medium altitudes were most survivable, and after
Day 3 of the war, medium-altitude tactics were used almost exclusively.
These tactics were a departure from the much exercised low-level

Sweapons delivery that had been In vogue throughout the U.S. armed
forces for many years. Fortunately, in many cases, Desert Shield allowedaircrews time to refine their medium-altitude tactics.

M.S. Air Force • OA-IO Forward Air Controli~i(AL-bore)'"

S (The OA-10s were used primarily to acquire
targets from medium altitude (above 10,000 feet).
Two-ship employment was preferred for mutual
support. But, because of the limited number

(twelve) of OA-10s In theater, usually only one was on station at a time.
Single aircraft formations Increased vulnerability and made low-altitude
target Identification passes dangerous. OA-10 crews were left with two
undesirable options: descend unprotected into the AAA and IR SAM threat
envelope, or wait for the fighters to arrive to provide cover. When the
first option was adopted, two OA-10s were lost and a third was seriously
damaged. Waiting for fighters, the second option, wasted the time of
attacking aircraft, but was considered the best option in more highly
defended areas. The OA-10 used the 30-mm gun with high explosive
incendiary (HaI) ammunition to mark targets.

U.S. Air Force A-1O) ( A-10s usually flew in two-ship formations for
combat missions, In high-threat areas, A-10o were
sometimes packaged in groups of from four to
eight aircraft, accompanied by EF-I I and F-40
aircraft. The A-10s were used to attack armor,
artillery, trucks, and other targets.

127The Information on OA.10 and A.10 tactics was drawn from (S) tDA Document

D.1080, pp 25-32 and (S/NFIWN/NC) Tactical Analysts Bulletin, Vol 91-2, Chapter 6-1.
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The preferred munition against armor was the AGM-65 Maverick
missile. The typical attack profile of an aircraft carrying the electro-

poptical Maverick (AGM-65B) started with a 30-degree dive from an
altitude of between from 10,000 and 15,000 feet; the aircraft then fired
a single missile at two- to three-nautical miles slant range from the target.
Approximately 30 percent of the Mavericks shot were the electro-optical
version. The typical attack profile with the imaging Infrared (IIR)
Maverick (AGM-65D) started at 15,000 to 20,000 feet with a 20- to
30-degree dive; a single missile was fired at four- to five-nautical miles
slant range. The A-10s fired approximately 90 percent of the over 5,000
Mavericks used during the Gulf War; about half of the Mavericks fired

t, were the 11R version.

The GAU-8, a 30-mm Gatling Gun, was also effective against armor
when fired from an aircraft in a 45- to 60.degree dive from below 10,000
feet,"' Aircraft usually fired 150-200 uranium-core armor piercing
rounds, using one long or two short bursts. The Sun fired at a rate of
2,100 shots per minute; shell velocity was 3,747 feet per second,

A-10 pilots, using medium-altitude release tactics, had difficulty
hitting armor with MK-20 Rockeyes. To compensate, they selected a
ripple release mode that released all weapons on one pass against a single
target. Steeper dive angles generally produced more accurate deliveries,
but bad weather frequently caused pilots to use shallower dive angles.

The preferred munition for attacking artillery was a MK-82 fuzed for
an air burst. The standard tactic was to ripple release all bombs against
a single target. The normal dive angle was 45- to 60-degrees at 400
knots. The MK-82 was also used against trucks and other soft-skinned
vehicles.

Cluster Bomb Units (CBus) were also ripple released against a single
target. The attack run was normally a 45- to 60-degree dive, with bomb
release starting at 10,000 to 12,000 feet, cnuK were used against soft
targets, vehicles, personnel in the open, and artillery.

Night CAS was restricted to using freefull munitions delivered parallel
to the front lines to minimize the possibility of friendly fire casualties.

21(S/NF/WN/NC) Tactlcal Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, p 6-6.
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U.S. Marine Corps AV-8B'32

4 ,( A total of 86 AV-8B Harriers were deployed
to Southwest Asia. Land-bawed AV-BBs were
equipped with a 25-mm Gatling tun and carried a
typical combat bomb load of six ?AK-82s or four
MK-83s or six MVIK-20 Rockeyes. In addition to

the gun, ship-based Harriers normally carried four MK-82s, or two MK-
83s, or four MK.20s. To maintain a high sortie rate during the ground
assault, the aircraft refueled and rearmed att Tanajib, only five minutes
from ýhe Kuwait border.

AV-8B pilots delivered primarily MK-82s and Rockeyes using
medium- to high-altitude dive bombing tactics. They used MK.82s
against atlillety, trcks, and other soft targets and Rockeyes dgainst
Sarmrwred and light armored vehicles. Early problems with delivering
MK-20s were corrected and accuracy improved as the war progressed.
MK-83s with nose plugs and delayed fuzes were used against bunkers
and similar hardened targets. Guns were employed mainly to suppress
low-level point defenses during delivery of other weapons. The AV-BBs
also used their guns to strafe targets at the Battle of Khatii. The pilots
used an inertial iavigation system combined with a shallow dive to find
the assigned target and the heads-up display video to assess battle
damage. AV-8B tactics are also discussed in the push flow and artillery
raids portions of this section.

Target location and control of sorties beyond the FSCL were
accomplished by a variety of means, chief among them AWACS, ABCCC,

Fast FAC, Killer Scouts, and Joint STARS. Targets beyond the FSCL
included assembly areas, road convoys, command posts, artillery, mobile
rocket launchers, and surface-to-surface missiles (FROC, and Scuds); and
maneuver forces such as tanks, APQu, and other mechanized equipment.

132The Information on AV.SB tactics was drawn primarily from (S) tIA DocWnent
D.I080. pp 33-34.
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S( U.S. Air Force F-16 "Killer Scouts"13

During Desert Storm F-16 missions included
day air Interdiction, Low-Altitude Navigation and
TUrleting Infrared (system) for Night (LANTIRN)
operations, armed reconnaissance, and "Killer

Scouts." For a variety ed reasons an airborne platform was stationed in
the interdiction area to validate ATO targets and, when required, to find
new targets. From sunrise-to sunset, aPs-equipped P-16 "Killer Scouts"
flew this mission. The Scouts-patrolled kill boxes and essentially flew
armed rmoonnalstne missions. They carried a mix of ordnance to mark
targets, conduct SHAD, and kill fleeting targets. The Scouts normally
updated the taret location, provided an overall ground situation brief,
and marked the target before passing it over to Incoming attack aircraft.

U.& Air Force F.16 Tatlics

The F-16s dropped primarily general-purpose, unguided ordnance by
using a 30. to 60-degree, high-altitude dive bomb release procedures.
These medium-altitude deliveries effectively negated the Iraqi AAA and
IR SAM threats. If SAMs were seen, they could be defeated by a
combination of flares and evasive maneuvers, But, medium-altitude
weapon accuracy was less than desired, resulting, at least Initially, in
weapons falling short of the target and unpredictable scatter patterns.

The two LANTIRN-equipped F-16 squadrons achieved almost as good
results at night at they did during the day."4 CPS combined with the
lower delivery altitudes achievable with LANTIRN were responsible for the
increased bombing accuracy at night. The normal F-16 night package
was two aircraft, with the wingman flying 1,000 to 2,000 feet above and
I to 4 miles behind the lead aircraft, Aircraft flew with lights off and
used the forward-looking Infrared/heads-up display (PLIR/HUD) to maintain

33'Th Information on P-16 tactics was drawn primarily from (5) IN)A Document
D.1080, pp 43-47 and (S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, Chapter 4. 1.

I34flhe I-I6C carded the LANTIRN navigational pod externally either under a wing

or fuseliage. The pod contained a wide field of view PLIR and terrain-following radar,
together with the associated power supply, pod control computer, and environmental
iystem. The FUR Imagery from the pod was displayed on a wide field-of-view holo-
graphic heads-up display. The purpose was to allow the pilot to acquire the target and
deaiver unguided munitions at night with accuracy similar to daytime attack.
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position. They usually carried free-fall munitions along with an
occasional 11R Maverick. Typical targets for the LANTIRN-equipped F-16s
were bridges, bunkers, armor, and artillery.

A typical F-16 weapon load was six MK-82s or two MK-44s, or four
CoUs. In daytime, ordnance was released by using the continuously
computed Impact point system. At night, the F-16s used the PLIR to find
targets and released weapons at a nominal altitude of 10,000 to 12,000
feet while in a 30-degree dive. They used higher altitudes and steeper
dive angles against the same targets in the daytime. Night attacks were
consideredl safer because of Iraqi difficulty In acquiring the aircraft and
the aircrews' improved ability to see and therefore avoid AAA and IR
SAMW.

U.&. Marine Corps FIA.18D Fast FACs"'

d ' The P/A-I 8D aircraft flew primarily Fast FAC
W missions In Desert Storm; a significant number of

these missions were flown at night. They
conducted visual or tactlctkl reconnaissance of the
battlefield and reported back to the ground

commanders almost Immediately on sighting major hostile force
movements or hot spots. Generally, F/A-i 8Ds performed PAC missions
for deeper strikes, while OV-10s acted as IAcb for CAS missions. All
F/A-18D aircraft had a FUR targeting system. The system was designed
to provide the aircraft with a day, night, and limited adverse weather
attack capability. It presented the pilot with real-time thennal imagery
for locating, identifying, and attacking tactical targets.

Pilots sometimes located daytime targets by using binoculars, marked
the targets with 5-inch Zuni white phosphorous rockets and passed the
target locations to a flight of attack airctaft. Battlefield familiarity helped
F/A-I 8Ds perform their PAC missions. At night, pilots used night vision
goggles, navigation PLIR, digital color moving maps, and some targeting
FLIRs. Procedures were similar to those employed during the day.

135Th@ Inforniallon on F/A-.1 tactics was drawn primarily from (S) IDA Document

D.IOPO. pp 47-49.
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U.S. Marine Corps F/A-18A/C

F/A-18A/C employed tactics similar to those
of the AV-8B. Aircraft flew at Ingress altitudes as
high u 30,000 feet and dive angles of 10- to 20-
degrees until target acquisition. Upon target ac-
quisition, the dive angle steepened to about 45-

degrees with a recovery altitude of 14,000 feet, later reduced to 12,000
and finally to 10,000 feet. Reduced enemy capabilities and poor visibility
were rasons why aircrews flew at lower altitudes as the war progressed.
The F/A-18A/Cs favored a mix of MK-80 series bombs and MK-20
Rockeyes. Marine aircraft dropped a total of 15,828 Rockeyes against
armor, artillery, and antipersonnel targets,' As the war progressed and
the threat diminished, aircraft flew at lower altitudes, thereby correcting
Rockeye delivery problems and high dud rates. By the later phases of the
War, the Marines considered MK.20 a flexible, effective weapon. F/A-
18A/Cs also fired a few antiarmor Maverick missiles. The typical F/A-I 8
combat bomb load was a gun plus either six MK-82s, four MK-83s, or
four MK-20s. Additionally, F/A-18AICs performed SBEAD with HARM
missiles.

U.S. Marine Corps A-6'1'

The night, all-weather capabilities of the Marine
Corps' A-6Es allowed them to fly 98.8 percent of
their 850 Gulf War sorties at night. A typical weap-
on load for the A-6E was 11 MK-82s or MK-20s
and one laser-guided bomb, usually a OBU-16.
A-6Es were tasked to attack specific targets or

targets within a designated Kill box. Normally operating as single air-
craft, the A-6E used its radar to navigate and locate and attack fixed
targets while using its moving target indicator mode to locate and attack

"6•6 WAPI S1tdatical Compendium , Table 190, "De~sert Shield/Storm: USMC
Weapons Cost and Utilization (FY 91$)."

i37.Te information on A-6B tactics was drawn primurily from (S) IDA Documnt

D.1080, pp 49-51,
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moving targets. The A-6E also used its target recognition and attack
multisensor'" as an integrated day and night weapon delivery system.

Normal A-6E ingress and target acquisition was at altitudes between
25,000 and 30,000 feet. The bombardier/navigator (B/N) used the aircraft
radar to acquire the target and the boresighted FLIR sensor to bring the
target into close-up view. Once the target was satisfactorily acquired, the
B/N lased the target for LOBs.

US. Air Force F.ISE"'

Both of the F-I SE squadrons deployed to
Southwest Asia were equipped with LANTIRN
navigational pods, whereas only a handful of
LANTIRN targeting pods were used during Desert
Storm.'" Aircraft with targeting pods normally

carried eight OBU-12s when flying armor missions. When only one air-
craft had a targeting pod, "buddy lasing" was used, or the aircraft without
the pod carried free-fall ordnance, such as twelve MK-82s or six CBU-
87/89s or four MK-84s, or four OBU-10s, Targets included bridges,
Scuds, C31 nodes, bunkers, and fixed armor.

Almost all F-15E sorties were flown at night. The LANTIRN system
allowed aircrews to locate targets at night, hit them with LOBs, and obtain
real-time bomb damage assessment. Although the F-15Es flew an assort-
ment of missions, about one-third were tank-busting or "tank-plinking"
sorties. The preferred ordnance for these missions was the GBU-12.
Most attacks were from medium altitude with weapons release at between
12,000 and 14,000 feet. Altitudes changed depending on weather and
threat conditions.

1 6This system included a forward-looking infrared sensor, a laser designator/ranger

and a laser receiver. The equipment was contained in a precision stabilized turret mount.
ed under the nose of the aircraft. The system was designed to provide target acquisition
and guidance capabilities for a wide range of loser-guided weapons.

"IM'rhe information on P.ISB tactics was drawn primarily from (S) IDA Docuiwnnt

D-I080, pp 51-53 and (SiNF/WN/NC) Tactical Analyuis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, Chapter 3-1,

""lheAN/AAQ-14 targeting pod contained a stabilization system, wide and narrow
field-of-view PLIR, laser designator/ranger, automatic multimode tracker, automatic
infrared Maverick missile hand.off system, environmental control unit, pod control
computer, and power supply.
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U.S. Air Force F-111F"'

As with F-I 5Es, F-III Fs were used to conduct a
variety of missions, mostly at night. The missions,
after the first few days of the war, were conducted
primarily from medium altitude, The principal targets
were bridges, bunkers, armor, and artillery. The

weapons of choice were LOB., and the F-I I IF was the only aircraft to
employ the OBU-15 jlide bomb. This munition destroyed the oil storage
tank manifold., halting the flow of oil Into the Gulf, Typ~cal combat
munitions loads for the F- I IF were eight CBUu or twelve MK-82s or
four MK-.4s, or four owus. For tank-plinking missions, the weapon of
choice was again the GBU-12. In addition to the GBU-15, F-I1lFs were
the only aircraft to drop OBU-24s and OBU-28s.

All F-II IF squadrons were equipped with the infrared Pave Tack
system,14 which employed FUR target acquisition sensors and laser
designation/ranging."43 The Pave Tack sensor had full lower hemisphere
coverage, giving the aircrew nearly total freedom In choosing flight path@.
Once tracking was Initiated, the target was lased for laser-guided
munitions. The Pave Tack computer also aided in delivery computations
for unguided munitions. The F-I IlI F used its onboard virtual image
display (VID) to show radar, PLIR, and weapons data, which was normally
recorded for postmlslion bomb damage assessment.'"

14kThe information on F. I IIP tactics was drawn primarily from (S) IDA Document

D-I080. pp 53-56 and (S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical Analysis b.ulletin, V,•l 91-2, Chapter 7-1,
' t The P.I I IF carried a large, 1,300-pound Pave Tack pod under the fuselage aft of

the nos Sear, The pod was In two major sections. The fixed-buse section contained the
alrcraft interfae unit, computer, power supplies, cooling system, the CRT interface, and
the video-tsp. recorder, which recorded the crow's video display and provided bomb
damae useument, The rotating head section contained the PLIR, laser, and range
receiver, and allowed f11u lower hemisphere coverage.

"4•The FUR and the laser were boreslghted, The stabilized FUR Imagery provided
a wide field-of-view (176 x 132 mrad) display for target acquisltion and had a narrow
field-of-view (44 x 33 mred) with 3.power magnilication for target identification and
tracking.

'"IThe aircraft capable of recording bomb Impact points (P-I lIP, F-15B, and P.117
units) kept and distributed their own bomb damage assessment within and between the
units.
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Other ALrcmrt and Systems

In addition to the platforms discussed above, Navy and Coalition
TACAIR and other aviation platforms directly and Indirectly supported the
pround effort, Navy and Coalition TACAIR flew only approximately fifty
CA&SAI missions In support of the ground offensive, There is no Indica-
tion that the weapons or the tactics used by these aircrews differed in any
significant respect from those just described. The tactics used by the
Navy against maritime targets will be discussed later in this section. Air
Force 1-32s flew tactical missions in support of the Battlefield Prepara-
tion Phase of the war, Electronic warfare, tanker, command and control,
reconnaismsace, and other specialized aircraft also supported the ground
offeasive. Additionally, unmanned aerial vehicles and both Army and
Marine Corps attack helicopters played significant roles.

3.52s

-.52s flew 1,741 missions and dropped 27,000
tons of munitions, which amounted to 30 percent of
the overall Gulf War tonnage, The bomber's long-
range capability was demonstrated on the third day of
the war when 7 B-52s launched from Wurtsmith AFB
in Michigan, bombed Republican Guard targets In the

KTO, and landed in the theater."5

B-52s attacked mostly large area targets, dropping unguided general-
purpose and cluster bombs from above 30,000 feet. Tlargets included
"dug in" armored units, suspected Scud storage and production facilities,
and troop concentrations. However, their main effort (37 percent of all
B-52 sorties flown) was against the Republican Guard."'

B-52 support must be measured not just in terms of direct hits or
physical damage but also in terms of the psychological effects It
produced, Recognizing the impact of these bombing missions, General
Schwarzkopf directed the B-52s to focus on the Republican Guard. The

145(S/NFAVN/RD) History of the Strteglic Air Coimiand, p 252.
1*(S/NF/WN/RD) Ibid, p 253.
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result was a three-ship formation of bombers striking troops in the KTO

every three hours, twenty-four-hours a day."'

[DELETBD] "a

B-52o conducted four distinct missions during the Gulf War:
attacking strategic fixed targets, Scud hunting, attacking Iraqi Army and
Republican Guard targets, and supporting braohing operations.'4
[DELETBD].M (DELETED].

To prepare the battlefield for the ground assault, B-52s dropped dual-
fused MK-82s designed to break up barriers, bers, and obstacles such
u multistrand concertina wire. Neu the end of the war, B-52s dropped
CBU-87s on Iraqi tank and vehicle columns along the highways leading
north out of Kuwait."'5

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (fAtV)

The employment of UAv, durink Desert Storm was the first time U.S.
forces used them in combat. There were three UAV systems: the Pioneer,

k the Pointer, and the Bxdrone. UAVa were operated by the Army, Navy
and Marine Corps. The real.time battlefield surveillance and detection
capabilities of the UAVS directly enhanced the targeting of both fixed and
mobile targets and affected the employment of CAS/BAI and close-in-fire
support (cons) assets.

141Intvw with Cpt Rich Cleeay and Capt Jim Wright, B-52 Planners for USiNTAF
StraSic Forces, conducted on 1.2 Sep 92,

'O(S/NF/WNIRD) Ibid. pp 265.268.
141(S/NF) MuJ John Musotti, "Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm Bomber

Story," tlq $ACiDOBX, I8 Sep 1991, pp 32, 33,

"[(DELBTBDJ

"151(S) IDA Documwun D.1080, p 57.
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U.S. Marine Corps AH-IJITIW

SThe Marine Corps deployed seventy-nine AH-ls
to Southwest Asia. Typical AH-1 missions included
mndarmor, close-in fire support, armed reconnaissance,

and helicopter escort. Poor wcather, blowini smoke, and the rapid
advance of the lroundforces all combined .to make classic "troops in
Contact" CAs difficult and unnecessary in most cues. But, on those
occasions when. troops. in contact did need support, the Cobra gunships
used extraordinary tactici and techniques to provide It. Marine AH-.l,
0I coodinatlonhWith other Coalition aircraft, also played a significant role

in repulsing the numerous Iraqi Incursions into Saudi Arabia (KhafJi)
during the period 29 January to 2 February 1992.

The First Marine Division used the AH- Is en masse; they used them
In conjunction with light armored vehicles and occasionally AV-8Bs as

* an additional maneuver element, called Task Force Cunningham.,"
On 0+2, All.Is and a UH-I supported Task Force Ripper in the

battle with the Iraqi 3d Armored Division. The UH-1N with FLIR and a
laser designator capability led two divisions of Cobras through smoke and
under power lines to attack Iraqi forces facing the Marines, The Huey
designated targets for the Cobras' Hellfire missiles, On another occasion,
Cobras worked with light armored vehicles to thwart an Iraqi mechanized
infantry brigade counterattack against the 1 st Marine Division's command
post."' During Desert Shield, Marine AH.lWs fired Hellflre missiles
with targeting and laser spotting assistance from Army OH-58Ds.
Although successfully exercised before the war, there is no evidence the
tactic was actually employed during Desert Storm. This nonuse was
probably due to a scarcity of OH-58Ds.,N

152intvw with Maj Can J. M. Myat, USMC, "Tno I st Marine Division in the Attack,"
Naval Inasiute Proceedilna, Nov. 1991, pp 71-75, Con Myautt organized his asets into
Task Forces.

I•"bid.
'"US. Army Aviation Center, Coordinatini Draft, Opjeraion Desert Shlek~lorm

After Acilon Report, 22 Nov 1991, p 9.
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Army Attack Helicopters

The.Armny deployed approximately 145 AH-1 Cobras, 130 OH-58D
Mlowa Wwrliors, and 2.77 AH-64 Apache attack helicopters to Southwest
Asia,"'$$ They carried quta armed reconnasisance, .antiu.-mor, and helicopter

* escort missions, Additionally,ffhs: Army..made extensive use df massed
* ~atak helicopters as intigrated ~ianeuveruelernerits,"N and conducted, large

aimred reconnaissance missions 'Jointly 'with U.. Ai oc AS
support aircraft. Army attack helicopters worked with USAFR Au 101,

F.6,BPllComoass' abll, Wild: Weasels, and J-1TARS.117  Army
attak -helicopters conducted numerous long-range mlsiions Into Iraq,
soire out to approx~imately 100- miles.'" Most va these ml~slons were
joint ArMy-Air Fo06, un'dirtakings involving tactics never previously
p~acticed. When Army'holicopter. needed 1'ACAIR, they would typically
reqva.t lit ihrough. the AWACA :onguard frequ~ency."9 Army attack

helI~~6pt lat es~i1y.Apahes, eeularly acomte';l and' screened for ground,
forces. Major General diflth, CO I1st Armiored Divisoion,xreflected the
atititude of the Army corrnhimfti-s~ when he said, "I don't want aniother
minutetsot go by WithOut Apav'hes out, In front, of this division."" Ithe
Army wtas able'to4 emloy the Apache's In this rolb becoause of the unique
capabilities of this aircraft, the scheme of'maneuver of the Coalition
grouind frores, and the dlisposition of the Iraqis.

In support of the land components, CENTAP Initiated a push flow
system Of TACAIR to generate large numbers of sorties In a target-rich
environment. The system called for aircraft to launch In accordance with
a time schedule to achieve an advartized CAS sortie. flow rate per hour.

"35U.S. Army Aviation Center, DrAft Report, Anny Aviaeik in Desert Shield/S osw
* Ft Rucker, AL, 8 Jun 1992, Figures on number of aaack helicopters in theater from pp
* ~42, 210, 39, respectively. It should be noted that flgures do not spimtar to agree with

summary churt on p 26.
'"Ibid. p 34.

"11I7bid, p 35.
'-Mld. pp 34, 72.

'"Ibid, p 35.
1501bid, p 206.
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Sorties without an appropriate CAS targt were normally directed to the
ABCCC for an Al mission. In all cases, the objective was to keep aircraft
moving through the system to provide land component commanders with
a ready supply of air support. A tactical air control center (TACC) log
entry sums up the thinking behind establishment of the p*ush flow system.
"When asked, What air is where? Answer, There is a continuous flow
of.anythinj you want anywhere you want it.""'

U,.S Mmare Corp Pu.Rh CASIO

The Marine Corps adapted the push CAS system to ensure adequate
[ air support to Marine ground forces. The 3d Marine Aircraft Wing began

surle operations using the system on 22 February, two days before the
iiaii of the ground assault. The push CAS system called for aircraft to
launch according to a specific schedule, but without a specific mission or
taret.: Aircraft checked in with the Marine tactical air command center
and the tactical air operations center and were then passed to the direct
air support center. After checking In with the direct air support center,
they preceded to the "main stack" to fill requests for CAB missions,
Figure 50 illustrates the locations of the various holding points, orbits,
and aIrcratt operating areas referred to in the description of the push CAS
system. If the aircraft were not used for a CAS mission within a specified
period of time (seven and one-half minutes during the day and fifteen
minutes at night), they were handed off to the direct airborne support
center for further handoff to a Fast PAC for deep air support (DAS), The
goals of the procedures were to maintain control and continue to "push"
aircraft to missions,

Joint Force Air Component Commander (JPACC) air was used
primarily beyond the FSCL. JpACC air would contact the Marine tactical
air operations center for deconfliction and would then be sent to one of
two JFACC stacks. Navy aircraft were sent to the East stack and Air
Force aircraft were sent to the West stack. JFACC aircraft contacted the

1e1(g) 'Concept of Operations for Command and Control of TACAIR In support of

Land Forces," CaNTAF/O, 22 Feb 1991.

'"Push cAs" procedures were promulgated In 3d MAW mia 201630 Feb 1991,
"Coordinating Instructions for Third MAW Air Control Procedures for Operation Desert
Storm." The description of how the Marine Corps implemented the "Push cAB" system
Is fm the (S) CNA Rpt, Vol IV, Third Marine Aircraft Wins Operations,"
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Figure 50
Push CAS System

,i\

\CDI

airborne direot air support center en route to their assigned stacks and
were handed off to a Past PAC. To unsure that the system was understood
by all concerned, messages were sent, liaison visits were held, briefings
were conducted, and the plan was first flown on 12 February. The plan
called for surge operations to begin approximately two days before
a-Day.

East and West CAP stations were manned continuously by electronic
warfare assets. These aircraft were available to conduct electronic
support measures, jam surveillance and counterbattery radars, jam early
warning and SAM radars, and fire HARMS, OV-10s provided twenty-four-
hour coverage of three positions. They were used for TAC(A)/FAC(A)
missions, p/A-18Ds were used exclusively in a Fast FAC role. During
daylight, these aircraft flew two Fast FAC orbits continuously. At night,
the intent was to provide one Fast FAC for thirty minutes out of eiich
hour. Plans called for A-6Es to be used exclusively at night in the
CASIDAS/armed reconnaissance role, F/A-18A/Cs and AV-MBtU also
flowed through this push cA's system, beginning when the ground forces
moved into their attack positions,
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Arli/ery Ra4WT"

Artillery raids, also termed combined arms raids by the Marines, were
conducted throughout Desert Storm. During the initial phases of the war,
Command General, First Marine Expeditionary Force (I MUF) directed a
target priority list of artillery, armor and armored vehicles, and personnel.
The rationide behind this prioritization of targets was that the Iraqi
artillery had the ability to mass fire and deliver chemical weapons tiht
could seriously endeaner Marines during breaching operations. General
Boomer was so concerned about Marine aviators engaging in too much
tank-piinking that he made a personal visit to the squadrons to explain the
importance he placed on stripping away the Iraqi artillery.

As Initially employed by the 1st Marine Division, artillery raids were
intended to promote deception, keep the Iraqis off balance, and test Iraqi
responses. The raids were designed to provoke a reaction among Iraqi
forces and then hammer them when they came out of their fortified
positions or returned fire, Iraqi artillery had greater range than Army and
Marine Corps artillery. Additionally, Marine Corps and Army counter-
battery radars could provide coverage out to forty kilometers-, aigain, be-
yond the range of Army and Marine Corps artillery. Combinad, these
factors meant that ultimately most counterfire attacks were conducted by
aircraft, The almost Immediate availability of air provided by the push
CAS or push flow system made aerial attack of targets easy to arrange.

Marine EA6Bs ,supported counterfire operations by jamming Iraqi
counterbattery radars. Marines learned that the enemy quickly returned
fire if fired upon; they also learned that Iraqi artillery fire was woefully
Inaccurate. Buoyed by this knowledge, Marine artillery moved forward
and fired. Counterbattery radars, Fast PACs, and attack aircraft all waited
until the Iraqis returned fire, then located the Iraqi artillery and attacked.
Enemy prisoner of war reports indicated that the certainty of counterfire
was so pervasive that Iraqi cannoneers frequently pulled their lanyard
once and then "ran like hell" to get to protected positions before the "iron

"UMost of she information on Combined Arms or Artillery Raids wu gathered from
Marine Corps Rematch Center, Research Paper #92.0007, "Fire SupportlCoordinatlon
During Dewrt Storm."
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rain" began. When the ground assault began, I MEF target priorities
began to shift, and 1.e nature of the artillery raids changed; but the tactics
used to conduct counterfire operations remained basically the same.

Marddu Operadons: Attacking the Iraqi Navy

At the beginning of the war, the Iraqi Navy had approximately 178
vessels, 13 of which could fire surface-to-surface STYX or Exocet mis-
siles. They also bad 5 sets of equipment to fire the Silkworm missile, a
coastal defense weapon. The Silkworms were of particular concern to the
amphibious forces as preparations continued for a possible an.mphibious
assault. Neutralizing the Silkworm threat came under the purview of two
commanders; CBNTAF, in his capacity as the Joint Forces Air Component
Commander, and NAVCENT, who considered defeating the Iraqi's Silk-
worm threat an element of Battle Force defense.

The JFACC, through his Strategic Planning Cell, set up a Naval target
category. Targets included naval bases, port facilities, and Silkworm
sites; it grew to Include twenty-one targets. These targets were scheduled
in the ATO, and the tactics used to attack them were similar to tho us, d
on other ground targets.

On the maritime side, the Anti-Surface Unit Warfare Commander
(ASUWC) of the Composite Warfare Commander structure was the officer
charged with defending the Battle Group against surface threats.
Normally, his role was defensive in nature-conducting search programs
to identify possible threats, then requesting the Strike Warfare
Commander to conduct an attack to destroy or neutralize the threat.
Beginning 21 January 1991, the ASUwC in the Gulf developed a new,
more aggressive tactic. Instead of using patrol aircraft, he used armed
attack aircraft to conduct armed surface reconnaissance (AsR) missions,
and their task was to immediately attack any surface vessel identified as
Iraqi. A surface ship in the Northern Gulf was in charge of the effort and
was ssisted by cither a P-3 Orion or a British Nimrod patrol aircraft.

The A-6 Intruders were the aircraft most often used in this armed
surface reconnaissance role, although F/A-I8s were also used. The
normal weapons load for an A-6E mission was one OeU-12 laser-guided
bomb and two MK-20 Rockeyes. This load could be brought back to the
carriers if not delivered, and weapon deliveries were normally from level
flight. Since there was a reduced AAA threat at sea, the aircraft worked
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at lower altitudes. Silkworm missile sites were also attacked by armed
surface reconnaissance aircraft. If a Silkworm site became active, the
ASUWC would divert the aircraft to strike. In this way, the Silkworm
sites, targets of a fleeting nature, could be struck in a timely manner.

Helicopters armed with rockets and missiles were also employed in
the antisurface unit effort. Some U.S. Army aviation units operated from
Navy frigates. They patrolled, watched for Iraqi vessels, provided bomb
damage assessment, and raided offshore oil platforms, The British Lynx
helicopter, firing the Sea Skua missile, was also successful in attacking
Iraqi shipping. The joint-combined efforts of U.S. Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps helicopters, Navy TACAIR, and British ships and helicopters
accounted for 143 Iraqi vessels either sunk or damaged.'"

Obwrvaode

It is worth noting that even during the Gulf War when the Coalition
enjoyed air superiority, the enemy threat had an appreciable effect on air-
to-ground tactics. On one hand, attack aircraft were able to use a
medium- to high-level weapons delivery because there was literally no
air-to-air threat, and the SHAD campaign had been so successful it had
virtually neutralized all of Iraq's radar-controlled SAM,. On the other
hand, barrage AAA and IR SAM, caused major problems when aircraft
descended below approximately 10,000 feet during daylight hours. The
selection of medium-altitude tactics to minimize the Iraqi threat caused
Coalition aircraft to sacrifice some target recognition and identification
capabilities and adversely impacted conventional weapons delivery
accuracies.'"

'"Army Aviation in Desert Shieid/Saorn, pp 83-85.

'65 Multiple sources Including, USN Interviews of USAF Desert Storm Voss, "A Study

of Night Attack Experiences During Desert Storm," Naval Air Systems Command,
Wahlngton, DC, p II.
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The unrehearsed B-52/U.S. Air Force TACAIR strikes in support of
Coalition forces at Khafji, and the joint impromptu U.S. Army attack
helicopter and Air Force TACAIR armed, long-range, reconnaissance
missions are just two examples of a phenomenon that was quite common
during Desert Storm. Many of the successful tactics employed were
improvised; they happened spontaneously, almost by accident. The
success of these kinds of tactics are a direct result of a inutual confidence
often evident among, and within, the different U.S. Services during
Desert Storm. In many cases the success of Coalition forces can be
compared with that of a championship-caliber athletic team. The parti-
cipants demonstrated great anticipation; a knowledge of, and confidence
in, the skills of others; and a feel for how their particular capability fit
into the larger whole.
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Special Issues

Low Observables and Stealth

A Stealth. aircraft hu to be stealthy in six disciplines: radar, infrared,
visual, acoustic, smoke and contrail. If you don't do that, you flunk the

S•course,!

pben Rich
Dirictor, Advanced Development Products Division
Lockheed Aircraft Company

This setion deals with two related concepts, low observability and
'stealth. Both terms are technical descriptions of specified tactical
capabilities., Both tenmarpe also used to describa engineering disciplines
aimed at suppressing detection signatures;2 that Is, reducing emissions
from a given platform or vehicle that might be used to detect and attack
it. Low observability as an engineering discipline involves the systematic
"suppression of the detection signatures in various emission spectra,
including, but not limited to, radar. Stealth technology focuses
specifically on radar emissions, Suppression of the radar signature is the
essential technical characteristic of a stealth platform or delivery system.
It is also the tactical essence of low observability. Tactically, low
observability is the ability to penetrate enemy territory and strike directly
at the heart of enemy power without having to suppress enemy air defens-
es in advance. A stealth platform is one whose radar signature has been
sufficiently suppressed to render enemy radars ineffective against it.
Three platforms used by U.S. forces in the Gulf War satisfied the tactical
definition of low observability: the F-I 17 piloted stealth attack aircraft

1Bill Sweetman, Stealth Bomber: Invisible Warplane, Black Budget (Osceola,

Wisconsin: 1989), p 101.
2We will use the term signature in the technical sense to mean the distinctive

observable return of a given platform in a given spectrum, e.g., visual, aural, Infrared, or
radar. For an informed, reasonably nontechnical discussion, see Bill Sweetman, Stealth
Bomber, Chapter 4, "Under the Skin," pp 84.119.
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and two autonomously guided long-range precision-guided munitions, the
Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (TLAM) and the Conventional Air
Launched Cruise Missile (CALCM).

Three points must be made: First, there Is no such thing as an
invisible airplane, in the radar spectrum or In any other. Signatures can
be suppressed; they cannot be eliminated. Second, and even more basic,
technology cannot be divorced from tactics. Stupid tactics can negate
seemingly overwhelming technological advantages, while intelligent
tactics applied in a timely and decisive manner can overcome seemingly
crippling technological deficiencies. Third, low observability can be
achieved either tactically or technologically.

Detetedn Spectra Characteristica

Of all active means of detecting aircraft in flight, radar has the
longest range and is least affected by weather and atmospheric conditions.
For this reason, passive suppression of radar signature Is the essence of
stealth technology: if the radar signature cannot be suppressed, there is
little point in trying to suppress the other means, with the partial excep-
tion of the visual. Camouflage paint offers important, if limited, advan-
tages in suppressing visual and infrared signatures. Infrared systems rank
after radar In effective range and vulnerability to atmospheric interfer-
ence. Infrared systems derive considerable tactical importance from the
fact that anything that moves, shoots, or emits radiation-in short, any
military syrtem-produces heat. This makes passive detection feasible,
and the overwhelming majority of military infrared detectors, sensors, and
terminal homing systems are passive.' Detection by light In the visual
spectrum Is, generally speaking, shorter ranged than infrared detection and
more affected by atmospheric interference.' The principal advantage of
detection by visual light Is the accuracy, resolution, and flexibility of the
human eye and the speed with which visual inputs can be incorporated

3•hat is they emit no energy, in contrast to active systems, such as roe&~, which do.
Some of the earliest operational infrared systems were active, combining a viewing device
with an infrare Illuminator, as with the World War II sniper scope and similar devices
attached to tanks. Improvements in the sensitivity of viewing devices have largely
eliminated the need for illumination.

'Tis generalization summarizes a complex sot of relationships, and there are
exceptions to it. Fog, for example, is more easily penetrated by visual light than by
Infrared radiation.
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into the individual tactical decision-making process. Exhaust smoke and
contrails are special visual signatures that permit detection at exception-
ally long distances. Aural energy is the shortest ranged and least precise
detection spectrum. Sound alone does not provide information sufficient-
ly accurate to aim antiaircraft missiles or guns, but it can alert defenders
that somethingS i overhoad and give an idea of direction of flight, speed,
and perhap4 identity. Finally, intercepted radio and radar transmissions
can be used to locate aerlal platforms with considerable accuracy at
ansges limited only by the strength of the signal.

F.ll? I 'shwvtha

The "Black Jet," as it is called by its pilots, represented the single
greatest technological advance fielded in Desert Storm. The tactical
effectiveness of the F-I 17 rested on four pillars: the extremely low radar
signature of the aircraft; the capabilities of the mission planning
computer, nicknamed Elvira;5 the effectiveness of the GBU-27 and the
infrared target acquisition and laser designator system; and the skill and
training level of the pilots. The first and most critical of these was the
low radar signature, and it is fair to say that the F- 117 was safe from
detection by all tactically relevant Iraqi threat radars. It is possible that
the odd Iraqi radar operator detected a brief perturbation on his scope u
an P. 117 pasted through his radar coverage, Such perturbations, however
would have been brief In duration, difficult to detect, and next to Impossi-
ble to exploit tactically. The relevant datum is that the P-1 17's radar
signature has been selectively tailored to provide the greatest protection
against systems representing the greatest threat; that Is to say, "shooter"
systems-surface-to-air and air-to-air missile acquisition, guidance, and
control radars and antiaircraft artillery fire control radars. [DELETED].6
In fact, the evidence suggests that the P-1 17 was detected rarely, if at all,
and certainly not by "shooter" systems within their engagement
envelopes, The aircraft's record of 1,299 sorties without damage argues
persuasively that the F. 117 was not detected by Iraqi radars in any
tactically useful manner.

MThe nickname was Inspired by a vampirc-Ilik female comic book character, Blvira,
Mistress of the Nilht.

6BIll Sweetman and James Ooodell, Lockheed F.117: Operation and Development
qf the Sealth Fighter (Osceola, Wisconsin: 1990), pp 58.60.
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The primary supporting element and the second pillar of the F-I 17's
tactical effectiveness is Elvira, the mission planning computer.
(DBLETBD]. As an F- 117 pilot on the aWAPS staff put It, "We walk in
the shadows and Elvira finds the dark comers for us,"

In addition to the P-1 17's low radar signature and Elvira's flight path
optimization, Oulf War planners and tacticians used the presence of
additional aircraft providing radar targets in the same general airspace to
Mrther reduce the possibility of detection. This enhancement to low
observability was partly technological, partly physiological, and partly
psychological. Quoting a former commander of the F-17's parent unit,
the 37th Taotical Fighter Wing, "The F-I 17 is not an Invisible airplane,
but It gets a lot closer to being Invisible when people on radar scopes are
occupied with seeing lots of other, more observable, aircraft on the
scopes."' This phenomenon reflects the limits of radar technology at the
interface between scope display and human operator. Most current-gener.
ation radars, particularly airborne radars, have computer-generated
displays that "clean up" the scope by removing clutter and false returns
from the visual scope display through various analytical algorithms. The
algorithms are highly effective In increasing display clarity, but they tend
to eliminate precisely the kinds of weak and ambiguous returns a stealthy
platform produces. Bypassing the computer-generated display and revert.
ing to raw return would increase the chances of painting a low observable
target such as the F-117 on the scope, but would also reintroduce clutter
and Increase the number of false returns.

Those connected with the F-1 17 program were well aware of the
above phenomena because of their extensive experience on the Tonopah
ranges well before Desert Shield. Nevertheless, pre-deployment tactical
concepts envisioned Black Jets operating autonomously.' The Idea of
using the F-I 17a as part of an integrated attack plan emerged early in
Desert Shield, primarily as a means of enhancing total force effectiveness.
Black Jets were assigned the mosi heavily defended targets because they
were least vulnerable to detection. The F-l17 did not depend on

7Brig Oan Anthony Tolin, oral Intvw with John R. Cuilmanln, Nelli APB, NV. 30
Jan 1992. Then Col Tolln handed over command of the 37th to his replacement, Col Al
Whidey, on 15 Aug 1990. He then served briefly as F-I 17 lialson with Headquarters
TAC before proceeding to Riyadh, where he served in the "Black Hole" planning cell
under BrAi Can Buster Closson.

Stalin Intvw, p 10.
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electronic warfare support to penetrate Iraqi defenses-to the contrary, on
several occesions, friendly jamming posed a threat to F-117s by
stimulating Iraqi barrage fire-but planners were aware that the presence
of multiple targets in hostile airspace would give the Black Jets an extra
margin of safety. [DBLETED].' [DELETED).

An important component of the F-1 17's stealthiness is its low visualsignature, Low observable technology was in its infancy when the F-117

design concept gelled in 1975,.1 The result, was an aircraft which was,
and is, essentially a bomb dropper. The F.117 has the normal mane.t-
veambility one would expect from a fighter aircraft of its size, weight, and
planform," but cockpit visibility is poor and the F-i17 would be
extremely vulnerable to a visually aimed gun attack in air-to-air combat.
The obvious solution is to attack under cover of darkness, a logical
choice, since the F-417 is just as vulnerable to optical-tracking antiaircraft
artillery or surface-to-air missiles as any other aircraft,., if the gunners
can see it. The F-117's black RAM (radar absorptive material) and faceted
design serve to reduce visual signature as well as radar signature, and the
Black Jet is extremely hard to acquire visually in the dark."

The third pillar of the F-117's tactical effectiveness in the Gulf War
was its offensive ordnance suite. The suite had two main components.

i(S) Information from MaJ Robert Bskrldge. Maj Eskridge, an P.I 17 pilot, wU t

Black Hole minion planner and flew even F.I 17 missions during Desert Storm.

'0Beforo 1975. Lockheed Aircraft Company engineers had used state-of-the.art coui-
puter analysis to design a small piloted aircraft that could, quoting F-117 Program
Manaer Paul Martin, "traverse the same threat field as an SR-71, but at A speed aid
altitude that would permit accurate weapons delivery." On the basis of these tests, B in
Rich, Director of Lockheed's Advanced Development Projects Division--the so-calla
Skunk Works.-received company approval to submit an unsolicited bid to the Air Foi ce
to build two flight test vehicles to demonstrate the feasibility of a stealth fighter. 'I he
proposal was funded In mid-1976 under the code name Have Blue. Have Blue produ, ed
two sub-scale prototypes of what was to become the F. 117; Sweetmmn, "Lifting the
Curtain," p 159.

"ttPlanform is defined as the shape of an aircraft's lifting surfaces when viewed a Vm

above. Deep delta planforms similar to that of the F. 117 exhibit a sharp rise in ine- ced
drag, that it, drag prode :ed attendant to lift, In high-g maneuvering flight. In lay terms,
they slow down rapldlj when they turn hard.

120bviously, all a reraft are more difficult to see under low light condltio, a, but
normal aircraft have a miultitude of curved and angled reflective surfaces that pick up and
reflect even small amojnts of light, facilitating visual detection.
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First was the GBU-27, a Paveway III laser guidance kit mated to a
BLU- 109/I-2000 bomb body with the tail fins shortened slightly to fit the
F-1 17's bomb bay.'3 The second component was the combined FLIR/DLIR
(forward looking infrared/downward looking infrared) Imaging system
with an integral laser designator."1 The PLIR/DLIR System, peculiar to the
P-117, provides 360 degree coverage beneath the aircraft and has an
excellent cockpit display and high-quality video. In combination with the
P.117's ability to safely attack from med ium-altitudes, this suite
consistently yielded high accuracy. The ability to achieve this accuracy
In a high-threat environment wall unprecedented.

The fourth pillar comprised the high standards of morale, motivation,
and training of 37th Tactical Fighter Wing pilot., a matter of relevance
here, since It was expressed operationally in terms of bombing accuracy.
It is revealing as well that the 37th produced a particularly complete and
historically useful cockpit video record of Its attacks.'5

Ironically, the faith of senior commanders and staff members In the
Black Jet's accuracy had been compromised by press coverage of its first
and only previous combat employment, In Operation Just Cause. In that
operation, two F- l?. had been tasked to drop bombs about fifty meters
from a Panamanian Defense Force Barracks as at diversion. The pilots
dropped as ordered and achieved hits close to the barracks. In the
aftermath of the operation, an enterprising reporter obtained a quote from
a DOD official Implying that the bombs were to have been dropped
precisely fifty meters from the barracks, He then visited Panama,
measured the distance from the craters to the barracks, obtained a value
greater than fifty meters, and filed a widely published story implying that

139weetman and Goodall, pp 58-W.

"Ibid.

"1Comment by Capt Edward Wolra, USAF, I I Aug 1992, supported by authors'
observation. An ordnance effects engineer formerly assigned to thu USAF Weapons Test
Laboratory, Eglin AFB, FL, and assigned to the Derense Intelligence Agency at time of
writing, Wolfs compiled a comprehensive a record of cockpit attack video footage as
possible so he could undertake a systematic comparison of bombing results observed and
claimed against specific categories of targets, notably hardened shelters and bunkers nte
37th videos were significantly more complete and better processed than those from other
units
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the F-117 was inaccurate," This helped to produce an interesting
divergence ia confidence in the Black Jet's essential systems in the
prelude to Desert Storm. P-1l1 pilots were utterly: confident of their
ability to place theirlbombs precisely on their designated nean points of.
impact, but the ftihter's stealthiness remained an unproven quaility to
them.1• Conversely, u one ascended the chain of uommand-bear in mind
that the F- 117 had only recently come out of the "black" world-there was,,:
increasing faith in the aircraft's stealthiness and incroasing skepticism of .,,
its bombing accuracy.".

If acquired visually, like all aircraft the F-ll7 -would have been
subJect to visual air-to-air. interception. Simply put, its best dtfenrt"
against aeril interception was its ability to defeat both radar nd, visai .
acquisition, This meant, in practical terms, that it is bst employeid at
night. [DELETED).

Full? in Desert Storm

Operating exclusively at night, the F-Il 7penetrated the denoest, aod,
most sophisticated Iraqi air defenses with impunity. Its success We
primarily a product of its inherent stealthiness, but smart tactics ilcreased

!I the tactical advantage. Most Black Jet strikes were flown' after the Iraqi
air defense net had been seriously degraded, but it Is well to remember
that F-ll"s initiated attacks on those defenses when they were still
operating at something at least theoretically approaching full capability.
Stealth comprised half of the F-i17's tactical effectiveness; the second
half of the effectiveness equation was offensive capability. Simply put,
a platform that could drop 2,000-pound bombs precisely on selected
targets, an inherent product of being able to drop from medium altitudes
in straight and level flight, was an enormous asset to Coalition planners.
More than any single platform, the Black Jet made Desert Storm
fundamentally different tactically from previous air campaigns.

16Michul R, Gordon, "Stealth's Panama Mission Reported Marred by Error," New
York Time:, National edition, Wednesday, April 4, 1989, p 95.

"7Oen Tolin reports P.117 pilots suiting up for the first night's attaks over Baghdad
saying I1 sure hope this stoalth s_ worksl" under their brouth; Tolin Inlvw, p 12.

"Ibid, pp 13.14.
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TL4M ansd CALCAJ Sbengtha

The Navy Tomahawk Landc Attack Missile (TLAM) and the Air Farce
Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missile (CAL.CM) had their genesis In
th@_e aly 19-70s us an eiriy lilltary exploitation of miniaturize.d
micrac'chipý-baued guidance anmd navigation systems. Thm uses terrain
contour, mapping ( Tarcom -radar to updato, the Inertial guidance and
navgyation systpina supplemented by terminal up 'dates from digitized
1110W, ietchinS -rea correlation (DSMAC).19 CALCM uses global

po ýofilsstekm. (dOP) for both en'route navigation and terminal
accuracy. TLAM and CALCM differ from earlier air..breathing cruise mis-
'siles in. three. finportant respetcts:., accuracy, rellitbillty, and size. Both
missiles are extrfqIY I=curate Lalthouigh CALCM's accuracy depends on
the accuracy Of the LoPS coordin~ates. Given terrain suitable for DSMAC
updateswithin, a reasonablo distance of 111. target, TLAM can be expected
to -strike Within'teriS ofifoitt 6fthe' selected point of impact.20 CALCMI IS
not terraln~depefi~eint and has an accuracy of a similar order.21 Note,

f ~. however, that accuracy depends on the precise accuracy of the target
.~ coordinates, whereas DSMA(' updateb do not. Buth TLAM and CALCM

displayed remarkable reliability in light of their con-siderable complexity;
this wasams entirely attributable to the Inherent reliability of
micirochip circuitry. -The diminutive sizes of the missiles are in part a
product of the extreme compactness of microchip avionics and, In part a
product. of the efficiency of the small, high-perfoi mance turbojet engines
that power them. The enginois are deoigned for an extremely short service
life and can hence be made considerably lighter than would be possible
otherwise.

The abilities of both missiles to penetratte nemy defenses are func-
tions of their extremely small radar and visual signatures and low cruising
altitudos. They fly almost entirely below ground-based radar coverage,

"Tecn develops terrain proflius using a radior altimotel;- DIMAC viOWs An AMRa Of
land beneath the missile, digitizes the picture, and compares It with o similarly digitized
picture of ORe same terrain stored In mdmory to determine the' missile's precise position.

Ui'Mls accuracy Is primarily due to the precision of the Inertial navigation systems,
but even the bast Inertial systems have u certain amount of "drift"; that Is, the Indicated
position departs front the actual position as a function or time. Tercom and terminal
COAMAC 'ipdatecs ensure accuracy by re-zeroing the Inertial system.

31(S) Maj Kurns, "Bullet Background Paper on Conventional ALCM in Desert Storm,"
Hq SACDOOQ. 3 Met 92, p 1.
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and while they am potentially vulnerable to detection from above by
airborne doppler radars, their radar signatures are sufficiently small to
counter known active and semiactive radar homing air-to-air missiles.
They are extremely difficult to acquire visually, which protects them from
a gun attack by an intercepting fighter, and their small infrared signatures
render them essentially immune to infrared homing missiles. Finally,
their engines are relatively quiet. With low aural and visual signatures,
particularly from the front, TLAM and CALCM strike with little warning.

The basic TLAM C warhead is a 1,000-pound high-explosive
"Rulipup" warhead, effective against light structures and general-purpose
buildings of mixed concrete and steel constr~uctiohn.2 It Is not adequate
for attacks on hardened targets. In addition to the normal horizontal
attack profile, TLAM has a pop-up attack mode in which the missile dives
into the taeget. One TLAM variant Is'ftted with a cluster munition dis-
penser for attacks on "soft" targets such as aircraft and vehicles in the
open.

The CALCM's terminal effects reflect the missile's role as a conven-
tional suppressive munition designed to support penetration of enemy de-
fenses by piloted bombers, The CALCM's high explosive fragmentation
warhead is designed to attack soft targets," Nevertheless, CALCM Was
apparently effective in Desert Storm against electrical generator switching
facilities and exposed communications relay facilities,2 4 In contrast to
TLAM, generalizations concerning CALCM effectiveness in Desert Storm
must be treated with caution in light of the small number fired,

During Des rt Storm, 282 TLAMs were launched, attained cruise
flight, and proceeded toward their targets. Of these, 226 were timed for

nDavld A. Fullhum, "Secret Carbon-Fiber Warheads Blinded Iraqi Defenues,"
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 27 Apr 1992, pp 18-19.

33(g) CSNTCOM/J3 Mas 281950 Jun 91.

34(8) MaJ Karnm, p 2.
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daylight impact and 56 were timed to hit at night.25 [DELETED].2' 35
CALCM5 were successfully launched.2 7 [DELETED].

'Tables 10 and I1I summarize CALCM and TLAM targeting in the
critical first 48 hours of Desert Storm, The 137 TLAMB and CALUMi fired
in the first 24 hours were more or less evenly distributed among "stratea
Sic" targets with indirect or limited tactical value: twenty-four missiles
attacked leadership tarpets and 54 missiles attacked strategic targets with
-no tactical value (that Is, chemical and oil facilities). Porty-two missiles
attacked targets associated with electrical power generation; while not
tactical in the normal"sense, these targets were selected in part to interfere
with enemy tactical communications. Seventeen missiles attacked com-
mand and control targets with direct tactical relevance, These strikes
encompassed no less than 79 percent of night TLAM firings.

TLM• aund LCM LIntaonSa

[DELETED]." [DELETED],

TL4M and CuiCM In Dempt Storm

.TLAM and CALCM were capable of precision daylight strikes in areas
denied to piloted platforms by the density of Iraqi defenses, particularly
radar.guided surface-to-air missiles, and were the only Coalition weapons
with this capability. TLAM effectively complemented the F-I 17 by
keeping pressure on the most heavily defended areas by

2 '5There wdre 298 attempts to fire- (S/NFtWN/NC) CIWAPS Statiltcal Compendium,

Table 202, "Desert Shield/Storm: USN Weapons Cost and Utilization (PY 91$)."
(S/NF) Of the flIlng attumpts, 9 missiles failed to launch and 6 failed in boost phase-
(S/NP) May 1991 brieflng on Tomahawk Employment and Effectiveness During Desert
Storm, by Cmdr Roy Balconis from JCOW3.

26(S/NP) Cmdr Balaconis Briefins.
27oWAPS Statistical Compendiwn, Tabie 188, "Desert Shield/Desert Stoim: USAF

Weapona Cost and Utilization (PY 90)."
"iDR Steve Proggett, UIN (Rot), "Tomahuwk in the Desert," U.S. Naval Institute

Proceedings, Jan 1992, p 72.
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Table 10
TLAM and CALCM Targets: First 24 Hourb 9

Nature Type of Miuadles

Day or Nigt of Treta Fired

electrical TLAM

Nisht leadership TLAM

chemical TLAM

electrical CALCM

C2 CALCM

electrical TLAM

DayliSht chemical TLAM

leadership TIAM

oil TLAM

Table 11
TLAM Targets: Second 24 Hours3°

Nature Type of Missiles

Day or Night of Talrts Fired

leadershir T1AM

oil TLAM

Daylisht electric TLAM

air defense ILAM

electical restrikes (may not have gone)

"2'(S) Mailer Atiack Plan, "First 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991, for numbers of CALCMs
assigned a•lat specific trg sets.

30(S) Ibid.
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day. In terms of terminal effects, the TLAM C was highly effective against
soft structures, mixed-construction buildings, aud nonhardened command
and control facilities. Air defense-associated communications facilities
were particularly suitable targets. The reader is urged to consult the
appropriate sections of the Effects and Effectiveness report for a
comprehensive overview, but it Is fair to say that daylight TLAM strikes
in the Baghdad area helped maintain the tempo of offensive air
operations, particularly during the first 48 hours of the air campaign.
Only speculative conclusions can be drawn concerning the psychological
Impact of TLAM strikes as the campaign wore on; however, the
unheralded detonation of warheads at night and the eerie spectacle of
small vehicles homing on targets with seemingly human Intelligence must
have had an impact.3 '

Precision Attack Versus Mass Bombing

Desert Storm witnessed a fundamental change in the tactical and
technological means of causing a given amount of destruction to a
specific target. Previously, the requisite level of destruction could be
increased by increasing the mass of bombs dropped, by improving the
inherent accuracy of the bombing platform, or both. In Desert Storm, the
availability of precision-guided air-to-surface munitions, particularly laser-
guided bombs (LOBs), caused a fundamental rethinking of the means of
achieving the destruction goal. The following pages address how and
why that change took place. The discussion concentrates on bombs in the
narrow sense. While there is an overlap in tactical function between
precision-guided bombs and certain air-to-ground missiles, notably the
AGM-65 Maverick, bombs were-and are-far less costly, both in cost per
round and in cost per unit of destructive energy expended.3" The air-to-

3tThe only available direct evidence or this conclusion is In press reports based on
eyewitness observations by reporters In Baghdad In the initial stages of the air campaign.
A British conespondent, from his room in the Al Rasheed Hotel, observed a Tomahawk
fly down the nstr below him, turn the corner, and strike the Commurications Ministry
building at the end of the next block. His story reflctled a positive snd surprised reaction
to the nmssile's technological sophistication; National Public Radio broadcast.

33A rough comparlson or numbers and cost of munitions dropped or fired in the Gulf
War by U.S. forces by category (HQ USAF&ZS. Combat Support Division and 1990
Weapons ile; pp 51i-89) yields the results tabulated below. The AGM.621 Walley*
free fall BOs is Included in the gulded-bomb totals and the powered AGM-123A Skipper
and AGM-84B SLAM we In the air-to-surface missile tolials. The AGM.I14 Hellfire and
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ground missiles fall into a category distinct from aerial bombs in terms of
complexity, cost, and delivery tactics, and are therefore excluded from the
following analysis. In light of the Gulf War's nature, the analysis deals
almost entirely with attacks on ground targets and focuses on the relative
merits of mass (or rattem bombing) and precision-meaning precision-
guided-bombing. The mction addresses many of the same tactical issues
as found in the next section, "Twenty-Four-Hour Air War," but from a
different perspective, and should be read In conjunction with It.

In the early days of aerial warfare, bomb-aiming systems were
limited by the visual acuity of the human eye, the ballistic and aero-
dynamic characteristics of the bombs," and the ability-or inability-to
predict accurately the density and movement of the air through which the
bombs fell. As long as these conditions applied, the primary substitute
for accuracy in achieving target destruction was to increase the number
of weapons dropped, to Increase their individual size, or to increase the
explosive yield of the bomb filler. Efforts were made to increase
accuracy by maximizing the effectiveness of eyeball-controlled release,
but these invariably ran up against the fundamental limits of visual acuity
mentioned above. The classic attempt was the Norden bombsight of
World War II, a tactical linchpin of the U.S. Army Air Forces precision
strategic bombardment campaign. This sight effectively integrated the
bombardier's eye and the aircraft as the two travelled together In a three-
dimensional medium, seeking the precise point in time and space from
which bombs released at a given forward velocity would hit the target
under the prevailing atmospheric conditions. Although highly accurate
for its day, it was not capable of precision bombing as we now

the BOM-71 TOW helicopter-fired missiles are included in the air to surface missile
totals:
Ungulded Bombs Number Dropped Total Cost

MK-82/83/84, M-117, UK-1000,
CDU-5272l/'8/87/89, MK-20 209,940 $431,960,550.00

Guided Bombs
OBU- 10/1 2i1 5/I 6-2/27/28, AOM.62B 9,473 $307,592,641.00

Air-to-Sus'6 Mimil.
AOM-123A, AaM-84B, AOM-65,
AOM- 114, BOM-71 5,647 $550,797,054.00

"noTh ballistic and aerodynamic characteristics of fr1e.fall bombs affect accuracy in
two ways: irst, some shape and combinations of shape and mass are inherently more
accurate than others. Second, variations between bombs in shape and mass produce
variations in trajectory.
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understand the term. In addition, as with all optical bombsights, the
Norden was of limited value at night.

The enormous tactical advantages of being able to bomb in darkness
and through metorological obscuration-the fundamental impediments to
visual aiming-were apparent from the beginning of aerial warfare.3
Celestial navigation could be used to determine aircraft position above an
undercut and was effective at night, but never approached the levels of
accuracy necessary for blind bombing. This spurred attempts to develop
methods of locating targets by electronic means. The Germans used
directional radio beams to mark attack axes and bomb release points
during the Battle of Britain; their methods, while sufficiently accurate for
attacks on city-sized targets, proved vulnerable to electronic
countermeaures, 35 The Royal Air Force, followed by the U.S. Army Air
Forces, applied aerial radar to blind bombing after 194 2 ." Success was
initially limited, but by the end of the war, blind bombing from medium-
altitude under ideal conditions could approach visual bombing in
accuracy."7

Bombing from low altitude was recognized as an effective solution
to the accuracy problem from the beginning, but as long as visual aiming
was necessary, the tactical disadvantages generally out-weighed the gain
in accuracy. Low-altitude visual attacks against defended targets were
and are inherently dangerous. If visibility is good enough for the pilot

34This impetus was felt most strongly in Europe, where the weather is cloudy and
the nights long for most of the year. Limitlig bombing to daylight gives the enemy
automatic sanctuary about half the time, and adverse weather adds to the effect.
Similarly, clouds and rain am less of a detriment to repair and restoration of bomb
damage than a heavy overcast Is to bombing.

"35'he British "bent" the beams by transmitting on the same frequency with the
appropriate direction and power.

"7h#e Army Air Forces in World War II, Vol 1, Europe: Torch to Poindblink, Aug

1942 to Dec 194i, 7 Vols (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 1950), pp
660-90, 720. Edited by Weoley Frank Craven and James Lea Cate.

37The Army Air Forcea in World War IL, Vol Il, Europe: Argumens to VE Day, Jan
1944 to May 1945 (Washington D.C., Office of Air Force History, 1983), pp 19.20, 667.
Sea also ussan, Oil Division Final Repont, p 4 of Figure 7. In attacks on three solected
oil plants, fth AF bombers dropping visually put 26,8 percent of their bombs within the
plant ares. Am Bomxber Command attacks dropping on parts designated by radar-equipped
path finders achieved 15.8 percent.
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or bombardier to see the target, it is good enough for defending gunners
to see and engage the attacking aircraft. Under some circumstances, the
gain was felt to justify the risk-the Ploesti raid of August 1943 is a
classic example-but losses were almost always high." Low-altitude night
attack provided a solution in principle, but not in practice. While
drkness provided concealment from visually aimed defensive systems,
flying into obstacles or the ground was a major problem, and target
acqisidon wu difficult to impossible. Only the advent of capable
terrain-avoidance/termin-following radar In the mld-1960s nmde possible
the exploitation of the Inherent accuracy of low-altitude bombing by
night. The developments and relationships in question am discussed
fNrther in the next section, "'Twenty-Pour-Hour Air War." Here, It Is
sufficient to say that low-altitude bombing achieves accuracy by reducing
the time and distance from release point to target.

The problem of achieving precision accuracy from all altitudes was
solved, in principle, by the transistor revolution, which made possible the
development of electro-optically guided bombs (aoOBs) and laser- guided
bombs in the late 1960s. Previously, two basic methods existed for
increasing the likelihood of target destruction. The first was to build
larger aircraft capable of carrying heavier loads. The second was to send
out greater numbers of aircruft. Within the radius of destruction produced
by a large aircraft carrying a large bomb load, planners could determine
statistical expectations of destroying various kinds of targets. The method
was particularly appropriate for large fixed targets. It was virtually
useless against moving targets such as ships or tanks, since the density of
bomb strikes within the circular error probable (CEP) of the bombing
platform was Insufficient to ensure effective destruction."' Moreover, if
military targets were located in urban areas, collateral damage to sur-
rounding facilities and civilian life could be considerable. In WW II,
both sides considered the iesponsibility for such collateral damage to lie
with the national owner of the target, since the collocation of target and
urban area were his responsibility. The attacking air force was required
to ensure only that bombing was not Indiscriminate, wantonly without

"Tim Amy Air Forces in World War II, Vol II, pp 477-83. An analogous example
In naval warfare Is the use of dive and torpedo bombers agalnat warships In World War
it; SAIn, loases were almost always high.

"t m•e Army Air Forces in World War il, Vol IIl, p 192.
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aim or military purpose.' During the Vietnam War, however, this will-
ingness to accept and inflict collateral damage came increasingly under
challenge and has remained so since, on political if not on legal grounds.
This factor should be borne in mind, in considering the relative merits of
precision and most bombardment,

Once technologies capable of precisely guiding bombs to a point
analogous to the designated mean point of impact (DMPI) became
available, moving point targets could be destroyed with a single weapon.
That, however, did not eliminate the tactical value of platforms carrying
larle numbers of unguided weapons. Notable among these in Desert
Storm was the B-52, although the X-I ll, A-6, and P-15B performed the
same role on occasion, and the F/A-IS and F-16 dropped dumb bombs
almost exclusively. The analysis presented here will focus on the B-52,
since it is, by virtue of Its large bomb load and lack of a LOB designator
capability, the limiting case. As did its ancestors, the B-17, B-24, and
Lancaster, the B-52 in a conventional bombing role in Desert Storm
depended on releasing a large number of bombs into a defined circle to
produce statistically predictable levels of destruction, The B-52's vulner-
ability and resultant exposure of a large crew to enemy defensive systems
were the principal drawbacks; the large tonnage of bombs it carried was
the primary benefit. That benefit came into play in situations in which
precision was not the most efficient, most effective, cheapest, lowest risk,
or most humane method of achieving the desired tactical objective. In
short, some targets in some situations were more effectively and
efficiently attacked in the old fashioned way: through mass and statistical
inevitability.

One such target in the Gulf War was the T&ji weapons manufac-
turing complex north of Baghdad. Described in the Strategic Air
Command History of the Gulf War as a "classic strategic target," the TaJi
complex sprawled over several square miles and contained multiple
complexes and facilities. In assessing the nature of this target and the
appropriate tactics to use in attacking it, the USCtNTAF Commander
stated:

40W, Hays Parka, "Air War and the Law of War," The Air Force Law Review,

Vol 32, No. I, p 55.
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We wanted to attack IJi [with fighters] but Its size and defenses just
didn't justify the exposure of airplanes carrying one or two bombs,
because they'd take out only one or two buildings, so we had to send
the B-52s against it.

In faot, B-52 pattern bombing roved effective (see TWi weapons
manufacturing complex photo.)."I From 10 to 27"February, B-520s
attacked the complex with sixty-eight sorties, carrying nearly three thousand
bombs, and Inflicted widespread and severe damage on the complex.'

By contrast, numerous targets in Iraq demanded precision weapons,
although they were statistically vulnerable to destruction by mass
bombing. This was due to the limited resources available for operational
reasons and/or to the desire to limit collateral damage to civilians or
nonmilitary infrastructure. In principle, individual Iraqi Defense Ministry
buildings scattered throughout Baghdad could have been attacked with
mass drops of gravity bombs from a variety of platforms, including the
B-52. That option was rejected for straight-forward reasons: the large
number of sorties required to accomplish the desired levels of destruction
to individual buildings; the increased risk to the weapons delivery system;
the high collateral damage caused by bombs that, while statistically on
target (that is within the caP), would miss the precise aimpoint; and the
inability to achieve the strategic paralysis inflicted on the Iraqi command
and control infrastructure by the near simultaneous detonation of high-
explosive ordnance on critical nodes in the Iraqi system. These
considerations drove planners toward choosing almost exclusively
precision weapons to attack the targets in question.

The systematic attack on the bridges in Iraq is another example of
how the choice of weapon systems impacted operational decisions. The
challenge was to deliver a weapon to a point where its detonation would
collapse enough of the bridge to render it impassable. Again, this could
be determined by statistically analyzing the predicted effects of the bomb
blast and factoring in the probability that the aircraft would deliver the
munition or munitions to the desired point on the bridge.

41(S) Checkmate INTeL Target Files, CIT Folder #101, Tail Suspect BW Facility.
42(S) Bomb damage assessment indicated that newarly complete reconstruction would

be required to reach to prewar levels of production; (S/NF/WN/RD) History of the
Strategic Air Command, Vol i, 1 Jan -31 Dec 1990, pp 260, 275.
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PHOTO DELETED

(Top) I'jl weapons manufacturing complex, S September 1660.
(Bottom) TNI oomplex after 3.520s attacked the complex with IS sortles,

end carrying nearly 6,000 bombs.

PHOTO DELETED
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The Air Force has long recognized a multiplicity of solutions in
choosing among available weapons for specific targets. Based on many
yea's of quantified weapons testing data, the Joint Munitions
Effectiveness Manual is the foundation upon which predicted weapons
effects are compared with desired damage levels to guide operations
planners in selecting from available weapons, delivery platforms, delivery
tactics, and other relevant parameters. The result is an empirical,
statistical methodology 'hat allows the planner to match specific aircraft
and weapons to designated targets to produce the desk.-ed level of damage
with the fewest resources and the least risk to aircraft end aircrew. The
iMEM provides a range of answers to the question, what bomb on what
airplane Is best suited for a particular target?

Examination of a representative target Illustrates this point. The
target-to-weapon match is not Intuitively obvious, yet produces clear
results. The illustration Involves the requirement to severely damage a
bridge by dropping any span, with the goal of rendering it impassable for
an extended time, The bridge In question was assumed to be a reinforced-
concrete deck bridge with five spans, each 75 feet long and 22 feet wide.
JMBM data and standard U.S. Air Force weaponeering procedures used in
Desert Storm yield an array of choices. The performances of the
following weapon-aircraft combinations are compared: an F-IlIF
delivering precision electro-optical CBU-15 2,000-pound bombs; an F-16
carrying MK-84 2,000-pound bombs; and a B-52 loaded with MK-82 500-
pound bombs. While each alternative had a theoretical capability of
severely damaging the bridge In question, the F-illF/(OBU-15
combination was clearly the best for the mission (see Table 12).

Analysis of attacks on bridges during the war indicates that not all
precision weapons were effective against these targets. [DELETED]. The
same hard penetrating munitions with fuzing delays caused the bomb to
explode well beneath the surface of the bridges with little damage to
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Table 12
Weapons and Sorties Required

to Destroy a Reinforced Concrete Bridge43

Ibrgpt Deecriptiont Steel plate girder, reinforced concrete deck, deck-type
highway bridge with five spans.

Criteriont Drop any vpan

Wepon System AlternUtivesi
1. -IIIF W/GBU-15

Fuze: Set for impact

Delivery Thotc: (DELETED)
Single-Sortie Probability of Damage:"4 High
Sorties Required for Probability of Damage of 0.7: one

2 F., I6A WI MK-84
Fuze: Set for impact
Delivery 'Tctic: 2,000 feel, [DELETED], High Stress Conditions 5

Single-Sortie Probability of Damage .Low
Sorties Required for Probability of Damage of 0,7:4reater than one

3, B-520 W/ MK28
Fuze: Set for impact
Delivery Tactic: [DELETED]
Single-Sortie Probability of Damage: Very low
Sorties Required: Much greater than one

"'(C) Results derived from paper provided by Air Force Intelligence Support Agency,
Directorate of Targets, Subject: Bridge Weapoitocring Problem, 18 Sep 1992.

"44(C) Single-Sortie Probability or Damage Is the mathematical probability that the
platform in question, dropping the weapon or weapons Indicated, will achieve the level
of damage desired on a single pas,

4,0hst Is, the single-sortie probability of damage Is adjusted to account foe the high
aircrew stress anticipated when usInn the delivery tactics indicated in a hostile
environment,
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the structure.' Conversely, when the appropriate bomb-fuzing
combinations were used, laser-guided bombs proved highly effective.
The same comment applies to electro-optically guided bombs dropped by
French Jaguars and laser-guided bombs dropped b) Royal Air Force
GR-Is using buddy laser designation from Buccaneers.47

The advantages and limitations of the Smart Plane/Dumb Bomb
concept am embodied in the 1-16 weapons delivery system. The heart
of the visual bombing system in the P-16 (and several, other fighter
aircraft) is the continuously computedot Impact point (cciP). The fire
control computer receives spatial data from onboard systems and
instruments, including radar, INS, and air data computer, combines the
data with the known ballistic characterlstics of the weapon selected for
delivery, and calculatec the predicted Impact of the weapon, should It be
released at that Instant. A pipper, displaying the predicted Impact point,
appears on the headsnup-display (HUD). The pilot maneuvers the aircraft
to superimpose target and pipper and releases his weapons. From this
point the "smart" airplane can do nothing more to influence the Impact
point of the "dumb" bombs. The impact point is determined by the
ballistics of the weapon, wind, altitude, and other uncontrollable
variables. Pilots of smart airplanes, such as the P-16, F/A-18 and F-15E,
increase accuracy by placing their aircraft in the best possible positions
to reles the weapons. The cap and fire control computer systems are
designed to eliminate as much error as possible before weapons release.
Chapter 3 of this report contains a description of the process, and
Figure 15 graphically illustrates the impact of the uncontrollable variables
affecting dumb bombs released from smart airplanes.

The value of mass bombing from large, high-capacity bombing
platforms is the confluence of physical destruction and psychological
effects that these weapons produce. These effects contrast sharply with
those of precision weapons bombing. Within the radius of the circular
error probable, no target is certain to be hit, but all targets are liable to
be hit by precision weapons. An individual soldier observing the
destruction of high-value targets by precision-guided muritions could
survive, and even keep himself combat capable, by staying away from

""(S/NF/WN/NC) Taclicol Anaiysis Builelin, Vol 91-2, Jul 1991, pp 7-I1, 7-12.

"Curole A. Shifron, "Briain's Gulf Role Highlishts Value of Mexible Tactics. New
Technololy," AviaCen Weekly an 4Se TecAo1oqy, 22 Apr 1991, pp 104-107.
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valuable equipment likely to be targeted. In Desert Storm, Coalition
psychological operations reinforced this obvious conclusion by dropping
leaflets specifically warning Iraqi soldiers to stay away from heavy
equipment.

L4e maneuvering units In the field were excellent targets foi mass
bombing. Manetherinj units remained effective until the individual
rnmmbner decided that cohesion was no lonjer ('sureblo, Worthwhile, or
possible. A hugs number of precision sorties, at overall greater risk and
4epense, would have been needed to break the cohesion of the soldiers
tf the technique had been to strike only high-value targets within the

defined aeiu. In fWct, l0gistlao and risk factors were actually greater for
precision weapons, since repeated attacks would have been necessary
Util a larg number of armored weapons, artillery, ad combat vehicles

were destroyed, and also until the effective means of feeding and
otherwise supplying the remaining troops were eliminated. How many
precision sortiesothis would have taken is problematical, but certainly a
large number. The expense of the precision weapons, the fuel for the
multitudes of small aircraft, the feeding of the pilots, maintenance
personnel, and replacement spares for the aircraft would have been
considerable, Once the Iraqi soldiers realized the nature of the attack,
they could have made themselves fundamentally immune from poinonal
harm by distancing themselves from observable military targets, This
would have, at lout potentially, maintained unit cohesion, ruquiring
ground assault to eliminate the unit as a threat. Them is some evidence
that Iraqi soldiers and units responded in this way.4'

The evidence suggests that the Iraqis were used to defending their
positions without using mobile armor and that they expected ground
assaults by light infantry, as they had faced in the Iran-Iraq War.4' The
evidence further suggests that ground assault, Iranian-style, would not in
itself have been sufficient to produce the sudden collapse that
claracterized the ground phase of Desert Storm. Precisely why front line
Iraqi troops surrendered quickly and in large numbers remains a matter
for speculation. The fact remains, however, that these units were
repeatedly hit by B-52s, and the statistical randomness of the bombing,
combined with its inherent massiveness, is very likely the answer. As

48(S) 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, JDc Report #0052, II Ma 1991.

"ID[DLETED
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indicated earlier, uncertainty Is an inherent characteristic of statistical
attack. The evidence suggests that in the Gulf War, the physiological
results of surviving near misses by 500-pound bombs went beyond the
merely unpleasant and affected an Iraqi's basic will to fight and his
expectation of survival.90

The use of precision-guided munitions can be inappropriate or
impossible aainst some types of targets. The classic example is a large
mobile military unit, in which precise location and identification of
Individual, targets is Impossible or impractical, It would be possible to
cripple: on armored unittby destroying each of its vehicles individually
with precision-guided munitions. This tactic of attrition by* precision
munitions would, however, take many sorties, much time, and con-

idoembte :quandties of relatively expensive precision weapons. In the
Gulf War, this technique could not be effectively undertaken by smart
planes-dumb bombs combinations, such au the F-16, from medium- or
hibh.-alftudes; the bombing systems were not sufficiently accurate and the
bomb loads were too small to make up the difference. In short, some
targets are appropriate for the statistically oriented JMBM approach. The
following paragraphs explain why in some detail,

The destruction of some units by precision weapons would have
required an enormous and costly effort, especially when the same units
could be functionally destroyed by relatively dumb airplanes dropping
dumb bombs, Destruction of a unit's tanks one by one would be
unnecessary if the unit as a whole, and particularly its moral cohesion,
could be broken by massive bombardment. Experience dating back to
WW II has demonstrated that high-level bombing of armored units is
unlikely to destroy tanks; chance alone produces a few hits close enough
to destroy individual tanks. However, an armored unit is functional only
as a cohesive unit, not as a collection of individual tanks, and incessant
aerial pounding can break a unit without destroying all, or even a
majority, of its parts. The real limit is the ability of the troops to absorb
the pounding, since individual decisions to cease fire will eventually
render the unit useless tactically. Soldiers may desert (leave their unit
and go home), defect (present themselves as prisoners), or, if unable to
leave the killing ground, desert in place, that is, consciously or
unconsciously cease to be a functioning member of the unit. Backing up

"°(S) Intelligence Information Report #2 340 2494 91,
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the aerial bombardment by specific suggestions through psychological
operations radio, leaflets, and loudspeakers can speed up the process if
the bombardment is perceived as personally threatening by the members
of the unit. The minimum accuracy is therefore defined as a perceivable
credible strike distance that maintains individual fear at a high pitch.
This distance does not necessarily coincide with the location of the unit.
Should an attacker be known for having an Inexhaustible supply of
a&Mraft and bombs, the effect and the effective psychological distance
will be increased. Should the personal motivailons of those in the
targeted unit be low, the perceivedicredible distance can grow to the point
that•h.irculare..rror probabledesired, bcomea die range of human
heaing -of the detonating bombs, Even bombs that miss all units will be
assumed by members of each unit to. be hitting someone else, and if
severed communications ensure they can not compare notes, total misses
will add to the overall effect. Iraqi prisoners were very specific about
the effect the bombing of other units within earshot had on their combat
capability and morale. Although the Iraqis were rarely able to
differentiate between the systems bombing them, they were always
Impressed by the results, They also confirmed the importance of random
bombing in inducing helplessness and surrender among enemy troops
before launching a ground assault.

Although the A-10 was able to create the same anxiety au more
random systems, it generally functioned as a precision weapon by firIng
its QAU-8 Sun and Maverick missiles at tanks, According to Iraqi
prisoner reports, the principle source of anxiety produced by A-10s wu
the aircraft's sustained loitering capability. As Iong as the A-10 was in
the targt area, everything within eyesight was subject to attack. Given
their great accuracy, the psychological effects of the A-l0s were: the
enemy did not know which target would be attacked, and the alrcraft
seemed omnipresent." Any soldier could suddenly become the target; if
he were unfortunate enough to attract the attention of the omnipresent
weapon, death seemed certaen. The only alternative was defection, and
many took it. The lack of any effective air defense gave rise to complete
hopelessness, which magnified the effect.'2

"[DELKTBD!
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Randomness and helplessness combined to achieve the same effect.
The B-52s used both 500-pound iron bombs and cluster bomb units. One
prisoner, apparently a veteran of the Iran-Iraq War, stated that Coalition
bombing had been "the worst thing he had ever experienced in a combat"
and went on to assert that the B-52s were particularly bad.
(DBLEZTD].P (DELBTED]. Effects were uneven; the Republican
Guard apparently remained cohesive to the bitter end, but there can be
little doubt as to the overall adverse effect of B-52 area bombing on the
Iraqi ground forces.

[DELETED].M [DELETEDI. These reported effects were anticipated
and am validated by the reported experience of communist recipients of
B-52 Arc Light strikes in the Vietnam War. A particularly eloquent
account by a senior National Liberation Front (Viet Cong) cadre
described the effects of a B-52 attack in the following terms:

it seemed, as I strained to press myself into the bunker floor, that
I had been caught in the Apocalypse. The terror was complete. One
lost control of bodily functions as the mind screamed incomprehensible
orders to get out."

The same source stated that,

for all the privations and hardships, nothing the guerrillas had to endure
compared with the stark terrorization of the B-52
bombardments... translated into an experience of undiluted psych-
ological terror, into which we were plunged, day in, day out for years
on end.*

Warned by foreign radio btations that bombing would occur, Iraqi
troops did not anticipate the ferocity of the attack. The prisoner cited
above described the attacks as so continuous that the troops were rarely

33(S) JOc Rpt #0052.
"54[DELBTED]
"5 Truong Nhu Tang with David Chanoff and Doan Van Toal, A Vietcong Memoir

(Vantage Books. New York, 1986), p 168.
' lbid, pp 167-70. Trwong describes the effect of a B-52 strike on a visiting Soviet

delegation: "When it was over, no one had been hurt, but the entire delegation had
sustained considerable damage to its dignity, uncontrollable trembling and wet pants from
the all-too-obvious signs of inner convulsions."
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able to sleep for more than two hours at a time. The bombers eventually
did not have to hit within his area to produce an effect because
vibrations and sound travel great distances in the desert. The "horrified"
men would quiver in fear a units far away were hit. He specifically
stated that the sound effects spawned suspense and the fear that their unit
would be next." Again, the randomness appears to have contributed to
the effect. This same deserter clearly remembered and obeyed the
Coalition leaflets' exhortation to move away from heavy equipment, as
did his compatriots.

In conclusion, the experience of Coalition and U.S. air forces in
Desert Shield and Desert Storm indicates that bombs delivered by
precision guidance to a specific point and bombs delivered en masse to
inflict statistically predicted damage had complementary roles. On one
hand, precision-guided bombs were particularly suited for bombing high-
value, dense targets, particularly where dispersion and const.quent
collateral damage had to be tightly controlled. The least expensive and
most commonly used precision-guided bombs were LOBs. On the other
hand, dumb bombs were particularly suited for mass bombing of targets
when goals included widespread damage and demoralized enemy troops.
A number of platforms executed mass bombing effectively, but the 2,
with its 38,250-pound maximum bomb load and the ability to deliver it
from high altitude, was considered the optimum performer." Also, the
B-52 used cheap, nonprecislon bombs and was able to deliver them
effectively with the help of accurate navigation and near-real-time
electronic surveillance.

Twenty-Four-Hour Air War

From the dawn of aerial warfare, military airmen appreciated the
tactical advantages that would accrue from being able to penetrate enemy
defenses under cover of clouds and darkness. They also sought to exploit
the advantages of increasing pressure on an enemy by bringing air power
to bear around the clock. The practical obstacles to achieving those
goala, however, were formidable, and until recently, the notion of apply-
ing airpower unconstrained by weather and time of day was an unattain-
able ideal. Cursory analysis of the Gulf War suggests that the old limita-

"[DELETED]
$(S) USCEN'rAP Combat Plans Handout, B-52 Standard Conventional Loads (SCLU).
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tions no longer apply. A higher proportion of Coalition aerial platforms
could deliver ordnance accurately at night than in any previous conflict,
and the tempo of air operations varied little between daylight and dark-
neos. Under certain circumstances, Coalition air power was able to strike
more powerfAl blows at night than by day; the obvious example Is the
use of P-117s in the Baghdad area, where heavy defenses prevented
overflights by manned platforms in daylight. Closer examination,
however, suggsts that the ability of Coalition air forces to strike Iraqi
tarets around the clock was simply a function of improved technical
capibiliiti. This2,4-hour coverage depended on an array of complex and
connected variables including human factors, the capabilities of Iraqi
defensive systems, and the bombing accuracy of specific systems.

The ability to mount all weather air operations around the clock
depends on several discrete but tactically related capabilities: First, and
most basic, Is the ability tofly In clouds and at night, a reality since the
development ofeffective flight instruments and piloting techniques in the

1920s and 1930s. Secondis the ability to navigate accurately and locate
targets at night and through clouds, smoke, and haze with sufficient
precision to deliver ordnance. Airborne radar was used for this purpose
with limited success In the latter stages of World War U (see the
Chapter 4 setion titled "Precision Attack Versus Mass Bombing").
Offset radar bombing, the ability to bomb a designated point by reference
to the radar return of a presurveyed natural feature or cultural object some
distance from the target, came of age in the 1950s, but bombers were
unable to penetrate enemy defenses safely In darkness or adverse weather
at altitudes low enough to defeat ground-based radar-controlled antiair-
craft defenses. High-altitude bombing was sufficiently accurate only for
area targets.

The ability to bomb accurately at night and in adverse weather
demonstrated in Desert Storm emerged from two developments of the
mid-1960s: The first was the emergence of ground mapping and terrain-
avoidance radars that made low-altitude penetration of radar-controlled,
ground-based enemy defenses tactically feasible. That capability was first
fielded operationally in the A-6A in the autumn of 1965,5" and the
F-I I 1A demonstrated the same capability in the Linebacker 11 offensive
in late 1972. These aircraft could penetrate below enemy radar and put

"SFrmnk Uhlis, Jr., ed., Vietnam: The Naval Story, (Annapolis, MD; 1987), p 27.
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bombs on targetseo The tactical nub of the matter was that the A-6 and
F-Ill were able to penetrate at night, at altitudes which were low
enough, generally below 1,000 feet above ground level, to keep them
masked by terrain enough of the time to defeat enemy radars. The
second development, night viewing devices capable of discerning point
targets-individual buildings, vehicles, and installations-appeared at about
the same time," These devices were first used operationally on side-
firing gunships, notably the AC-130, first tested in combat l1a early
1968. The AC-130 could place rounds within feet of its target and
proved highly effective in missions where accuracy counted and loiter
time was at a premium. However, the AC-130 carried only a limited
ordnance load and required a relatively permissive operating environment
(see the Chapter 4 section titled "Special Operations Forces and Air
Powee'). The pivotal development was the coupling of night viewing
devices, notably forward-looking infrared (FLUR), with designators for
laser-uided bombs. Previously, accuracy in night bombing could only
be achieved in low-altitude attacks. Now, genuine precision-the ability
to hit point targets-can be achieved at night from any altitude so long as
the target can be observed on FLIR and the laser designator brought to
bear.

The FLIR and laser designator were combined earlier to provide
precision-guided bombing capability in the Pave Spike system; a strap-on
pod mounted on the F-4E during the final stages of the Vietnam War."
Pave Spike was the ancestor of the Pave Tack system used in the Gulf
War on the F-IIiF. Pave Nail was a parallel development used on
OV-10 forward air control aircraft to designate targets for tactical

sO(C) CINCPACFLT Analysis Staff Study 2-71, "Analysis of A-6A Radar Bombing

Accuracy," 15 July 1971: (DELETED]

"6The first of these was the starlight scope used as a gunsight on the side-firing
AC-47 gunship, used In combat in February of 1965, The AC-47, armed with 7.62-mm
machine guns, was followed by the cannon-armed AC.130, first tested In combat in
February of 1968, which used FUR (fnrward.looking infrared) and .LLTV (low light level
television) for the same purpose. The definitive version, the AC.130H. was armed with
20-mm cannon. 40-mm cannon, and a 105-mm howitzer. Jack S. Ballard, Devlopment
and Employment of Fixd-Wing Ounthips, 1962.1972 (Washington, D.C.: Office of Air
Force History. 1982), p 28.

62Ibi., pp 77.93.
3 iarcelle Knack, Encyclopedia of U.S. Air force Aircrqgf and Misailes, Vol I, Post

World War 11 Fighters - 1945-1973 (Office of Air Forc.e History, 1978), pp 281-282.
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fighters. OV-lOs were used successfully in this manner in the final
stages of the Vietnam War, but in insufficient numbers to realize the full
tactical potential of the system. By contrast, a relatively high percentage
of the tactical aircraft deployed in Desert Shield possessed an autonomous

muR-laser designator capability, notably the F-117, F-II IF, and A-6E.
In addition, some P-16s and all F-15Es deployed In Desert Shield were
fitted with AN/AAQ-13 low-altitude navigation and targeting infrared
(system) for night (LANTIRN) pods, though only a handful of F-I 5Es were
fitted with the AN/AAQ-14 designator pod." The AGM-65D Maverick
magitng infrared homing missile was used at night to find targets and

could be fired by most U.S. tactical fighter and attack aircraft. 'Tble 13
summarizes the day and night, all-weather capabilities and limitations of
the more important Coalition systems.

CeNloe Ce•plites

Beyond a doubt, the most significant weapons at the disposal of
Coalition air forces for extending the reach of airpower around the clock
were the precision-guided missiles (POMs), which could be used at night.
By far the most important of these in terms of tons delivered were
laser-guIded bombs (LOBs) dropped from manned platforms; Air Force
aircraft dropped the lion's share. The aircraft Included, but were not
limited to, the F-II1F, F-15E, F--117, and A-61. Although these
platforms could attack in daylight as well as at night, Coalition planners
chose to exploit their night capability. The imaging-infrared (1IR)
homing AGM-65 Maverick missile, fired mainly by A-lOs plus a few
from F-16s, was also useful in extending the reach of airpower into the
hours of darkness, although much less so than Lats in combination with
PLIR. A few GBU-I5 infrared-guided bombs were also dropped at night;
however, the potential of this weapon was limited by the facts that only
the F-I lIF was equipped with the requisite datalink for guidance and few
crews had trained with it.

Through its ability to attack heavily defended areas at night, the
F-1 17 made a major contribution to overcoming the iron rule of the
clock. B-52s made a major contribution through their ability to drop

"*Only two P-16 squadrons were LANTIRN-equipped. Only the half dozen tarset
designator pods available were rotated among P. I Bs.
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Tabble 13
Bombing Capabilities by Platform

Misal Domblaus Los Sel. Air-WoAIr
Day NIkht Rader Deagnaton Swing Role

P.U7Ruu ~itu X Night, limited bomb load
(2 x 2,000 Ib),; extremely
accurate bombing platform.

P14111P X Pa"eTwit X X Larjebomb load fortactical
aircraft; Air-to-air missiles fot
defense only.

P.1113 X x Large bomb load for tactical
aWamft& aklroqalr missiles for
defense only-, analog avionics.

A43U X ThAN x x Large bomb load for tactical
aircraft; multi-role capability
(eCg., SHAD With HAAMs); logisti-
cally constrained (few LOIs
aboard ship).

V.1113 X LA~flNN X x X Large bombiloadtforatActiWcal
equipped aircraft;, aircraft Frm desgnaor

pods In theater; new
aircraft-crews accomplished
fAiniliurisation In theater.

N.1C X LAPflUN- X X LAN11lIH pods available for
equipped only two squadrons.
aircreft

G1.1 X x Quallifed for JP233 runway
denial munition; effective only
with low-altitude delivery.

B.92 x l~ceptionally larg bomb load,
unsuitable for point targets,

A-10 X X Precision accuracy with 30-mm
CAU-S cannon; limited night
capability with IIR AOGt-65.

VIA.11 X X X Highly capable air-to-air aircraft,
"LAM Day and night precision

capability; unmanned; limited
numbers avail-able; TLAM c
suitable only for point tarets,
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large tonnages of bombs in all weather, day or night, but only after air
superiority was achieved. Although the B-52s had no LOB guidance
capability, they dropped bombs on large area targets and Iraqi forces in
the field and added significantly to the total weight of ordnance delivered.
B-52s, and to a lesser extent F-Ills, A-6s, and F-16s, dropping "dumb"
bombs by day and night, effectively complemented precision bombing

S(see the Chapter 4 section titled "Precision Attack Versus M ass
Bombing"). The P.16 Is an extremely accurate low-altitude bombing
platform by day and, with LANTIRN navigation pods Installed, by night.
It did not, however, have a designation capability for LOBs and was
markedly less accurate when visual bombing from medium altitudes. The
relative weights of day and night attacks delivered by these platforms are
reflected In Figure 51.

Autonomously-guided cruise missiles also made an important and
distinctive contribution to twenty-four hour operations: these were almost

* entirely Navy TLAMS, although a few CALCMs were fired In the first
twenty-four hours of the air campaign. Both TLAM and CALCM are Insen-
sitive to time of day, and TLAMS were used extensively in night attacks
on strategic targets during the first forty-eight hours of the air campaign.
rLAM's biggest contribution to twenty-four-hour air operations, however,
was in striking targets in the heavily defended Baghdad area during
daylight. Extremely accurate, and with no pilot at risk, TLAM was the
ideal weapon for maintaining pressure on heavily defended areas by day.

Although many Coalition platforms were more or less equally suited
for day and night operations, manning limitations forced individual units
Into either day or night operations (see Figure 51). Th, greater weight
of F-16 strikes in daylight hours primarily reflects the aumber of units
committed to daylight operations rather than equipment limitations. In
simple terms, a unit must have a very high crew ratio and must be
overmanned in both operations support and maintenance to conduct
twenty-four-hour operations; this -yas a luxury which few if any Coalition
units enjoyed.

Inspection of Figure 51 reveals a number of significant tactical
considerations. The perceptible drop in sorties on targets during twilight
hours reflects two phenornena: The first Is poor visibility for visual
ordnance delivery at twilight, that is, within about thirty minutes of sun-
rise and sunset. The difficuity of acquiring and attacking targets under
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low-sun-angle and dim-light conditions is one of the most enduring
realities of aerial combat. The second is the shift in the infrared contrast
gradient after sunrise and sunset, a factor that wal paticularly significant
in- the KTO where vehicles and equipment were major target sets. Sand
warms and cools more quickly than metal; hence, the contrast between
the two was greatest shortly after evening twilight when the sand had
cooled and the heat-soaked metal of vehicles and equipment was still hot.
The diffrnce gradually diminishes throughout the night and reverses
shortly after: sunrise' reaching a transilent condition of equality when the
sun has warmed the sand to the same temperature as the metal."

DOc Reasult

While. there were distinct limitations in the ability of Coalition
airpower to bring pressure to bear on Iraqi forces regardless of time of
day or meteorological conditions, those limitations were much less
restrictive than in previous conflicts. In all previous conflicts, there was
a marked tradeoff between accuracy and time of day, and the vut
majority of accurate bombing attacks took place in daylight. That
generalization held true through the end of the Vietnam War, although
with somewhat less force than for Korea and World War 1I. In the Gulf
War, LOBS delivered with PIUR designators evened the balance, and
reversed It to a degree, since the infrared sensors with their ability to
penetrate haze, enjoyed an appreciable advantage over optical systems."

In summation, Coalition forces could attack the vast majority of
targets under prevailing conditions most of the time, There were,
however, significant limitations on twenty-four-hour, all-weather
operations. The most important of these was the need for relatively clear
visibility to deliver LOBs, day or night. Weather was thus a constraining
factor and had an adverse effect on F- 117 operations in particular. TLAM
helped to pick up the slack with daylight attacks in the most heavily
defended areas but was not effective against hardened targets. F-I I IFs,
A-6s, and F-15Es, though unable to penetrate the heaviest Iraqi defenses
with the same impunity as the F-1 17, were able to bomb by radar; these

USee, for example, Maperick Operalon; Supplement: IR Maverick (Hughes Aircraft
Company: I Jul 1988), "IR Predictions," pp 1.5-1.6.

WNote, however, that optical systems can pInatraite mist and fog better than Infrared

systems.
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aircraft thus had a genuine all-weather capability and were capable of
considerable accuracy at low altitudes. This advantage was somewhat
degraded.by the decision to reduce the effectiveness of Iraqi antialicraft
artillery, optically aimed by day and barrage fired by night, by attacking
from medium altitudes. The F-I IlIE was also able to radar bomb but had
analog avionicA. and was thus less accurate at medium altitudes than the
other aircraft mentioned. Intelligent tactics and scheduling compensated,
in pan, for the limitations of individual systems. Black Hole schedulers,
for example, learned to schedule F- 117 sorties around'the poor ceilings
and visibility associated with frontal weather passages and to attack
targets suitable for radar deliveries with F-I lls, F-15Es, A-6s, and, on
occasion, B-52a when weather in the target area was poor.67

Although Impossible to quantify, the next most serious constraint on
twenty-four-hour operations was aircrew fatigue. Although not a natural
routine, entire squadrons could be put on a night schedule operationally.
Because essential administrative functions had to be accomplished In
daytime, alrcrews flying outside the normal duty hours almost inevitably
faced a heavier fatigue toll than their daylight-tasked equivalents. Tb this
must be added the psychological toll of routinely penetrating enemy
defenses, a toll that sooner or later found expression in physiological
form. To cite a relevant example, a competent observer characterized
F-117 pilots-a group explicitly trained for night operations-as "tired" by
the end of Desert Storm." To make matters worse, the key mission
planners and analysts in tactical wings and squadrons in Desert Storm
were almost all operational aircrew members who had to fly to maintain
currency.0

The Scud Hunt

The anti-Scud campaign was conducted In two overlapping but
tactically distinct phases. The first phase was part of the Master Attack
Plan and was directed against fixed launchers, support facilities, and
storage areas. Since this phase was an integral part of the strategic air

67See the Effects and Ehffectivents Report.

"rToln intvw, p 14.
Y37th TrW tactical mislon planninin was largely accomplshed by weapons and

tactics ofters who stayed up to do the work aller flying their nocturnal mission.,
information supplied by MaJ Robert Hskridge.
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campaign, it is not discussed in detail here. The second phase, termed
the Scud Hunt, was triggered by Scuds being fired at Israel and Saudi
Arabia from mobile launchers. The second phase was thus aimed at
locating and destroying Iraq's mobile launch assets.

The first Scud hunt sorties were launched during the night of
18 January with the diversion of three AC-130H gunshIpsO During the
following two nights, three more AC-130 sorties were committed to
anti-Scud armed reconnaissance,.' Then, on the night of the 21st, an
AC-130 engaging a possible a Scud site drew an SA-7 launch and was
taken under fire by 23-mm and 37-mm antiaircraft artillery. After
evading the Irai fire, the AC-130 was diverted to another possible Scud
site. En route, it was engaged by early-warning radar followed by an
SA-8 launch. The crew narrowly evaded the missile but over stressed the
aircraft." The following night, the launch of an AC-130 against mobile
Scud targets in western Iraq, marked the last use of AC- 130s in the Scud
Hunt.

The Scud Hunt proper got under way as the AC-130 commitment
ended and continued until the cessation of hostilities," The effort
absorbed a significant proportion of strike assets In theater: about twenty-
five percent of P-15Es, seven percent of A-10s, twenty-five percent of

* LAN"IRN-equipped P-16s, and eight percent of P-Il IFs were dedicated to
the Scud hunt; F -117s, B-S2s, Navy A-6Es and F/A-I8s, and Royal Air

0rrhe crews encountered low clouds in the search area and termed their efforts "zero
percent effective." (S) "AC-130 Gunship Desert Storm Mission Summary," atch. to
16SOS/CC Itr to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force, 14 May 1992, subj:
"AC-130 Desn Storm Information."

71(S) Ibid. One sortie was diverted on the 19th. Two were launched with the
assigned nmssion of anti-Scud armed reconnaissance on the 20th; theso claimed two Squat
ByefFiat Face radars and several associated vans destroyed,

7 The aircraft was returned to duty only after extensive maintenance in Germany.
73(3) The 20 January start date correlates with the first entry in the so-called Scud

Chasing Log maintained by The Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) under CENTAP
Headquarters; (SINF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Desert Sonn Scud Campalln, Apr 1992,
Appendix C, "Scud Chasing Log." (S) This Table lists 255 separate Scud-related events,
defined as a reported activity Involving an aircraft Involved In anti-Scud operations,
between 20 January and 27 February,
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Force OR-I Tormados were used on occasion as well.7' The tactical
essence of the Scud Hunt was to place strike aircraft in orbit over known
launch areas poised to attack mobile Scud sites as soon as they could be
detected and located. Detection, location, and the direction of strike
aircraft toward their targets were undertaken by a variety of
reconnaissance, intelligence, and command and control p.atforms.

The objectives of the Scud Hunt were to locate, attack, and destroy
mobile Scud launchers and associated support equipment and,
secondarily, to suppress launch activity, The Scud Hunt is of historical
interest u the first air campaign against a mobile ballistic missile force."
It is of tactical and operational interest, since it is unlikely to be the last
such campaign." The Scud Hunt pressed to the limit Coalition strike,
intelligence, and command and contro! systems, as well as aircrew skills
and the powers of innovation and adaptation of Coalition staffs, planners,
and commanders.

Background

The technical characteristics and tactical capabilities of Iraqi mobile
ballistic missile systems were well known to U.S. and Coalition
intelligence analysts before the Gulf War (see Figure 52). It was
apparent to Coalition commanders that the possession by Iraq of

"741n a postwar press brieflng, Chief of Staff of the Air Force Gen Merrill McPeak
stated that and.scud operations absorbed three times the resources anticipated; "Scud
Chase" press briefing, IS Mar 1991, quoted in (S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud
Camplv,, p D-4.

"5Operatlon caossmow, the air campaign against German V weapons mounted by
the U.S. Army Air Forces and Royal Air force In WWII, offers strong parallels tn the
Scud Hunt In terms of training, Intelligence organization, and the role of political factors
In the allocation of resources. The parallel breaks down tactically, since no attempt was
made to targt mobile V-2 launchers; observation by Capt Edward O'Connell, UsAF, DIA
Targeting Officer. See Tie Army Air Forces in World War II, Vol III, Ch 4,
"CROSSBOW," pp 84-106 and 525.46.

'6(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Camnpain, p I. Secretary of Defense
Richard Cheney made the comment, "Mobile missile hunting was difficult and costly; we
will need to do better."
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FIgure 52
Scud Functional Flow to Launch Positions (Soviet Model)

FIGURE DELETED
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significant numbers of Al Husayn (also called Al Hussein), and perhaps
Al Abbas ballistic missiles, posed major problems for the Coalition."
These problems were compounded by the possible use of chemical or
biological warheads. The primAry concern was that Scud attacks against
Waal might prompt Israeli intervention and split the Coalition. This
overriding concern gave the Scud Hunt its tactical priority."

During the war, neither chemical nor biological warheads were used,
and the Scud did not pose a militarily significant threat to Coalition
forces."' The relatively small high-explosive warhead and 1.500 to 2,000-
meter circular error probable (caP)'0 of the Al Husayn reduced the missile
to a psychological and harassment weapon."

Scope and Concept of Operations

The Scud Hunt campaign had three main components: First, U.S.
Army Patriot missiles defended selected point targets in Saudi Arabia and
later, Israel. Second, Coalition air forces located, identified, and
neutralized or destroyed Scud missiles, mobile launchers, support

r/(S/NF/WN) Ibid, pp 1-10, 1-1I. Al Husayn and Al Abbas were Iraqi modifications
of the Soviet Scud B, which in crude terms doubled the range of the original by extending
the fRel ankaqe and halving the weight of the warhead.

7'1(C) In August 1990 contingency planning for an Iraqi Invasion of Saudi Arabia
clNcculr expressed concern over the prospect or "chemical and perhaps biological
warheads threatening cities, airfields, ports, and troops" and emphasized the importance
of suppreuing Scud attacks quickly once hobtilities began; he was also concerned about
the use of Scud attacks on Israel as a means of splitting the Coalition. During the war.
42 Scuds were fired at Israel and 45 at Saudi Arabia; I landed In Qatar;
(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, &ud Campaign, pp 1-14 - 1-17.

"•(S) Q. Desert Storm Scud Missile Working Croup Conference, Working Croup III
(Tactics) Summary (Washington, D.C.. 28-30 May, 1991), p 2, henceforth Scud
Conference Group III Summary.

'0w. Seth Car, and Joseph S. Bermudez, Jr., "Iraq's AI.Husayn Missile
Programme," Jane's Soviet Intlfisence Review (May 1990), pp 204-248, 206.

"For the psychological effects or the Scud threat on Coalition military personnel.
gee 3. R. Galls-Tess, Usage Et L,.,e do ta Notion do Streis de Combat a LExperience
do la Guerre du Oofe, a paper presented at the Gulf War International Symposium and
World Psychiatric Associa;on Meeting, Paris, 27 Jan 1992. Oalle-Tess reports several
instances of French alrcrew members whose psychological reaction to the Scud threat led
to their being relieved of flying duty.
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vehicles, and support facilities. Finally, Special Operations Forces (SOF),
including British Special Air Service (SAS) and Special Boat Service (sBs)
and U.S. Army Special Forces, were deployed into Iraq.

Destroying Scud research and development centers, command and
control installations, production and storage facilities, and fixed launch
sites amounted to only a small part of the total effort after the first few
days of the campaign. Since the fixed Scud launcherm were not used,"
and since attacks on these sites were tactically no different from attacks
on any fixed Installation, they are of no concern hem.

The ability-or inability-of Coalition air forces to find and destroy
mobile launchers and support systems was the key to attaining the
objectives of the Scud hunt. The terminal effects of available ordnance
were not a limiting factor, since bombs in the MK-80 series and cluýir
munitions of various kinds were more than adequate to destroy the
soft-skinned targets associated with mobile Scud operations." Accuracy
was not a problem either, because If the target could be men, LoBs
(laser-guided bombs) had more than the requisite accuracy. When the
target could not be seen visually or on infrared cockpit imagery,
platforms with a radar bombing capability, notably the B-52, F-15E,
A-6E, and F-1 IE/F, could In principle attack with sufficient accuracy to
destroy mobile Scud targets.

There were three critical tactical challenges in the anti-Scud
campaign. The first was the ability to detect Scud launches in timely
fashion. The second was the ability of aircrews, using onboard visual,
radar, and infrared aircraft systems, to spot mobile Scud launchers,
vehicles, and support systems associated with mobile launch operations.
The third was the ability to place ordnance on the targets once detected.
Of these challenges, detection had to be met first, since there could be no
strikes without detection. The ability of Coalition systems to detect the
signatures of the various components of the mobile Scud system was thus
a key to a successful Scud hunt.

"2(S) 27 Jan INKs Briefing. As of 27 January, there was no conclusive evidence that

the estimated 30 fixed launchers had been used,
"i(S) Scud Conference Group III Summary, p 8.
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Scud Syptm Tac• Characteristlcs

[DELETED]". [DELETED]"

[DELETED]. The Iraqis. made little or no use of radio communica-
tions for controlling Scud operations. (DELETED]." [DELETED]. Iraq
apparently exercised command and control via encrypted communications
over secure land lines and, possibly, couriers.'7  Consequently,
underground communications cables believed to be associated with
mobile missile operation,-specifically, fiber optic cables-were Identified
as potential targets of the Scud hunt. (DELETED]." [DELETED].

Vehicles associated with mobile Scud operotions were readily
identifiable on imagery ... if they could be seen. The qualification is
critical because the Iraqis wero adept at hiding mobile launchers and
associated vehicles. [DELETED].

[DELETED]'

The signature of the Scud missile itself was the principal means of
launch detection. [DELETED]?. Defense Support Program (DSP)
satellites, successfully detected all eighty-eight Scud launcheso' DSP

"(S/NF/WN) Christie and barlow, Scud Campaign, p 1-7, para. 2 b.
"[DELETED]
16(S) I93d Special Operations Group, JULLS Long Report No. 41843-33473 (00004);

193d Special Operations Group (Air National Guard) oWAPS Interviews, 20-21 Jan 1992.
67(S) INKS briefing.

I(S.'/N USASOC History, Army Special Operations in Operations Desert
Shkl/d/D#serr Storm, atch. to Itr., Richard W, Stewart, Command Historian, to HQ,
UUsOCOM. atn, Dr. Partin, MacDIII APB, PL, subi: "Review of Historical Monograph on
Deoort Shield/Deet Storm," 22 April 1991 (henceforth 11SASoc History), p 45,
(DELETDl)

"(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, Summary p 12.
'O(S/NF/WN) Ibid. p 1-i1.

"9'(S) Defense Science Board Final Report on "Lessons Learmed During Operation.
Desert Shield and Desert .Storm," (8 Jan 1992), p 65: two of the 88 missiles launched
filled In flight and did not reach their target areas.
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coordinates delineated Scud launch areas." Strike
crews did visually observe some Scud launches, but could not attack
because they had no way to determine the precise location of the
lauiches, particularly at night." (DELETED]. 4

For tactical' purposes, the mostimportant visual, radar, and infrared
signatures of the mobile Scud system were those of its component
vehicles. The most characteristic and Important of these was the
eight-wheeled Soviet-built MAZ-543 transporter-erector-launcher (TEL).
(DELETED]." [DELETED]." [DELETED]. The Iraqis also fielded a
number of locally constructed mobile-erector-launchers (MELs), launch
rails on a flatbed truck in essence, to supplement the MAZ-343s, While
these vehicles lacked the MAZ-543's superior mobility, they wore
probably capable of off-road operations. Post-war analysis indicated that
Scud launches took place near paved highways. This would have been
consistent with movement from hide locatiunsa and with the use of MEL&.
(DELETED]."

All of the Scud vehicles were easily camouflaged and difficult to
detect visually from the air. All had large radar signatures plus
prominent Infrared signatures when their primary propulsion systems,
auxiliary power units, generators, and heaters or air-conditioning units
were operating. The signatures, however, could be readily Imitated by
decoys with varying degrees of fidelity, depending on the expense and
attention to detail put into the decoy. [DELETED].

"(DELTED]
03(S) This would not have been true in the unlikely event that the launch took place

within the field of vision of the strike aircraft's targeting radar or infrared systems, which
did not happen,

"0(S) [DELMTED]
"(S/NF/WN) Ibid. pp 1-2. 6, I i.

"(S/NF/WN) Ibid, pp 1-5, 1-6.
"7(S) Dfene Science Board Final Report, p 65.
"s(S) iDELTED]
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The evidence suggests that tactical deception played a major rolc in
Iraqi mobile Scud operations. [DELETED]." [DELETED]."t
(DELETED.

(DELETED]'0'1 Postwar Intelligence suggests that the estimated
number of misailes was somewhat high, the estimated number of TEUl
and mBms wals somewhat low, and predictions of tactics and
organizational structure were Inaccurate.'" [DELETED].

[DELETED].'"I [DELETED].1'4 (DELETED].'"1

[DELE3TEIJ.'" [DELETED].`~ (DELETED].'"1

In assessing the effectiveness of Iraqi tactical deception and the
formidable problems facing Coalition airmen in attempting to locate
mobile Scud systems, an Important caveat must be made, Whether they

"s(S) [DELETED)

'"*(SIN (DELETED)
10tAs quoted In OPLAN Desert Storm dated 16 De IM.0 cited In

(S/NP/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, 1-10. The Improvised MRL& used
Soania tractor transports, as the prime mover. There was a wide band of uncertainty In
estimatoe of numbers of missiles on hand, re (S) INKS briefing, which estimates that the
Iraqis possessed 30 mobile launchers and 3506950 missiles on the date indicated. The DIA
estimrate was a tota of 36.

'm2(S/NP/WN) Christie and Bariow, Scud Campaign, p 1-13.
103(S) Comments provided by DIA analysts.
104(S) [DELETED]

1l5Forword air controllers used this technique successfully In the Vietnam War, but
flew specialized observation aircraft with more spacious cockpits, many of them
two-seaers such as the OV.2 and OV-lO. The side windows could be opened on many
of these aircraft to avoid optical distortion from looking though the canopy, and the
operating altitudes were generally considerably lower,

'os(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, p I- IS.
MOM/N) The tests were conducted at the Fort Campbell, KY. reservation and from

Nellis APII, NV. On the Yuma Proving Grounds, Arizona-, information from (DELEITED),
who was Involved in TOUTED OLEEM as a DIA targeting officer. See also (S/NP) TOUTFED
oLzIm: F-15; P-16 LANTIRtN Adaptive Video.

10(S) Information fromn Capt Jeff Hodgdon. Captain Hodgdon participated In
TOUTED GLEIM as an F- I lIpI weapons system operator.
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were effective or not, the Iraqis obviously feared detection, particularly
in daylight. Eighty-one percent or seventy-one of all Scud launches were
In darkness,"W and the few daylight launches occurred shortly after dawn.
Specifically, launches took place between twenty minutes after dusk and
one hour after dawn, and the great majority were launched between 2130
and 0345 SBalhdad time.'10 The most likely explanation for the
concentration of launch activity at night is that the Iraqi's were attempting
to prevent Coalition Scud combat air patrol pilots from obtaining a visual
fix on the launch location and attacking before the mobile launcher could
move.

Twdca Luecudtn

When the Scud offensive began, Coalition air forces were faced with
the daunting prospect of seamhing virtually the entire western and
southeastern quadrants of Iraq for mobile launchers and associated
equipment."' This situation changed for the better with the discovery,
made during the first days of the air war,"' that Scuds were being fired
to their maximum range of just over 600 kilometers, a pattern followed
throughout the campaign. On the basis of this observation plus historical
knowledge of previous launch sites and the known target areas-Haifa, Tel
Aviv, Riyadh, and Dhahran-it was possible to define the launch areas
with considerable accuracy."' (See Figure 53.) The Intelligence
community had plotted the locations of presurveyed Scud launch points
in southeastern Iraq on the basis of a search of historical imagery

IN(S) Defense Science Board Final Report, p 63. The source does not specify, but

"darkness" in this context probably means between evening nautical twilight (by
definition, when the horizon can no longer be scen) and morning nautical twilight.

110(S) As of 27 January, 68 percent of all launches had occurred in the 2130 to 0345
window, (S) INKS briefrnl.

I1 '(S/NF) DIA analysts had Isolated likely mobile Scud launch areas on the basis of
LANDSAT imagery and terrain analysis in advance of the air campaign, re (S/NF/WN) DIA
Dean Storm Adaptive Planning Target Material, OPARGA India (ADTM 1.91), information
cutoff date 7 Feb 1991, but air campaign planners were not aware of this.

112(S) Precisely when the connection was made Is unclear, but Checkmate team
members are In agreement that It was during the first few days of the air war. The 27 Jan
NINK briefing treats this as an esl iblished fact.

I '3(S) Defense Science Board Final Report, p 66; and (S/NFIWN) Christie and

Barlow, Scud Campaign, p 1-1i.
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augmented by new imagery and HUMINT during Desert Shield, and these
locations generally coincided with the Scud b'skets.'14

The Iraqi practice of launching only at maximum range can be
accounted for by two complementary hypotheses, one technical and one
tactical. The technical hypothesis is that launching at maximum range
bums propellanta to depletion and thus avoids aerodynamic instability
resulting from center-of-$ravity shifts on reentry that lead to tumbling and
breakup of the missile body. The tactical hypothesis is that the Iraqis
were preregistering and calibrating their launchers and missiles to the
same (maximum range) settings on each launch. This procedure would
save time by minimizing prelaunch adjustments after the missile was
rolled into firing position, and also improve speed and efficiency

114(S/NF/WN) Chdstie and Barlow, Scud Campalgn, p 1-12; a siilalr correlation

was made for launch baskets In western Iraq after the initiation of hostilities.
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Figure 53
Scud Targets and Launch Sectors

FIGURE DELETED

through standardized procedures.'is The second hypothesis agrees with
the notion that the Iraqis were concerned about risking detection by
staying at a firing site too long. If that were the case, the adoption of
"shoot and scoot" tactics to preserve mobile launch assets would logically
follow. While neither hypothesis is provable in any rigorous sense, both
fit what was known about Iraqi objectives and patterns of operations.

While many anti-scud tactics were considered, maintaining standing
Scud combat air patrols (CAP$) over the launch baskets on a twenty-four.
hour basis was favored. Night CAPs were maintained by F-lSEs equipped
with synthetic aperture radar and LANTIRN targeting pods in the western

1 "(5) This hypothesis emerged within the CHECKMATe coll chmted with monitoring

Scud Isues, (S) INKS biloflnS.
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launch area and by F-16s equipped with LANTIRN and Global Position Sys-
tem (UPS) in the eastern area (or "box")."' The F-16s, and occasionally
the F-l5Es in the western area, worked in conjunction with JSTARS. A-10s
were used for daylight armed reconnaissance In both areas. Scud CAPS
were supplemented by proplanned strikes against fixed targets.

During the Scud Hunt Campaign, formations of F-I SEs patrolled the
western box and F-16 formations patrolled the eastern box at night, using

WLANIRN for reconnaissance of their assigned areas. If they did not locate
targets during patrol, they attacked targets provided by Intelligence. If no
targets were available from Intelligence, the patrols expended ordnance
on preplanned Scud-related targets before returning to base."' Daylight
Scud CAPS were flown by ten A-10s assigned to Al Jouf. These aircraft
conducted daylight road reconnaissance in pairs, and the pilots used
binoculars to assist their visual search. Both day and night Scud CAP air-
craft normally flew at 12,000-15,000 feet to remain above effective
antiaircraft artillery fire.1" A-10 pilots used infrared imagery from
Maverick seeker heads to augment their visual searches. [DELETED].
Those directing the Scud Hunt were well aware of the Importance of
suppressive efforts and Issued their orders accordingly."' An Idea of the
range of weapons and tactics used and the ebb and flow of daily Scud
hunting activity can be gained from Tfble 14.

[DELETED]

"'Only one squadron of F-16s had oPs; they were the only Coalition tactical fighters
so equipped.

"117(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, p 111-6.
"I(II(SiNF/WN) ibid, p 111-7.
119(S) E,.g. UICENTAPiDO to 4 TFW/CC message 040900Z Pub 91, directing F.ISE

crews on Scud CAP to maintain their patrol until relieved, even ir they had expended all
their ordnance.
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Figure 54
Scud CAP Notification Net

FIGURE DELETED

(DELETED].'3 Linking these disparate scud-hunt detection,
communications, and tactical assets into a near-real-time commsnd and
control network was a remarkable achievement. The significance of that
achievement, however, must be qualified when put in tactical context.
The mobility of the Scud system and the brief warning time its various
signatures afforded provided minimal engagement time, even when
everything worked perfectly. It should be noted, however, that warning
times improved significantly as the campaign progressed.

12'(S/NPIWN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Cyal^pin, p 11-25.
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Table 14
Resources Committed to Scud Hunt Operations

27 January 1991"'1

Western Area
Misdon
"Categor Resource Ordnance Targeot
Scud CAP P-1SH CBU. As provided by intolli.
Night Only a on ground alert OBU. gence or targets of

on Scud CAP, opportunity.

Armed A-10 ACM- Intelligence provided
Reconnalssance sorties, 2 on CBU- launch locations and
Daytime Only station at a time 30-mm targets of opportunity.

cannon
Preplanned P-1I IF OBU. Large culverm and other
Mission& potential hide sites.

9-520 CBU- Storage and support
facilities; H-1 and H-2

A-6E not stated airfields.

Selected launch locations,
storag and support
facilities;

Supplemental P117 OBU. Hardened sites at H.-,
misilons H-2, and H-3 airfields,

Eastern Area
Mliloa
Category Restource. Ordnance Targets
Scud CAP F-16C CBU- As provided by intelli-
Night Only a on ground alert gence and JTARS or

: on Scud CAP, targets of opportunity.

Supplementas B.520e u available not stated As provided by Intel.
missions ligence or JWTARS.

F/A-18 as available not stated Via ATO/FRAO order.

"2Developed from (S/NP/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campailn, Table I11-1,

p 111-3.
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[DELETED],.'2

(DELETED].'" [DELETED].' (DELETED]

(DBLETED].'

The difficulties of locating and attacking individual mobile Scud
targets eventually drove tactical planners to an increased emphasis on
suppressive tactics, which included dedicated B-52s armed with CBU-58s,
(cluster munitions), making preemptive strikes in the Scud boxes from 19
February through the end of hostilities.'26 The B-52s arrived on station
with CBU-58s and dropped them at intervals during their time on station.
Dropped from high altitude, the high-explosive and fragmentation effects
of the bomblets scattered over a wide area, putting thin-skinned mobile
Scud vehicles and fueled missiles at risk. The B-52s freed five Scud CAP
F- I SEa for other targets and were deemed to have done the same suppres-
sive job equally well.

Tactcal Effectlvyness

[DELETED]121 [DELETED].In

[DELETE.D]. The ability, or Inability, of Scud-associated vehicles to
move freely from staging areas to hide sites and back was a key determi-
nant of tactical effectiveness. Those responsible for developing the ATo

123(S/NF/WN) Ibid, Fil. 11-6. p 11-32.

123(S/NF) USASOC History, pp 40-48.

"2'(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, pp 11-27, 28,

'25(S/NF/WN) Ibid, pp 111-12, 111-13, An F.15B entry cited that the anecdotal
evidence alluded to above involves an unplanned radio contact between a Scud CAP
aircrew and an Individual on the ground with a Britimh accent who directed a successfl
strike.

126(S) 26 Feb 91 memo, subj: "B-52 Scud Hunter Mission," identified as probably
written by Black Hole operative Cpt James Hawkins, Checkmate File 19.7, The CnuSB
submunition is a baseball-sized high explosivelrragmentation bomblet fazed for instants-
neous detonation,

'27 (S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud CampaiRn, p 111-6.
'a(S) Defenst Science Board Final Report, Fig. 2.6.4, p 72,
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were well awam of this. They approached the problem by targeting
polential hide sime such as culverts, overpasses, and bridges, whether
Scud movement wu observed around them or not-ant idea developed
within the Checkmate staff in coordination with DIA.' These targets
were attacked by a variety of aircraft, including F-h1IFs and F-l17s, and
Involved the use of denial ordnance to inhibit free movement in and
around suqected staging and launch areas. CBU-89/B oCATR, a cluster
munition combining magnetically-fuzed antitank submunitions and trip-
wire-hinad antipersonnel submunitions, was used extensively for this
purpo. OATOR would seem to have been ideal for limiting and delaying
Scud movement in and around hide sites and staging areas, although
conclusions concerning effectiveness remain an area of speculation,
barring access to Iraqi records.13° Similarly, the targeting of culverts,
overpasses, and bridges capable of sheltering Scud-associated vehicles
may have had some suppressive effect. The simple-presence of Scud CAP
aircraft overhead may have had suppressive effect as well, a supposition
discussed later in the chapter.

[DELETJ)].'3 ' [DEL.ETED].' [DELETED].

Scud hunting tactics were ineffective if measured in terms of
numbers of Scud-associated vehicles confirmed destroyed. Cockpit
imapry and reports by soP ground forces hold open the possbility that
some mobile launchers were destroyed, but this cannot be confirmed.
Assertions by denigrators of the air campaign that no mobile launchers
at all were destroyed are equally unprovable.'n (DELETEDI."' On

"t'(S) This took place on or about 23 January; information from, DIA.

"1(S/NF/WN) Christie and Bariow, Scud Campaign, p I1-10, cite several "informal
documents" to that effect, albeit wihhout naming them. The CBU.89 is a tree-falI cluster
weapon consisting of the SUU-64/B dispenser containing 72 BLU.91/B antitank and 22
BLU-92/B antipeasonel submunltions. The BLU.91/B Is a 4.31 pound antitank mine
with a mass focused warhead fuzed with a magnetic sensor; the BLU-92B is a 3.75-pound
antipersonnel mine with a fragmentation warhend triggered by tripwlres.

51 (S/NFAWN) Ibid. Appendix C.
132(S/NF/WN) Ibid. pp 111-15-17.

1"See, for example, Mark Crispin Miller, "Operation D.sert Sham," The New York
Twsa, 24 Jun 1992. See also "Claims of Scud Destruction Unverified," Washinston Poit,
25 Jun 1992, p 5.
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balance, the evidence suggests that few mobile launchers were destroyed
by Allied air power.

It moms unlikely that Iraqi mobile Scud operations remained
unaffected. idELE]. The scud-hunt no doubt discouraged road
Smovement by Scud units. It is worth noting in this regard that both the
total number of Scud& launched and the weekly launch rates were
signfiantltdy lower than one would ex pect on the basis of equivalent data
from the "War of the Cities$$ phase of the Iran-lraq War. [DELTE].13

Crossing the physically clan but analytically fuzzy line between
destruction and suppression, analysis of Iraqi tactical behavior suggests
considerable respect for Coalition Scud hunting capability. The most
revealing datum in this respect is the Iraqi unwillingness to launch in
daylight, and if the Iraqi& were unwilling to launch at all in daylight, it
seems unlikely that they felt able to do so with impunity at night.

Although the two canno! be cleanly separated, it seems clear that the
destructive and suppressive effects of anti-Scud tactics combined to
significantly reduce the launch rate. This conclusion is supported by the
fact that the weekly launch rate was some thirty-four percent lower than
in the War of the Cities phase of the Iran-Iraq War, during which the
Iranians made no attempt to strike or suppress Scud launch activity. This
wu true despite the probability that the Iraqis had some thirty percent
more missiles to expend than in the earlier conflict.'" Figure 56 depicts
a comparison of Scud launch rates in the War of the Cities with those in
Desert Storm. These data suggest that anti-Scud operations reduced the

14(8) The claasic example involves the relcase of cockpit video footage in the counm
of a Riyadh preas buieing. which waa billed as showing a mobile Scud launcher being
destroyed. In fact, the vehicle in question was probably a fuel truck.

133(S) Point Paper, "BDA-Deserlt Storm. Operator's Look," briefed to Checkmaw as
of 29 Jan 0900 Baghdad time, CODA Folder 13. 1. In addition a "monumental" secondary
explosion was noted following a B.52 strike on the Rumaylaw ammunition storage site
on the morning of 29 Ja, re. Pentagon Operations Directorate 282330Z Jan 91 mug, p 2.
Thi nay or may not have been Scud mel-ted.

13 '(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, esp. Fig IV-2, pp IV-I0.l I.
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number of Iraqi launches by something on the order of fifty percent." 7

The counter argument can be made that the slope of the two curves is
remarkably similar, suggesting that the Initial drop In firings and
subsequent recovery was attributable mainly to Internal logistic or
operational factors. This argument bears closer examination. ohe most
likely reason for the sharp drop in launches after the first two weeks in
either case was the depletion of forward stockpiles of missiles, warheads,
and fuel. According to this hypothesis, the "trough" in the launch curves
represents a period of replenishment and the up turn at the end represents
the expenditure of stocks moved forward during the period of reduced
activity. In principle, the forward displacement of missiles, warheads and
fuel would have been vulnerable to air interdiction, The difference in
grms launch rates between the two cases is therefore, in principle at least,
partly attributable to the difficulty of moving under the watchful eye of
air power.

Two other considerations support the notion that anti-Scud operations
significantly affected mobile Scud operations. First, the Iraqi ability to
coordinate Scud launches appears to have declined as the campaign wore
on. While forty. of the first forty-two Scuds fired were launched in
salvos, no less than twenty-seven of the last thirty-

371(S) This etmate is based on several assumptions concerning the capabilities of
the Iraqi mobile miulile force in the absence of a suppressive effort: first, that it could
have equalled the average weekly launch ates achieved during the War of the Cities with
the same number of miulles on hand. Second, that thirty percent more launches could
have been achieved had thirty percent more missiles been available. The above analysis
is based on weekly averages, Close examination of launch patterns on an hour by hour
basis correlued with air activity might well produce a somewhat dilTerent picture.
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Figure 56

Comparison ut Scud Launch Rates

FIGURE DELETED

nine were launched separately,.N This may be uttributable to a change
in Iraqi tactics, but on balanuce this seems unlikely. Second, launches
against King Khalid Military City (KKMC) did not begin until
14 February, some four weeks after the start of the Scud Hunt. These
Brings came from a new launch area Immediately north of Baghdad,

1X(S) Dtfow Scknce Board Final Report, p 70- there were 13 multiple launches
with salvo launch tim totalling IS s15 unda or less; 4 of thems Included launches from
morm than or* Scud box.
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much closer to presumed missile stockpiles than the others, and better
served-by road. Since the Iraqis surely accorded Israeli targets higher
priority than Saudi targets,.and since Riyadh was presumably a more
lucrative target politically and psychologically than kKKMC, this shift In
effort Is suggestive. The notion that the chanje in taredng was forced
on the Iris by tactical considerations rather than voluntarily adopted for
policy reasons Is supported by a comparison of targets smuack in the first
And last twelve days of the Scud:campaign. Of the fifty Scuds fired
during the initial twelve day "spike," no less than twenty-seven, or fifty-
four percent, fell on Israel. It is all but certain that the bulk of these
missiles were in forward staging areas when the air war started. Note,
too, that twenty of the fifty were fired before the Scud Hunt proper
began. Of the twenty-elght fired In the final twelve days, nine, or thirty.
two percent fell on both Israeli and KKMC targets.IN

The salient conclusion is that U.S. and Coalition air forces found it
E extremely difficult to locate, find, and destroy mobile Scud targets. The

""bsence of unequivocal evidence concerning the number and nature of
targets destroyed strengthens this conclusion: a timely, accurate, and
reiterative bomb damage assessment process is an essential part of any
successful air campaign, and the assessment did not exist. Conversely,

* several considerations suggest that the campaign placed significant tactical
and operational constraints on Iraqi mobile Scud operations. First, the
reluctance of the Iraqis to fire during daylight provides clear, if indivact,
evidence that mobile Scud forces were unable to operate with impunity in
daylight. Second, the markedly lower numbers and rates of Scud launches
in the Gulf War in comparison with those in the War of the Cities strongly
Implies that an inhibiting factor constrained mobile Scud operations. The
only such factor evident is air power. The same point applies to the shift
in firings from Israeli to Saudi targets toward the end of the Scud
campaign. While the estimates of numbers of missiles and launchers
available on which this point Is based ame soft, the point ho~ds across the
spectrum of estimates.10 The implication is that the effects of air power
multiplied the impact of whatever logistical constraints were at work.

139(S/NF/WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Campaign, Fig. I, p 8.

"o4(S) F)r numbers of Scuds avallablo and flrod, see Report of ihe United Nation
Spec,.;: Commission Special Mission to Iraq, Annex C, 27-30 Jan 1992. (DHLBTED]
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Special Operations Forces And Air Power

SThis section discusses the weapons and tactics used by Special
Operations Forces (SOP) in support of the Desert Shield and Desert Storm
air campaign. Special Operations Forces began arriving in Saudi Arabia
10-12 August. SOP employed by the Commander-in.Chief, US Central
Command (CINCc3Nr, included Army, Navy, and Air Force units.
Missions performed included Coalition Warfare Support, Psychological
Operons.(PSYOP), Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR), Direct Action,
Combined Special Reconnaissance, Civil Affairs, and Military Recon.
strution in Kuwait,"' These missions are addressed in turn.

Ceo wmd Rel&osAip

Command relationships were fragmented and complicated and, in

some cases, had a negative impact on tactical effectiveness. With certain
exceptions, soP, including the Joint Special Operations Task Force
(JSOTP), were under the command of CINCCENT and under the operational
control of Special Operations Command, Central Command (SOCCiNT).
Civil Affairs units remained under the operational control of the Army
Component (ARCiNT), while AC-130 Spectre gunships and EC-130
Volant Solo PsYop aircraft were under the operational control of the Air
Force Component (CNTAP). Additionally, sea.air-land (SEAL) platoons
and Special Boat Detachments were under the operational control of the
Naval Component (NAVCENT) (see Figure 57).

Relationships established between Central Command (CENTCOM),
soccENT, cENTAF, and Special Operations Command Europe (SOCEUR),
serve to illustrate the problems associated with command and control of
soP air assets. Shortly after arrival in theater, Commander SoccENT set
about consolidating his air assets at King Fahd International Airport.

"'(S) USaOCOM Command BrIef. propeared by usSOOsx OJ3, 1992. It Is Important

to now dhau each soF mIulon had an air component.
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However, the acting CSNTAP Commander, Major General Thomas Olson,
retained operational control of the AC-130s and EC-130s, He agreed,
however, to relocate them to King Fahd International Airport. Thus, the
Commander of lit Special Operations Wins worked for both soCcsN'e
and CENTAP, He reported directly to Colonel Johnson at SOCCBNT, but
did not have the final say in all operational matters, especially those
involving AC.130 and EC-130 missions."'

Also in theater was the 39th Special Operations Wing from Rhein.
Main Air Bse, The 39th Special Operations Wing Commander reported
to Commander SOCHUR, while SOCCBNT maintained tactical control.
European Command would not release forces to another theater
commander.in.chief.10

Scotidon Wf Support

In August, Central Command recognized the need to integrate the
multinational forces, each using different equipment and procedures, Into
a coherent operational plan. The capabilities possessed by special
operations personnel made them an Ideal choice to support such an effort.
Army Special Forces, Navy SEAlu, and Air Force Special Operations
Combat Control Tbams performed a wide range of missions, Teams from
these missions trained members of the multinational forces in close air
support and Naval gunfire spotting procedures. They also provided
CINCCBNT with information on multinational force locations and activities.
Other nonspecial operations forces, suph as the Marine Corps' Air and
Naval Gunfire Liaison Companies, performed similar functions. Without
these teams, it would have been difficult for Coalition forces to receive
U.S. fire support or to coordinate tactical air operations with U.S. and other
Allied air forces. sop teams trained Kuwaitis, Saudis, Egyptians, and
Syrians and supported the Kuwaiti resistance. The success of the program
was first evidenced at the Battle of KhetJi, where U.S. air and naval gunfire
supported Coalition ground forces. CINCCBNT characterized this effort as
"one of the most vital missions soP performed during the war."

" A'(s) SOC unpublished history or Dseun Shlield/esert Storm, 1992, p 3.
143(5) Id.
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Paychologicel Operations

-As A he crisis In the Gulf unfolded, the need for a psychological
operations campalign became apparent.'4 Language qualified and
regionely.. and culturally oriented, PSYOP personnel were specifically
organized, trained, and equipped for such operations. By the end of
October, a combined cell had been formed with representatives from the
United States, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and the United Kingdom.lu By
12 January 1991, everything was In place to begin ýthe psychological
operations campaign. Actually, the PSYOP machinery had been in place
since 30 August 1990, but permission to. implement the plan wu granted
only after a 5 December personal message from General Schwarzkopf to
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

-r EC-130 Volant Solo is the only airborne PSYOp platform in the U.S.
inventory. As an Air National Guard asset, the Volant Solo operation
presented unique unit and personnel rotation policies. Active duty
participation was based on prefiled volunteer statements and not on
moblliAtion.'* The National Guard Bureau specified thirty day
rotations of personnel, since thirty days is the maximum volunteer period.
Many guardsmen returned for three or four rotations.

During Desert Shield, the flight orbits of broadcasting aircraft were
moved progressively closer to the Iraq/Kuwait border. The first Volant
Solo broadcast was on Thanksgiving Day, 22 November 1990, when they
began rebroadcasting Voice Of America service. [DELETED].

144(3) Jcs Issued doployment orders to CINCSoc directing movement of the 193d Soo

(a one.-f.a.klnd PsYoP asset).

"OBefm October, Saudi representatives were very concerned about using PsYOP for
fear they would provoke an Iraqi Invasion.

1'193d Special Operations Group. After Action Rpt and Intvws. Harrisburg, PA.
Jan 1992.
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Combat Search and Rescue

The recovery of downed U.S. aircrews has. traditionally enjoyed
high priority in waruime.•' Doctrinally, combat reucue was the respon-
sibillty of the Joint Force Commander. -Each component commander wu
responsible for planning and conducting CSAR in support of his own
operations. OAR was a Service responsibility,t" The Special Operations
C1AR responsibilities were no greater than. that of any other Service or
functional component.

The crisis in the Gulf confronted the Air Force with a dilemma. The
Air Force hid recently reestablished the Air Rescue Service (A.S), but
without helicopters capable of penetrating a high-threat environment.'"
In the aftermath of the failed April 1980 Iranian rescite operation, most
CSAR aircraf the HC-130s and HH/CH-53s, had usumed special opera-
tions roles. The most capable ARS helicopter, the MH-60 Pave Hawk,
was available only in small numbers and was considered capable only for
a medium-threat environment. None of the Services possessed forces
trained and equipped solely to conduct classic combat rescue missions.
In Desert Storm, SOP aviation assets were the only forces with the requi-
site capabilities to penetrate enemy territory, recover a downed pilot, and
ogress safely.'2 Special Operations Forces, however, are equipped and
trained for night missions. A 24-hour on-call search and rescue mission
could put Special Operations Forces in enemy territory during daylight
hours-a circumstance they are taught to avoid.

The above problems notwithstanding, and with a campaign plan that
called for the use of hundreds of aircraft flying thousands of sorties
around the clock, a strategy had to be created and forces positioned for

"14A*ropae Rescue and Recovery Service, the principal CSAR force in Vietnam,

was disbanded in 1983, And Its components and equipment were Absorbed by Special
Operations Forces (sop). Air Rescue Service was (re)constituted in 1989, but was not
combat ready and was not equipped with helicopters capable of penetrating a high.threat
environment.

t40ics Pub 3.50.2, Doctrine for Joint Combat Search and Rescue.

"•1n 1989, the 41st Rescue Weather Reconnassanrce Win; was realigned under the
Military Airlift Command and renamed the Air Rescue Service.

'fThe only sop aviation asicts confloured to penetrate enemy airspace were the U.S.
Air Force MH-53 And MH.4O, and the U.S. Army CH-47 and UH.60.
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accomplishing CSAR. CINCCBNT tasked the mission to soccRNT, who in
turn designated Air Force Special Operations Command, Central Com-
mand, to be the single manaler for all CSAR aviation."' CENTrCOM Ar-
my,IN Navy, and Air Force aircraft were responsible for on-call CSAR for
Kuwait and Iraq, south of 33 degrees, 30 minutes north latitude.. The
area north of 30 degrees, 30 minutes north latitude was covered by
BUCOM forces in Turkey. By the time Desert Storm began, aircraft
supporting CSAR missions were located at five bases in Saudi Arabia and
at two in Turkey,

A CSAR plan was developed and a joint rescue coordination center
S(JRC) was eabllshed within the Tactical Air Coordination Center
(TACC). Once established, Special Operations personnel and aircraft were
on 24-hour CSAR alert for over eight months. The mission continued into
the postwar period.

Air Force Special Tactics personnel conducted CSAR exercises and

provided communications, escape, and evasion training to aircrews. They
also helped develop and implement weapons, survival, first aid, and
medical training for Air Force Special Operations Command (APSOC)
personnel,'

5

CSAR Pmeoedutwo

Central Command's CSAR guidelines required reasonable confirma-
tion of a downed alrcrewman's survival and location before a CSAR

'ISAP3S0C•CE pMvided mission guidance to APSOF assets at Rafia, Ar'Ar, and Al
Jouf and to the Army's 3/160 assets at King Khalid Military City. All assets responded
to the Joint Recovery Coordination Cell ORCCQ at Riyadh. and final mission approval
vested with boCCENT U.S. Army Spo.dahl Ops CMD, Historical Monogrsph on Desert
ShieldtStorm, 1992, p 4-5.

""'Mhe Army 3d Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, working
with Air Force Special Operations. developed procedures and techniques for conducting
CIAIt. Using thes techniques, Army sop aviators rescued one F-16 pilot. The Army
flew MH-47 (Chinook) and MH.60 Bluwkhwwk hii|opters,

's3( SNF) Air Force Special Tactics personnel were augmented by Air Force Surv! :aV

instructors (SOCCMNT BSa Alfter Action Rpt, 5 Mar 1991).
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mission launch."' First Special Operations Wing personnel visited each
flying win$ and briefed aircrews on CSAR procedures, and detailed
Information on sop capabilities and requirements.'" The CSAR System
was set-up so that once a crewman ejected and reached the ground,
fighters, would be diverted to the designated'area. INe JRCC, then alerted
APUOCCENT to'execute the. mission (see Figure 58). Due to dense enemy

conentatonsonthe btlfedand. Iraqi use of radio direction-finding
equipment, downed pilots were -frequently captured Immediately after
parachuting to the- ground. As a.result, only seven CSAR Missions Were
launched, resulting In three saves.

TMe first save. January 21, was a daylight recovery'" of a Navy F-14
pilot (Lieutenant Devon Jones) downed deep In Iraq by antiaircraft fire.
The &-3 AwACs directed two A. IOs to the amia of the downed pilot, over
160 miles Inside Iraq. Meanwhile, a MH-53 Pave Low helicopter

14Sorm aircrsws found fault with Central Command's CSAR procedure requiring
confirmaidon of a survivor before a mission launch. The following are comments by
LA Col Trumbull, 550 TIRTS, Interviewed 17 Jun 91. "The other thing I think was misosing
was 8AR (search and rescue). Our DO and his backseater were on the ground for thee
and one-half days In western Iraq. Nobody'd go In and pick them up, and they eventually
became prisoners of war. The advertised special operations guys that came down to tak
to us before the war said, 'no sweat, we'll come got you anywhere you are.' That from
my perspective, was a big lie. When I've got guys on the ground for three and one-half
days and fthy don't go pick them up, we basically decided at that point that If anybody
went down, you were on your own. Nobody was going to come get you." LA Col
Thaumbuli refers to the Eberly and OrfI~th shoot down. Poor communication prevented
contact, location authentication, and recovery efforts. The omcera were captured when
they walked Into a border guard post, Three recovery attempts were made betore their
capture.

135(3) Air Force Special Operations Command (AI'soc) Desert Storm After Action
Rpt, 199 1, p 9- 10.

ls CIlAM preferred to operate In darkness, the time when they were most likely
to survive.
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Figure 58
CXDCMOM CBAR Procedure

JACAC

CIAR ( PILOT DOWN

wwu launched. As the helicopter arrived in the rescue area, the A-10Os de-
stroyed an Iraqi radio-intercept truck closing in on the downed pilot.
Two Special Tactic Paramedics, part of the MH-53 helicopter crew,
assisted the downed pilot to the helicopter and conducted a preliminary
physical examination.

Other rescue missions did not go as smoothly. On 27 February 1991,
AWACS received a call of a downed P-16 pilot in hostile territory (Iraq)
and reported the data to the Jacc. [DELETED]."' (DELETED]. The
Army directed a UH-60 Blackhawk to refuel, pick up a flight surgeon,
rendezvous with two armed AH-64 Apache"" attack helicopters, and
attempt a rescue. The pilot's exact location was unknown. The plan wu

137(g) Intvw, Capt OreiB Enes, USAP, Chief, BEKape and Bvuaion, SOCCENT during
Desert Storm, Sep 1992.

"'The UH-60 Blackhswk and the two AH-64 Apache helicopter were from the
101st Airbone Division.
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to get the rescue helicopter to the general area of the downed pilot and
attempt to establish radio contact. As the three helicopters entered the
area of the downed pilot,I' they came under heavy Iraqi fire. All three
helicopters began evuive maneuvers, but the rescue helicopter was shot
down,6 Both escort helicopters sustained damage, but were able to
return to home base,"'

Bacap. and Euwien

As the Executive Agent for Aircrew Escape and Evasion, socciaNT
was tasked with developing and executing an escape and evasion plan.'l
In response, SOCCENT developed a contingency Blood Chit (see
Figure 59) that could be photocopied and passed out to aircrews and
special operators u needed. It was also recommended that a contingency
fund be established to pay indigenous persons for assisting downed
American pilots and crews. One Coalition member used a Blood Chit
In his successful evasion to freedom. Fortunately, Blood Chits did not
have to be used In great numbers. [DELETED].

"tThe pilot wu captured by Iraqi soldiers. He wag repatrialed on 6 Mar 1991.
14sFive crew members died In the crmsh, the three survivors were captuied by Iraqi

soldiers. They worn repatriated on 6 Mar 1991.

161lntvw, Li Col Joseph Hampton, USAP, Commander, Joint Rescue Control Center
durinS Deen Storm, Sep 1992.

162(S) Capt Ores Banes, USAF, SOCCENT J2/M&E olficer Evasion and Escape Rpt 199 1.
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Figure 59
Blood Chit
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Direct Action

On the evening of 16 January 199i, a MH-53J Pave Low III
helicopter crossed into Iraqi airspace leading a flight of Army AH-64
Apache attack helicopters. The Apaches attacked Iraqi radar sites with
Hellfire missiles to suppress radar defenses in advance of the initial
Coalition strikes. At the same time, special operations teams placed radar
beacons along the northern Saudi Arabian border to aid Coalition aircraft
in confirming their position when entering and leaving Iraq."I

Special operations fixed-wing aircraft also performed direct action
missions. The MC-130E Combat Talon dropped 15,000-pound BLU-82
bombs. Five complex missions involving AWACS, electronic jamming, air
defense suppression, and support aircraft were executed. Eleven BLU-82s
were dropped on nine different Iraqi positions, including Faylaka Island.
The weapon's enormous blast effect was exploited to demoralize Iraqi
forces. The Commander of the 8th Special Operations Squadron pro-
posed the use of BLU-82s as a mine-clearing and psychological weapon.
The proposal was forwarded to CINCCENT, who was interested in using
the bomb to clear mine fields. The depot at Hill AFB quickly shipped 18
BLU-82s to King Fahd Airport. The Iraqi air defense threat dictated drop
altitudes between 16,000 and 21,000 feet."' In addition, more than one
was dropped at a time to increase the psychological impact and to take
advantage of tactical surprise. As a final precaution, each of the drop
aircraft formation, included EF-I Il Ravens, F-4G Wild Weasels, and
EC-130 Compass Call aircraft. '6

Eleven BLU-82s were dropped, mostly against minefields and troop
concentrations.

While the effectiveness of the munitions in clearing mines and other
obstacles has not been determined, the BLU-82s were very effective
against enemy troops. Even bunkered troops were severely affected by
the blast from these massive bombs. Debriefings from captured troops

I1 (S) APSOC Dese.t Storm After Action Rpt.

"164(S) Air Force Special Ops CMD Paper: BLU.82 Operations In Desert Stormi,
May 92, p 2.

I'a(S) Ibid. p 3.
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from the vicinity of the BLU-82 missions provided testamentc to the
effectiveness of this weapon.'"

No bombs were dropped after G-day. Upon cessation of hostilities, the
seven unexploded BLU-82s in country were destroyed by Explosive Ord-
nance Disposel personnel."'

Special operations AC-130 Spea.tre gunships were also involved in
direct action missions. These aircraft, first used in combat missions in
Vietnam, were equipped to operate in a low-threat environment. Between
18 and 21 January, AC-I30s were diverted from their usual missions to
look for mobile Scud targets.'" On 21 January, an AC-130 crew detected
launch indications on their Radar Warning Receiver. The crew evaded
the missile attacks but overstressed the aircraft. A second AC-130 on the
Scud hunt was also threatened by a number of SAM sites. Both crews
were confronted with well-organized and coordinated iraqi attacks,
demonstrating a high degree of command and control. [DELETED).`'
AC-130s were effective in supporting ground forces in Kuwait and in
suppressing the Iraqi incursion into Khufji, Saudi Arabia, where a gunship
was lost.

Special Reconnaissance

SOCCENT used teams for combined special reconnaissance during
Desert Shield and Desert Storm. These missions satisfied a wide range
of requirements, from reconnaissance along the Kuwaiti coast to support
of conventional tactical operations deep inside Iraq. SEAL units operated
in shallow water close to shore. SEAL operations, which took place over
several weeks, resulted in intelligence gathering and contributed to tacti-

"16(S) SOCCENT, 1991 Command History Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

"'67Before Desert Shield/Storm, no testing hud been conducted with the 16LU-82 for
mine clearing or desert warfare, a shortcoming that impacted desert use. Unfortunately,
after the war, no tests were conducted with the unexploded bombs, which were eventually
destroyed.

16(S) 16th sos Desert Storm Mission Summary Report, 1991.
t
19(S) Ibid. p 3-4.
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cal deception operations. A PSYOP sea- and air-delivered leaflet operation
also supported this deception effort (see Figure 60)."'°

Figure 60
Leaflet

Army special forces performed reconnaissance missions in support of
XVIII Airborne Corps and VII Corps. Rotary wing aircraft, specifically
MH-53J and UH-60 special operations penetrator helicopters, conducted
long-range infiltrations and exfiltrations into central and western Iraq.
These missions provided commanders with essential information such as
trafficability analysis (the ability of the ground to withstand traffic) and
other details that could not be acquired by any other means."''

'"tLeaflet& were placed In bottles that were allowed to drift onto Kuwaiti beacheR.

Iraqi military personnel gathered the leaflets and made inferences. lntvw, Commander
4th Psychological Operations Group, Feb 1992.

"'Army 5th, 3d W 10th Special Forces Groups were Inserted behind Iraqi tines to
provide eye-on-target intelligence, Assistance was provideu by Air Force, Navy, and
4/17th Cavalry. U.S. Army Special Operations CMD, Historical Monograph.
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OvW Affairs"2

Civil Affairs (CA) units played an important role throughout
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Their missions included
emergency support to the civilian sector, assessing the availability of host
nation support, and assisting in the control, care, and movement of dislo-
cated civilians and Erws. The units *.-e use of SOp and Military Airlift
Command air assets in carrying out their missions. Special tactics per-
sonnel spent a great deal of time setting up contracts for water, fuel, and
other airfield critical items. They had little training in this area, and it
took them away from their primary duties. Civil Affairs units, however,
were specifically trained in developing host nation interface and support
agreements. Earlier deployment of CA units would have freed-up special
tactics personnel and would have helped major airfields reach an opera-
tional status sooner,

Kuwa4li Military Reconstruction

In October of 1990, the State Department directed Civil Affairs plan-
ners to assist the Kuwaiti government in planning and executing a recon-
struction effort.'73 One of the first tasks involved restoration of the
International Airport.'74 Initial work was begun by Air Force Special
Tactics units, which were later supplemented by regular Military Airlift
Command combat control units.

Special Tactics Groups

The Air Force Special Tactics Group was activated on I October
1987 in response to the need for integrated positive control and manage-
ment of aviation and for on-scene casualty treatment and staging. 15

Previously, these functions had been performed either by different units
or, in some cases, not at all. Under certain circumstances, such an infor-
mal arrangement was adequate. This was not true during special

17Intvw, Sit MaJ Eric Patterson, USSOCOM, Crisis Action Team, 1992.
"17The Kuwait Task Force (KTF), In cooperation with others, accomplished a signifi-

cant reconstruction effort. Civil Affairs in The Persian Gulf War, A Symposium, USA
JPKSWCS, Ft Bran, NC, Oct 199', pp 270-271.

174(S) U.S. Army Special Ops CMD. Historicai Monograph.

"175(S) Special Order CA 170, Hq MAC, 2B Sep 1987.
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operations, however, where close coordination was a necessity and
fragmented and inefficient operations had to be avoided.' 7'

Wardw 7s. hking

During Desert Storm, Special Tactics combat air traffic controllers
operated the three forward operating locations (FoLs) while the Pararescue
Jumpers were flying as medical crewmen aboard Air Force MH-53s and
MH-60s, and Army CH-47s and UH-60s.

At Al Jouf and Ar'Ar airfields, along the Saudi Arabia-Iraq border,
Special Tactics combat air traffic controllers recovered and refueled
hundreds of aircraft and operated the primary emergency divert airfields
for battle-damaged or minimum-fuel aircraft returning from combat
sorties in Iraq. Al Jouf also became the main operating base for A- Os
in the northern region.

On 22 January 1991, a Special Tactics combat air traffic controller
was a member of a special team infiltrated to within fifteen kilometers of
Baghdad on a classified mission. His knowledge of close air support and
communications procedures provided the team with a reasonable
assurance that they would receive support if needed. The team was
successful in cutting many lines of communications from Baghdad to
outlying areas. As a result of the team's success and the contributions of
the Special Tactics combat air traffic controller, the special operations
unit requested four more Special Tactics personnel to conduct other
clandestine missions.

During Desert Storm, Special Tactics personnel functioned as
frontline combat medics, flew aeromedical evacuation missions in support
of the Coalition forces, and provided other medical support. They assist-
ed in planning and executing Joint Task Force Charlie; a medical contin-
gency plan designed to provide initial medical support at Kuwait City
International Airport.'"

176Briefing, Bernie Oder, Special Tactics (USAr-soc), 4 Jun 1992.
177Kuwait City International Airport was to act as a casualty collection point, triage.

MW air evacuation station.
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Summary

During Desert Storm, SOP played a unique and important role. SOP
operated in all environments-on land, on and under the sea, and in the
air-4s part of the combined arms team. sop teams remained behind
enemy lines and conducted special reconnaissance. They also supported
theater deception plans, performed combat search and rescue, and con-
ducted direct action missions. SOP contributed significantly to Coalition
warfare and the reconstruction of the Kuwaiti Military and public infra-
structure. 1

7

In support of Desert Storm, U.S. Special Operations units were part of the
largest special operations force in history. Many of the missions performed
during Desert Shield and Desert Storm were identified in prewar plans;
others, including the CSAR mission, were worked out during the crisis.

SOF was able to provide the CINC with capabilities and options that
effectively multiplied the military force available. Previous training and
funding provided SOP with the flexibility to perform CSAR, Direct Action,
Reconnaissance, and other missions with the same assets on very short
notice.

Air Refueling

Air refueling was critical to the success of Desert Storm-not only the
air refueling needed to deploy Coalition forces, but also air refueling for
complex tactical operations. For example, during the opening hours of
Desert Storm, seven B-52s launched from Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, and
flew the world's longest combat mission. The mission lasted over thirty-
five hours and culminated with the launch of thirty-five conventional air-
launched cruise missiles (CALCMS). The B-52s had to be air refueled five
times, requiring support from a mix of thirty-eight KC-135 and nineteen
KC-10 tanker sorties.'"

Since World War HI, the United States has invested heavily in air
refueling aircraft. These include the Air Force KC-135s and KC-10s, the
Navy KA-6s, and the Marine KC- I 30s. If considered a separate air force,

"1'11USSocoM, Posture Statement, Jun 1992, p 2.
179(S) Hq Strategic Air Command, "Black" Weapon, Covert Mission: The Conven-

tional A.CM, Desert Shield and Desert Storm 1986-1991. 29 May 1992.
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all of these refueling aircraft combined, a total of 813," would rank as
the world's seventeenth largest force."'

All the Services procured air refueling systems to support their
unique tactics and requirements. However, only Air Force tankers rou.
tinely planned and operated refuelir'. missions supporting all Services in
Desert Shield and Desert Storm.'- 'M'ese tankers refueled 4,820 Navy/
Marine sorties, offloading 167,7C'),600 pounds of fuel, or about 13.5
percent of all fuel offloaded.1'

The scope of air refueling in the Gulf War was enormous and could
only have been accomplished by the United States with the U.S. Air
Force in the lead role, for no other air force in the world has so totally
integrated air refueling into its operational concepts,I" The operational
tactics employed by the U.S. tanker force during the Gulf War evolved
from those of the Vietnam war and matured, through exercise and
planning, into a layered spread of airborne aircraft that stretched the
entire length of the front. As the air war successes became apparent,
KC-135s and KC-10s even orbited in Iraqi airspace.

Tracks And Anchors

Desert Shield deployment air refuelings built what can be Jescribed
as a bridge across the Atlantic and Mediterranean. The tanker tactics
required to support the Air Campaign Plan were of a different nature, but
responded to the same basic questions: How much gas do you want?
Where do you want to stan? Where should you be when finished? The
driving force behind the tactics employed was the diversity of the fighter

'8°At the time of Desert Storm, the USAF had 635 KC-135A. QE, R. and 59 KC-10

In active, rese.rve, and National Guard; the U.S. Navy had 59 KA.6D, and the Marine
Corps had 60 KC-130. Data were compiled through the assistance of Hq USAF, Hq US
Marine Corps, and Chief of Naval Operations staff.

"151(S) Based upon data from 480th Air Intalligewice Group comparing the world's
air forces fixed wing aircraft.

"2 Helicopter refuelings are accomplished by Marine Corps KC-130s and some

versions of USAF HC-130s and MC-130s
163(S) Desert Shield/Desert Storm Tanker Assessment, pp 2-6 - 2-13.
14U(S) The USAF posse9sse the world's lurgest tanker fleet, 694 aircraft. Source:

480th Air Intelligence Group.
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packages used in the air campaign. Aircraft came from different loca-
tions and had different fuel burn rates and different offload requirements.
What they had in common was the need to air refuel in the same area and
end very nearly at the same time over approximately the samtn geographic
area. This requirement 4 -ove the development of tanker anchor orbit
areas, which involved stveral tankers stacked vertically at 500-foot
intervals so that they could refuel many aircraft simultaneously. The
orbits were designed to meet the fuel demands of the fighter force and,
equally importatt, to provide enough booms to refuel an entire package
at the end of its mission within a short time.

Not all aircraft cuuld benefit from the orbit concept. Some aircraft
such as the B-52, E-3A, and RC-l135 required many thousands of pounds
of fuel. They needed long, straight tracks, usually along the most direct
flight path required to get the aircraft to its target. These tracks did not
have tankers stacked as did the anchor orbits. Rather, they often had two
or three tankers in formation available to refuel a multiship bomber cell
requiring over 200,000 pounds of fuel. The maze of requirements spread
tankers across the battle ar.,a right to the forward edge of U.S.-controlled
airspace. Figure 61 depicts the planned tanker anchors and tracks avail-
able on Day I of the air campaign.

4oom Vrnus Drogue

Differences between the U.S. Services complicated refueling
opt.rations. The KA-6D and KC-130 were equipped with drogues de-
signed to mate with the probes on Navy and Marine aircraft."' For long
duration mssions such as trans-Atlantic deployments, offload require-
ments dictated the use of U.S. Air Force tankers, which have the capabili-
ty to refuel with either a boom or a drogue. With the KC-135, however,
the decision as to which aircraft were going to be air refueled

'86The Air Force standardized on flying boom systems in the 1950s and 1960s,
largely because of the enormous offlouO.'s requiied by strutegic bombers, frequently
exceeding 100,000 pounds per bomber, The Nuvy, vonstrained by the need for systems
capable of carrier operations, standardized on tihe lighter probe and drogue syMems.
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Figure 61
The Tanker Tracks/Anchors Used on Day 1 Desert Storm'"

FIGURE DELETED

had to be made on the ground, since the KC-135's boom can only be
converted to a drogue on the ground, Essentially, the KC- 135 can refuel
probe- or boom-equipped aircraft, but not both on the saUtie mission. The
KC-1O possesses both a boom and a drogue and can use them
sequentially on the same mission. While this is more efficient, it also
commits the aircraft with the largest capacity to a specific area and
mission that might oe better filled by the more irumerous KC-135s. The
tanker planner had to match fuel and boom and drogue requirements with
available tankers. "0

The KC-10 refueling basket was considered superior to that on the
KC-135. Navy and Mariiue pilots found refueling more difficult with the

"16(S/NF/WN/RD) history of the Struigqic Air Comnand, Vol 1, p 366,

"'ýCondact of the Persian Gulf War, Final Repor, to Congress, Dor, Apr 1992,
pp T-90 - T-91.
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harder basket and shorter hose on the KC- 135. They preferred the softer
basket and longer hose on the KC-10. The unforgiving characteristics of
the KC- 135 basket has produced a noticeably higher number of damaged
probes on Navy and Marine aircraft.

ATO ProceSa

Air refueling is unique among air operations in that tanker tactics
depend on the requirements of receiver aircraft. The ATO process that
mated tankers and receivers in the Gulf War is discussed in the Command
and Control Report of this study. Difficulties with the ATO process arose
after the first-phase (48-hours) of the war. Planners had several months
to plan the first-phase operations but only 24-hours to plan each succeed-
ing operation. After the War, Brigodier General Caruana commented,
"One of the problems that we had here is that the tankers are always
assumed in any operation."'" The important point was that tanker tactics
were developed and exercised to be rapidly responsive and flexible.
These tactics addressed twu elements most critical to the tanker mission,
the amount of fuel and number of booms and drogues available.

The limit most frequently addressed concerning fighter refueling was
the number of booms. The requirement to have all members of a flight
ready at about the same time rcquired groups of tankers flying orbits
stacked at 500-foot intervals. This tactic responded to a limitation on the
number of fighters that can be refueled in a given period. If insufficient
tankers are available for the operation, it is boom limited. (DELETED].
This desire to push fighter flights through the air refueling anchors
quickly demanded large numbers of airborne refueling booms during peak
operations.

The need to expedite the flow of fighter aircraft through the air
refueling anchors led to the development of a new tactic. The procedure
was called Quick Flow (see Figure 62). As one fighter was being refu-
eled, the fighter next in a refueling sequence maintained an "on deck"
position, flying right wing formation with the fighter on the boom rather
than the normal more distant tanker observation position. When the first
fighter on the refueling boom was finished, it moved to the tanker's left

'u(S) Intvw, Strttegic Air Command Oral History with Brig Gen Patrick P. Caruana,

USCETAF STRATlOR, conducted 13 Mar 1991, page 12 or transcript.
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wing and the "on-deck" receiver slid left into position with the boom.
Because no fore and aft movements were necessary for the "on-deck"
fighter to move into position, it was a much faster procedure. This
procedure enabled fighters with similar refueling airspeeds (A-10s could
not refuel with F-15s for example) to expedite their passage through the
air refueling anchors.1|S

Figure 62
Quick Flow Air Refueling Procedures

QUICK FLOW
AIM REFUELING

PROCCEDURIES

QUICK FLOW #1

lot hwt so" UIONlh % "M

189T'anker Tactics in Southwest Asia, 17 Air Division (P) Pamphlet 3-1, 10 Nov

1990, pp 3.6 - 3-7.
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Crowded Skies

The sheer number of aircraft involved in air refueling operations
created a serious problem, prompting the remark that "... the biggest
danger was that we would have a mid-air collision somewhere up there
in that very congested, confusing arrangement of tracks."'" This senti-
ment was echoed by a working group at the Desert Storm Tactics Confer-
ence: "Tanker operations were the most dangerous part of the mission
(excluding the IP-to-target runs)."'91

A major challenge was the last minute changes to tanker require-
ments. This problem was solved, in part, by the addition of a tanker
liaison (usually a KC-135 navigator) on the AWACS as part of the Air-
borne Command Element. The tanker liaison helped coordinate and
deconflict tanker sorties, had the authority to move tankers as mission
requirements dictated, and became an indispensable problem solver."
He was able to identify which tanker was most readily available and
capable of making last minute flight changes or of meeting new requests
without disrupting scheduled flows of teceivers to other tanker aircraft.' 93

Cross Border Operatlons

A major problem regarding tanker tactics revolved around tanker
operations over the Iraqi and Kuwaiti land mass. Regulations that pre-
scribed basic tanker tactics failed to adequately address the special con-
siderations involved in planning and conducting air refueling operations
over enemy territory. During the Guif War, tankers orbited for up to four
hours over enemy territory. The major difficulty for the tanker force was
the dearth of published tactics on threat avoidance and how to respond to
them if encountered,'"

"'Ilntvw, Strategic Air Command Oral History, Lt Col Ken Mills, 1703 AREFW,
King Khalld, Saudi Arabia, conducted 19 Mar 1991.

191(S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, p 7.6.

"192 Capt Robert LittrclU, USAF, "E-3 Desert Storm Air Refueling Operations." Fighter
Weapons Review, Vol 40, Summer 1992, pp 21-22.

19 31invw, Strategic Air Command Oral History with Maj Scott Hente, MaJ John
Heinz, Lt Col Jim Philips, and Lt Col Jim Schroder, STRATFOR Tanker Planners, conduct-
ed I1 Mar 91.

'%3bid.
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Summary

The air refueling tanker was a major contributor to the Coalition's
air effort; air refueling was a critical element in U.S. force projection.
Twelve different varieties of tanker aircraft from the Air Force, Navy, and
Marine Corps and from the United Kingdom, France, Canada, and Saudi
Arabia supported the Coalition air effort. USAF tank-ers alone flew over
34,000 sorties, performed over 85,000 refuelings, and offloaded over 1,2
billion pounds of fuel."'g Tactics were developed and utilized to put the
gas where the fighters, bombers, and other receivers needed it. As
requirements changed, tankers were diverted to where they were needed.
The use of Quick Flow procedures shortened the time that fighters spent
in the refueling anchors, These tactics were a critical component in the
success of the air campaign. It is clear that the Air Campaign of Desert
Storm could not have been accomplished without the contribution of the
Coalition's air refueling force.

Tactical Deception

Both sides used tactical deception during Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. Coalition forces employed deception to mask the timing of initial
air attacks and to confuse the Iraqis as to the final axis of the ground
attacks. Each of the Services embarked on deception plans contributing to
the overall Central Command deception plan.'" Air power contributed
greatly to the overall success of these Coalition efforts. The Iraqis used
tactical deception in the form of decoys, movement, and obscurants to
make Coalition targeting and bomb damage assessment difficult.

195(S) Desert Shield/Desert Storm Tanker Assssment, pp I1. - 1-3.
'10Deception is a psycholcgical action thait may or may not be part of a greater

psychological operation,
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Coaldlon Deception

Central Command's deception plan was built around four goals:
mislead the Iraqi military staff as to Central Command's force compo-
sition, intentions, capabilities, and timing; encourage Iraq to misallocate
resources moving into Kuwait; achieve and maintain a tactical advantage
during the battle; and minimize attrition of friendly forces.?

To accomplish the Gulf War deception plan, CENTAF was charged
with supporting operations that would: condition Iraqi commanders to
conclude that Coalition forces believed Kuwait to be the center of gravity;
condition Allied air forces to fly a tempo of operations similar to what
Iraq would s9-P on the night of the real attack; develop a plan for masking
the launch and movement of mission aircraft (air refuelers, etc.): exploit
situations where repeated tactics created conditioned responses; and shut
down Iraqi reconnaissance assets, thereby allowing Coalition ground
forces to move unobserved.2"' These supporting operations efforts can be
summed as fo~lows:

The Iraqi command structure was being conditioned not to react to a set
of stimuli that were orchestrated to get just the sort of non-reaction
required to keep allied aircraft losses to a minimum during the first
critical hours of the war.•2

Air Force Mission

CENTAF contributed to Centkal Command's tactical deception objec-
tives by allowing the Iraqis to see the type of training that portrayed
Kuwait as the center of gravity. CENTAF placed air refueling tracks so
that Iraqi electronic intelligence saw tracks in northeastern Saudi Arabia.
The tracks flown in the west were placed far enough south so that they
fell outside Iraq's radar coverage (see Figure 63). [DELETED] (see Fig-
ure 64). Over time, the picture painted was of a ground fronu.. assault
into Kuwait suppo.-ted by close air support aircraft. Since Iraq's precon-
ception was a Coalition frontal assault into Kuwait, as evidenced by the
placement of troops in the KTO, the deception plan sought to maintain

200() AFI/XOOIJ Briefing, 's.•r Tactical Deception Program.

201(S) Ibid.
202(S) Maj William Hulway, Tactical Deception in Mhe Gulf War, I jun 1992.
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that Iraqi perception,' while continuing to mask the timn' and axis of the
Army attack.

CAP and AWACS Coverage. Combat Air Patrols and AWACS radar
surveillAnce were conducted from the onset of Desert Shield (see Fig-
are 65). Central Command planners, recognizing that Iraqi eal .y-warning
(EW) technicians would pick up any sudden increase in fligi;t activity,
.urged the number of CAP and AWACS flights piriodically to deemphasize
actual increases in air activity as Desert Storm approached.

Nighthawk Scheddling. [DELETED] CENT, F developed a refueling
tr.ck called "Nighthawk" (see Figure 66). This track positioned F-I 17s
nower the border and gave pilots time to familiar~i- themselves with the
area and it provided refueling practice; CENTAF also tasked other,
aircraft to refuel on the Nighthawk track.' In fact, the Nighthawk track
was used on the nr:'t night while other Coalition forces marshalled ju.a
outside tht. range of Iraqi EW (see Figure 67).

ATO Planning. One of the most detailed and intensive parts of the
overall deception plan was the increase in flying patterns established by
the ATO. The plan slowly built up the number of aircraft in the air with
surges occurring one night a week. [DELETED]. Additionally, major

2°(S) Ibid.

I4[DELETED]
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Figure 66
"Nighthawk" Retueling Track
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exercises such as Initial Hack and Imminent Thunder were designed to
test Central Commands's ability to wage war, and began during this
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designated surge period. By mid-December, surge activity began to align
itself with Central Command's plans, and for months before the first
Coalition attack, CENTAF showed the Iraqis a high-activity flight profile.
The objective was to condition the Iraqis not to be overly alarmed by
high activity on the first night of Desert Storm.'

Decoy drones compounded Iraqi confusion on the first night. The
objectives were to bewilder the Iraqi Air Defense System, lure threat
radars to emit earlier and longer for easier SHAD targeting, and induce the
Iraqis to waste some missiles. All drones were shot on the first two days
of the war.2

The integrated deception plan wove a pattern of activity that the
Iraqis were inclined to believe This conditioning enabled the Allied air
forces to strike the Iraqi air defense system unexpectedly and eventually
to commence the ,,tound war on a scale and direction to which the Iraqis
had no ability to respond.

Coalition forces also employed unit-level tactical deception..

[DELETED]."

[DELETED].=

[DELETED]2.

Air Force Support for the Ground Offensive

Coalition aircraft flew a variety of missions in support of the ground
offensive. Many missions were flown specifically to support the
deception plans of ground units. Central Command required that major

2°5(S) Maj Holway.
206(S) Ibid.

207 (S) AFXOOU Briefing, USAF Tacical Deception Program.
201(S) Fatly Jamming times and ingress route of attaick axis were continually varied

to further deceive the Iraqis.

209(S) Intvw. MSIt Mike Caflin, crew member of the Volant Solo, 193d Specli
Operations Group, Harrburg Internutlunal Airport, PA, 21-22 Jan 1992.
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ground units not "show their hand" by shifting forces west of King
Khalid Military City before Iraq was blinded. After the start of the air
war. the 18th Airborne Corps began its shift west. With Iraq's reconnais-
sance capability destroyed or incapacitated, Ccalition forces moved
unseen.

In its wake, the XVIII Airborne Corps left a larle deception cell in
Saudi Arabia. Unit positions were left intact, and the deception coll was
equipped with electronic deception gear and inflatable decoy
equipment?'*

The Marines utilized Task Force Troy to aid ih their deception plans.
Task Force Troy built mock artillery pieces, utilized dummy tanks, faked
helicopter missions into and out of areas, and continued false radio
transmissions to deceive Iraqi intelligence units. In addition, the Marines
ran diversionary combined-arms raids into Kuwait supported by air units.
The Navy contributed to deception by conducting exercises to pin Iraqi
troops Into defensive positions on the beaches. Navy SBALS conducted
raids, minesweepers prepared waterways, amphibious ships practiced
landings, 16-inch guns conducted shore bombardment, and aircraft were
tasked onto targets near the likely beaches. Although the Marine Corps
did not conduct an amphibious landing in the Gulf War, amphibious
forces greatly aided in the deception program. Reports indicate anywhere
from two to ten divisions of Iraqi troops were kept in the "fire sack" of
Kuwait due to Naval activities in the KTO. None of these operations
would have been as easy had the air not been controlled by Coalition
forces. Air power played a leading role in strategic and tactical deception
efforts.

Iraqi Deception

Iraqi forces also used tactical deception as part of their campaign
against Coalition forces. Their support for such activities was limited by
several factors. They did not have the reconnaissance assets nor did they
have the extensive variety of early-warning equipment as the Coalition
forces. The Iraqis did however have one important advantage; they had
been on the receiving end of Western intelligence products during the
Iran-Iraq war and knew approximately how good our equipment was.

"2t°Army Aviation in Desert Sh'eld/Dejert Stonn, US Army Aviation Center, Ft

Rucker, AL, 30362. 8 Jun 1992, p 14.
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They also knew many of the Coalition weaknesses, and they planned
accordingly."'

[DELETED].

[DELFTED].21

[DELETED].2 13 [DELETED].

After the start of the air campaign, it was apparent that communi-
cations between many Iraqi units had been interrupted. Therefore, much
of the tactical deception at the unit level was probably accomplished inde-
pendently by the local commander.

The Iraqis attempted to use smoke to achieve both strategic and
tactical success. They applied these measures throughout the KTO and at
installations within Iraq to conceal battlefield operations and targets.
Besides smoke generators and smoke pots, the Iraqis set a number of
different objects ablaze to create clouds of smoke; the objects inc!uded
oil filled pits, spills along pipelines, oil drums, and tires. Some Iraqi
efforts may have been prompted by media coverage reporting that
Coalition pilots were reluctant to bomb "cloud covered" targets.214 The
effects of smoke were twofold: as a denial measure, it obscured targets
and prevented complete bomb damage assessment; as a deception
measure, it created the appearance of previous damage, possibly where
no attacks had occurred.

The Iraqis used smoke as a denial and deception tactic at a number
of sites. The use of smoke generally followed the Coalition's targeting

21lirnq had been able to buy a constant flow of Western weapons, pans, and supplies

since 1970. The West willingly shared National Asset products with some of the Gulf
States. Nest the end of the Iran.lraq War, Iraq was buying French Satellite data.
Additionally, Iraq was a prime user of Soviet Bloc sources, training, technology, and
intelligence. Efraim Karsh, The Iran.Iraq War: A Milltary Analysis, 1987, Also found
in Cordesman, Anthony, and Wagner, Abraham, The Lessons of Modern War, Vol II, The
Iran.lraq War.

212(S) Msg from UTAIs Ramstein AB OE./INOA'/P 190450Z Dec 1990,

213(S) Wbdd.

214(S) This tactic was indeed effective, since cloud cover did impede Coalition

bombing with preclsion-guided weapons.
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priorities. In response to increased Coalition targeting of bridges, smoke
from fires set near bridges was used to obscure the structure or give the
false impression of bomb damage. At one target site at least ten smoke
generators produced clouds of white smoke, concealing portions of the
facility. One Iraqi deception tactic used was black smoke seen emanating
from an oil/tire fire at an ammunition plant tlhat in reality was
undamaged.2"'

[DELETED].

On a more strategic level, the Iraqis utilized deception tactics in
employing their Scud missiles.

[DELETED]).6

In conclusion, both sides used tactical deception tactics to their
advantage. Iraq's crude methods of smoke, concealment, decoys, and
camouflage aimed at hindering Coalition targeting and bomb damage
assessment efforts. On the other hand, Coalition deception practices were
completely integrated into overall operations that paralyzed Iraq's ability
to conduct warfare.

PsychGloglcal Operations and Air Power

Both Iraqi and Coalition forces conducted psychological operations
(PsYOp) during Desert Shield/Desert Storm. PSYOP covers a wide spectrum
of tactical and strategic political and military operations. This section
focuses on psychological operations that directly involved air power.

It was generally acknowledged that the effectiveness of psycho-
logical operations was notoriously difficult to judge. By most measures,
Iraq's tactical PSYOP against Coalition forces was ineffective. Its strategic
campaign, however, met with some limited success. There was also
evidence that U.S. PsYop had a positive effect on the outcome of the war,
The United States used a wide variety of air assets in its tactical PsYop
efforts, including MC-130, HC-130, and EC-130 Volant Solo aircraft plus

215(S) Iraqi Smoke Denial and Deception Measures, D&D [decoy a•d decepLioni
Digest 91-03, 21 Feb 1991 AFIA/INID.

216(S/NF(WN) Christie and Barlow, Scud Canpaign, p 1.18,
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B-52s, F-16s, Marine F/A-18s, and Navy A-6s. U.S. PSYOP efforts
included dropping 29 million leaflets, coordinating PSYOP missions with
tactical air operations, and countering Iraqi PSYOP efforts.

The alms of U.S. PSYoPs were to reduce the morale and combat
efficiency of enemy troops and create disaffection within their ranks and
to convince enemy, friendly, and neutral nations and forces to take ac-
tions favorable to the Unites States and its allies,

Recent conflicts have s .xn increasingly close integration of PsYoP
with combat operations. For example, the 1982 Falklands War, conflicts
in Afghanistan, Africa, South and Central America, and U.S. interven-
tionas in Grenada and Panama all had important PSYOP dimensions. PSYOP
was also a critical part of terrorist operations during the 70s and was part
of the Iraqi plan when Saddam implicitly threatened terrorist activities
before to the Gulf War.2"1

Iraqi PSYOP

Any analysis of PsYoP maust be within the context of the conflict it
was intended to support. In this case, PSYOP was triggered by the
2 August 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. The overall Iraqi PSYOP strategy
appears to have been to prevent western intervention, deter Coalition air
activity, and orice air action started, to limit its effectiveness,"'

Iraqi PSYOP flowed fromn the Ministry of Culture and Ihformation
under the strict supervision of the ba'ath Party, the Revolutionary
Command Council, and Saddam Hussein. The Iraqi propaganda system
was modeled on the Soviet syste'm and was similar in its essentials to that
of most other totalitarian countries. The Iraqi PSYOP campaign
emphasized religious symbolism, Arab nationalism, and praise of Saddam
Hussein. The themes reflected Iraqi culture and politics."' A basic

2 17'Saddam's gathering of terrorists in Baghdad, in early Sep 1990, was a clear
message to the Coalition not to start any military action against Iraq. The threat was
convincing on the basis of past Middile Eut terrorist activity. Its effect was-felt mostly
by the air travel community, both domestic and international.

2 1UssOCtM Post Operational Analysis of Iraq MSYOP, unpublished, 1992, p 15.
2iglbid, p 16.
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fallacy of Iraqi PSYOP planning was its focus on the characteristics of the
sender, rather than on the nature of the receiver.

The apparent initial objectives of the Iraqi PSYOP campaign were to
rationalize the invasion of Kuwait, gain the support of the Arab masses,
discourage nations from participating in the U.N. embargo, and
discourage or hinder military attacks on Iraq. To these, an additional
objective, rationalizing incorporation of Kuwait as a permanent province
of Iraq, was added later.

Iraq placed few restrictions on the means available to achieve a
PSYOP desired goal. In many cases, documentation was siroply manu-
factured. Furthermore, the Iraqi campaigns did not follow western logic.
For example, Iraqi PSYOP criticized the Coalition bombing as being
inaccurate one day and stressed the destruction wrought by highly accu-
rate Coalition bombing the next. The reported accuracy of Coalition
bombing varied, depending on how it could best enhance the Iraqi
propaganda campaign.220

Strategically, Saddam met with some early successes. He used Scud
missiles to attack Israel and Saudi Arabia. As political and psychological
weapons, Scuds were useful in diverting Coalition attention and military
effort away from the main battlefield. The threat of chemical warheads
added to the seriousness of the threat.22 ' While the impact of the Scuds
was militarily negligible, they did produce emotional and psychological
effects (see Table 15).111

2201rn placed military resources around civilian schools, mosques etc., to protect the

resources, create civilian casualties, and neutralize Coalition air attacks. Much of the
civilian damqe shown by Iraq was probably attributable to spent antiaircraft projectiles.

221 l Gen Charles A Homer, Oral History lntvw, by Jamison, Davis. and Barlow.

"I don't think any of us, first of all, estimated the political impact of the Scud, the terror
induced," 4 Mar 1992.

222Lt Col Z Solomon, "Psychological Effects of the Gulf War on High Risk Sectors

of the Israeli Population." Presented at the Gull War International Symposium and World
Psychiatric Association meeting, 27 Jan 1992. "The Scud attacks put an incredible
amount of pressure on the Israeli population." Tactically, Israelis are prepared to respond
to military attack. "Our people and our flight crews were very frustrated just sitting and
waiting. However, when the Patriots arrived, even though most knew that their effects
might be marginal at best, it was an uplifting experience for the people."
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Table 15
Israeli Scud Casualties

Direct CauaaldIr
To Mis Impact Indirect Cunultte

Death 2 Death! Heart Attack 4
Injured 232 (Gas Mask Use) Suffocatlion 7

Injured: (Running or
Driving for cover) Accidents 40

(Atropine Ijurdes) Atropine 230
(Hospitalized) Acute Anxiety 544

Total 234 Total 825

A total of 1,059 Israeli casualties were attributed to Scud attacks. The
disparity betwceie the small number killed by Scuds and the enormous
Coalition effort devoted to anti-Scud operations highlights the importance
of the psychological effects. The number of self-inflicted atropine casual-
ties speak for itself. The Scud attacks induced fear among the Israeli and
Saudi populations and threatened the integrity of the Coalition. They
combined a limited military lechnology with a politically effective target-
ing policy. In addition to their psychological effects, the Scud attacks
diverted significant military resources to the difficult and militarily unre-
warding task of Scud hunting. Coalitien Scud hunting efforts, together
with Patriots, helped the Israelis mainltin their policy of restraint.
Patriots had a calming affect on both the Israeli and Saudi public."2 ' A
tactical military response thus blunted a psychological weapon aimed at
the heart of the Coalition. (See "the Scud Hunt" section in this chapter
for additional information.)

Although Iraqi efforts to use western television for propaganda
generally failed, they may have had some effect in the Arab world.
Saddam's attempt to generate international goodwill through personal

2231bid.
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appearances with hostages was an example of badly misreading a target
audience. Another example of Iraq's poor use of western television was
its attempt to portray an industrial target sa-u*k by Coalition air power as
a "L&ay Milk Factory" (with signs and workers' jacket logos
conveniently printed in English). These efforts were quickly dis,'iissed
as crude propaganda by all except the most gullible or ar.iwestern, but
they appear to have had some internal success.22

The st&ged televised appearance of downed Coalition pilots also
proved counterproductive. Instead of inducing the Coalition partners to
acquie:,ce to Iraqi policy goals, they alienated a worldwide audience
appalled by the battered, physical condition of the captives and their
orchestrated, mechanical admissions of guilt. It was obvious that the
pilots had been tortured. The resultant backlash produced more, not less,
support for the Coalition. This Iraqi propaganda initiative was aimed at
U.S. public opinion. The evidence sugests that the campaign was de-
signed to mimic tactics used, with some effect, by North Vietnam during
the Southeast Asia conflict.2" Iraqi propagandists apparently tbought that
presenting live interviews with captured Coalition pilots would stimulate
the U.S. public to call for the withdrawal of U.S. forces. The response
to the broadcast came swiftly. All western governments, the public, and
the media severely condemned the broadcast, and the use of the downed
pilot% in this manner.2 6  The worldwide condemnation was so
overwhelming that the broadcasts, which began on 20 January, ended on
24 January.

Saddam's PSYOP efforts included radio broadcasts to U.S. troops in
the field by "Baghdad Betty," reminiscent of those by "Tokyo Rose"
during World War 1I. Intended to lower U.S. troop morale, Betty's
messages frequently proved comical as she warned American servicemen
that their wives back home were sleeping with "famous movie stars" like

2241n the Dtary of an Iraqi Snldier, written during the air and land attacks in Kuwait

fromh Jan 17-Feb 26, 1991, the anonymous author reacted with retiewcd resolve and anger
to tiews of the Coalition bombing of the "Dairy Factory," indicating that the Baby Milk
Factory prcp~agnda was used to mntivate Iraqi troops.

7.5USSOCOM Post Op Analysis of Iraqi Psyop, pp 35-36
226SuCh use of prisoners is forb-idder. by the laws of warfare. The failure of the Iraqi

plan was partially engineered by the prisoners. Li' Zaun, for example, augmented the
battering of his face and exaggerated his behavior to inform the world the Iraqis were
maltreating him.
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Tom Cruise, Arnold Schwarzeregger, and the cartoon character Bail
Simpson.227

Iraq also used PsYOP leaflcts. Their effects on the military forces of
the Coalition were minimal. However, the same leaflets were received
in a more positive way by some segments of the civilian populations in
Coalition and Arab Nations Some key themes of the Iraqi leaflet cam-
paign were:2.

* The war was really about access to oil.

* The U.S. was using the air war as an excuse for imperialism.

a The U.S. was propping up a corrupt government in Kuwait. (See
Appendix B for examples of Iraqi PSYOP leaflets and hand bills.)

The Iraqi leaflet campaign targeted the populations of Great Britain,
Germany, France, Australia, Canada, the United States, and the Arab
Nations of the Coalition with varying degrees of success. It was hoped,
that like Vietnam, the home population would turn on their own military
forces, viewing Coalition aviators as baby killers, milk factory destroyers,
etc.

While Iraqi strategic propaganda found a receptive audience in some
quarters, neither public opinion nor the world media were moved as the
Iraqi president had hoped. Although akntiwar demonstrations took place
in the United States and certain European Coalition countries, they failed
to draw significant popular support. To the contrary, public support for
Coalition troops deployed to the Persian Gulf remained strong throughout
Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

The main failure of Iraqi propaganda was its lack of credibility. The
propaganda was generally far below the level of sophistication of the
targeted audiences. Politically aware segments of the population, even

"227"Iraqi Baghdad Betty was monitored by both UsiS and the ANG 193d "Volant
Solo." Troops were able to listen to Baghdad Betty breadcasts from Kuwait.

22 I1raq's PSYOP War: Targeting the Arab world, United States Army Intelligence

Agency and United States Army Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center, October 1990.
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those who might be inclined to be antiwar, were in general turned off by
the crude Iraqi attempts to manipulate their beliefs.

United Staes and Coalitin PSYOP Planning Phase

The Air Force had no PSYOP doctrine despite its role in planned Joint
PSYOP Operations. As a consequence, the planning process was guided
by Army doctrine, which called for the conduct of "Psywar" in support
of U.S. forces in combat. The in combai distinction had later repercus-
sions. Early in Desert Shield, at the request of Central Command's
Commander-in-Chief, the Commander-in-Chief of Special Operations
Command provided a PsYOP planning cell. The cell produced a list of
sixty-four strategic PsYoPllntemational Information proposals for inte-
ragency review. The theater PSYOP plan, Burning Hawk, was approved
by the Commander-in-Chief of the Special Operations Command on 20
September 1990. From this point on, the PSYOP approval system began
to display significant weaknesses?2"

Personnel were not familiar with operational charters and lacked an
understanding of the differences between clandestine and covert
activities.2" (DELETED)., 3'

Operational Phase

In contrast to Saddam's ineffective PSvOP efforts, Coalition PSYOP
did have some effect on Iraqi soldiers. The Coalition employed four
primary Psyop methods: radio transmission, loudspeaker broadcasts,
leaflet dissemination, and enemy prisoner of war (EPW) opeiations.2"3
According to information produced by U.S. Special Operations Command
(see Figure 68), different types of operations produced different levels of
effectiveness. 2"

"229intvw, USSOCOM PSYOP Planning Cell, CINCCENT, 1992.
230 Ibid.

231(S) Msg, USCINCCENTKCCCC to cics Washington, DC, DTG051300Z Dec 1990.

23
2
USsOCOM Post Operational Analysis of PsyoP, p 4-4.

2"1Ibid, p 4-5.
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Figure 68"2
PsVop Effort and Relative Effectiveness in the Persian Gulf

* 29 Million leaflets dropped in theater
* 17+ hours per day of radio transmitting -•

* 19.5 hours per day aerie! broadcasting
* Over 73,000 Iraqi's roached through PSYOP
* Impact on surrenders based ort exposure and
type of effort -

7 "

EXPOSURE & EFFECTIVENESS PERCENTAGES

LEAFLET BADI LQJUOSPFAKERS

% Exposed to PSYOP 98 58 34
% Believed PSYOP Msg 88 46 18
% Influenced to act 70 34 16

234(S) Based on interrogations of Iraqi EPWs accomplished by members of i,• IV, l
PSYOP Battalion (Reserve) (EPW), t., Snelling, MN. The 13th PSYOP BN is a 'one'-cf kind
unit designed for quality assurance. It dces not produce PSYOP; rather, it anaiyzur and
evaduates the PsYop produced by other units to determine effectiveness and credibility.
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It is extremely difficult to measure the overall effectiveness of PSYOP
and even more diffihult to measure the effectiveness of separate tctical
PSYOP efforts. For example, many Iraq! EFWs appear to have been influ-
enced by leaflets but made the final decision to surrender only when
exposed to a loudspeaker team.2" Others reported being influenced by
a Volant Soio radio broadcast but made the final decision only after being
expc•sed to a leaflet, hearing reports of effective bombing, being within
earshot of a BLU-82, or hearing a favorable report on how EPWs were
being treated. In contrast to Iraqi PSYOP, Coalition PSYOP focused on the
intended audience and was conducted in concert with overwhelming air
and ground campaigns. Of the large number of Epws, the proportion
attributable to PSYOP, as opposed to direct military action, is unknown in
the final analysis.

The four sets of operations-radio transmission, loudspeaker broad-
casts, leaflet drops. and the actions taken by EPW teams-began at two
different times." The Coaiition's tactical leaflet and radio activities were
initiated in January 1991 to coincide with the start of the air campaign.
The loudspeaker and EPW actions began in February with the start of the
ground campaign. The following sections explain the major operations.

Radio Transmissions

In the Persian Gulf Theater of Operations, six broadcast platforms
were established and used: aerial platforms (EC-130 Volant Solo aircraft)
and ground radio stations. The Volant Solo aircraft were available in
August; however, their use was put on hold until late November. Volant
Solo was first used on Thanksgiving Day, 22 November, when the
aircraft broadcasted the Voice of America (VOA) service in Arabic to
areas VOA could not reach. Volant Solo operations had the positive effect
of establishing an airborne platform as a credible broadcaster.

Loudspeaker Broadcasts

PSYOP loudspeaker operations were accomplished by two- or three-
person teams directly supporting forward combat units. Teams normally
consisted of one or two noncommissioned officers and an interpreter or

235•(S) Ibid.
2

6USSoCOM Post Operational Analysis of PsYOP,
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communications specialist. Loudspeaker teams broadcasted prepared
messages. Occasionally a team would ad lib a broadcast if the pressures
of the moment demanded and if the language skill and initiative of the
team permitted. Feedback from some EPWs indicated that, while "leaflets
and radio showed us how to surrender, loudspeaker teams told us
where."

23

The U.S. Marines of Task Force Shepard employed Army PSYOP
loudspeaker and air power in a unique counterbattery tactic. Task Force
Shepard was tasked to screen the front of the Ist Marine Division. A
PSYOip loudspeaker team was assigned to each company."N The loud-
speaker teams would drive along the border playing audio tapes simulat-
ing the sounds of tanks and light armored vehicles. These tactics elicited
responses from Iraqi radar and artillery. Marine F/A-I 8 Fast FACS would
spot the fire and call in Coalition TACAIR to conduct counterbattery fire,
The ploy worked ten times. The Marines were also able to draw fire
with "Rap" and "Country Western" music. Surrender tapes and rock and
roll music did not draw fire.239

Le•f•t Drops

Leaflets and other forms of printed PSYoP proved especially effective
in terms of audience penetration. Of the targeted audience-300,000-plus
Iraqi troops-calculations based on EPW interviews suggest that approxi-
mately 98 percent read or were otherwise exposed to the 29 million
leaflets dropped ini the theater.2' Most EPWs were found clutching
leaflets in their hands or hiding them somewhere in their uniforms.2 '
The leaflets' language was simple and straightforward. They incorporated

2371bid, p 4-5.

-mThe Marines used PsYOP loudspeakers at company level and the Army ,ised
loudspeakers at Brigade level.

2391ntvw, Lt Col Clifford Myers, USMC, Commander, Task Force Shepard, 1992. Lt
Col Myers acknowledged that the PsYoP/air counterbattery fire was different, but effec.
tive. He further states that EPWs coming into his area reported that their officers and
NCOs walked the line, shooting anyone attempting to surrender after a bombing/broadcast
episode.

2 °Based on interrogations of Iraqi EPWs accomplished by members of the 13th
FSYOP Battalion (Reserve) (EPw), Ft. Snelling. MN.

241513th Military hatelligence Brigade (Forward), 4th CAG CA Group 2d MARDIV.
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visual appeals for an audience that seemed to respond psychologically and
emotionally to a visual medium. Weather conditions characterized by
low humidity and generally moderate winds translated into good air drops
and low loss through scattering and deterioration. These attributes
combined with generally effective theme choice, audience vulnerabilities,
and effective Coalition military action resulted in large numbers of
surrenders.

Examples of leaflets distributed during operations in the Gulf are
included in Appendix B. The first set in this appendix shows Iraqi PsYoP
leaflets, and the second set shows copies of Coalition PSYOP leaflets.

B.52 Leaflet Operations

An important precept at work in the radio and leaflet operations was
operant conditioning, using fixed, positive reinforcement. Tactical
PsYoPers announced to certain Iraqi ground units that they were to be
bombed.""2 That specific unit was then attacked. The repeated cycles of
announcement-and-execution helped persuade the audience that the mes-
sage and delivery means were credible and that surrender was a viable
alternative to a useless death.

In late January 1991, the 4th PsYop Group asked if the Air Force
would support a campaign to tell the Iraqis when they were going to be
bombed and by what aircraft. A plan was presented and approved to
incorporate PSYOP with B-52 strikes along the front lines. The Concept
of Operation for such missions outlined a plan to print and disseminate
leaflets to specific Iraqi units. The leaflets, together with radio broad-
casts, would specify which Iraqi unit or units would be hit the next day
(see Figure 69). The following day, CENTAF would bomb the specified
unit with three B-52s. This would be followed with another day of
leaflets indicating that the same unit would be bombed again and that
surviving Iraqi soldiers should defect or desert, The next day, CENTAF
would bomb the same unit, CENTAF continued to support this effort. By
the start of the ground war, as many as eight B-52s were dedicated to
these missions, and the U.S. Army isYoP commander was effectively
influencing the employment of strategic PSYOP forces.243

242(S) Intvw, CENTAP PSYOP Liaison Officer, After Action Rpt, 1992.
2 43 Maj Jack Summe, CENTAF PSYOP Liaison Officer, memo, 1992,
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Figure 69
B-52 Leaflet Operations

Above:
Translation:

'Desert Storm iscorning to your area, Flee Immedlatelyl'

Below
Translation:

"'Saddam s Army Intends using your city as a protective burrier to hide behind.
Saddom doesn't care about you or your family, But the Joint Forces do not wish to hurt
Innocent civilians, so take your beonor)ings and head North to a safe place.'
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EPW Operations

EPW team operations proceeded sequentially and logically from the
other operations and provided pretesting and post-testing of PSYOP materi-
als for future missions.' During surrenders, loudspeaker and Epw teams
helped to counteract the degraded command and control among thousands
of Iraqi forces, while at the same time, providing a locus for humanitarian
assistance."s

Intelligence sources interviewed EPWs from six different Iraqi Army
and Republican Guard Divisions who provided similar stories on the
combined impact of the air campaign and psychological operations.2"
Two EPW stated that,

Their own tanks had become the enemy of their soldiers because high

flying aircraft could destroy them without warning, even at night.

Others in the same units stated that

Their desertion rates skyrocketed and the air campaign left their troops
weak and demoralized, the A- 10 was the aircraft that destroyed most of
the equipment, the B-52s induced the greatest feaw and the leaflets that
announced the impending B-52 strikes prompted desertions.
Additionally, the non-stop air strikes made it impossible for Iraqi
commanders to stop the flow of soldiers away from their unitsY.

24MUSSOCOM Post Operational Analysis or Psyop, p 4.9,

"24sfid, p 4-10.
24 'lhe 3513th Military Intelligence Brigade (FWD) is trained for EPW interrogations

and uses a variety ot mtethods to validate EPW responses. The findings of the 513th have
been Independently verified by the 13th PSYOP EPW Company and released by the Joint
Staff Information Service Center. Marines of the 4th CAG, CA Group, 2d MARDIV also
report similar flndings.

247 (S) U.S. Army Special Ops Cmd, Historical Monograph, p 81.
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An Iraqi unit, whic•h surrendered to the Marines weeks before the start of
the ground war, indicated that leaflets told them how to surrender. Most
of the surrendering troops had leaflets on their person.2"

During Desert Shield and Desert Storm, Coalition forces conducted
combined psychoklgical operations. These psychological operations in
concert with overwhelming military force proved to be a suc=essful
partnership.

248Intvw, Lt Col James Zumuall, 4(h CAG CA Grp 2d MARDN. Sep 1992.
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S

Training

An air force's aircraft and weapons may enjoy technical superiority,
and it may have developed superior tactics, but if the personnel flying
those aircraft are not proficient in executing the tactics, the air force will
still be the loser. This chapter addresses training, the means by which
tactical proficiency is developed. It asks three basic questions: first, did
the U.S. air forces and those of our Coalition Allies train the way they
fought? Secondly, were any particular kinds of training more or less
useful? Finally, were combat skills honed or degraded during Desert
Shield preparations for the war?

These questions will be addressed in the three sections. The first
addresses training conducted before the war, considered in :ight of its
significance to Desert Storm. Both the training of the individual and the
training of units are considered. The second section addresses training
accomplished during Desert Shield. This section pays particular attention
to data reflecting on the competing demands of training and combat readi-
ness. It also studies training development axld the exercises set up to
prepare for the war. The third section looks at teaining lessons learned
during Desert Storm. T1e focus is on tactics developed and trained for, but
proved unsuitable in the war. The topics presented in these three sections
are expanded where necessary in the appropriate appendices to the Report.

Maintaining the Combat Edge in Peacetime

In terms of training, the U.S. air forces that deployed during Desert
Shield were considered combat ready and able to engage the Iraqis hrd
they crossed the border into Saudi Arabia. This state of readiness reflected
a DOD commitment of resources to a peacetime training regimen for a
variety of global contingencies. Training efforts in theater further refined
this training regimen. Preparing aviators for combat was at the heaii of
this commitment, and it is a complex evolution. Developing combat
readiness in the aviator proceeds in stages, beginning with undergraduate
flight training (pilot or navigator), moving through initial weapon system
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qualification, and concluding with continuation training of the aviator as a
member of a mission-qualified, combat-ready aircrew.

The most demanding training environment experienced during the
typical aviator's career is undergraduate pilot or navigator training. During
this pe,-iod, basic flying skills are taught at a rapid pace, challenging the
individual both mentally and physically. Officer students are evaluated on
their ability to master complex tasks in a demanding environment under
time constraints and psychological pressure, Those able to complete the
undergraduate flight training programs demonstrate the essential personal
traits necessary to continue to the next building block in the training expe-
rience. All U.S. services conduct separate pilot training (and
navigator/flight officer training) to meet their specific requirements. Ap-
pendix C provides a summary of the training accomplished.

Before assignment to an operational squadron, the aircrew pilot
undergoes specialized training and completes an initial qualification
course in an aircraft type relevant to the squadron's overall mission.
Acquiring flying skills, systemi knowledge, and general tactics in the
assigned aircraft are the main objectives of this phase of training. In-
structors with considerable operational experience in the specific aircraft
type supervise and, in many cases, conduct the training. Tactics training
is guided by appropriate regulations: Multi-Command Manual 3-1 series
for the Air Force, and appropriate Naval Aviation Training and Opera-
tions Procedures Standardization publications and tactical manuals for the
Navy and Marines. The initial qualification training provides pilots with
the basic knowledge and skills required to become qualified within the
operational unit. Representative costs and course length for the Air Force
F-16 replacement training program is given below in Table 16. The
figure makes two points, one explicitly and one implicitly. First, training
in combat aircraft is intense and expensive. Second, it covers a wide
range of mission capabilities.

Following assignment to an operational squadron, but before achieving
fully qualified status within the unit, the newly assigned aircrew undergoes
local-area orientation, theater indocuinution, and unit-specific tactics.
Combat-ready status is achicved upon completion of the mission
qualification training. In all U.S. Air Force operational units, the pilots
must maintain currencies as dictatW.d by the Air Force regulation 51-50.
Table 17 lists the number of days that can elapse before an aircrew's
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currency status for a specific flight event becomes invalid. These curren-
cies required cortinuation training during Desert Shield.

Table 16'
Flying Training Syllabus For F.16 Replacement Training Unit

Flight Training Sortli Hours'

Transition 6 8.3
Instruments *4 6.0
Advanced Handling I 1.3
Intercepts 5 7.7
Basic Fighter Manettvers 13 13.1
Air Combat Maneuvers 3 3.0(
Surface Attack 13 18.4
Surface Attack Tactical 5 6.5
Night Transition *1 2.0
Night Surface Attack ,! 2.0
Tankers (licluded in "*" phases) (4)

52 68.1

Training Days 113
Academics 239.5 hours
Simulators 38.5 hours
Cost (F'Y 91 dollars) $1,012,310

lCourse data provided by WCR David Millsmith from Hq Air Combat Command, 29
Jun 1992.

2Tactlcal Air Command syllabus F-16 CoHoo PuM, Oct 1990.
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Table 17
CurrenclesS

Event Experienced Inexperienced

Demanding Sortie 30 21
Landing 45 30
Night Landing 30 15
ACOT (sir combat training) 60 45
Low Altitude Operations 60 45
Weapons Delivery 90 60
Night Weapons Delivery 6 30
Air Refueling 180 180
Formation Takeoff 90 60
Formation Landing 90 60
Precision Approach 45 30

Particular squadron training requirements, beyond those common to
all Air Force units, are driven by the tasking of the individual unit. All
units are required to maintain proficiency in operations characteristic of
those they could expect in their assigned operating region. Table 18
details pre-Gulf War theater tasking for all Air Force flying units that
participated in Desert Shield and Desert Storm. It also identifies those
units that participated in Green Flag 90-4, the last major joint, Air Force-
sponsored, electtonic warfare exercise before Desert Shield.' A salient
fact to emerge from the data is that all units fighting during Desert Storm
also had to train for commitment in Europe (USAFE), with the sole
exception of the three F-16 squadrons of the 363d Tactical Fighter Wing
stationed at Shaw AFB, South Carolina.

3Maj Stan Hill, CENTAF/XOOTr briefing, "Fighter Training in Desert Shield." The
numbers represent the maximum number of days allowed between completion of the
required events. In other words, an experienced pilot must complete a demanding sortie
at least every thirty days.

4Greeii Flag exercises were conducted by the 57th Fighter Weapons Wing at Nellis
APB, NV. amd differ from Red Flag exercises only in that their primary emphasis is
electronic warfare. Green Flag 90.4 was in progress when Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 Aug
1991, and is thus of direct relevance.
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Table 18
Unit Taskinp Pre-Desert Shield5

[DELETED)

[DELETED]

Individual units develop their itaining programs from theater requirements
and relevant directives of their parent Major Command. Routine training to
maintain combat proficiency encompasses a wide range of missions and
weapons delivery options. Using the F-16 as an example, Table 19 gives the
numbers of sorties and desired tactical capabilities for an F-16 pilot in the
363d Tactical Fighter Wing. The key concept here was that of graduated
levels of combat capability, a management tool establishing standards of
performance in various maneuvers and weapon delivery tactics. The tool
provides higher headquarters with a measure of a unit's level of readiness and
suitability for a given tactical scenario. Table 19 provides a representative Air
Force example of how this concept is applied. The other services use equiva-
lent methods to maintain the desired level of combat readiness. The underly-
ing point is that the.- methods work.

5(S) The numbers of units deployed and htc command relationships camne from:
IUSCINCCENT OPLAN 1002, USCINCEUR OPLAN 4102. 1 ISCINCPAC OKAN 5027, and Green Flag
90-4 After Action Report.
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Command regulations further quantify and define the required proficiencies.
With regard to Table 19, an aircrew "qualified" for an event maintains a higher
level of proficiency than one who is "familiar." In many cases, "familiar" means
that a requirement has been met without regard to accuracy or proficiency. The
goal is to spread the practice of these events throughout the training cycle so
aircrews do not lose overall proficiency. The qualification criterion for dropping
or firing ordnance is either an actual weapon release or a simulated weapon
release within realistic launch parameters. This simulated release is then validated
by film recorders in either the training munition or the cockpit.' Using these
requirements, squadrons can plan training programs to keep all aircrews proficient
in the areas required for combat readiness.

Although they share a core of basic requisites and common procedures,
flight skills required in each area of the world vary. In Europe, with its peculiar
weather conditions, low-altitude flying is stressed. Areas without prominent
terrain features for threat evasion and navigation necessitate unique tactics.
Individual aircrew readiness is skewed towards the theater for which the unit is
tasked for depioyment. In addition to individual aircrew readiness, squadrons
train regularly with other units and participate in exercises designed to maintain
the readiness of the squadron's capability to deploy and fight (see Appendix F,
"Flag Exercises").

'Ibid, pp 19-21.
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Table 19
F-16 Graduated Combat Capability Requirements, 363d TFW

Minimum Training Required Per Pilot Every Six Months7

Sortle

Air-to-Surface 30
Air-to-Air 17
Air-to-Air Night
Advance Handling I
Other 11

Events

Radar Laydown Familiar
VSD (visual system delivery) Familiar
VLS (visual level bomb) Familiar
Loft Familiar
High Angle Dive Bomb Qualified
LLLD (low level low drag) Familiar
LRDT (long range dive toss) Familiar
Dive Bomb Familiar
Low-An~le Dive Bomb Qualified
Low.Angle Strafe Familiar
Maverick Qualified
Surface Attack w/FAC 2
Low-Altitude Tactical Navigation 8
Combined Force Training
Medium-Altitude Tactics
Intercepts Day/Night 121-
Air-to-Air Refueling 3
Joint Maritime Operations

The Red Flag series of tactical training exercises conducted at Nellis AFB,
Nevada, was the most noteworthy exercise for U.S. and Coalition aircrews and
one of the predominant factors in the success of Desert Storm. Red Flag

7363d Fighter Wing MSO I i io4oz Dec 91, F-16 Graduated Combat Capability Pro-
gram.
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affected more tactical aircrew members who flew in Desert Shield and Desert
Storm than any other single tactics training program.! Moreover, tactical,
realistic composite force training lessons learned during Red Flag exercises were
generally considered by Air Force commanders to have had a strong positive
effe.t on Air Force performance, a view mirrored by the Coalition partners.9
Red Flag exercises challenged units, aircrews, and support personnel to imple-
ment and evaluate their readiness planning. A more detailed examination of
both the history of Red Flag and the typical training provided there are found
in Appendix F, "Flag Exercises."

In summary, training to maintain combat readiness in peacetime is a complex
problem. Stringent requirements often prepare the squadrons for combat in a
particular area of the world. However, well trained personnel can be flexible:
routine, ongoing training provided a solid basis for Desert Shield; training during
Desert Shield prepared the Coalition air forces for war. This training is the
subject of the next section.

Training In Desen Shield

The units initially deployed to Saudi Arabia soon found conflicts between
normal proficiency training requirements and preparation for the immediate war
at hand. The training programs established during peacetime to quantify the
minimum levels of training appropriate for mission readiness (i.e., AFR 51-50
requirements) remained in effect during Desert Shield. As discussed in the
previous section, the regulations institutionalized unit training requirements and
formed mission objectives for scheduled sorties. However, in the initial days,
the Coalition feared that Iraq might continue its push south. It was thus neces-
sary that training strike a balance between preparing for immediate invasion of
Saudi Arabia and maintaining proficiency. Crews required to stay on alert,
however, would shortly become noncurrent in essential skills and maneuvers,
necessitating additional training programs to retrain them,

In the early stages of Desert Shield, units prepared for an Iraqi attack into
Saudi Arabia with an expected thrust towards the eastern oil fields, the "D-Day"

glntvw, Gen Robert D. Rd%. TAC Attack Department of the Air Force, TAC

SP 127-1 Volume 31, issue 3, Mar 1991.
9Extracted from discussions with personnel from Hq AAICE on 30 Apr 1992. Content

of discusslons was the substance of the AAFCE TLP Gulf War Conference Report,
AFOOAT/S-078192.
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plan. Training for this attack anticipated the use of air power in close air
support and air interdiction roles, which would include limited strategic attacks
towards Baghdad. On one hand, to be prepared foi- combat, aircraft had to be
fueled with weapons loaded and reaciied for launch. On the other hand, the
aircraft were needed for combat training, which would subject the aircraft to risk
and require additional maintenance. Flight training thus inevitably degraded
readiness over the short term.

The 35th Tactical Fighter Wing, an F.40 "Wild Weasel" uni, provides a
representative example of this problem. The primary mission of the unit was
destroying and suppressing surface-to-air missile systems. After arrival in the
Gulf, the unit maintained alert with the appropriate external tanks and ordnance
to accomplish the SEAD mission. Aircrews, however, expressed the need for
air-to-air training in light of the anticipated Iraqi threat. To prepare aircraft for
this training, safety considerations dictated that live ordnance had to be down-
loaded and the external tank configuration changed, an obvious compromise to
mission preparedness. The solution was to keep the majority of unit aircraft on
alert and configured for the primary SEAD mission and reconfigure six aircraft
for air-to-air combat training.'"

Soon after arrival in theater, it became apparent that crews would lose
proficiency if training programs were not reinstated. In response, CENTAF
initiated a Coalition staff to define and set training priorities and arrange host
nation training facilities. Responsibilities for the development and execution
of unit training remained with the commanders of service components, but
CENTAF maintained the responsibility for developing the operational concept
and plans for overall training. CENTAF's priorities were (I) maintain deterrent
and defensive posture, (2) practice mission profiles that would be expected
during combat operations, and (3) be ready to respond to an Iraqi invasion of
Saudi Arabia." Units accomplished as much ground training as possible and
requested waivers of other training requirements (such as emergency procedure
simulator training), when necessary.

Flight training depended upon air space and weapon ranges and required host
nation support. Gradually, Saudi Arabia made national bombing ranges
available for military use, which was to include low-altitude training routes

"(S/NF) Charles L Starr, "Special Study History of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing
(Provisional) Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storn," 14 Apr 1992, p 113.

, Maj Hill.
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despite intense competition for existing training airspace. Training was
additionally affected by unfamiliar meteorological conditions, notably, blowing
sand and dust;` austere living and working conditions; extreme heat from
August through October; and a lack of practice training. It is important to
realize that preparedness is a complex problem, especially in a forward deployed
location. Commanders developed programs to maintain proficiency and
emphasize the tactics anticipated for the Saudi/Iraq theater. Minimum sortie
rates were established to ensure minimum combat capability (see Table 20).

Table 20
Alrcrew Sortie Rates"

Aircraft Weekly Monthly

A-IO 7
EF-111 2 8
F-4G
P-15 3 11-13+
F-15E 3 11
F-16 2-3+ 11-13+
F-Ill 2 7
F-117 2+ 9
RF-4 3 12

AVERAGE 2.5 10

Training accomplished during Desert Shield fell into three broad categories:
desert acclimatization, local-area orientation, and mission preparation. Initial
training of U.S. and Coalition air forces deployed to Saudi Arabia, and later to
Turkey, began with local-area orientation and training designed to familiarize the
aircrews with flying conditions peculiar to Southwest Asia. Problems such as
haze and sand posed particular difficulties for helicopter crews, for whom low-
altitude night operations posed severe hazards."

'2 Lt Col Richard Comer, USAF, Commander, MH-53J Squadron History of Desert

Shield/Desert Storm-20 SOS, undated.

"3Maj Hill.

"Lt Col Comer.
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Aircrews arriving in Saudi Arabia needed to adjust to local flying
conditions and be integrated into the theater planning. Who managed air space
control? What navigation aids were available? Landscape in urban areas is
surrounded by diffused light at night, but what about the desert? Only CENTAF

forces did not regularly train within the theater. Previously, the problem had
been compounded by the limited number of in-theater exercises such as Bright
Star, and these were limited in scope and involvement.

Desert Acclimatation

Thble 18 illustrates the lack of dedicated training for Southwest Asia. The
Wild Weasels stationed in the desert at George AFB commented,

Probably one of the biggest things we learned was how to fly in this
desert-which is different than the desert at George. There are different
weather considerations, visibility considerations. The effects of heat have
modified the way we fly the airplane. Something as mundane as not
being able to turn some of our sensors on [radar, etc.] while on the
ground has caused us to train in a new way."s

Lastly, civilian aviation requirements competed with military aviation require-
ments by restricting low-altitude training, and the Saudi range restrictions
(maximum altitude 15,000 feet MSL) compromised training realism," But,
since aircrews were on the verge of war, 1hey needed to know how well
everything was going to work and develop tactics to compensate for shortfalls.

As the size and diversity of deployed Coalition air forces continued to
grow, airspace and military training areas became saturated. Additional military
operating areas were negotiated for use as air-to- ground training ranges, which
were important so that aircrews could maintain weapons delivery proficiency and
check aircraft release systems. Efforts were made to ensure that all crews had
expended live munitions and thoroughly understood safe escape and weapons
effects before Desert Storm. Hq USCENTAF/RSAF exercises provided a vehicle
for multinational composite force training and basic proficiency for crews with
alert commitments.

Is(SINF) Starr.

"T1his problem also existed in the continental United States, where civilian aviation
competes for utilization of all air and ground ranges. Only ranges in restricted airspace
such as the Red Flag ranges were conducive to medium-aitltude tactics,
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In September, CENTAF instituted weekly package training exercises to
promote interoperability and integrated training. The objectives of these exercis-
es were to familiarize pilots and controllers with local terrain and meteorological
conditions in possible combat areas and to demonstrate to Coalition land forces
that air support could be used safely close to their positions.

Exercises increased in size and complexity as Desert Shield progressed.
Exercise emphasis shifted early from supporting the defensive D-Day plan to
supporting the evolving offensive air campaign plan, with deception playing
a major role. Exercise Imminent Thunder, conducted in November 1990,
promoted joint and combined training and interoperability. It included an
amphibious operation and considerable air play. The training focus had moved
from a defensive reaction to an Iraqi attack, and finally to an offensive scenar-
io that included the liberation of Kuwait. The objectives for the air forces
included exercising a D-Day alert package and the command and control
process for close aie support, air interdiction, and offensive counterair in a
coordinated manner. Imminent Thunder involved over 2,300 total sorties,
including 1,300 close air support missions.

At the same time, the overall planning focus was changing. The "Black
Hole" strategic planning cell in Riyadh was developing an offensive plan in
accordance with Central Command's desire that the first phase of war against
Iraq be composed entirely of air attacks on Iraq and Kuwait. As this plan was
fleshed out and targets identified, training was modified to prepare for the
offensive air war.

With the new focus on the central area of Iraq, a study of the dense
antiaircraft artillery concentrations in Iraq's air defense network prompted
some units to emphasize training for medium-altitude (5,000-25,000 feet)
ingress and attacks. Training missions took on ýiew emphasis; some tactics,
others timing and coordination, and others dress rehearsals of actual missions.

Exercises tested the proc'dures for these new offensive plans. The Tank-
er/Air Space Control Exercise, for example, marned all the mwAcs orbits, then
cycled a large number of fighters through air refueling from a tanker in a short
time. Similarly, the Border Air Refueling and Intercept Exercise developed air
combat readiness and increased fighter/ AvACS proficiency. As 17 January
approached, these exercises also served to lull the Iraqis into a false sense of
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security because they became accustomed to seeing a periodic high le'lel of
night operations." The deception would serve well on the first night of the war.

This section focused on the mainstream air training conducted in Saudi
Arabia. Appendix E to this Report presents a compilation of all Desert Shield
exercises. All airpower forces brought particular capabilities to Desert Storm.
Discussions of their training are available in the following appendices: B-52s,
Appendix G; SOP, Appendix H; and Navy/Marine Corps, Appendix I.

Desert Storm Tratining Lessons Learned

Desert Storm provided the crucible for testing the previous training of
Coalition units. The intent of the exercises during Desert Shield had been to
prepare units for the anticipated conflict but, as with all wars, the conflict did
not develop exactly as expected. As the war progressed, shortcomings in
training were noted, procedures corrected, and lessons passed to other units.

Perhaps the most crucial question in the initial stage of the war was wheth-
er to continue to fly low-the focus of most Desert Shield and preconflict train-
ing-or to move to medium altitudes in the face of Iraqi antiaircraft artillery.
During Desert Shield, some units analyzed the Iraqi opposition and transitioned
to medium-altitude ingress and attacks. Others, however, continued training at
low level. The argument was summed up by a Royal Air Force Jaguar pilot at
a postconflict NATO taCtics symposium.

The major decision that we had to make was which tactics to employ,
low-level or high-level. The arguments in favor of employing low-level
tactics included the following; the aircraft itself and its weapons system
have been optimized for low-level operations; our weapons stocks consist-
ed predominantly of cluster and retarded bombs which could only be
delivered from low-level; and the pilots have been specifically trained
over the years to operate in the low-level regime and this was where we
initially thought we would be the most comfortable and indeed the most
effective. We were therefore leaning towards the opinion that you should
'fliht the way you train' and that we should stay at low-level. This was
in fact the way that we planned and the way that we intended to execute
our pre-planned D' day targets, should they have been tasked."

17(S) Large border exercises were frequently scheduled for Wednesday nights, and
the air campaip started on a Wednesday night.

"5 Extracted from discussions with personnel from Hq AAFCE on 30 Apr 1992.
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Some units did "fight the way they trained." In the early days of the war,
B-52s, F-IlI s, EF- I Is, RAF Tornados, and some Navy units conducted their
attacks from low level. However, the intensity of the antiaircraft artillery encnun-
tered and the inability of the Iraqi Air Force, along with the reduction of the sur-
face-to-air missile threat due to Coalition quppression of enemy air defenser, con-
vinced these units to conduct operations at medium-altitude. This tactics change,
for which training had not been emphasized, led to other problems.

For example, the issue of F-16 weapons employment caused difficulties
during the initial days of the war. A postconflict analysis states,

Initial mission effectiveneu, In tam of "bombs off on first pau," was
less than desired. There are multiple reasons why this happened, to
include the confusion of the first days of combat, and the defensive
maneuvers required for survival. However, another reason was the low
knowledge level of medium- and high-altitude delivery corstraints. Due
to the previous low-altitude training emphasis or lack of medium-altitude
releases, few pilots were expoved to some of the associated problems, such
as extremely high crosswinds and high G releases due to delay cues. It
should be noted that even though there was a training deficiency, the
learning curve wu steep."

It is important to note that aircrew training quickly ovcrcame the problems.

(DELETED]

[DELETED].:

Other errors affecting impact points could be caused by early or late bomb
release due to target anticipation, aircraft buffeting due to winds, or cross wind
errors. The bottom line was, the farther away from the target a nonguided
munition is released, the more uncertainty as to its exact impact.
[DELETED]."2 [DELETED].

[DELETED]

"19(S/NF/WN/NC) Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Vol 91-2, Jul 1991, p 4. 13.

2(S/NF/WN/NC) Ibid, p 4.13.
21 (SNF/WN/NC) Ibid.
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[DELETED]."

(DELETED].

Problems were not limited to those of the Coalition: As U.S. F-1 5Es exited
Ircqi airspace after attacking Scud-associated targets in Northwest Iraq on the first
night of the air war, they observed a MIG-29 pilot shoot down his wingman, and
then fly into the ground.23

Peacetime preparation has always been an optimization between cost and
value gained. Training involves munitions, aircraft, aircrews and support
personnel, training ranges, and airspace. Air-to-air training in particular re-
quires large amounts of airspace, since maneuvers in both the horizontal and
vertical planes are involved. Frequently, air traffic control puts restrictions on
the airspace boundaries, forcing training engagements to be flat and artificial.
Air-to-ground units having difficulty scheduling weapons delivery ranges and
the associated airspace can only practice high-altitude weapons deliveries with
advanced coordination with the Federal Aviation Administration. The A-IO
Wing Weapons Officer at King Fahd Airport reported the following problems
due to peacetime practices:

Restriclions on chaff and flare usage in the United Kingdom meant that the
chaff and flare systems of the jets were rarely fully used prior to deploy-
ment. The squadron's jets required much trouble shooting of their chaff
and flare dispensing systems while preparing for combat. Durig the war,
it became apparent that pilots w.re unsure or unaware of procedures for
rehoming the Triple Ejector Rack (TP.R) after bombs were unloaded during
Integrated Combat Turns. Rehoming the ThR is a maintenance function
which could have been avoided, had we not just simulated reloading weap-
ons during peacetime exercises. These are just two examples of problems

22(SINF/WN/NC) Ibd, F-16 working group, pp 4-14 - 4-15. (Although both
techniques were identified as trainin8 habit patterns, they are not linlitcd to flying
aircraft.)

23(SINF/WNfNC) Ibid. The same incident was described in Aviation Week and
Space ý'echnology, 18 Feb 1991. It said that an Iraqi MIC-29 shot down his partner aircraft,
then crashed in an early Desert Storm mission. (DELETED)
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caused by a lack of usa-ge of weapon systems during our training prior to
deployment for Desert Shield.Y

In conclusion, the story of training for Desert Storm was a success story,
one that began long before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Training adjustments
made in Desert Shield convincingly demonstrated the inherent flexibility that
training conferred. The force that defeated Iraq was decades in the making and
emphasized realistic, combat-oriented training from tlhe b.ginning. Realistic
training was stressed as a constant theme through the development of not only
the individual but also the Coalition force. The factors and practices enabling
the development of this force, and training of the aircrews that flew missions,
prepared them for this war. Red Flag was a constant theme mentioned by pilots
and aircrews as instrumental in their training. Desert Shield training took this
common ground as a building block for the evolving air campaign. For exam-
pIe, newer tactics grew out of a recognition that aircrews needed to release
weapons at medium- to high-altitude, and Desert Shield training exercises
provided opportunities to sharpen that skill.

Aircrews did not come to the Arabian Peninsula during Desert Shield to
train for a war; they came prepared to fight a war. This was the result of
years of U.S. air training effort as well as the recurring overseas exercise
deployments to the Southwest Asia region. The investment in training over
the decades between the Vietnam War and the Gulf War reaped dividends in
terms of U.S. lives saved in combat, a truly meaningful measure of merit. The
training of the personnel had indeed matched the quality of the weapons
systems and tactics, and the combination of ;he three overwhelmed the enemy.

24Report given by Captain Meir, Wning Weapons Officer, A-10, King Fahd Airport,
to AAFCE Gulf War Conferenco. Note that this was as much a maintenance and pealelinlc
procedures problem u a training problem. Source: HQ AAFCE TLP Gulf War Conference
Report.
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Conclusions

Addressed within the operational and strategic context established by
the other reports in the Survey, the preceding discussion suggests a
number of conclusions. The most obvious is that the weapons, tactics,
and training brought to bear in aerial combat played a major role in
establishing the tempo, driving the conduct, and determining the outcome
of the Gulf War.

Iraqi Capabitltls

Saddam Hussein's forces clearly had the capacity to inflict con-
siderably greater losses on Coalition forces than they did. Iraq's air
force, while outnumbered and outclassed, nevertheless possessed signifi-
cant numbers of capable systems, notably the Mirage F-I and the
MIG-29. If aggressively and competently used, these aircraft could have
caused serious problems for the Coalition. Iraq also possessed significant
numbers of highly capable SAMs, backed by a large antiaircraft artillery
force, all linked to capable early-warning radars through the KARl air de-
fense system, While the system lacked the capacity to counter the full
weight of Coalition air power, it could, if operated as advertised, have
enabled Iraqi commanders to coordinate defensive efforts far more effec-
tively than they did. It is important to note that not all Iraqi forces
displayed a lack of tactical skill and initiative; the Scud mobile missile
force is an obvious case in point.

Coalition attacks on command and control targets reduced the Iraqi

air defenses almost immediately to uncoordinated local efforts. An
analysis of the effectiveness of the suppression of enemy air defense
(SEAD) missions on radar-directed defensive systems shows a clear COITe-
lation between high-speed antiradiation missile (HARM) shots, and the
reduction in Iraqi radar emissions. Also, HARM use led to a rapid and
dramatic decline in guided, as opposed to unguided, firings of Iraqi radar
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missiles and in Coalition aircraft losses to radar missiles.' At the same
time, Iraqi SAM and antiaircraft artillery gunners did not exhibit any great
degree of cleverness or initiative. In the absence of Iraqi records, the
lackluster performance supported by Epw interviews suggests deficiencies
in leadership, training, or both, but the sharp decline in radar missile
effectiveness-a decline not noted in infrared missile or antiaircraft artil-
lery effectiveness- testifies positively as to the effectiveness of Coalition
tactics.'

One Iraqi tactical success story was the handling of the Scud mobile
missile force. The Iraqi mobile missile force exhibited impressive
competence in camouflage, concealment, and communications security.
Although a definitive assessment is not possible, it is apparent that at a
minimum, the Iraqis were able to employ, and at the same time largely
preserve, their mobile intermediate-range ballistic missile capability
despite a major commitment of U.S. and Coalition resources to the
anti-Scud campaign.

Weapons Systems

Among U.S. and Coalition aerial weapons systems, the outstanding
successes were the F-117 stealth fighter, the Tomahawk cruise missile,
laser-guided bombs (LeBs) used in combination with night-capable target
acquisition and designator systems, and the HARM. The F-117 and
Tomahawk, both examples of sophisticated, highly complex and expen-
sive weapons systems, performed as advertised, demonstrating unprece-
dented tactical capabilities with important operational and strategic ramifi-
cations. These two systems enabled U.S. air power to penetrate a dense
and sophisticated air defense net and attack directly at the heart of enemy
power without preliminary suppressive attacks and without aircrew losses.
The combination of LO3Bs and night-capable target acquisition and desig-
nator systems deprived Iraqi forces the cover of darkness to a degree
unprecedented in aerial warfare. There were, however, significant
limitations to the Coalition's ability to exploit this capability; most
Coalition aircraft were unable to both drop and guide LGBs, and a very

(S/NF/WNINC) For more information see the. Ffects and fffectiveness report.

2Losses and Damage inflicted by radar SAMS drop precipitously, but once Coalitioll
aircraft abandoned low altitude tactics on day three, losses and damage Inflicted by IR
SAMs and AAA remain essentially constant.
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high proportion of LGBs were dropped by a relatively small number of
platforms, specifically, F-IllFs, F-117s, F-15Es, and A-6Es. As did the
F-117 and Tomahawk, HARM performed as advertised, making a major
contribution to the SEAD effort.

The heavy Air Force investment in aerial refueling platforms, with
a strength of 694 tankers, was another success story? Air ref ieling gave
U.S. and Coalition air power enomious tactical flexibility, and Air Fnrce
tankers supported Coalition, Navy, and to a lesser extent Marine as well
as Air Force sorties. The KC-1O and the KC-I 35R made disproportionate
contributions to the refueling effort, the former because of its large fuel
offload and ability to reconfigure from flying boom to probe and drogue
configuration in flight and the latter because of the increased tactical
flexibility bestowed by its highly fuel-efficient turbofan engines.
Although Marine, Navy, and Royal Air Force tankers also made signifi-
cant contributions, they were responsible for a considerably smaller share
of refueling sorties and pounds of fue' transferred than were Air Force
tankers. Since the vast majority of U.S. and Coalition tactical platforms
had relatively short combat radiuses, air refueling became a tactical
necessity. Among major Coalition strike platforms, only B-52s
conducting operations from Saudi Arabia could strike targets anywhere
in Iraq without air refueling. F-Ills and A-6s could strike some targets
in Iraq and the KTO without air refueling, and forward-based A-lOs and
AV-8s generally operated without tanker support.; as a practical reality all
other strikes required air refueling.' All F-1 17 sorties were air refueled,
and F-4G "Wild Weasels" with their fuel-inefficient J-79 engines were
particularly dependent on tanker support.

Weapon systems were not devoid of deficiencies, Perhaps the most
dramatic was the inability of Coalition aircraft to acquire and attack Iraqi

3(S) The USAF tanker fleet consisted of 59 KC- 10s and 635 KC- 135s, including 269
KC-135Rs; information from Air Foice Air Staff, Mobility Forces/XOFM, Maj Collins,
16 Dec i992, Air Force Association Almanac for 1991. Of these, 29 KC-1Os an] 193
KC-135s (65 of them KC-135Rs), were deployed in the AOR at the peak of the Desert
Storm and another 17 KC-lOs arid 69 KC-135s (26 ot them KC-135Rs), were operating
in direct support from outside the AOR. For more information on the ULAF: Tanker Fleet,
see the (S/NF/WN/NC) Logistics report.

4(S) The above statement summarizes a complex set of relationships and ignores the
fact that aerial refueling was used as much for operational flexibility as for simple ringe
extension.
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mobile missile systems using onboard sensors with any degree of
consistency. The switch from low- to medium-altitude bombing
deliveries highlighted tactics and training problems and exposed hardware
and software deficiencies. Neither DOD nor the Air Force had adequately
anticipated the need for a conventional deep-penetrating "bunker-busting"
munition like the GBU-28.

Combat search and rescue in Desert Storm had significant problems.

The Air Force MH-53J was the only Coalition combat rescue platform
capable of operating in a high-threat environment. But the crews, though
well trained in their primary special operations mission, were not trained

in combat search and rescue tactics. Equally important, the one MH-53J
squadron in theater had a primary special operations mission.
Additionally, command and control relationships were complex, not
clearly defined, and contributed to the loss of an Army CH-47 committed
to a rescue mission.

Tactics

Flexibility was a dominant tactical characteristic of U.S. air power
in Desert Storm. Though not all the Coalition air forces possessed
equivalent hardware resources and most were not as thoroughly trained
in large composite force tactics-the Royal Air Force was an
exception-Coalition air forces did share this advantage in flexibility to
varying degrees. Examples of this inherent tactical flexibility, a product
of hard, realistic training and a tactical culture which demands and
rewards initiative, are imbedded in the preceding chapters of this renoit.
Here, two examples will suffice: the first was the ability of U.S. aircrews
to improvise refuelings and find their way to their targets despite
unforecasted adverse weather and other unplanned obstacles.' The second
was the successful use of B-52 bombing to create psychological effects
on Iraqi forces, Procedures for the bombings were devised and
implemented by relatively junior SAC officers in Saudi Arabia in
response to Centual Command's desire to place the Republican Guards
and other Iraqi ground forces under constant pressure.

5(S) Comment by Col Bobby Bufkin, USAF, Commander of Red Flag, to Dr. John

Guilmartin, GWAPS, 30 Jan 1992. As Red Flag commander, Col Bufkin had dealt with
elements of all the major participating Coalition air forces in an intense training
environment and was familiar with their equipment and training methods.
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Electronic warfare played a larger role in Desert Shield and Desert
Storm than in any previous conflict. U.S. air forces dominated in this
arena. The United States fielded a wider array of specialized electronic
warfare platforms than any other nation could have done and applied
them to good effect in a tactically coordinated manner. The success of
the SEAD campaign was largely a reflection of the ability of the Coalition
to dominate the electromagnetic high ground. The Constant Source
network for collecting and disseminating information about enemy
electronic threats made important contributions to this struggle and
represents a significant success story in its own right.

The SEAD campaign itself represents ,i tactical success of
considerable magnitude. The successful tactical integration of a wide
range of diverse assets, including EF-I 11 and EA-6 jammers and F-4G
Wild Weasels, provides a prime example of the flexibility already noted.

Training

It is axiomatic that superior weapons systems can be rendered
ineffective by poor or poorly executed tactics. It is equally axiomatic that
hard, realistic training is the bedrock requirement for the development of
sound tactics and for good tactical execution. The accuracy of both of these
observations was richly demonstrated in the Gulf War, positively by
Coalition forces and negatively by Iraqi forces. The negative case is most
apparent in the utter lack of tactical success achieved by the Iraqis with
aircraft well up to world standards-the MIG-29 and Mirage F-I-and the
mediocre results they obtained with excellent surface-to-air mnisile and gun
systems, notably the Roland, SA-6, SA-8, and ZSU 23-4.6 Paradoxically,
the positive case is harder to make because the. high trainirng standards of
Coalition and-particularly-U.S. air forces made the tactically difficult look
easy. In short, the intensive, realistic, combat-oriented training paid off.

6The argument that overwhelming numbers of generally superior Coalition aircraft
denied the Iraqi Air Force the chance to demonstrate its tactical capabilities does not hold
up historically, Two examples from World War II make the point: In 1939, the Polish
Air Force, surprised, outnumbered, and flying obsolete aircraft, outscored the Luftwaffe
in air-to-air kills, The number of highly trained Japanese pilots were depleted in 1942-43
and by 1945 were faced by overwhelming numbers of U.S. aircraft, almost all of them
technically superior. The Japanese did, however, field a small number of state-of-the-art
fighters in the final monthq of the war, and in the hands of some of the few surviving
capable pilots, these achieved dramatic, if isolated, successes,
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The millions of dollars and thousands of hours spent to support training,
especially in a series of exercises such as Red Flag conducted at Nellis AFB
in Nevada, the National Military Training Center at Fort Irwin in California,
the Marne Corps training areas at Twentynine Palms in California and at
Yuma in Arizona, the Navy ranges at NAS Fallon in Nevada, and in a host
of other exercises throughout the world, proved their worth.

While planes were being readied pilots were briefed

for the first daylight attack.
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Appendix A

Definition of Aerial Missions

Definitions of Tactical Air Missions and Tasks Flown in Operation
Desert Storm'

_Counter Air: missions conducted to attain and maintain a specified
degree of air superiority by destroying, neutralizing, or disrupting enemy
air power. Counter air involves both offensive and defensive operations
as well as the suppression of enemy air defenses. The ultimate goal is
total air superiority.

Offensive Counter Air (OCA)' missions normally conducted through-
out enemy airspace and designed to destroy or neutralize enemy air
power close to the source. This may be accomplished through an air-
to-air engagement or an air-to-surface attack of an enemy airfield and
its facilities. Friendly forces have the initiative to conduct OCA at a
time and place of their choice.

Defensive Counter Air (DCA): missions operations normally conducted
over friendly territory in reaction to enemy initiative. There are two
types of active air defense: area defense and point defense.

I. Area defense is more flexible but requires a high degree of
discipline and coordination to avoid missing an inbound enemy.
The air component commander (AcC) is normally designated the
area air defense commander. His assets include antiaircraft
weapons systems of the land component commander and the
naval component commander as well as his fighter units.

2. Point defense protects high-value assets and key points along
lines of communications.

1(SINF/WN/NC) Abstracted from MCM 3.1, Volume 1, Tactical Employment, 4 Jul

89, pp 2-1 thin 2-4,
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Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD): missions conducted to
increase the survival and effectiveness of friendly operations. SEAD assets
seek out and destroy or disrupt enemy surface-to-air defenses or integrat-
ed air defense systems (lADS).

Air Interdiction (Al): missions to delay, divert, disrupt, or destroy
the enemy's military potential. Once identified and prioritized by compo-
nent commanders and approved by the joint force commander, all air
interdiction targets are included in missions executed by the ACC.

apse Air SUDDOrt (CAS): missions requested by a ground commander
for support of friendly forces. Because of the proximity of friendlies,
each CAS mission requires detailed coordination and integration with the
organic fire and movement of friendly troops.

Tactical Surveillance and Reconnaissance: missions to provide com-
manders with timely information before and during tactical operations.
Surveillance and reconnaissance have four applications: prediction of
enemy intent, reporting enemy status, threat warning, and targeting.

Specialized tasks: actions that enhance the execution and successful
completion of the above missions. Tactical air forces perform the follow-
ing specialized tasks:

I. Electronic Combat (EC): actions undertaken to control selected
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum in support of strategic and
tactical operations. EC strategy employs electronic warfare; ele-
ments of command, control, and communications countermeasures
(C3CM); and SEAD to exploit weaknesses in an enemy's ability to
wage war and to apply force against his offensive, defensive, and
supporting capabilities. The purpose is to enhance the ability of
U.S. war fighting systems to achieve military objectives.

2. Special Ooerations: [DELETED].

3. Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR): missions or operations
conducted to support the rescue of downed combat aircrews.
These actions preserve and return to duty critical combat resourc-
es, deny the enemy a possible source of intelligence, and contrib-
ute to morale and motivation of combat aircrews.
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Methods of Employment

A single tactical mission may require several employment methods
and a variety of considerations. For example, OCA may include several
methods of employment during one composite force operation. Detailed
operating considerations differ among types of aircraft; broad categories
are presented below:

1. Swee. Sweep aircraft establish air superiority in a designated
area for a specified time period by seeking out and destroying enemy
aircraft in the air. Autonomous sweep operations may be conducted
by using only on-board fire-control and identification systems. How-
ever, in today's all-aspect threat arena, maximum effectiveness is
realized by using ground-controlled intercept (act), airborne warning
and control systems (AWACSs), and other sources of real-time intelli-
gence to increase ability to employ beyond visual range (BVR) and to
heighten overall battle situation awareness.

2. Combat Air Patrol (CAP). Two types of CAP are point CAP and
screen or barrier CAP (BARCAP). Point CAP falls under the concept of
active air defense-protecting high-value assets (i.e., airfields; command,
control and communications facilities; storage facilities; or lines of
communication). BARCAP, or screen, is used to prevent the enemy from
reaching an asset and is established at some forward point between the
enemy and that asset. For example, BARCAP is used to protect AWACS
and Compass Call, or may be used to establish a screen well forward
of an airfield or friendly troop concentration.

3. Escort. Escort is normally used to protect a composite force opera-
tion. It may take the form of close escort-when fighters fly in close
proximity to attack force or other asset; or it may be performed as
detached escort-when escort fighters do not fly close to the asset being
protected.

4. Air-to-Surface Attacks Against Specified Targets. Attacks against
specified targets may be conducted either in Al, OCA, or CAS. The
types of targets and the threat will normally dictate the choice of weap-
ons. The possibility of mission diverts (Al to CAS, for example) makes
it mandatory for aircrews to be totally familiar with the effects of the

weapons carried aboard their aircraft.
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5. Air-to-Surface Attacks Usinu Specialized Weapons. Weapons
requiring detailed employment planning (i.e., precision-guided muni-
tions) may be employed to accomplish a variety of missions.

6. Armed Reconnaissance. Armed reconnaissancz locates and destroys
targets of opportunity.
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Appendix B

Coalition PSYOPS Leaflets and Handbills

Ile

4. - -* . _ , IJ • - .,

Above:
Translation:

'Desert Storm is coming to your area. Flee Immediately'

Below:
".Iraqi cltizens, Socladam' military has placed your lives In danger The Coalition

Forcei are coming We will be striking this area soon. We do not wish to harm 'Innocent
citlizons Evacuate this airea Immediately and head north. Civilian areas In Eigi. -ad will
not be torgeted. Floe Immediately!'

L I '" II
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Below-,
'The United States coides uy the r~Jes of the Geneva Convention. Ceasing fire will
provide you the following:

*Humane Treatment
*Food and Water
*Medical Treatmeni
*She~ter
Ret~eurn to your horyes after hostilities'

di, -LW~
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Above:
'TOO LATEI' 'The PSYOP campoign told soldiers to leave their vehicles to

ovoid injury... It proved what Presiden~t Bush Said about not
flghting the Iraqi people.. '

*A Senior lrooi Officer

Below:
.Thls location Is subject to bombarciment Escape now ano save yourselves.'

FlRONT
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Irenm' qrovlnq air force.,.?

.�.1-.JI .261 a l.I& jj" Wo

. AJ , .ý,l 
pI ,lid I, l ,L, . ),l . Ql

I~~ ~ ~ JU 1JJAJL 4A!' J~j
.x&L I .,Li, T'. J 1 to. . • ,-

First, Sadden qave awvy the Shat-Al-Arab, aM now.., Iesa giving thou your Air
Forces A better alternative voslt be to fly to laidi Arabia., adle your
lttO61011,6 to seek refgaqe with your Arab brothers, OOae as a slinlae lema,.
have landin gear down and all lights as, jettlsa all ordiilno. end tuft off
targeting emitters, fly at 25G-SO knots per bow. • Yoe il be alloyed to
return home to help rehuild your bomelan.
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Above:
'This';, your first and lost waning, Tomorrow. the 16th. Inonlry D:vision will be bcmteO"

Flee this location now;'

Below:
".,he 16th Infantry Division will be bombed tomorrow The bc-obtng will be heavy 11

you Nant to save yourselves leave your location and do no, oicw anyone to stop you Save
yourselves and head towara the Saudi border. where you will be welcomed as a brothe''

I J ~ II
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Above:
'Leave your equipment or defend

it and diel,

'The choice is yaursV

Leff:

This location will be shelled Leave your
eq~jlpment and save yourselves.

Womingl'

Mhe PSYOP effort was focused on brooking
the Iraqi will to reslsi. ord on fncreasinp the
feors of the Iraqi solde~rs, while vointing out
that the Coalition was opposed not to the
Iraqi peopie. but only to Iraqi's notional pol-
icy.
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Above:
'Cease resistance. You are cut off'

Below:
'Use the following procedure to cease resistance:

Remove magazi.he from your weapon,
Place weapon over your left shoulder with the rnuzzle down.
Place your hands over your head and proceed slowly.
Wave a white cloth to signal your peuceful intent or hold up this leaflet.
All armies of the Multi-Nat;onal For-es understand that this pass shows your honor-

able commitment to peace'

Ie I
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Above:
*Soddarn is ogailnt Peace. Save Iraq, Stop Soodaom. No more w•r. Peace Now. Save Iraq
Iraq is against Saolaom.

*1oow:
"*Iraqi people. Peace. Soddmo is the couse of the war and ith orrows. Ho must be

stopped. Join with your brothers and demonstrute rejection of Saddam's brutal policies
There will be no peace with Soddam.'
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Iraqi PSYOP Leaflets and Handbills

LIBERTY-STADIUM CRIES FOR
HELP BECAUSE OF YOUR

AGGRESSION AND KILLING

CIVILIANS, INNOCENT KIDS ,
MOTHERS AND OLDS.
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(U) "Our holy things, our land, mid our honor are in safe hands."
US troops cavorting with alcohol and women in Saudi Arabia, while King
Fahd expresses his approval, Note Star of David around neck of US
soldier.

Alif Ba' (Baghdad)
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Mr bush'3 hobby: incrt~ssing the budg~t
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Appendix C

The Aeronautical Rating

It would be difficult to understand how airpower was applied in the
Gulf War without understanding the significance of the military
aeronautical rating and-directly to the point at hand-without understand-
ing the training required to achieve that rating. The role in Desert Shield
and Desert Storm of rated aircrew members-that is, pilots, weapons sys-
tem operators (Wsos), electronic warfare officers (EWOs), navigators or
other Service equivalents-was pivotal. The basis of that importance was
aviation training. The aeronautical rating thus represents a common core
of professional skill and knowledge that was brought to bear tactically in
the Gulf War. This appendix will provide the reader with a sense of that
core in a brief discussion of undergraduate flight training.

The aeronautical rating was regarded differently by the various air
forces with which we are concerned, but the reader should bear in mind
that the common core of professional and technical skills and knowledge
that the aeronautical rating represents was more basic and important.
Simply put, the Coalition air forces shared an international language of
airpower, one acquired as an essential part of military aviation training. At
the most basic level that language is English, the international language of
aviation. Pilots trained to fly, according to the ICAO (International Com-
mercial Aviation Organization) standards that govern international air
traffic, must speak English to function within the system. Outside of
China and the nations of the former Soviet bloc, the vast majority of
military aviation training worldwide is conducted in English.

'international Civil Aviation Organization, International Standards, Recommended
Practices and Procedures for Air Navigation Services, Aeronautical Telecommunications,
Annex 10, Vol. II (Communication Procedures), 4th ad (April 1985), chap 5
"Aeronautical Mobile Service": para 5.2.1.1.2 under para 5.2.1.1 "Language to be used"
reads as follows: "Recommendation-Pending the development and adoption of a more
suitable form of speech for universal use in aeronautical radiotelephony communications,
the English language should be available, on request from any aircraft station unable to
comply with 5.2.1.1.1 [stating that in general air to ground communications should be
conducted in the language of the station on the ground) at all stations on the ground
serving designated airports and routes used by international services."
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The hard core of this common heritage is reflected in close relations
and shared professional standards among the U.S. air forces and those of
the English-speaking nations of the British Commonwealth. Standards of
training and airmanship are high in all of these forces, and pilots
routinely exchange assignments among them with minimal friction. A
U.S. Air Force or Navy fighter pilot or weapons system operator
experiences no more difficultyI settling into a Royal Air Force, Canadian
Air Force, or Royal Australian Air Force squadron than in moving to a
new squadron within his own Service. Significantly, the Royal Saudi Air
Force was able to interface far more easily and quickly with its Coalition
counterparts than were the Saudi naval or ground forces. The proximate
cause was that all Saudi pilots speak English, but the common language
went beyond the spoken idiom: the Royal Saudi Air Force prides itself
on having taken the best of each, in training, philosophy, and equipment,
from the U.S. Air Force and the Royal Air Force.2

Basic Flying Training

The following discussion focuses on undergraduate pilot training, but
the same basic points apply to the training of all rated officers. The U.S.
military pilots who flew in Desert Shield/Desert Storm were enrolled in
pilot training through a number of mediums. All were volunteers.
Almost without exception, Air Force, Navy/Marine, and Army officer
pilots were college graduates when they entered flight training. Army
warrant officer pilots tended to be educated beyond the high school level.
All were required to pass a stringent flight physical emphasizing eye sight
(vision correctable to 20/20 or better was required), good general health,
and a stable psychological makeup. Other screening mechanisms includ-
ed administration of the AFOQT (Air Force Officer Qualifying Test) or the
Navy or Army equivalent, Service academy graduation, and recommenda-
tions by ROTC officials.

The paths through undergraduate pilot training to operational flying
assignments of the pilots who flew in Desert Storm are summarized in the
three figures below. All U.S. military undergraduate pilot training
programs are based on a combination of rigorous classroom instruction,
dual flight instruction, and solo flight practice. The Air Force and
Navy/Marine programs last approximately a year. The Army under-
graduate helicopter program is somewhat shorter.

2Comment to Lt Col Mark Tarpley, USAF, by a senior RSAF officer.
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U.S. Air Force Pilot Training
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U.S. Army Pilot Training
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U.S. Navy Pilot Training
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Salient differences between the Air Force and Navy programs
include the Navy's use of a turboprop rather than a jet trainer for the
initial stage of undergraduate pilot training and the fact that the Navy
separates its pilot trainees into specialist communities prior to award of
the aeronautical rating. A USAF Undergraduate Flight Training Table is
included to give an idea of program content, time spent, flying hours
required, and cost using Air Force undergraduate pilot training as an
example.. Navy figures are broadly similar.

USAF Undergraduate Flight Training'

Ground Pha! : 17 days $4,300

Academics 56.0 hours

T-37 Trainlng: 90 days $8,300

Academics 84.5 hours
Flying 90.9 hours 62 Sorties
Simulators 27.3 hours

T.}A-FNiif4: .... 1-20 days• -$162,000

Academics 81.5 hours
Flying 109.8 hours 86 sorties
Simulators 29,6 hours

All Air Force pilots are instrument qualified when they receive their
aeronautical rating. Ail Force helicopter pilots receivc their initial flight
instruction in helicopters within the Army training system and are
assigned to helicopter units until they receive fixed-wing transition
training, normally at the Captain to Major point in their careers. As with
the Air Force, all Navy pilots are commissioned officers and instrumel;t

3Headquarters, Air Training Command, Director of Operations provided these figures
to the authors via facsimile transmission on 29 Jun 1992.
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qualified. Navy helicopter pilots receive their initial flight training in
fixed-wing aircraft and are trained entirely by the Navy.

Marine Corps aviators receive their basic flight instruction within the
Navy training system. The training and tactical philosophies of the
aviation branches of the Navy and Marine Corps closely parallel one
another, though the Marines emphasize direct support of troops in
contact. As with the Air Force and Navy, Marine officer aviators rotate
between flying and staff assignments. All Marine officers are line
officers; support functions such as logistics and medical are provided by
the Navy. Rated Marine aviators are commissioned officers.

The U.S. Army approach to aviation differs from those of the Air
Force and Navy. This approach reflects the reality that Army aviation units
support the operations of maneuver divisions and corps and fall directly
under the appropriate ground unit commander. All Army pilots receive
their initial training in helicopters, and the vast majority are assigned to
helicopter units. In contrast to the Air Force and Navy, Army pilots do not
receive an instrument rating as part of their initial pilot training. The Army
has no requirement for aerial navigators, although enlisted and warrant
officer reconnaissance systems operators perform similar functions. The
bulk of Army pilots are wnrrant officers, specialist aviators who spend
almost all of their careers in the cockpit and cannot command. Officer
pilots rotate into and out of flying assignments in much the same way as
their Air Force or Navy counterparts.
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Appendix D

Historical USCENTAF Exercises 1985 - 1990

Date Name

Jul-Aug 85 Bright Star 85
Jul-Aug 85 Inferno Creek 85*
Apr-May 86 Accurate Test 86
Jul-Aug 87 Bright Star 87
Jul-Aug 87 Shadow Hawk 87*
Jul-Aug 87 Inferno Creek 87*
Sep-Dec 89 Bright Star 90
Oct-Nov 89 Shadow Hawk 90*
Oct-Nov 89 Inferno Creek 90*

* Part of overall Bright Star Exercise

Exercise Bright Star 85

1. Exercise Description: Bright Star 85 (BS-85) was a JCS-
coordinated, USCENTCOM-scheduled joint/combined Field Training
Exercise conducted during 13 July - 31 August 1985.
[DELETED].'

2. Exercise Objectives:2

a. Conduct joint/combined interdiction, close air sup-
port, and counterair operations.

1(S) USCENTAF Exerckc Bright Star 85 After Action Report, 31 Oct 1985,
p 1-1.

2 (S) Ibid.
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b. Integrate U.S. and Egyptian air defense forces.

c. Conduct electronic warfare (EW) operations against

Soviet-built air defense systems.

d. Exercise joint/regional communications connectivity.

3. Participating Forces and Units:'

Force Unit

8 x F-4G 37th Tactical Fighter Wing
8 x F-4E 347th Tactical Fighter Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing
2 x EC-130 7th Airborne C2 Squadron
10 x C-130 Military Airlift Command
3 x B-52 28th Bombardment Wing
4 x KC-135 126th Air Refueling Wing

4. Sequence of Events:4

Deployment 13 July - 2 August 1985
Employment 3 - 10 August 1985
Redeployment 10 - 31 August 1985

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:5

a. Despite the usual flight clearance problems at the outset, the
flying operations were the most extensive and productive
exercised in SWA to date. Missions under the control of
AWACS and ABCCC included low-level navigation, airfield at-

3(S) Ibid, p 1-2.
4 (S) Ibid, p 1.3.

'(S) Ibid, Atuch 2.
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tacks, airfield defense, interdiction, close air support (CAS),
dissimilar air combat training (DACT), attacks against a simu-
lated carrier battle group, a live firepower demonstration, air
refueling, intratheater airlift, and tactical and strategic airdrops
of troops and equipment.

b. The combination of AWACS and ABCCC proved invaluable in
the safe, organized, and effective execution of the wide variety
of missions. Egyptian participation on both of these aircraft
significantly enhanced the Egyptian Air Force's air defense
command and control throughout the exercise.

c. F-4G Wild Weasel aircraft were deployed to SWA for the first
time and demonstrated their value as an extremely effective
defense suppression asset. [DELETED].

d. The increased quantity and quality of CAS (compared to Bright
Star 83) provided to USARCENT and the Egyptian ground
forces caused the Egyptians to initiate a concerted effort to
improve their own CAS training program.

e. The use of multiple drop zones and airfields throughout the
exercise area provided realistic challenges to the airlift
aircrews as well as the Combat Control Teams (ccr) and the
Airlift Control Center (ALCC).

f. The integration of bomber and tanker forces into CENTAF air

operations was excellent.

6. Lessons Learned (Relearned):'

a. Initial command and control of early arriving forces was a
problem because the forces arrived before bare base facilities
on the airfields were prepared to receive them. Consequently,
personnel were billeted in civilian hotels with no communica-
tions links to the airbase. Future deployments should include
communications equipment to establish links between person-

6(S) Ibid.
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nel billeted in civilian hotels and the Tactical Air Control
Center for emergencies and/or changes in the flying schedule.

b. U.S. Liaison Officers in the Egyptian Air Operations Center,
Cairo Approach Control, Cairo West Tower, and at the
American Embassy performed a crucial role in coordinating a
myriad of activities essential for smooth air and ground opera-
tions throughout the exercise.

c. Although the opportunities for electronic combat (EC) training
were excellent, U.S. personnel were denied access to Egyptian
surface-to-air missile and ground-controlled intercept sites.
Denying access to these sites prevented both U.S. and Egyptian
air defense personnel from receiving valuable EC training,
which should be given higher priority in future exercise plan-
ning.

d. The installation of a mobile ground-controlled approach (OCA)
facility at Cairo West was highly successful and helped U.S.
and Egyptian air traffic controllers provide positive control to
more than 2,000 sorties. As the only air traffic control radar
control facility in Egypt, the GCA provided safe separation to
both arriving and departing aircraft.

Exercise Inferno Creek 85

1. Exercise Description: Inferno Creek 85 (IC-85) was a Jcs.
directed, CENTCOM-scheduled joint/combined Field Training Exer-
cise conducted from 31 July 1985 to 24 August
1985 .[DELETED].7

2. Exercise Objectives:'

a. Maximize regional involvement in pursuit of improved security
and defense capabilities.

7(S) USCENTCoM Bright Star 85 After Action Report, 24 Mar 1986, p 2-6.

I(S) USCENTAF Exercise Inferno Creek 85 After Action Report, 2 Dec
1985, p I-I.
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b. Conduct joint/combined air operations with the SOAF and U.S.
Navy.

c. Exercise portions of real-world contingency plans that center
on air defense activities in the region.

d. Demonstrate rapid deployment and sustainment activities in a
bare base environment.

3. Participating Forces and Units:9

Force Unit

8 x F-15 Ist Tactical Fighter Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing
2 x KC-10 2d Bombardment Wing

4. Sequence of Events:'0

Deployment 31 July - II August 1985
Employment 12 - 18 August 1985
Redeployment 20 - 24 August 1985

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:"

a. Employment operations consisted of three phases, as follows:

(I) Attacks against a Carrier Battle Group. KC-10s refueled
fighters from both sides.

(2) Fleet defense

(3) Defending airba.Fes

9(S) Ibid. p 1.2,
'°(S) Ibid, p 1-3.

"(S) Ibid.
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6. Lessons Learned (or Relearned):`

a. There was no combined operations center to control and
coordinate flying operations; future exercises should establish
such a center with unit representatives available during periods
of intensive flying operations.

b. As in previous exercises, the training environment was
excellent. This, along with the professionalism and flying
expertise of host aircrews, offered an outstanding training
experience for deployed units.

Exercise Accurate Test 86

1. Exercise Description: Accurate Test 86 (AT-86) was a JCS-
directed, CENTCOM-scheduled joint/combined Field Training
Exercise conducted in Oman during 17 April to 8 May 1986.
(DELETFD]. 3

2. Exercise Objectives:"

a. Develop a strategic deployment/redeployment plan to optimize
available airlift resources.

b. Demonstrate strategic deployment capabilities and combat
,eadiness of selected CENTAF forces.

c. Conduct combined air defense operations with the SOAF.

d. Exercise long-haul joint communications among Thumrait, the
U.S. Embassy in Muscat, and HeadquarterE CENTCOM and
CENTAF in the United States.

e. Exercise sustainment under field conditions in a desert
environment using minimum combat and communications
support.

12(S) Ibid, Annex A.
i3(S) USCENTAF Exercise Accurate Test 86 EXORD, 31 Jan 1986, p I.

"14(S) Ibid, p v.
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3. Participating Forces and Units:"

Force Unit

12 x F-16 388th Tactical Fighter Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control
1 x RC-1 35 (Rivet Joint) 55th Strategic Reconnaissance

Wing

4. Sequence of Events:'

Deployn-nt 17 - 26 April 1986
Employment 25 April - 2 May 1986
Redeployment 2 - 8 May 1986

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:' 7

a. This was the first deployment of F-16 and RC-135 to arca.

b. The exercise again demonstrated that AWACS could operate
effectively from a bare base location. [DELETED].

c. The combined CENTAF, Strategic Air Command (SAC), and
SOAF flying missions provided excellent training for the
aircrews, as had previous exercises in Oman.

d. [DELETED]. The E-3 had the unique opportunity to control
day VFR (no radar) fighters in an offensive role.

"15(S) Ibid, p vi.

16(S) Mbid, p 5.

17IS) USCENTAF Exercise Accurate Test 86 After .Acion Report, 31 Jul
1986, pp 1-4, 1-8.
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6. Lessons Learned (or Relearned):"

a. The SOAF, once again, stated its desire for air refueling by U.S.
KC-10s or KC-135s. The SOAF did not understand why the
U.S. Navy provided air refueling to them during Beacon Flash
exercises while the Air Force would not without a foreign
military sales case.

b. The number of F-16 engine problems (3 compressor stalls and
I stall/stagnation) was significantly higher than normal, given
the sortie rates and numbers of aircraft involved. Fuels at
Thumrait Air Base were tested and found to be of high quality,
and foreign object damage was ruled out as a possible cause.

Exercise Bright Star 87"9

1. Exercise Description: Bright Star 87 (BS-87) was a. Jcs-
directed, C:ENTCOM-scheduled, joint/combined Field Training
Exercise. [DELETED].

2. Exercise Objectives:2̀

a. Conduct joint/combined interdiction, close air support, and
counterair operations with Egyptian armed forces and the U.S.
Navy, Marines, and Army Central Command.

b. Conduct Electronic Warfare (EW) operations against Soviet-
designed air defense systems.

c. Exercise combined/joint integrated air defense command,
control, and communications with host nation air defense forces.

d. Exercise joint regional communications connectivity.

"Is(S) Ibid, Section 2.

19(S) USCENTAF Exercise Bright Star 87 EXORD, I Jun 1987, p Iv.
20(S) Ibid, p 1-2.
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e. Exercise sustainment, under field conditions, in a Southwest
Asia (SWA) environment.

3. Participating Forces and Units:2'

Force Unit

8 x F-15 1st Tactical Fighter Wing
8 x F4G 37th Tactical Fighter Wing
5 x B-52 5th Bomb Wing
4 x KC-135 190th Air Refueling Group
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing
2 x EC-130 41st Electronic Combat Squadron
5 x C-130 314th Tactical Airlift Wing

4. Sequence of Events:22

Deployment I July - 12 August 1987
Employment 12 - 20 August 1987
Redeployment 20 August - 6 September 1987

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:23

a. Ninety-two percent of the CENrAF scheduled sorties were
flown, and ninety-nine percent of the sorties flown were
effective, resulting in the most productive combined training
exercise in SWA to date. Missions under the control of AWACS
included low-level navigation, airfield attack, airfield defense,
interdiction, dissimilar air combat training (DACT), attacks
against a U.S. Navy Surface Action Group, a live firepower
demonstration, air refueling, and tactical and strategic airdrops
of troops and equipment.

21(S) Ibid, p A-I.
22(S) ibid, p v,
23(S) USCENTAF Exercise Bright Star 87 After Action Report, 30 Oct 1987,

pp 1-3. 1-5.
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b. This was the second time for the F-4G in SWA, and its
performance demonstrated its value as a defense suppression
asset. The training opportunities provided by attacks on Soviet-
built air defense sites were invaluable. In addition, F-4G
operations in conjunction with Egyptian F-16s and Marine
F-I 8s provided valuable interdiction and joint maritime training
in a realistic environment.

c. Electronic combat training was outstanding. [DELETED],

d. Airlift forces received valuable training in that many tons of
cargo and approximately 450 troops were either airdropped or
airlanded,

6. Lessons Learned (or Relearned):"4

a. Coordination of air operations with the Egyptian Air Defense
Command is a slow and cumbersome process and caused some
mission cancellations and delays until the Tactical Air Control
Center personnel understood the IAF coordination process and
Egyptian personnel understood the Bright Star concept of
operations.

b. Conduct of air operations and training with the host nation
would be greatly facilitated if knowledgeable Liaison Officers
were provided at the Tactical Air Control Center to assist in
coordinating flight clearances, training, use of ranges, and many
other areas that must be "elearned by both U.S. and host nation
units during each exercise.

Exercise Shadow Hawk 87

I Exercise Description: Shadow Hawk 87 (SH-87) was a
joint/combined exercise designed to increase regional involvement

24(S) lbid, Autch 2.
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in pursuit of improved security and defense. The exercise was

conducted in conjunction with Bright Star 87. [DELETED]).

2. Exercise Objectives:26

a. Integrate Jordanian and U.S. planning efforts to improve
combined employment of both air forces.

b. Conduct combined tactical air operations to include offensive
counterair, interdiction, and close air support.

c. Plan and execute combined airlift operations of RJAF personnel
and equipment.

d. Exercise joint regional communications connectivity.

3, [DELETED]

4. Sequence of Events:27

Deployment 15 - 23 July 1987
Employment 24 - 30 July 1987
Redeployment 31 July - 3 August 1987

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments: 2"

a. A total of thirty-six Jordanians received orientation flights;
fourteen in the F-16 and twenty-two in the E-3.

b. The Rapidly Deployable Integrated Command and Control
(RADIC) system was deployed to Jordan for the first time.
RADIC is a lightweight system that provides the E-3 AWACS air
picture to air defense staffs for ust in air employment opera-

2 5(S) USCENTAF Exercise Bright Star 87. I Jun 1987. p 1.
26(S) USCENTAF Exercise Shadow Hawk 87 After Action Rcport, I Sep

1987, p 1-2.
27(S) Ibid. p I-2.

"28(S) Ibid, pp 1-3, 1.4.
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tions. The Jordanians were impressed with RADIC and wanted
it back during future exercises.

c. The F-16s provided opposition air for the RJAF F-Is, and, once
again, the RJAP aircrews demontitrated a high level of profi-
ciency in all aspects of air operations.

6. Lesons Learned (or Relearned):29

a. CENTAF headquarters was formed a% a pail of the combined
joint headquarters, but the air war was prosecuted from the Air
Defense Operations Center (ADoc) at ancther location. As a
result, CENTAF was not able to effectively interface with their
Jordanian counterparts and had little control of ihe air war.
One lesson learned was that future exercises should consider de-
ployment of a Tactical Air Control Center and colloci•tion o.
CENTAF with the RJAF ADOC.

b. The RAUIC was not operational during three of the six exercise
employment days due to a lack of spare parts and inadequate
time for system setup and checkout. The mecommendation
followed that future exercises should include earlier deployment
of RADIC and more spares to ensure that it is fully operational
for the entire exercise period.

c. Problems were encountered with distribution of the Air Tasking
Order (Am). The plan was to distribute the Aro via host nation
facsimile systems, but the ATOs were transmitted at too low a
priority and U.S. personnel did not know where the facsimile
syste.-ns were located. Future exercises were recommended to
continue with the facsimile system for AmO distribution.

Exercise Bright Star 90

1. Exercise Description: Bright Star 90 (BS-90) was a Jcs-di-
rected, CENTCOM-scheduled, joint/combined Field T.'aining Exer-
cise. [DELETED].'

29(S) Ibid. Section 2.
30(S) USCENTAF Bright Star 90 Exercise Plan, 31 Jul 1989, p ii.
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2. Exercise Objectives:3'

a. Conduct joint/combined counterair and EW air operations
with U.S. Navy, Marine, and Army forces and the Egyptian
armed forces (EAF).

b. Conduct EW operations against Soviet-made Egyptian sir
defense systems.

c. Exercise joint regional communications connectivity.

d. Exercise sustainment under fleid conditions in a SWA envi-
ronment, using minimum combat and suppoe't equipment.

3. Exercise Forces:32

Force Unit

8 x F-15 I st Tactical Fighter Wing
7 x F-4G 35th Tactical Fighter Wing
4 x EF- 111 366th Tactical Fighter Wing
2 x EC-130 41st Electronic Combat Squadron
3 x KC-135 340th Air Refueling Wing
2 x B-52 379th Bombardment Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing
5 x C-130 Military Airlift Conmmand

4. Sequence of Events:31

Deployment 15 September - 9 November 1989
Employment I1 - 16 November 1989
Redeployment 17 November - 12 December 1989

31 () Ibid, p 1.2.

32(S) Ibid, p A-I-1.

33(S) Ibid, p Ii.
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5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:'

a. Bright Star 90 continued emphasis or, EW operating in an
environment that included Soviet-made air defense systems.

b. EF-11I1 aircraft participated for the first time, and integrated
employment operations were flown using the capabilities of
both the EF- III and the F-40 Wild Weasel.

c. EC- 130 (Compass Call) aircraft participated for the first time.
Communications jamming parameters were restricted by the
host nation, and this degraded training effectiveness for both
U.S. awid Egyptian forces, an unfortunate but necessary precau-
tion.

d. AWACS proved invaluable in the safe, organized, and effective
execution of a wide variety of missions. Egyptian partici-
pation on board AWACs enhanced combined air defense opera-
tions throughout the exercise.

e. EW training was also excellent. F-4Gs employed self-pro-
tection countermeasures by integrating flying tactics with chaff
dispensers and electtonic countermeasure (ECM) pods against
Egyptian air defense radars, resulting in a realistic wartime
environment. B-52s conducted active ECM against the Egyp-
tian threat systems and also receivcd excellent training.

f. Airlift forces airdropped or airlanded over 450 personnel and
many tons of cargo. A combined airdrop by 18 Egyptian and
U.S. C-130s demonstrated a high level of aircrew proficiency.

6. Lessons Learned (or Relearned):"

a. As -n previous exercises, the coordination and integration of
flying activities continued to be a problem. [DELETED].

34(S) Information taken from USCENTAF inputs to the joint universal iessons
lemrne.J system kJULIS) for Exercise Bright Star 90. USCENTAF Exercise data
files, and unit after action reports on file in the 9th Combat Plans Squadron at
Shaw AFB, SC,

',CS) Ibid.
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b. After the startup coordination problems were resolved,
integration with the EAF went better than in previous Bright
Star exercises. Perhaps the most significant "lesson learned"
for CENTAF was an awareness of the EAF coordination process
and the need to make sure that exercise scenarios include time
to smooth out discorrc.,s during initial air operations.

Exercise Shadow Hawk 90

1. Exercise Description: Shadow Hawk 90 (SH-90) was a
joint/combined exercise designed to increase regional security and
defense capabilities, The exercise was conducted in conjunction
with Bright Star 90. [DELETED].?

2. Exercise Objectives:"

a. Conduct combined/joint training of staff officers in preparing,
planning, and executing joint operations.

b. Plan and conduct combined/joint training operations related
to tactical air operations and tactical airlift.

c. Exercise communications and air defense systems in an elec-
tronic warfare (EW) environment.

d. Conduct training in crisis resupply operations.

3. Participating Forces and Units: 8̀

Force Unit

12 x F-4 122d Tactical Fighter Wing (ANG)
6 x F-16 363d Tactical Fighter Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing
3 x C-141 438th Military Airlift Wing

36(S) USARCENT Joint Task Force Alpha Shadow Hawk 90, 31 Au, 1990.

p l.
37(S) Ibid.
3  9(S ) I b i d .
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4. Sequence of Events:39

Deployment 17 September - 29 October 1989
Employment 29 October - 3 November 1989
Redeployment 3 - 15 November 1989

5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:'•

a. A mix of tactical, AWACS, and airlift sorties were flown to
include counterair and interdiction by F-16s along with two
airborne assaults of Jordanian personnel and equipment by the
airlift forces.

b. Four days of scenario activities: two days of offensive action
by the Jafr-based F-16s and RJAF F-5s aided by AWACS, and two
days of defensive activities with opposition provided by RJAF
F-Is and F-5s. AWACS was netted with Jordanian ground radar
sites for a combined air defense system.

c. Electronic combat was exercised with F-16s. [DELETED],

6. Lasons Learned (or Relearned):41

a. Pilots reported that the opportunity to work together was a
valuable experience and trained them to accomplish their
mission better.

b. Although the AWACS successfully controlled all required
air-to-air events, the exerci.e would have gone more smoothly
had AWACS deployed earlier and had the exercise familiarization
(FAM) period included two FAM days instead of one.

39(S) Ibid.

'CENTAF inputs to JULLS, USCENTAF Exercise data files, and unit After
Action Reports.

41 Ibid,
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Exercise Inferno Creek 90

1. Exercise Description: Inferno Creek 90 (IC-90) was 9 Jcs.
directed, CENTCOmoscheduled joint/combined Field Training
Exercise conducted from 24 October to 18 November 1989. This
exercise was conducted in conjunction with Bright Star 90,
[DELETED]. 

2

2. Exercise Objectives: 3

a. Conduct and evaluate combined operations.

b. Integrate Oman/U.S. combined planning,

c. Enhance integrated air/ground close air support (cAs)
operations.

d. Maximize use of prepositioned assets.

3. Participating Forces and Units:"

Force Unit

6 x F-16 363d Thctical Fighter Wing
2 x E-3 552d Air Warning and Control Wing

4. Sequence of Events:4'

Deployment 24 October - 2 November 1989
Employment 3 - 8 November 1989
Redeployment 10 November - 12 December 1989

42(S) USCENTAP Joint Task Force Charlie Inferno Creek 90 Exercise plan,
I May 1987, p 1.

43(S) Ibid, p iv,

'4 (S) Ibid, p A-I-I.

"43(S) Ibid, p v.
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5. Major Milestones and Accomplishments:"'

a. The return of the AWACS with the RADIC System significantly
improved airfield defense capability and provided valuable.
training benefits to hoth CENThF and SOAF air defense controllers
and staff officers.

b. The airfield attar,, and airfield defense scenarios offered high-
quality trainir&

6. Lesons Learned (or Relearned):

a. The Inferno Creek/Accurate Test exercises provide high-quality
training. (DELETED].4'7

"sCENTAF inputs to JULLS. CENTAF Exercise data flies, and unit After
Action Reports.
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Appendix E

Desert Shield Exercises,

Unique and Recurring Training Exercises

CAS & Al lI
iv-

Composlte Force

Air Defense (weekly)
P1--

Night Canon "

Border MAR & Intercept ......... .

i AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN

Initial Hack

Desert Force

Air-to-Air

Fish Barrel

SAR/CSAR

Tanker/Airspace Control a

ATO Generation I.ivs Fly

All information was extractud from a MIR written by LI Col Robert S Coombs,

USCENTAF, Desert Shield Training and Exercises, 20 Mar 1991.
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Exercise Initial Hack 24 - 26 Oct 1990

Objectives:

* Increase operations tempo, C3, two carrier simultaneous operations,
joint/combined planning, and tanker operations in multiple, simul-
taneous refueling tracks.

* Expose participants to conditions duplicating actual scenarios,

continuous operations, and air/ground staff operations.

Concept of Operations:

* Exercise tanker and receiver flows to planned orbits and tracks;
simultaneous interdiction, close air support (CAS), and air-to.air
operations [DELETED] fly EC-130 (ABCCC) sorties as required;
conduct forty-eight hour continuous operations with an airspace
control plan.

[DELETED],

Highlights:

Number of Sorties Flown

Fighter Tanker Air-to-Air AWACS Total

282 88 48 13 431

Participants were USAF, Navy, RSAF, RAF, CAP.
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Exercise Imminent Thunder 15 - 20 Nov 1990

CENTCOM Objectives:

Joint/combined training and interoperability of friendly forces,
enhance coordination and communication capabilities, improve
joint/combined air operations, enhance Naval surface operations,
exercise combined link-up and reinforcement operations, conduct
amphibious operations, and conduct carrier battlegroup operations
in support of amphibious operations.

CENrAF/RsAF Objectives:

Exercise D-Day alert interdiction package; execute mission
commander's operations order; exercise CAS C3 process and con-
duct CAs/offensive counterair (OCA)/air interdiction (Al) missions
in a coordinated manner; support amphibious operations; and
coordinate search and rescue/combat search and rescue (SAICSAR).

Concept of Operations:

Phase I

Offensive Air Operations:

* Perform alert notice and simulate aircraft/crew generation; simulate
D-Day. [DELETED].

CAS/AI

* Exercise the Tactical Air Control System (TACS) C' in a limited
jamming envikonment, integrate CAS/kiil zones, and fly integrated
AC- 130/A-I10 night antiarmor operations. [DELETED].

Phases 2 through 5

Amphibious Operations, Reinforcement, Redeployment
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* Establish amphibious operating area and support Navy and Marine
operatibons; missions included DCA (ground alert), CAS, air-to-air
CAPs, and air refueling.

SAR/CSAR

* SOCCENT/CMNTAF exercised Helos and A-10s with two preplanned
pick ups and an immediate launch. [DELETED].

Highlights:

Phase I

A total of 2,300 sorties were flown, with thirty composite force
packages and 1,300 CAS sorties. D-Day (dress rehearsal) involved:
twelve composite force packages, 273 sorties, and six airfield attacks.
The mission commander operations order was exercised.

Phases 2 through 5

A total of 550 sorties were flown, with CAS/Navy AOA support: 88
USAF and FAF CAS sorties and 35 tanker sorties.

Exercise Desert Force 5 - 7 Dec 1990

Objectives:

" Conduct two carrier simultaneous operations, coordinate command
and control, airspace management plans, CSAR, and tanker and re-
ceiver flows to planned orbit and tracks.

" Fly composite force integrated training with Coalition forces.
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Concept of Operations:

* Fly a dress rehearsal of actual D-Day [DELETED].

Riglhishts:

A total of 430 sorties were flown by the following Coalition forces.
USAF, FAF, CAF, RSAF, USN, and RAF.

Air-To-Air Training Exercises East 17 - 19 Dec 1990
Wet 22 - 23 Dec 1990

Objectives:

6 Practice air combat maneuvering (ACM) and improve AWACS Weap-
ons Director (WD) proficiency.

• Exercise High Value Airborne Asset (HVAA) protection and F-I dis-

similar air combat training.

Concept of Operations:

East: ACM-two versus two aircraft [DELETED].

West: ACM-two versus two and two versus four aircraft [DELETED],
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HfighigJhts:

More than 200 sorties were flown with the following participants:

HVAA:
AWACS Tankers
Compass Call ABCCC

Blue Air:
USAF-F- 13., RSAF-F- 15
RAF-Tornado F-3 FAF-M-2000

Red Air:
USAF-F- 16, CAF-CF- 18
USMC-F/A- 18 IAF-Tomado
KAF-F-i

Exercise Fh Barrel 7 - 9 Jan 1991

ObJectives:

* Evaluate the C2 procedures. [DELETED]. Exercise procedures for
attacking armor both in day and night, and practice cAs sortie
distribution.

Concept of Operations:

* Perform CAS and Al using friendly ground forces; incorporate Night
Canon training. Fly dedicated AWACS/ opposing air; concentrate
package training [DELETED].
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HIglights:

There were 360 daytime and 216 nightinm CAS/AI sorties flown with
the following participants:

CAS/A! Training
USAF A-10, OA-10, AC-130, F-16, F-15E, F-111F
USN A-6
USMC F/A-I 8, AV-8B, A-6
USA AH-64, OH-58D, AH-i
KAF A-4

RSAF F-5

RAP Jaguar
FAF Jaguar

Package Training
USAF F-16, F-4G, B-52, F-15E, F-15, )3F-!I1, F-II IF
CAF CF-18
RAF Tornado F-3, GR-I
RSAF F-15, Tornado
FAF Jaguar, M-20.O0, F-ICR

Navy Package Training
USN A-6E, A-7, F-18, F-14, EA-6B, KA-6D
USAF EF-11, F-4G
RSAF Tornado IDS
RAF Tornado GR- I

Joint SARJSAR Exercise I1 Jan 1991

Objectives:

* Execidse assets and C3 .

Concept of Operations:

* Conduct three rescue missions (2 SAR and I CSAR), two night w.d
one day extraction, and operate C3 through AWACS to the Joint
Rescue Coo-Oinatiun Center.
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Highlights:

The participants were: RSAF-BelI-212, USN-kiH-60, and SOCCEN-T-

MtI-53, MH-60.

TUnker/Alrspice Control Exercise 6, 13 Jan 1991

Objectives:

Fly tankers at D-Day-level sortie. requirements, utilize AWACS for
tanker control, and test air traffic control procedures in saturated
airspace conditions.

Concept ot Operationa:

* Fly the maximum number of tankers and fighters for short periods
of time, activate air refueling tracks not used during training, and
man .l AWACS orbits.

Hlghlight,:

The participants and number of refueling tracks were:

6 Jan 13 Jan

Tankers 57 72
Air Refu~ling Tracks 19 20
Receivers 105 136

ATG Gevwrwiton Exercise 12, 16 Jan 1991

Objectlves:

* Exercise full ATO cyi'le.
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Concept of Operations:I Strictly a "paper" exercis'. that started with initial plaiaring and target
nomination in the Guidance, Apportionment, and Targeting cell to the
production and diftribution of the D+2 ATm in the ATO Division.

1ighlights:

Both days were required to smooth out the process, and difficulties were
experienced processing the ATO into the Computer Assisted Force Man-
sgement System.

Rew~o~ng 1Tnlg and Exerdm

Air Delao. Exercise Weekly Nov/Dec 1990

* Exercirce C', practice detection, identification, and reaction.

Concept of Operations:

* Scheduled every week (DELETED].

lIghlights:

There were 178 sorties over 14 vilnerability periods. The participants
were.

Fakeis
USMC F/A- IF, A.6, AV-8B
USAF F-15E, EF.I 11, F-.IIIF, F.4G, F-16

USN A-6, A-7
RAF Tornado GR- I
FAF Jaguar
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Defenswve Counterair
USAF F-15
USMC F/A-18
USN F-14
P.SAF F-15, Tomado ADV
CAF CF-18
RAF Tornado F-3

Packte Training Weekly Sep 1990 - Jan 1991

Objecti-m:

Promot. interoperability of friendly forces, conduct integrated
training, and exercisa actual operations and procedures, planning,
tactics, and C3.

Concept of Operations:

* Enhance unit training programs by formahy establishing two days a
week (aftercon and night) for flights, designate mission command-
ers for each packAgt.

Higflihts:

Over 4,000 sorties were estimated flown, and all aspects of the integrated
air campaign were exercised.

CASA Traiing Weekly Sep 1990 - Jan 1991

Obvectws:

Exerise elements of TACS that suppo't CAS and Al missioais, i.e.,
fighters, woc, TAC'Clombat Ops, CAS Director, and ABCCC, ASOC,
TACP, AFAC, OTAC, ANGLCO [Air and Naval Gunfire: Liaison Compa-
ny (UsMC)] lbam.

* Develop and exercise C2 procedures; familiarize pilots and control-
lers with tPrrain, landmarks, and meteorological ccnditions.

IIDFLEThDJ.
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Concept of Operations:

* Fly CAS wiih different controlling agencies. [DELETED],

The priorities were: CAS-support controllers with field exercises;
Al-target areas near anticipatr.ed war operations.

Hihlights:.

A maximum of 110 sorties per clay with the following participants:

CAS
USAF A-10, OA-10, F-16, AC-130, C-130
USA AH-64, AH-1, OH-58
USMC AV-8B, F/A-I 8
PFA Jaguar

Al
USAF A-10, F-16, ABCCC
USMC AV-8B, F/A-I 8, A-6
USN A-6
RSAF F-5
KAF A-4
FAF Jaguar
RAP Jaguar

Night canon: Weekly Dec 1990 - J~n 1991

Objectives:

Dcveiop best tactics, C0 methods, and BDA capability usiug tasked
mission aircraft, anW practice. airspace deccnfliction.

Concept of Operations:

4 Conduct nighi artiarmor attacks.

Highlights:

A maximum of 43 sories were flown at night.
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Border Air Refueling Daily 17 Dec 1990 - 9 Jan 1991
and Intercept Exercise

Objectives:

Demonstrate air combat readiness/capability, reduce predictability,
and increase fighter/AwACS proficiency.

Concept of Operations:

a Give Iraq a look, increase border presence (visible).

* (DELETED].

Highlights:

Sorties averaged 24 to 32 per day,
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Appendix F

Flag Exercises

Red Flag

Red Flag had its roots in Vietnam. Spurred in part by relatively low
exchange rates against North Vietnamese MIGs, Air Force officials
returned to the institutional memory that roughly ninety percent of the
aircrew losses occurred within the first ten combat sorties, Military
leaders believed that combat losses could be reduced if aircrews were
"seasoned" in a controlled environment similar to combat. Several pro-
posals were made that optimized the mix of units participating against
associated costs. In 1975 General Dixon, Commander of Tactical Air
Command, declared that the first Red Flag exercise would provide the
highest sense of realism in an enemy threat environment that peacetime
training could offer.

Lessons learned from Vietnam became the guiding light for Red Flag
exercises. This exercise is not a forum for checking out new people or
developing new tactics but rather for evaluating approved tactics, gaining
confidence in flight skills, and learning to orchestrate the efforts of a
composite force. Safety is a paramount consideration for the 10 sorties
that each aircrew flies. The tempo of realism increases gradually
throughout these 10 days. Tactical Air Command's goal for Red Flag
participation is once every 15-18 months per aircrew. The exercise lasts
approximately 6 weeks and is subdivided into 3 two-week periods. Units
rotate crews in for each two-week period to allow maximum participation,
Red Flag is scheduled approximately 3 times a year and costs roughly
$1.5 million per exercise, excluding costs for infrastructure support and
range. The overall exercise objective is to provide a safe, simulated
combat environment that allows participants to employ composite force
tactics against strategic and tactical targets defended by a challenging,
integrated air defense system. The following tables identify statistics
about all flag exercises from their inception to the Gulf War.
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Flag Exercises'

Year Red Green Maple Sords. Hours # Alrerews

1975 1 552 671 unknown
1976 9 9535 15363 2827
1977 10 16596 27645 6975
1978 9 2 19350 32164 6958
1979 7 2 19440 33930 9240
1980 3 2 10185 17718 6084
1981 3 1 2 17878 3022 7982
1982 3 1 2 15753 25821 6758
1983 3 1 - 16043 27033 6334
1984 4 1 2 19781 34248 7167
1985 3 2 2 22561 40893 8440
1986 3 1 2 16678 30734 6309
1987 4 1 2 20095 37252 6431
1988 3 1 1 16641 28630 4434
1989 4 1 1 19135 34530 4816
1990 3 1 1 14522 25489 4465

Flag Exercises' (continued)

Coalition Participants In Red Flag Exercises3

Yeart 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

Britain X X X X X XX X X X X X X X
Canada X X X X XX X X X X X X X
Egypt X X
France X X X X X X X
Italy X
Saudi Arabia

'414 CTS FAX, Fiscal Year Summary, 19 Mar 1992.
2Ibid.
3Capt VIc Wager, HQ ACCmIOTS Database, 16 Sep 1992,
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Flag Exercises' (continued)

Canada Egypt France Britain Italy Saudi Arabia

CF-S f-16 Jaguar Buccaneer C-130 P-5E
CF.147 F-5E C.160 C-I30K Tornado
CC.30 F-I Jaguar
CF-1S C-130 Harrier
CF-104 Toreao
CH.136 Vulcan

C- 130R
F-106
F-4M
VC-10
Victor

Flag Exercises' (continued)

Other Foreign Participants in Red Flag Exercises

Year: 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 69 90 91

Australia X X X X X
Belgium x x X X
Denmark x x
Germany X X X x x X X x
Greece X x X
Israel X X
Jordan x X X A
Korea x x a x
Netherlands x X X A

Norway Y, X X
Singapore X x X X
Thailand a
Turkey X

4414 CTS FAX, Fiscal Year Summary, 19 Mar 1992.

'Ibid.
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Red Flag exercises require a geographical space large enough to
accommodate large composite force packages: interdiction sorties that
may stretch tens of miles enroute to targets; air defense fighter tactics that
muy at times begin intercepts beyond visual range (30-50 nm) and take
aklother 20 miles horizontally and 30,000 feet vertically to complete their
engagement; several hundred aircraft without supersonic restrictions;
air-to-ground targets (airbases, bridges, tanks, etc.) the same size and
composition as wartime targets; and an airbase that can handle the launch,
recovery, and emergency landings of all the airplanes. The enormity of
thm task and requirements for the training environment pointed toward
federal land in the Nevada desert, depicted on the following map.

Each scenario pits a blue force, whose objective is to attack red
interdiction and close air support targets, against a red force whose objec-
tive is to defend its resources. The mock war is controlled by range
procedures, participant training objectives, a red force cadre that exercises
control of the intensity and tempo of air combat consistent with training
objectives, and range safety personnel. The Nellis AFB "aggressors" are
the cadre of red fighters, that emulate enemy fighter tactics. Other air de-
fense fighter units that are evaluating their combat air pairol (CAP) and air
base defense tactics augment the aggressors. Ground-based arell and
point defenses form the other half of the enemy integrated air defense
system (lADS). Manned and unmanned threat emitters run by civilian
contractors and the Red Flag staff simulate Soviet-style gro-nd threats
such as the SA-2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and ZSU 23-4, providing realistic acquisition,
track, and launch indications to blue force aircraft. The underlying Red
Flag objective is to train the blue forces by creating an environment in
which blue forces have to be vigilant and execute tactics that ensure
mission success while minimizing simulated losses.' The following table
listing red force units from Green Flag 90-4 was conducted August 1990,
and is typical of all flag exercises.

6COMTAC E..erclsc Plan 80, Red Flag, I Feb 1992. Additional Information on
general Red Flag overview provided by HQ USAF/XOFC and ACCJLJWXET.
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Blue forces constitute the largest group of participants during Flag
exercises and are composed primarily of fighter forces. Over the years
increasingly more participants have come from Strategic Air Command
(SAC), Military Airlift Command (MAC), the Navy, the Marines, the
Army, and the foreign nations. The following table listing blue force
participants from Green Flag 90-4 is representative of the types and
quantities of aircraft in each flag exercise.

Summary of Red Forces In Green Flag 90-41

Unit Aircraft Home Base Number of FlI Hours
(Number) Sorties

56 TTW F-16 (8) MacDIII APB. FL AD-213 414.1
57 FWW F.16 (6) Nellis AFI, NV AD-281 388.8
58 "TW F-16 (6) Luke APB, AZ AD-94 153,2
388 TFW F.16 (6) Hill APF, 1rF AD-63 137.4
VMFA-235 F/A-IS (6) MCAS Kaneohe Bay, HI AD.54 62.5
41 ECS EC.130H (1) Davls-Monthan AFB, AZ C3CM-8 44,5
R'1rF KC-135 (3) March APB. CA AAR.46 200.8

Total 759 1,401.3

7USAF Taclical Air Warfare Center Green Flag 90.4 Final Repolt, Nov 199'M, p I-9.
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Summary of Blue Forces In Green Flag 90-4'

unit Aircraft TypeNumber light
Number Home Ble of Sortlie Hours

36 TFW F-15 (8) Bltbur& AB, GE AD.183 274,5
422 THS F-15 (2) Nellie APB, NV AD-7 6.8
32 TFS P.15 (a) Soesterburg AB, NL AD.69 101.6
33 TFW P.15 (10) Ellin APB. FL AD-366 599.5
121 TFW A.7D (6) Rlckenbacker ANGB, OH Al. 114 126.2
27 PW F.111D (8) Cannon APB, NM Al.146 191.0
366 TPW$ F-II1A (6) Mt Home APB, ID Al-50 58,9
388 TFW F.-16 (10) Hill AFB. UT AI-304 467.5
VMFA-235 FtA.18 MCAS Kancohe Bay, HI SEAD-101 150,9
VMAQ-4 EA-6A (3) NAS Whidbey Island, WA SEAD.25 37.6
67 TRW RF-4C (6) Bergstrom AFB, TX RECCE.177 345.1
52 TMW F.40/F.16 (4) Spangdahlem AB GE SEAD.90 156.3
35 TPW F-40 (10) George AFB, CA SEAD.183 272.4
4443 TEG P.40 (3) George APB, CA SEAD-18 26.7
43 ECS EC-130H (2) Sembach AB GE C3CM.15 35,4
41 ECS EC-. 30H (2) Davis-Monthan AP, AZ C3CM-37 97.2
42 ECS EF-1Il (3) RAP Upper Heyford UK EW, C3CM-79 142,1
390 ECS EF.111 (3) Mt. Home AFr, ID EW, C3CM-90 151.7
552 AWACW E-3 (2) Tinker APB, OK C3-49 179,1
55 SRW RC.135 (2) Offutt APB, NE C31-30 210.3
42 BMW B-520 (2) Loring APB, ME AI-41 217.9
379 BMW B-52G (2) Wurtsmith AFB, Mi AI-44 180,9
416 BMW B-52G (2) GriffiSS AFI, NY AI-33 176,0
RTI" KC-135 (7) March AFO, CA AAR-153 644.0
63 MAW C-141 (3) Norton AFB, CA 25 57.1
317/435 TAW C.130 (4) Pope AU, NC 25 53.4

Total 2,454 4,960.1
*Core Unit

'lbid, p-13.
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Well in advance of any Flag exercise, objectives are defined and a
scenario is written. Planning staffs and mission directors are assigned by
the numbered Air Forces to orchestrate the efforts of everyone
participating. Units, with agreement from their higher headquarters,
volunteer, based on their training requirements, availability, and funds
remaining, The complex logistical problems are worked out during
various predeployment conferences and form a basis for contingency
deployment planning.

Specific flag training begins several months in adance of the
deployment. Squadron weapons and training officers develop specific
unit training requirements and a plan to meet the objectives. Aircrews
are identified based on their needs, availability, experience, and squadron
positions (flight lead, instructor, etc.). Ground training is a mixture of
self-paced and class academics covering three main categories: flight/
weapons safety and range orientation, equipmeat, and tactics. If the unit
objective is the live drop of a particular kind of ordnance, detailed ground
academics provide a thorough refresher about the weapon, flight
restrictions, preflight, delivery parameters, and safe escape. Other equip-
ment items covered will be electronic countermeasure (PcM) pods, radar,
Have Quick, LANTIRN or other lasing devices, and survival equipment, to
name a few. The unit weapons shop d.velops a number of weapons
delivery tactics consistent with training objectives and the flag scenario.
Tactics discussions are a refresher of unit tactics and an overview of other
unit procelures and tactics, including the enemy's. Emphasis is placed
on flying the flag crews together to the maximum extent possible, and
special flying programs were initiated to ensure each participant is fully
qualified and proficient in all aspects of his mission.

Planning staffs normally deploy to Nellsi several days in advance of
the exercise participants. Their function is to review the scenario and act
as a highei headquarters planning staff. Academics may or may not be
given to the mission directors and their planning staffs, depending on their
requests. All aircraft arrive on a Saturday, and maintenance prepares for
operations on Monday. Sunday the aircrews receive ground academics and
are given their first Air Tasking Order (ATO). As mentioned earlier; the
two-week exercises gradually increase in complexity and tempo. An
example of a typical training schedule and scenario follows.'

9440th TFT6, Red Flag 92-2, After Action Rpt.
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Typical Schedu!e

I ~RED FLAG BLUE TRAINING SCENARIO
S.92-2, Period 2A

DAY I DAY 2 1 DAY 34 DAYF

Airlo.Alr FAM V a 8V8 8 V8
RATIO DAY 4V4 4V4 4V4

1 H JNTR A AWACI

BVP PAM OCA Intial Sweep . NC'TR N"h•,4 I tle(H*c..OCA
DAY oA_- 4 In-w. N_ _ w

Wuds an/rAWACiPAiaYSYlESY llEsCRITERIA DAY A WACS declairng &
L Hostile OCA Against Ftow • Udck of MQ& 1, MO& 4.

NCTR at AWACS OCA . Lak mse Py

T'OT BLOCK aA e Ys•e
TIME FA YES YESYE

Wounded4 Bird FAM4 YES YES YES

EXERISE A DAY
Safe Pssuage y FAM YES YES YES

brocedir.s DAY
Medium Alt PAM NO YES OPTION

TactIc. DAY , . ____

Low All FAM
Step Down * 500 500' 300 300'

See SPINS for additional restrictions * See SPINS, Chapter 4, Paragraph 6g(l)(h):

7AY 6 DAY 7 DAY 8 DAY 9 DAY 10
DAY

Air.to.Air 8V8 j VS 8V8 8V8 8VSR IC31TO -- •Zvi- -7v 4V7 -- 4V'X--' - v 4-
ATIO I ITI I I V I

BVR OCA Initial Sweep - NCTA & AWACa nloclarlng Hostle OCA Against Flow -
CRITERIA NCTR or AWACs Declaring Hostile & Lack ofMode I, Mode 4.

TOT BLOCK YES YEIS YES YES YES
'rME ' _

Wounded Bird YES YES YES YES YES
EXERCISEI

Safe Passage ".1ES YES YES YES YES
arocadur I

Medium Alt NO NO YES OPTION OPTION

Lov. *^lt

Stop Down 500S 300'** 300'* 300'** 300'0*
-Seee PIN1 for additiomlrl restrictions * See SPINS, Chapler 4. Paragraph 6

C(1)lh);

RF/CC approval Welow 300' (min i00')
, I .. I ,
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Typical Schedule-continued

RED FORCE SCENARIO

Targets ror Rattles Rmages RIhA.. RAnM•, Rangu

Intoeicllon PAM IS&A7 71 AIS5A6 7 14I --1::- lk 76
Alrersfl _ P7i7
Auseg sats, - 4P.4 .4F*14 .4 . 14 * . 4 . 4 P.14 .4 F.14 1 A V4
AT • Day PAM 4 16O110-110 4410.29 4 MIO.29 4 M)1029 4 MIO.20 4 MiUO29 4 1410.19 4 MIO429

Replinetl..t iLevetl 1 )Level 3 (Level 4) Level I1 (Loevel 3 (Lenel 1 LeAvl 4) iLevol 41
Mee AM NAM SAM SAM SAM SAM SAM
Fire PAM Zone Zone Zone Zone Zone Zn. Zone
Zopt LI 3 4 1 I 1 4
SAM All iC West TPIC All Bu Weas TPEC

Throeals PAM SAMs SAM0 SAM$ SAM. SAM, SAMe
SInterdicllon ... up Only Only Up Wilt Only

AAA D All 5il AAA All
KIll Zone $610 A A A Kill!tone

IAII) i PAM AAA Up Anoed neT.e@. AAA Up Arou.4d-argeo
ComAo hm ICD Manuel ICD Manual

Jamming E- [•m Only Only • Only onlyKidir Komn at None It

almmilt None None Night _ ..N Ni ht - O-BTo-slve PM P

DOelectltn.1 Only -- )>I Y. Only Ye e Nam
Alrpee. SepenraeMgZtL epetael Mot A t PS

Re~iretlonI PAM aIgi 111ZJIM iL:Zi
Kill + - .....-- n • s £k iao nualin u.ML..... miIZ I

K i llP A M "_[_" IMl 4J. .jaiI a

The first missions are flown for range orientation. A mission corn
mander is assigned for the day's operations; he integrates the efforts of
package commanders who plan and coordinate each of three successive
waves. Package commanders are responsibl, for coordinating and decon-
flicting the tactics for their "gorilla" packages. Additionally the) discuss
air and SAM defense tactics with their air and EW support. All the ele-
ments of a composite force, including the launch Eequence, refueling,
formations, and ingress and egress, are practiced in a benign environment.
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The ATO is disseminated to all units. Flight leads identify whicl.
packages they are assigned along with their targets and support assets.
The mission commander hoids a meeting of all flight leads to discuss
tactics and a general game plan. Flight leads discuss the best way their
aircraft can support the mission. After the meeting, flight leads get
together with the aircrews of their flight and tasks are delegated. For the
F-16, assuming a flight of four aircraft, the lead and number three aircraft
may determine target area tactics and deconflict with other flights in the
area. The number two aircraft may be assigned to plan the route and
number four to get the intelligence assessment and weapons data. The
details of subordinating tasks are left to flight lead discretion. Every area
of the mission, which includes mission data, ground procedures, depar-
ture, refueling, ingress, target area, egress, and landing, is planned.

After the mis-ion has been planned in detail, a mass briefing with all
participants is held to brief the overall operations. These details include
the day's objectives, weather/notice to airmen (NOTAMS)/timehack (syn-
chronized time chek), intel cenario, red force operating instructions and
special instructions, blue force operations, and safety. Immediately after
the mass brief, participants go to individual flight briefs where the details
of flight operations ae enumerated. Every aspect of the mission and areas
of potential impact are discussed.

Probably the greatest learning tool available at Red Flag is the ability
to accurately reconstruct the mission. Every tiaining situation van be
broken into three components: planning, execution, and evaluation.
Participants Ica, in each of the three phases, and because the prwcess is
experiential rather than intellectual, events can be measureo and remem..
bered. The Red Flag facility is an excellent environment ior all stages.
During the planning stage, all participants have the opportunity to interact
and exchange information. It becomes more than roie memory; it be-
comes an application of the aggregate of learning experiences of the
forces throughout the years. The addition of foreign participants and
sister Services has broadened the learning environment, enabling the
Coalition to fight as a single air force.

The actual mission can be monitored from select briefing rooms
using the Red Flag Meesurement l)cbriefing System (RFMDS). The RFMDS
is an advanced training system that records and displays the activities and
results of simulated tactical air combat missions flown on the Nellis range
compleA. The aircraft flying with the RFMDS pods allow Red Flag mis-
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sions to be monitored live and replayed for postmission analysis. Each
aircraft is monitored electronically, and a computer-enhanced display
provides real-time depiction of the battle, across the full spectrum of
operations for the entire Red Flag training area. Commanders, planning
staffs, and crews who are not flying can monitor the battle as it unfolds
in the Red Flag facility.

The day's operations are debriefed in a similar manner. After land-
ing, crews debrief and record results and significant lessons or factors
affecting iheir package. Pertinent information for the flight includes
conduct of the flight, strengths and weaknesses of the tactics, and hits and
misses of the weapons. Shots taken or observations about other members
of the gorilla are recorded and passed to the mission commander. He
debriefs all members of the package using the RFMDS to illustrate valu-
able points, areas of contention, or positive learning situations. After the
mission commanders (both Blue and Red) have debriefed, a final mass
debrief is held to discuss lessons learned, the conduct of the day's opera-
tions, and safety factors, Finally, aircrews pick up the ATO for the next
day and begin planning.

The RFMDS provides feedback and is an important leaning tool avail-
able on the Nellis ranges. The following examples depict a sample RFMDS
mission with high-activity (aircraft graphic) and low-activity (triangle)
aircraft tracks. When tracking in high-activity mode, the RFMDS can depict
an aircraft in time and three-dimensional space, provide performance data
on that aircraft, and show positional relationships with other high-activity
aircraft, surface threats, or ground targets. An aircraft must be equipped
with an Aircraft instrumentation Subsystem (AIS) for tracking au high activi-
ty. The RFMDS is designed to permit low-altitude tracking of aircraft in
specified operating areas. The system depicts low-activity aircraft in time
and two-dimensional spice. The aircraft must be transmitting its scheduled
identification, friend or foe (iFF) Mode IIU squawk to be tracked As low
activity. The major limitations of the system are that a maximum of thirty-
six high-activity aircraft can be displayed at one time, and most C-1 30 and
all C-141 aircraft lack interface capability for high-activity tracking. An
example of a RFMDS high/low activity display is provided,

The RFMDS can also display the event time and type of weapo~tv deliv-
ery: air-to-air, air-to-surface, and surface-to-air. Airctaft weapons
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systems must interface directly with the AIS to be displayed, and the aircraft
must be tracking in the high-activity mode. For air-to-air and surface-to-air
weapons, the system can also identify the targeted aircraft if that aircraft is
tracking in the high-activity mode (see following Figures for air-to-air and
surface-to-air RFMDS depictions). Several major limitations degrade mission
reconstruction; although the system knows who is shooting whom, the

fly-out of air-to- aik missiles is not determined; the system is not interfaced
with the high-speed antiradiation missile (HARM) and therefore does not
know what it was targeted against; and the system can not display shots on
low-activity tracked targets.

The RFIMDS can simulate the results of the employment of many air-to-air,
air-to-surface, &nd surface-to-air weapons. Results of the simulation can

include graphic depiction of the fly-out, probability of kill, kill or miss, and
reasons ior miss. b achieve a weapons delivery simulation, the RFMDS must
recorO the delivery event and for air-to-air and surface- to-air weapons
identify the targeted aircraft, Four major limitations of weapons simulations
are: a)they ar., only simulations and not actual, b) the AGM-65 and
AGM-88 are not available, c) simulations are not affected by ECM and chaff,
and d) high-fidelity simulations are only available for selected targets and
aircraft.

The Red Flag building contains six separate consoles for aircrew

feedback. Each console permits independent monitoring of the live mis-
sion or replay of a previously recorded mission on three independent
monitors. Four of the consoles provide large dual-screen displays for
utilization by large groups. Two consoles can record one display on
standard 3/4-inch tape for replay on a separate video cassette player. Each
console has a color printer for printing a snapshot of the mission.
Aircrews may schedule the use of a console for individual mission de-
brief/analysis or request recording of the mission on videotape for docu-
mentation and later review at home station.

An additional resource available to the aircrew for debrief is the Television
Ordnance Scoring System (Toss), a precision electronic camera and
computer measurement system. Cameras record the impact of munitions,
and computers measure the impact points that can be displayed as videos or
graphics with measured results. Not all targets on the Nellis ranges are
instrumented.
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Appendix G

B-52 Training-The Diego Garcia Problem

Between 9 August and 16 August 1990, Strategic Air Command
(SAC) deployed twenty B-52s to Diego Garcia, a small island in the Indian
Ocean. Diego Garcia became the first bomber operations base supporting
U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM) in Desert Shield. It has a tropical
climate, a factor that posed many training problems in the ensuing months.

[DELETED]. Crews and maintainers were experienced at
conventional operations from deployed locations but lacked specific
expertise in Southwest Asia (SWA), since the bulk of their previous
training focused on a conventional war in Europe.' This necessitated a
training program to expose the crews to SwA tactics. The program had
to be conducted on a remote tropical island over 3,000 nautical miles
from the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations.

The forces deployed to Diego Garcia were faced with a training task
unique to Desert Shield. To train for the developing conflict properly
required access to the Arabian Peninsula and integration into the U.S. Air
Force, Central Cninmand (USCENTAF) Desert Shield airspace management
system. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, allowed B-52 training on 20
August 1990. These late August missions provided opportunities for
aircrews to gain a basic orientation of the terrain characteristics and regional
communication procedures, including communicating with the AWACS.'

[DELETED].

The training program that evolved on Diego Garcia involved a low
number of sorties per month, mandated by the long duration of the
missions and the scarcity of the resources at the remote base. To maxi-

'(S/NF/WN/RD) History of the Strategic Air Command, Vol 1, (I Jan - 31 Dec
1990), Office of the Historian, Headquarters Strategic Air Command Offut! AFB, NE,
pp 93-194,

2(S/NF/WN/RD) Ibid, p 211.
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mize efficiency, mission profiles and routes were developed to provide
navigation and packaged fighter operations. [DELETED] '

Gradually, adequate training profiles were dcvelopcd, coordinated
with CENTAF, and flown. Two distinct training pofiles soon emerged,
one over the Arabian Peninsula and the other to a local island. Peninsula
missions provided the most realistic combat training and combined the
following: night water augmentation takeoff (water augmentation for
increamed engine thrust procedures were unique to the B-52G), cell depar-
ture, emission control procedures, secure and AWACS communications
procedures, heavyweight air refueling, low-level training, timing control,
bombing, multiple axis of attack, ECM training, and limited pilot
Instrument approach training. This robust profile offered training
opportunities to all pilot, navigator, and electronic crew positions.

The island profile was much shorter in duration and provided
training for events that required more frequency or were simply
unavailable on the peninsula. The island training profile featured cell
take-off, departure and join-up, simulated bombing runs, ECM procedures,
and pilot proficiency items such as touch and go landiags.4

The formalization of this effort developed into an Initial Mission
Qualification Training (IMQT) program. [DELETED]. With this formal-
ized training program, the commander was able to monitor the wing's
training program and its combat readiness,'

The bomber force at Diego Garcia quickly amassed a sizable number
of flying hours, and sustaining the fleet required the establishment of an
Intermediate Level Maintenance Center (ILMC) at Andersen AFB, Guam.
[DELETED].6 [DELETED].

[DELETED].7

3(S/NF/WN/RD) Ibid, pp 212-214.
4(S) Headquarters Strategic Air Command, Operallors Desert Shield and Desert

Storm, "The Bomber Story," p 27,

S(S) Ibid. p 26.
6(SINF/WN/RD) History of the Strategic Air Command, p 408.
7(S/NF/WN/RD) Ibid, p 215.
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The training program produced effective crew preparation under
extreme geographical constraints. But Genera! Chain, SAC Commander
in Chief, expressed a desire to increase the frequency of training missions
into the Arabian Peninsula for Diego-based crews. In November I90,
the SAC Director of Operations directed that the tempo of training be
increased into the peninsula for each bomber crew. This new emphasis
generated a fresh look at the realism and efficiency of training programs.
[DELETED]. The resultant training enhancements resulted from diligent
efforts to arrange and refine more challenging training profiles.'

The challenge of training for a war 3,000 miles away in a geo-
graphical setting that was a complete opposite from the. operating base
represented a unique training experience. [DELETED]. By December
and early January, the increases in frequency and realism were paying off
just as the deadline for Iraq to withdraw began to approach. On 15
January 1991, in response to STRATFOR (Director of SAC operation under
CENTAF) guidance, all training missions were stopped. Training had
ceased; the time for war had come.9

The effectiveness of the training program for the B-52 crews
certainly was limited by many circumstances. The outcomes of their
missions can be analyzed for months to come with varying results. How-
ever, this much may be said: when surveyed by Hq SAC with the
question "Did the SAC training program prepare you for combat?",
eighty percent of the B-52 aircrew members responded yes.'" This,
combined with the fact that no B-52s were lost in the war as a result of
combat, reflects that the difficult training problems were resolved and
proved successful to the effective employment of the B-52.

Training for CONUS SAC B.52 Crews

Hq SAC and the 15th Air Force recognized early on that because of
forward basing constraints, the training for the CONUS B-52 units would
be difficult. In October 1990, the 15th Air Force proposed a s.eries of
exercises so that B-52 crews could simulate the situations they would

S(S/NF/WNIRD) Ibid, pp 233-234.

9(SINF/WNIRD) Ibid, pp 234.235.

'°(S) HQ Strategic Air Command. Postwar Bomber Training Conference. 25-26 Apr
1991, After Action Rpt. Extracted from briefing slide used during the conference.
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likely encounter in combat missions in a war against Iraq. Through a
revision of the Red Flag schedule for SAC units, Desert Warrior was
developed. Desert Warrior was aimed at giving the crews exposure to the
cENTAP ATO procedures and tactics. (DELETED].

[DELETED].

Some significant benefits were derived from this exercise series.
Eight Air Force units participated in the exercise and also flew in Desert
Storm. They described Desert Warrior as a crash course that helped
familiarize them with tactics that were used in Southwest Asia. However,
all participants recognized this as a stop-gap measure that did not replace
the training taking place in-theater. (DELETED]."

"(SINF/WN/RD) History of the Strategic Air Command, pp 236-237.
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Appendix H

Special Operations Forces (SOF) Training
Considerations

Before Desert Shield, SOF trained exclusively to conduct clandestine
special operations missions under cover of darkness. For the helicopter
crews this required extremely low-altitude penetrations of enemy airspace,
landings, and egress, all completely blacked out. The prolonged
deployment made it difficult to maintain currency in primary aircrew
skills, a problem applying to both MH-53J and MC-130 crews. To
compound the problem, they were tasked with the Combat Search and
Rescue (CSAR) role in which they were. not trained.' Both aircraft depend
on terrain-following radar for low-altitude penetration, and crews quickly
found that the fine sand characteristic of the Arabian peninsula was
partially transparent to their radars, leading to less than anticipated obsta-
cle clearance.2 Poor visibility caused by the extremely find sand, kept
suspended in the air by relatively light winds, was a particular problem
for helicopter crews, This phenomenon was responsible for the loss of
several U.S. Army helicopters at night during Desert Shield, prompting
the imposition of minimum altitude and illumination restrictions. The
MH-53J-equipped 20th Special Operations Squadron (sos) was the only
helicopter unit exempted from these restrictions due to their FLIR, radar,
and hover coupler capability.' Night landings were, by far, the most
demanding event and required the development of specialized techniques

'Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service, the Air Forve component responsible for
CSAR, was disestablished in 1983 and its component units either disbanded or absorbed
by soc and its flrst.line equipment (notably the MH-53Ji and HC-130 tankers) transferred
to SOP. Air Rescue Service was reestablished in 1989 but had no combat-capable, long-
range helicopter units during Desert Shield/Desert Storm,

2(S) lntvw, J. Cuilmartin and Col F. Goldstein, OWAPS, of Lt Col Richard Comer,

USAP, commander of the MH-53J-equipped 20th Special Operations Squadron, I Sep
1992.

3(S) Lt Col Comer, History of Desert Shield/Desert Storm, p 8,

4(S) Intvw, Lt Col Comer.
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techniques included the use of small chemical lights as hover points, use
of the MH-53's infrared searchlight, and making fully coupled approach-
es.5 For daylight CSAR missions, helicopter crews recognized the need for
close escort, and A-10 support was provided. Escort tactics relearned
from Vietnam proved effective.,

Fixed-wing SOF crews were generally well prepared for the war.
They suffered the same problems associated with poor visibility from
blowing sand. There were initial problems acquiring munitious and Saudi
training range support for the AC-130 gunships. Ranges and equipment
for high-speed airdrops had to be resolved for MC-130 Combat Talon
crews to maintain proficiency. Initially, few Talon crews were qualified
to drop the BLU-82 bomb. Overall, Air Force soF credited good training
with helping to keep losses low, a point on which the 20th SOS com-
mander was particularly emphatic.'

3(S) Lt Col Comer, History of Desert Shield/Desert Storm, pp 8-9, The problem was
particularly amute on moonless nights.

6 lntvw, Guilmartln and Goldstein, OWAPS, of Col George Gray.
7(S) Inlntw, Li Col Comer.
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Appendix I

Navy/Marine Corps Desert Shield/
Desert Storm Training

U.S. Navy

Navy training for air units occurs at various levels but revolves
around the basic unit of the carrier air wing and its attendant aircraft
carrier deployment cycle. The training accomplished by the various units
in preparation for the Gulf War thus varied according to their assignments
as the Desert Shield and Desert Storm scenario unfolded. This section
will discuss that training. It begins with an overview of the normal
training done by a squadron and a wing preparing for a deployment. The
various differences in the piedeployment preparation of the eight canier
air wings that operated in Desert Shield and in Desert Storm will next be
developed. Finally, in-theater training for Desert Storm will be discussed.

Squadron and Carrier Air Wing Training

A Navy carrier air wing contains all of the elements that allow it to
a:complish almost any application of air power in the pursuit of national
interests. Assigned to a particular aircraft carrier, it normally consists of
nine squadrons with a mix of different aircraft. The generic air wing
consists of two squadrons of F- 14 fighters, two squadrons of F/A- 18
strike fighters, and one squadron each of A-6E long-range attack aircraft;
aind EA-6B electronic countermeasure aircraft, S3 antisubmarine aircraft,
E-2 airborne early warning aircraft, and SH3 or SH60 antisubmarine
helicopters. Training revolved about a cycle consisting of time at home
stations, on predeploymcnt work-up, and on deploym~cents to overseas
locations fo; ix to eight months' duratiorn.

While in the United States, all aircraft of a particular type were
laased aW the same naval air station. Here they accomplished squadron
training supported by their local functional wing commander. Individual
airc,'ews and squadrons had to maintain proficiency in a program called
Liberty Elite. This program assigned requirements that aircrews must
com plete to maintain readiness in their aircraft types. The qualifications
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of each aircrew member and the squadron overall were continuously
updated. The Liberty Elite data were reported on the SORTS system, and
if a squadron failed to meet these Liberty Elite goals, it had to report in
at reduced readi-'-ss status.'

Each home station has facilities nearby to accommodate the training
for that particular aircraft. These facilities include operating areas for air-
to-air training, bombing ranges, low-level training routes, overwater
scored mining ranges, and a radar bombing scoring unit that can evaluate
simulated radar bomb drops.

Though the squadron is supported at its home station by the local
functional wing commander, its operational commander remains its carrier
air wing commander. Approximately six months before a scheduled
deployment of their aircraft carrier, all the squadrons of the carrier air
wing go to Naval Air Station (NAS), Fallon, to begin preparing for the
upcoming cruise. Supported by Fallon's Naval Strike Warfare Center
("Strike U"), the wing goes through a series of exercises designed to
build proficiency as an air wing. Multiple squadron events such as air
combat, air-to-air refueling, and intercept training along with large-scale
bombing strikes are accomplished. The final exercise is a large-scale
operation in support of a simulated scenario that the wing might expect
to encounter on its upcoming deployment. Air wings deploying to the
Mediterranean theater used a different scenario than those going to the
western Pacific or Indian Ocean. The Mediterranean scenario exercises
involved the full range of possible threats-"enemy" aggressor aircraft,
modern surface-wo-air missiles, and antiaircraft artillery-and targets that
were as realistic as possible, such as simulated airfields. Real ordnance
was delivered, and the planning procedures for the strikes were prepared
by one of the wing mission planning teams. Besides the air wing deploy-
ment to Fallon, F-14 and F/A-18 squadrons deployed there for a week of
intense air combat maneuvering (ACM) training, called the Fleet Fighter
ACM Readiness Program and Strike Fighter Readiness Program.

After completing the Fallon detachment, the air carrier wing joined its
parent aircraft carrier and continued predeployment training. This was
normally in three phases: carrier refresher training, wherein the squadrons

I(S) For more information on the SORTS ratings, see the Center for Naval Analyses
(CNA), Desert Storm Reconrtruction Rp., Vol XIII, Training, pp 3-10 - 3.16,
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ret.um to the procedures af operating off the ship; basic exercises; and
advanced exercises. The exercises conducted from the carrier ran the
gamut of possible fleet operations such as large-scale strikes ashore
involving all squadrons, strikes against other naval forces, practice nuclear
contingency missions, support for anphibious operations, and defense of
the battle group from large-scale enemy raids. Types of operations range
from cyclic operations of twelve hours operating/twelve hours off to flex
deck operations in which the carrier operaes for twenty-four hours a day
for several days. The last portion of the advanced exercise period was the
Operational Readiness Exercise. the "final exam" for the air wing and the
battle group team. Deployment followed shortly thereafter.

Desert Storm Preparations

The carrier deployment figure below shows the schedule of the
carrier battle groups that participated in Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
uss John F Kennedy, uss Saratoga, and Uss Midway had relatively long
periods in the theater, while uss Roosevelt, uss Ranger, and Uss America
arrived just at the commencement of hostilities.

Carrier Deployment and Southwest Asia (SWA) In-Chop Tlmellnes"

I l •.dp T22 RooseveltI _ _WA theater

"/ Ranger

SIJohn F Kennedy

serstuga
' iI ' I LI ' ' I i I l . . . I

Aug S.ep Oct NOV De Jan

2(S) CNA, Vol XIII, p 2-2.
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Workup Cycles for CONUS Desert Storm Carrier Battle Groups3
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The workup cycles Figure above portrays the training cycles for the
five carriers that deployed from the U.S. to participate in Desert Stomi.

3(S) Ibid.
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It shows that '6ur of the five had completed their air wing detachments
at Fallon prior to the invasior of Kuwait. The scenarios presented at
Fallon consisted of two major assignments from the National Command
Authority. In the first, the wing had to conduct a one-time strike on the
"enemy" country to demonstrate U.S. power, basically a Libya-style
operation. The second scenario presented the wing with two days (and
nights) to achieve damage against certain targets in the country. The
intent of the second exercise was to conduct a campaign, gain control of
the air by defeating the Air Force and Air Defense Net, and finally to
conduct operations against designated targets. In most cases low-level
ingress and attack tactics were employed.' Only one air wing aboard the
USS America was able to tailor its Fallon deployment towards the Kuwait
scenario. Its detachment focused more on close air support, special
warfare operations, and combat search and rescue than did prewar air
wing Fallon operations.' [DELETED]."

IaMng in Theater

The three carriers that deployed to Southwest Asia early in Desert
Shield participated in a series of exercises and training evolutions that
were in many ways like the advanced exercises of their training cycles.
The Major Desert Shield Exercise table displays the types and frequency
of those exercises.'

41ntvw, RADM Mike Luecke, OPNAV 73, Aug 1992.
S(S) CNA Rpt, Vol Xlil, p 1-2.

6(S) Ibid. p A-S.
7(S) Ibid. p 3-2.
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f Air Wing Fallon Detachments for Desert Storm Battle Groups

FIGURE DELETED
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Major Desert Shield Exercises

FIGURE DELETED

In the theater, training conducted by the carriers in the Red Sea (uss
John F Kennedy, uss Saratoga) differed from that conducted by the
uss Midway in the North Arabian Sea, The Red Sea carriers conducted
most of their exercises in Saudi Arabia and thus dealt much more closely
with the JFACC. They became very accustomed to working with the ATO
process. As the Master Attack Plan developed, they conducted "mirror
image" strikes towards the Iraqi border that included joint tasking
evolutions.' The USS Midway, on the other hand, conducted most of its
operations in the Gulf of Oman because of sensitivities about operating
in the Persian Gulf."

'Debrief, CDR Smith, Navy Black Hole Represntative, GWAPs files.

91ntvw, Capt James Burin, Commander, Carier Air Wing Five, Aug 1992.
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CVW-5 Training Program
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CVW Training Areas graphics is a graphic from a brief by the
Commander of Carrier Air Wing Fivr detailing his Desert Shield
training." These exercises included: support for an amphibious
operation in Saudi Arabia (Imminent Thunder); a Beacon Flash exercise
with the Omanis, which included strikes ashore and air-to-air combat; and
Defensive Air ComLat Maneuvering training with Al Dhafra of the
United Arab Emirates (against Mirage 2000) and Qatar (against F-Is).
Except for a short period when supporting Imminent Thunder, the USS
Midway operated mostly in the Gulf of Oman, where it also conducted

0Brfleflng bIides "Carrier Air Wing Five Desert Shield/Desert Storm" received from
Capt Burln, Aug 1992, oWAPS fIles.
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mirror image strikes. Thc Commander of the Air Wing on the uss
Midway fully expected that he would conduct his operations from the
Gulf of Oma should hostilities occur."I As such, the USS Midway never
developed the rapport with the Joint Force Air Component Commander
and the ATO process that the Red Sea carriers did.

As the on-station carriers participated in these exercises,
COMUSNAVCENT and his subordinate commanders published their training
objectives. The carriers that were preparing to deploy were able to tailor
their predeployment exercises to the situation expected in Desert Storm;
based in some respects on these training objectives. A Southwest Asia
scenario was used for the advanced ph•se battle group exercise for uss
John F Kennedy, uss Ranger, uss Roosevelt, and Uss America."1

The Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) conducted the reconstruction
program for the Navy's effort in Desert Storm. Their study of training
identified numerous issues for further consideration. These issues were
broken into two types, those that were not normally considered in training
syllabi before Desert Storm and those that were.

The training issues in the weapons, tactics, and training arena that
were not normally covered or stressed by training syllabi included:

o ATO process;

a Joint theater-wide connectivity;

• (DELETED]

* Air Force tanking of strike packages;

a [DELEIED]

* [DELETED]

( [DELETED]

"lntmw, Capt Burin.

12(S) CNA Rpt, Vol XIlI, p 2-4.
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0 High-altitude weapons delivery; and

* [DELETED].

CNA concluded that although these issues arose in a unique .scenario, they
might be relevant to future conflicts,

The training issues that they identified as normally covered in training
syllabi included:

"* Force and aircraft training in rules of engagement (ROE);

"• [DELETED]

"* Carrier operations.

[DELETED]'s

U.S. Marine Corps

Before 2 August 1990, individual Marine Corps aircrew training
centered on Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization
(NATOPS) and Training and Readiness (T&R) Manual qualifications. Much
of the aviation training was not geographically oriented. While Marine units
routinely trained for conditions such as cold weather, mountain and desert
terrain, and shipboard operations, the training was not always aimed at a
particular country or region. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait changed the status
quo and served to focus portions of Marine Corps aviation training on
Southwest Asia.

Beginning on 2 August, Marine Aviation Weapons and Tactics
Squadron One (MAWTS-1), based ,t MCAS Yuma, Arizona, took the lead
in orienting Marine aviation to a possible war against Iraq, Between
2 August and 5 September 1990, forly instructors from MAWTS- I traveled
and briefed Marine Corps units on Iraqi militaiy capabilities, equipment,
tactics, and lessons learned from the iran-Iraq war. Included in these discus-
sions were recommendations on how to employ Marine aviation assets
against the anticipated Iraqi threat. At the same time, twenty-three

13(S) Ibid, p 1-3.
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MAWTS-I instructors were augmenting aviation and Marine Air Command
and Control System units already in sWA. During this time, MAWTS-1
developed the Southwest Asia Integrated Contingency Training package.

From I October to 5 November 1990, 26 squadrons (136 fixed-wing
and 54 rotary-wing aircraft), a Hawk battery, a Stinger battery, and a Direct
Air Support Squadron underwent customized instruction tailored to individual
readiness levels. Included in the instruction were an academic syllabus,
individual work-ups, and a series of integrated exercises incorporating the
requirements to operate in the Southwest Asia environment.

A second package was conducted 26 November to 19 December 1990,
with an additional fourteen squadrons being trained. On 20 December,
MAWTS-1, Detachment A, with forty-four personnel ashore and twenty-six
aloat, was formed to support the Marines in Southwest Asia. When the
war started, MAWTS-I had seventy instructors in SWA supporting the
Ist Marine Expeditionary Force Headquarters, Ist and 2nd Marine Divisions
and 3d Marine Aircraft Wing ashore, and the 4th and 5th Marine
Expeditionary Brigadcs afloat.
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Precis of the Space Report

As all reports of the Gulf War Air Power Survey, the report on
Space Operations has been submitted to a security and policy review
board for general publication. Not surprisingly, the bulk of information
in this area could not be released without compromising national
security. Accordingly, the following is a precis of the report compiled
by this task force.

The purpose of the Space study was to comprehensively survey the
space systems used during the Gulf War. Of five major themes in this
report, this task force first examined planning and tralning for the use
of space systems, including space awareness among American forces sent
to the Gulf, within the context of a subtheme common to many Suivey
volumes: the importance of the five and a half months of Desert Shield.

From the outset, Central Command planners and the space com-
munity built space linkages to warfighters. Many annexes to Operations
Plan 1002-90 prepared for the U.S. Commander in Chief, Central Com-
mand, drew on space systems; ample documentation exists, for example,
In procedures for establishing satellite communications links. On the
other hand, weaknesses in other areas were difficult to fit into prewar
training scenarios as well as exercises, such as bomb damage assessment
and other intelligence functions. It was therefore no surprise that the
degree of planning and training for the use of space correlates closely
with the results. With respect to those areas where space capabilities
had not yet been fully integrated with warfighting doctrine and tactics,
Coalition forces derived maximum advantage from experience during the
five and a half months of Desert Shield to familiarize themselves and
train with space capabilities.

The second issue to emerge from the Space study was space mobi-
lization, which included the mobilization of ground "user" equipment to
the Persian Gulf and also maintenance of spacecraft in orbit and the
launching of new systems. In some cases, the space capability was
immediately available because the receiver equipment was already in
place and the satellite system was functioning in its peacetime (or war-
time) role, as in the case of F-16s equipped with Global Positioning
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System receivers. The rate at which space capabilities were mobilized
depended on a number of factors: the availability and heft of ground
equipment and satellites, launch windows, and processing action required
to launch a spacecraft into orbit; the time required to check out a newly
launched satellite; the time required to reposition satellites for better
coverage of the theater; and, finally, the coordination of placing trained
personnel.

The third issue concerns the determinants of the military utility of
space systems. This issue involved the contribution of space systems to
communications, navigation, weather, imaging, and intelligence. In
some cases it was necessary to cross functional boundaries and depart
from the pure "space story." The detection of Scuds by the Defense
Support Program, for example, warranted a discussion of Coalition
success in destroying mobile targets. Nevertheless, the true value of
space support must be measured in terms of concrete warflghting results.

The fourth theme deals with the command and control of space
systems, highlighting the difficulty of a complex and in some respects
highly guarded space community that had oriented its support toward
more "strategic" customers such as the National Command Authority and
various intelligence agencies. In the Gulf War, this set of space
providers was thrust into a tactical environment that demanded time-
responsive, geographically oriented, and widest-dissemination support.
Many of the key intelligence-related assets, however, were not controlled
by the theater commander.

The fifth and final theme covers the role qf commercial space
systems and receiver equipment. Some commercial satellite systems,
such as LANDSAT and INTELSAT, were passed on to the Coalition military
establishment. The procurement and use of "channels" by commercial
satellite systems also augmented the needed communications capacity.
Conversely, some military systems, such as the Global Positioning Sys-
tem were shared with commercial customers, while Coalition forces were
able to procure commercial receivers to augment the military ground
equipment. This theme was also important in examining Iraqi acce3s to
space support. Coalition members cooperated to deny Iraq access to
commercial satellite imagery products by halting the flow of SPOT images
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from France. At the same time, Iraq "used" Cable News Network (CNN)
worldwide coverage to some advantage.

Several Issues that created an Impact during the research and analy-
sis of this study deserve mention. Research did not focus on the provid-
ers of space support but rather on the "space product" itself and itg
operational Impact. Researchers, therefore, relied on primary data
generated in the theater, where they faced a number of obstacles. In
many cases, the users were not familiar with space capabilities. For
example, how communications satellites influenced combat operations
was not documented because what was said over the phone in hundreds
of thousands of conversations was not recorded and not documented.
Mary users, moreover, were not aware that they were talking via satel-
lite.
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Glossary

AAA Antiaircraft Artillery

AAAM Advanced Air-to-Air Missile

AADC Area Air Defense Commander

AAI Air-to-Air Interrogator Set

AAV Amphibious Assault Vehicle

AAR After Action Report

AASLT Div Air Assault Division (US)

AB Air Base

ABCCC Airborne Battlefield Command and
Control Center

ABDR Aircraft Battle Damage Repair

ABF Advanced Bomb Family

ABFDS Aerial Bulk Fuel Delivery System

Abn Corps Airborne Corps (US)

AC Active Component

ACA Airspace Control Authority or
Airlift Clearance Authorities

ACAS Air Combat Assessment Summary

ACC Air Component Commander or
Airspace Coordination Center or
Arab Cooperation Council

ACCS Airborne Command and Control
Squadron

ACE Airborne Command Element (USAF)
or
Aviation Combat Element (USMC) or
Air Combat Element (NATO) or
Armored Combat Eurthmover (US
Army)

ACM Air Combat Maneuvers



ACO Airspace Coordir..;tion Order or
Airspace Control Order

ACR Armored Cavalry Regiment

ACV Armored Combat Vehicle (US Army)
or
Air Cushion Vehicle (USN)

AD Air Division

ADA Air Defense Artillery

A/DACG Arrival/Departure Airfield Control
Group

ADOC Air Defense Operations Center

ADX Ai- Defense Exercise

AECC Aeromedical Evacuation Control Center

Aegis Ship based long-range air defense
system.

AELT Aeromedical Evacuation Liaison Team

AES Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron

AEW Airborne Early Warning

AFB Air Force Base

AFCOMAC Air Force Combat Ammunition Center

AFDIGS Air Force Digital Graphics System

AFEWC Air Force Electronic Warfare Center

AFGWC Air Force Global Weather Center

AFHRA Air Force Historical Research Agency

AFLC Air Force Logistics Command

AFLIF Air Force Logistics Information File

AFLMC Air Force Logistics Management
Center

AFMSS Air Force Mission Support System

AFR Air Force Reserve



AFSC Air Force Systems Command or

Air Force Specialty Code

AFSOC Air Force Special Operations Command

AFSOUTH Allied Forces, South (NATO)

AFWMPRT Air Force Wartime Manpower and
Personnel Readiness Team

AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment

AGL Above Ground Level

A] Air Interdiction

AIF Automated Installation File

AIR Air Inflatable Retarder

AIWS Advanced Interdiction Weapons System

ALARM Air-Launched Anti-Radiation Missile

ALC Air Logistics Center

ALCC Airlift Control Center

ALCE Airlift Control Element

ALCM Air-Launched Cruise Missile

ALMSNSCD Airlift Mission Schedule

ALO Air Liaison Officer

AMI Aeronautical Militare Italiana

AMRAAM Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air
Missile

AMU Aircraft Maintenance Unit

ANG Air National Guard

ANGLCO Air and Naval Gunfire. Liaison
Company (USMC)

AO Area of Operation

AOB Air Order of Battle

AOR Area of Responsibility

APC Armored Personnel Carrier
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APCC Aerial Port Control Center

APOD Aerial Port of Debarkation

APS Afloat Prepositioning Ship

ARBS Angle Rate Bombing Set (USMC)

ARC Air Reserve Components

ARCENT U.S. Army Forces, Central Command

AREFS Air Refueling Squadron

ARM Antiradiation Missiles

ARNG U.S. Army National Guard

ARS Air Rescue Service

ARW Air Rescue Wing

ASARS Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
System

ASD(PA) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public
Affairs)

ASD(SO-LIC) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Special

Operations and Low Intensity Conflict)

ASM Air-to-Surface Missile

ASMA Air Staff Management Aide (UK and
Iraq)

ASOC Air Support Operations Center
(Army/USAF)

ASUWC Anti-to-Surface Unit Warfare
Commander (USN)

ArACMS Army Tactical Missile System

ATAF Allied Tactical Air Force (NATO)

ATC Air Training Command (USAF)

ATGM Anti-Tank Guided Munition

ATO Air Tasking Order

ATIG Automated Tactical Target Graphic



AUTODIN Automatic Digital Network

AVCAL Avi,,tion Coordinated Allowance List
(USN)

AVLB Armored Vehicle-Launched Bridge

Avn Bde Aviation Brigade (US)

AWACS Airborne Warning and Control System

AWN Automated Weather Network

AWS Airborne Warning System

BAAF Bahrain Amiri Air Force

BAI Battlefield Air Interdiction

BARCAP Barrier Combat Air Patrol

BAS Basic Allowance for Subsistence

BBBG Battleship Battle Group

BCE Battlefield Coordination Element

BDA Bomb Damage Assessment

Bde Brigade (US)

BDU Battle Dress Uniform

BE or BEN Basic Encyclopedia (number)

BEEF Base Engineer Emergency Force

BLT Battalion Landing Team (USMC)

BMP Soviet armored personnel carrier

BMS Bombardment Squadron

BMW Bombardment Wing

BIN Bombardier/Navigator

BND German Federal Intelligence Service

BTG Basic Target Graphic

BVR Beyond Visual Range

BW Biological Warfare



C-Day Deployment Day

C3 Command, Control, and
Communications

C3CM Command, Control, Communications
Countermeasures

C31 Command, Control, Communications,

and Intelligence

C3IC Coordination, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence
Center

C4 Command, Control, Communications,
and Computers

CA Civil Affairs

CADOB Consolidated Air Defense Order of
Battle

CAF Canadian Air Force

CAFMS Computer Aided Force Management
System

CAFT Center for Anti-Fratricide Technology

CALCM Conventional Air Launched Cruise
Missile

CAMS Core Automated Maintenance System

CAP Combat Air Patrol

CAS Close Air Support or
Combat Ammunition System

CASSUM Close Air Support Summary

CAT Crisis Action Team

CB Chernical/Biologicul

CBU Cluster Bomb Unit

CBW Chemical/Biological Weapons

CCD Camouflage, Concealment and
Deception



CCIP Continuously Computed Impact Point

CCRC Combined Control and Reporting
Center

CEM Combined Effects Munition

CEMIRT Civil Engineering Maintenance,
Inspection, Repair, and Training

CENTAF US. Air Force, Central Command

CENTCOM U.S. Central Commond

CEP Circular Error Probable

CES Civil Engineering Squadron

CEV Combat Engineer Vehicle

CFT Conformal Fuel Tank

CI Civilian Internees

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

CIFS Close-In Fire Support (USMC)

CINC Commander-in-Chief

CINCCENT Commander-in-Chief U.S. Central
Command

CINCMAC Commander-in-Chief, Military Airlift
Command

CINCSPACE Commander-in-Chief U.S. Space
Command

CINCTRANS Commander-in-Chief, U.S.
Transportation

CINCTRANSCOM Commander-in..Chief U.S.
Transportation Command

CJCS Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

CMMS Congressionally Mandated Mobility
Study

CNN Cable News Network



COCOM Combatant Command (Command

Authority)

COMALF Commander, Airlift Forces

COMAO Composite Air Operation

COMMZ Communications Zone

COMPES Contingency Operations Mobility
Planning and Execution System

COMSEC Communications Security

COMTAC Commander of Tactical Air Command

COMUSCENTAF Commander, U.S. Air Force, Central
Command

COMUSCENTCOM Commander, U.S. Central Command

CNA Center for Naval Analysis

CNO Chief of Naval Operations

COMINT Communications Intelligence

COMSAT Communications Satellite

CONUS Continental Unitel States

COSCOM Corps Support Command (US Army)

CPX Command Post Exercise

CRAF Civil Reserve Air Fleet

CRC Control and Reporting Center

CS Combat Support

CSAR Combat Search and Rescue

CSG Contingency Support Graphic

CSS Combat Service Support

CSSA CENTAF Supply Support Agency or
Combat Service Support Area

CT Counterterrorism

CTJTF Counterterrorism Joint Tusk Force

CVBG Aircraft Carrier Battle Group (USN)



CW Chemical Warfare

CWEP Conventional Weapons Enhanced
Penetration

CWP Contingency Weather Paickage

D&D Decoy and Deception

DACT Dissimilar Aerial Combat Tactics

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency

DAS Deep Air Support (USMC)

DASC Direct Air Support Center (USMC)

DCA Defense Communications Agency

DCI Director of Central Intelligence

D-Day Unnamed day on which an operations
begins

DDN Defense Data Network

DF Direction Fired or
Direction Finding

DFR/ME Defense Fuel Region, Middle East

DFSC Defense Fuel Supply Center

DFSP Defense Fuel Supply Point

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DIS Daily Intelligsnce Summary

DISA Defense Information Systems Agency

Div Division

DLA Defense Logistics Agency

DLIR Downward Looking Infrared

DMA Defense Mapping Agency

DMDC Defense Manpowec Data Center

DMI Directorate of Military Intelligence
(Israel, Iraq, Egypt)



DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program

DMPI Desired Mean Point of Impact

DNA Defense Nuclear Agency

DOC Designed Operational Capability

DOD Department of Defense

DOE Department of Energy

DOPMA Defense Officer Personnel Management
Act

DOS Department of State

DOT Department of Transportation

DOWSR Directorate of Weather ior Strategic
Recoi-inaissance

DPA Defense Production Act

DPG Defense Planning Guidance

DSB Defense Science Board

DSCS Defense Satellite Communication
System

DSFU Desert Storm Forecast Unit

DSMAC Digitized Scene Mapping and
Correlation

DSP Defense Support Program

EAC Echelon Above Corps or
Eastern Area Command

ECM Electronic Countermeasures

ECS Electronic Combat Squadron

EDS European Distribution System

EDT Eastern Daylight Time

ELINT Electronic Intelligence

EMIS Electro-Magnetic Isotope Separation



EOB Electronic Order of Battle

EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal

EOGB Electro-Optically Guided Bomb

EOTDAS Electro-Optical Tactical Decision Aid
Software

EPW Enemy Prisoner of War

ESA European Space Agency

EST Eastern Standard Time

ETTF European Tanker Task Force

EUCOM European Command

EW Electronic Warfare

EWO Electronic Warfare Officer

EWWS Electronic Warfare Warning System or
Set

FAC Forward Air Control

FAE Fuel Air Explosive

FAF French Air Force

FAPES Force Augmentation Planning and
Execution System

FEBA Forward Edge of the Battle Area

FEWS Follow-on Early Warning System

FHTV Family of Heavy Tactical Vehicles

FID Foreign Internal Defense

FLIR Forward-Looking Infrared

FLOGEN Flow Generation computer model

FLOT Forward Line of Own Troops

FMC Fully Mission Capable

FMF Fleet Marine Force

FMS Foreign Military Sales



FMSE Fuels Management Support Equipment

FMTV Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles

FNOC Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
(USN)

FOL Forward Operating Location

FORSCOM U.S. Army Forces Command

FOSK Follow-on Spares Kits

FOV Field of View

FROG Free Rocket Over Ground

FSCL Fire Support Coordination Line

FSS Fast Sealift Support

FTX Field Training Exercise

G-Day Day the ground war began

GAO Genera; Accounting Office

GC Geneva Convention

GCC Gulf Cooperation Committee

GCI Ground Control Intercept

GCU Guidance and Control Unit

GDSS Global Decision Support System

GENA Ground Air Navigation Aids radar
(U.K./Saudi)

GHQ General Headquarters (usually theater
level)

GLO Ground Liaison Officer

GMT Greenwich Mean Time

GNA Goldwater-Nichols DOD
Reorganization Act

GOB Ground Order of Battle

GOK Government of Kuwait

GOSC Generel ,f~ficer Siecring Committee



GP General Purpose bomb

OPS Global Positioning System or Satellite

H-Hour Specific time at which operations
commence

HA Heavy Armor

HARM High Speed Antiradiation Missile

HAB Hardened Aircraft Bunker

HAS Hardened Aircraft Shelter

HEMTT Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical
Truck

HET Heavy Equipment Transporter

HF High Frequency

HIDACZ High Density Airspace Control Zone

HMMWV High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle

HNS Host-nation Support

HTPM Hard Target Penetrator Munitions

HUD Heads-Up Display

HUMINT Human Resources Intelligence

HVAA High Value Airborne Assets

I&W Indications and Warnings

IAADF Iraqi Air and Air Defense Forces

IADF Iraqi Air Defense Forces

IADS Integrated Air Defense System

IAEC International Atomic Energy
Commission

IAF Italian Air Force

ICAO International Commercial Aviation
Organization



ICRC International Committee of the Red

Cross

IDF Israel Defense Force

IFF Identification Friend or Foe

IFR Instrument Flight Reference

IFV Infantry Fighting Vehicle

IIR Intelligence Information Report or
Imaging Infrared

ILM Intermed'ate-Level Maintenance

ILMC Intermed 'ate-Level Maintenance Center

IMA Individua.' Mobilization Augmentee

IMET Internatior al Military Education and
Training

IMINT Imagery lItelligence

IMQT Initial Mission Qualification Training

INS Inertial Navigation System

IOC Intercept Operations Center or
Integrated Operations Center

IOT&E Initial Operational Test and Evaluation

IP Initial Point

JPDS Inland Petroleum Distribution System
(US Army)

IR Infrared

IRR Individual Ready Reserve

ISW Integrated Strike Warfare

ITAC Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center
(US Army)

ITF Intelligence Task Force (DIA)

IZAF Iraqi Air Force

J-I Manpower & Personnel Directorate
(Joint)



J-2 Intelligence Directorate (Joint)

J-3 Operations Directorate (Joint)

J-4 Logistics Directorate (Joint)

J-5 Strategic Plans & Policy Directorate
(Joint)

J-6 Command, Control & Communications
Systems Directorate (Joint)

J-7 Operational Plans & Interoperability
Directorate (Joint)

J-8 Force Structure Resource &
Assessment Directorate (Joint)

JAAT Joint Air Attack Team

JAG Judge Advocate General

JAIC Joint Atomic Intelligence Committee

Jaguar Land-based ground attack aircraft

JAMPS Joint Automated Message Program

JCEOI Joint Communications Electronics
Operations Instructions

JCMEC Joint Captured Material Exploitation
Center

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff

JCSE Joint Communications Support Element

JDOP Joint U.S./Saudi Directorate of
Planning

JDS Joint Deployment System

JFACC Joint Force Air Component
Commander.

JFC Joint Forces Commander

JFC-E Joint Forces Command East

JFC-N Joint Forves Command North



JFLCC Joint Forces Land Component
Commander

JFMCC Joint Forces Maritime Component
Commander

JFSOCC Joint Forces Special Operations

Component Commander

JIB Joint Information Bureau

JIC Joint Intelligence Center

JIPC Joint Imagery Production Center

JIST Joint Intelligence Survey Team

JMCC Joint Movement Control Center

JMEM Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual

JOPES Joint Operations Planning and
Execution System

JPEC Joint Planning and Execution
Community

JPTS Jet Propellant Thermally Stable

JRC Joint Reconnaissance Center

JRCC Joint Rescue Coordination Center

JS Joint Staff

JSCP Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

JSEAD Joint Suppression of Enemy Air
Defenses

JSIPS Joint Service Imagery Processing
System

JSOTF Joint Special Operations Task Force

JSPS Joint Strategic Planning System

JSTARS Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar
System (E-8)

JTACMS Joint Tactical Missile System

JTCB Joint Target Coordination Board



JTF Joint 'Tsk Force

JTFME Joint Task Force Middle East

JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Distribution
System

JTTP Joint Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures

JULL Joint Uniform Lessons Learned

KAF Kuwaiti Air Force

KCATF Kuwait Civil Affairs Task Force

KHZ Kilohertz

KKMC King Khalid Military City

KIA Killed In Action

KTO Kuwait Theater of Operations

LAMPS Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System
(USN)

LANDSAT Land Satellite, NASA/NOAA Satellite
Program

LANTCOM Atlantic Command
LANTIRN Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting

Infrared System for Night

LAV Light Armored Vehicle

LCAC Air Cushioned Landing Craft

LCC Land Component Commander

LDGP Low Drag General Purpose bomb

LENSCE Limited Enemy Situation/Correlation
Equipment

LG Logistics

LGB Laser Guided Bomb

LGGAIR Logistics Airlift

LIATE LANTIRIN Intermediate Automatic
Test Equipment



LOC Lines of Communication

LOS Line of Sight

LOTS Logistics Over the Shore

LRC Logistics Readiness Center (USAF)

LRI Long Range International

LVS Logistics Vehicle System

MAC Military Airlift Command

MACCS Marine Air Command and Control
System

MACO Marine Air Control Group

MAG Marine Airlift Group

MAGTF Marine Air Ground Task Force

MAIRS Military Airlift Integrated Reporting
System

MAJCOMS Major Commands

MAP Master Attack Plan

MARCENT U.S. Marine Corps, Central Command

MARDIV Marine Division

MASF Mobile Aeromedical Staging Facility

MASS MICAP Asset Sourcing System

MAW Marine Aircraft Wing

MCI Ministry of Culture and Information
(Iraq)

MCM Mine Countermeasures or
Multi-Command Manual

MEB Marine Expeditionary Brigade

Mech Div Mechanized Infantry Division

MEF Marine Expeditionary Force

MEL Mobile Erector-Launcher used for
mobile missiles



METS Mobile Electronic Test Set

METSAT Meteorological Satellite

MEU Marine Expeditionary Unit

MHE Materiel Handling Equipment

MIA Missing In Action

MIF Maritime Interdiction Force

MICAP Mission Critical Parts or
Mission Capable or
Mission Capability Limiting

MILCON Military Construction

MILSATCOM Military Satellite Communications

MILSTAR Military Strategic and Tactikal Relay
System

MIO Maritime Intercept Operations

MIPE Mobile Intelligence Processing Element

MIS Military Intelligence Study

MISREP Mission Report

MLRS Multiple Launch Rocket System

MLV Memory Loader Verifier

MOBREP Manpower Mobilization and Accession
Status Report

MOD Ministry of Defense

MODA Ministry of Defense and Aviation
(Saudi Arabia)

MOPP Mission Oriented Protective Posture

MPES Medical Planning and Execution
System

MPF Maritime Prepositioning Force

MPS Maritime Prepositioning Ships

MRE Mealt; Ready to Eat



MRR Minimum Risk Route

MRS Mobility Requirements Study

MSC Military Sealift Command

MSE Mobile Subscriber Equipment

MSI Multi-Spectral Imagery

MSK Mission Support Kits

MTACC Marine "Iactical Air Command Center

MTI Moving Target Indicator

MTL Master Target List

MTMC Military Tnaffic Management Command

NAC Northern Area Command

NALE Naval Amphibious Liaison Element

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NAVCENT U.S. Navy, Central Command

NAVEUR Naval Forces, Europe

NAVSTAR Navigational Satellite Timing and
Ranging

NBC Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

NCA National Command Authorities

NCTR Noncooperative Target Recognition

NDRF National Defense Reserve Fleet

NDS NPIC Data Systems

NF or NOFORN Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals

NGB National Guard Bureau

NGFS Naval Gunfire Support

NIE National Intelligence Estimate

NMAC Near Mid-Air Collision

NMCS Not Mission Capable Supplies



NMCM Not Mission Capable Maintenance

NMIC National Military Intelligence Center

NMIST National Military Intelligence Support
Teams

NOAA National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration

NOB Naval Order of Battle

NODDS Naval Oceanographic Data
Dissemination System

NPIC National Photo Interpretation Center

NSA National Security Agency

NSC National Security Council

NTC Night Targeting Cell (in GAT)

NVO Night Vision Goggles

O&M Operations and Maintenance

OAS Offensive Avionics System

OASD/(DR&E) Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Defense Research &
Engineering)

OASD/(SO/LIC) Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Special Operations/Low
Intensity Conflict)

OB Order of Battle

OCA Offensive Counter Air

OCP Observation Command Post

OICC Operational Intelligence Crisis Center

OP Observation Post

OPAIR Opposing Air

OPCON Operational Control

OPDS Offshore Petroleum Distribution System
(USN)



OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries

OPLAN Operation Plan

OPORD Operation Order

OPSEC Operational Security

OSD Offic;e of the Secretary of Defense

OS! Office of Special Investigations
(USAF)

OSP Operational Support Package

PACOM Pacific Command

PA Public Affairs

PAO Public Affairs Officer

PCITF Positive Combat Identification Task
Force

PGM Precision Guided Munitions

PIN Primary Identification Number

PLO Palestine Liberation Organization

PLS Palletized Loading System

PLV Program Loader Verifier

PMC Partially Mission Capable

PMEL Precision Measurement Equipment
Laboratory

PMT Pastoral Ministry Team

PNVS Pilot Night Vision System

POG Psychological Operations Group

POL Petroleum, Oils and Lubricants

POMCUS Pre-positioning of Material Configured
to Unit Sets

POW Prisoner of War

PREPO Pre-positioned



PSYOP Psychological Operation

PSYOPS Psychological Operations

PTAS Provisional Tactical Airlift Squadron

QEAF Qatari Eriri Air Force

QRCT Quick Reaction Communications
Terminal

R&D Research and Development

R&M Reliability and Maintainability

RADIC Rapidly Deployable Integrated
Command and Control system

RAF Royal Air Force (U.K.)

RAFVR Royal Air Force Voluntary Reserve

RAM Radar Absorptive Material

RC Reserve Component

RCAF Roysl Canadian Air Force

RCC Rescue Coordination Center or
Revolutionary Command Council (Iraq)

RDAF Royal Dutch Air Force

RDF Rapid Deployment Force or
Radio Direction Finding

RDIT Rapid Deployment Imagery Terminal

RDJ (F Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force

Red Horse Rapid Engineer Deployable, Heavy
Operational Repair Squadron, Engineer

REMIS Reliability and Maintainability
Information System

RFI Request for Information

RFMD RED FLAG Measurement Debriefing

RGFC Republican C&ard Force Command
(Iraq)

r.1BS Readiness in Base Services



RJAF Royal Jordanian Air Force

RLT Regimental Landing Team (USMC)

RO/RO Roll On/Roll Off

ROE Rules of Engagemcnt

ROTHR Relocatable Over-The-Horizon Radar

RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle

RRF Ready Reserve Force or
Ready Reserve Fleet

RSADF Royal Saudi Air Defense Force

RSAF Royal Saudi Air Force

RSLF Royal Saudi Land Force

RTNEPH Real-Time Nephanalysis

RW Reconnaissance Wing

RWR Radar Warning Receiver

S&TI Scientific and Technical Intelligence

SA Selective Availability

SAAF Saudi Arabian Armed Forces

SAC Strategic Air Command

SAG Saudi Arabian Government or
Surface Action Group (USN)

SAM Surface-to-Air Missile

SAMAREC Saudi Arabian Marketing and Refining
Company

SANG Saudi Arabian National Guard

SAR Search and Rescue

SAS Special Air Service (U.K.)

SATCOM Satellite Communications

SBS Special Boat Service (U.K.)

SBSS Standard Base Supply System

I



SCUD Soviet surface-to-surface missile

SCI Sensitive Compartmented Information

SCIF Sensitive Compartmented Information
Facility

SEAD Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses

SEAL Sea Air Land

SECDEF Secretary of Defense

SFG Special Forces Group

SFW Sensor Fuzed Weapon

SHAPE Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers,
Europe

SHF Super High Frequency

SIDS Secondary Imagery Dissemination
System

SIGINT Signals Intelligence

SINCGARS Single Channel Ground/Airborne Radio
Subsystem

SlOP Single Integrated Operations Plan

SITREP Situation Report

SLAM Standoff Land Attack Missile

SLAR Side-Looking Airborne Radar

SLOC Sea Lines of Communicatmons

SMESA Special Middle East Shipping
Agreement

SNIE Special National Intelligence Estimate

SOAF Sultanate of Oman Air Force

SOC Sector Operations Center (Air Defense)
or
Special Operations Command

SOCCENT Special Operations Command, Central
Command



SOCOM Special Operations Command

SOF Special Operations Forces

SOFA Status of Forces Agreement

SOG Special Operations Group

SOS Special Operations Squadron

SOW Special Operations Wing

SPACC U.S. SPACECOM Space Control
Center

SPEAR Strike Projection Evaluation and Anti-
Air Warfare Research (USN)

SPINS Special Instructions

SPOT French Satellite Probatoire
d'Observation de la Terre

SRBM Short-range Ballistic Missile

SRP Sealift Readiness Program

SRW Surveillance and Reconnaissance Wing

SSA Selective Service Act

SSM Surface-to-Surface Missile

STAMP Standard Air Munitions Package

STGP Special Tactics Group (USAF)

STON Short Ton (2,000 pounds or 0.9 metric
tons)

STPJ Special Tactic Paramedics (USAF)

STRAPP Standard Tank, Rack, Adapter, and
Pylon Package

STRATFOR Strategic Forces Advisors

STU Secure Telephor,! Unit

SURVIAC Survivability and Vulnerability
Information Analysis Center

SWA Southwest Asia



SYERS Senior Year Electro-Optical
Reconnaissance System

TAC Tactical Air Command

TACAIR Tactical Air

TACC Tactical Air Control Center

TACON Tactical Control

TACP Tactical Air Control Party

TACS Tactical Air Control System

TACSAT Tactical Satellite

TADIL Tactical Digital Information Link or
Tactical Data Interface Link

TAF Tactical Aircraft Forces

TAG Tactical Airlift Group

TAIRCW Tactical Air Control Wing

TALD Tactical Air-Launched Decoy

TALO Theater Airlift Liaison Officer

TANKREP Tank Killer Report

TAOC Tactical Air Operations Center (USMC)

TARCAP Target Combat Air Patrol

TARPS Tactical Air Reconnaissance Pod
System

TAW Tactical Airlift Wing

TAWC Tactical Air Warfare Center

TBM Tactical Ballistic Missile

TCN Transportation Control Number

TDA Tactical Decision Aid

TEL Transporter-Erector-Launcher

TEMPER Tent Expendable Modular Personnel

TER Triple Ejector Rack



TERCOM Terrain Contour Matching

ITS Tactical Fighter Squadron

TFW Tactical Fighter Wing
TIALD Thermal Imaging and Laser

Designating

TIARA Tactical Intelligence and Related
Activities

TIBS Tactical Information Broadcast System
(USAF)

TIROS Television and Infrared Observation

Satellites

TIS Tactical Intelligence Squadron

TLAM Tomahawk Land-Attack Missile

TMD Tactical Ballistic Missile Defense

TO Technical Order

TO&E Table of Organization and Equipment

TlOAF Tactical Operations Area Forecast

TOT Time Over Target

TPFDD Time-Phased Force Deployment Data

TPFDL Time-Phased Force Deployment List

TR Theater Reserves

TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command (US
Army)

TRAM Target Recognition and Acquisition
Multisensor (USN)

TRANSCOM U.S. Transportation Command

TRAP Tanks, Racks, Adapters, and Pylons

TRG Tactical Reconnaissance Group

TTF Tanker Task Force

TTM Tactical Target Material



TIP Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures

UAE United Arab Emirates

UAEAF United Arab Emirates Air Force

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UAWS USAREUR Automated Weather System

UCMJ Uniform Code of Military Justice

UHF Ultra High Frequency

UK United Kingdom

ULN Unit Line Number

UMMIPS Uniform Military Management and
Movement Indicator System

UN United Nations

UND Urgency of Need Designator

UNSC United Nations Security Council

USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

USAF United States Air Force

USAFE U.S. Air Force Europe

USAFR United States Air Force Reserve

USAR U.S. Army Reserve

USC United States Code

USCENTCOM Central Command

USCG U. S. Coast Guard

USCINCCENT Commander-in-Chief U.S. Central
Command

USCINCCENT US. Commander-in-Chief, Central
Command

USDAO U.S. Defense Attache Office

USEUCOM U.S. European Command

USG United States Government



USIA U.S. Information Agency

USMC U.S. Marine Corps

USN U.S. Navy

USNAVCENT U.S. Nav.y, U.S. Central Command

USNR U.S. N.avy Reserve

USPACCOM U.S. ,racific Command

USSOCOM U.S. Special Operations Command

USSOUTHCOM U.S. Southern Command

USSPACECOM U.S. Space Command

USTRANSCOM U.S. Transportation Command

UTC Unit Type Code

UTE Utilization Rate

VA Department of Veteran's Affairs

VCJCS Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of ',taff

VFR Visual Flight Reference

WAM Wide Area Mine

WATCHCON Watch Condition

WCDC War Crimes Documentation Center

WFOV Wide Field of View

WHNS Wartime Host-Nation Support

WIA Wounded in Action

WIN Worldwide Military Command and
Control System Intercomputer Network

WN or WNINTEL Warning Notice: Intelligence Sources
and Methods Involved

WOC Wing Operations Center

WRM War Reserve Material

WRSK War Readiness Spares Kits

WSO Weapons System Operator



WWIMS Worldwide Indicators and Monitoring

System

WWMCCS Worldwide Military Command and
Control System

WXG Weather Group


